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What Is DOE-2? 
DOE-2 is an up-to-date, unbiased. well-documented public-domain computer program for 
building energy anal~'sis. DOE-2 predicts the hourly energy use and energy cost of a 
building given hourly weather information and a description of the building and its 
HVAC equipment and utility rate structure. DOE-2 is a portable FORTRAN program 
that can be used on a large variety of computers. including PC's. Using DOE-2, 
designers can determine the choice of building parameters that improve energy efficiency 
while maintaining thermal comfort. The purpose of DOE-2 is to aid in the analysis of 
energr usage in buildings; it is not intended to be the sole source of information relied 
upon for the design of buildings. The judgment and experience of the architect/engineer 
still remain the most important elements of building design. 

About This Manual 
During the 15 yeaTs that DOE-2 has been in existence, it has grown to three times its 
original size due to the addition of new capabilities. As a result, using the program can 
be difticult not only for the novice-but also for the experienced user. 

The enormous number of input and output variables from which you can choose is only 
part of the problem. Up until now there has been no attempt to give you guidance as to 
what is considered "basic" and what. might be termed "finESse". Learning to use 
DO£-2 is analogous to learning a card game: first you learn how to bid, then to follow 
suit, then to trump. It is only after the "basic" rules have been mastered that the idea 
of a "finesse" can enter the game. This manual is aimed at introducing you to the basic 
rules of DOE-2. 

DO£-l Basics covers approximately 80% of normal simulation applications, yet requires 
you to be familiar with only 2.5% of the input variables available in the program. ThESe 
yariables have been chosen from our long experience of assisting the most experienced 
users prepare their inputs. 

There is a real danger in pJ'eparing a manual with a limited set of variables because so 
man~' us(:'ful feat ul'es of the pl'ogJ'am are left out. To compensate for this, we have pro
vided. in Appendix A, a directory of the more complex features of DOE-2. 
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Other Documentation . 
In addition t·o this DOE-2 Bas£cs, there are six other pieces of documentation: 

• Reference .AJan-ual (2.1.4) 
- detailed instructions on how to use all features of Version 

2.1A. of the pl"Ogram 

• Supplement (2.1E) 

- a companion volume to the Reference Manual (2.1A), it contains 

detailed discussions and instructions for using the enhancements 

introduced into subsequent versions of the program 

• BDL Summary (2.1E) 

- summarizes all input commands and keywords 

- lists defaults. limits, abbreviations 

• Sample RU1I Book (2.1E) 

- shows input and output for simple and complex buildings and systems 

- illustrates most program features 

- a complete set of sample inputs and outputs is available on the mainframe 

DOE-2 tape for you to examine, run, and/or edit; a reduced set of samples 

is distributed on diskette with the PC versions of DOE-2. 

• Ellgineers Jfanual (2.1A) 

- describes engineering and mathematical basis of program calculations 

- lists sources of algorithms 

• CSet_YelL's 

- pu Llished Cjuart.erly 

- distributed free of charge 

- features articles on the effective use of DOE-2 

- lists program problems and bug fixes 

- pro\'jdes a directory of DOE-2 related software products 

A.n~· prog;ram user may receiYe the User NeuJs free of charge. To be put on the distribu
tion list. please write the Simulation Research Group, Bldg. 90 - Room 3147, Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA. 94720. 
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DOE-2 manuals are available from the National Technical Informat.ion Service, 5285 
Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 221(31; tel. (703) 487-4650, Fax (703) 321-8547. Con
tact ?\TIS for price and delivery information. 

Title of Document 
(yersion of DOE-2) 

Reference ~Hanual (2.1A) 

Supplement (2.1E) 
DOE-2 Basics (2.1E) 
BDL Summary (2.1E) 
Sample Run Book (2.1E) 
Engineers lo.fanual (2.1A) 

NTIS Order Number 

LBL-8706, Rev.2 

• 
• 
• 
• 
DE-830-04575 

At tht tin,· tbis m~nual went to press. !"TIS reference numbers had not yet been assigned. Please call Kathy Ellington at (510) 
48G-.:'711. or fc.x 10 (5101 48G-4089. for reference numbers. 
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What does a DOE-2 run look like? 
Following are t.he input (complete with a system, plant, and energy rate) and selected 
output repol'ts for the single zone building shown below. (A more detailed version of this 
building. with five zones and a plenum, is shown in Appendix B.) 

TOP-l RIGHT-l 
/ 

.... ,. --45'--.... ·' 

~ _________________ ~~ _______ ~.,lr~1 it L-1"_--=-W:..:...F--=l __ "-.l1 m . -L. 

FRONT-l 

BM034 

I-- 25'----4 . J--25'---t 

*_I_~ ___ \\_I----, 
LEFT-l 

L--_'_~ ___ ~_'----,II 
RIGHT-l 

Figure 1.1: 

1--25'---1 

m II 
BACK-l 

Simple Structure - Single Zone Building. LEFT-I, FRONT-I, etc. are 
user- defined names. 
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Sample Input 

INi';;: LCA:)S 

:"~!\E-: "SIMPLE EXA."!PLE FOR DOE-2 BASICS" 

RON-PEiGO~ 

ABORT 
DIAGNOS:IC 
LOADS-REFOR': 

JAN 1 1974 THRU DEC 31 1974 

ERRORS 
WARNINGS 
SOMMARY - (LS-C) 

$ CHICAGO LOCATION 

Bt:L~:NG-LOCA:!ON LATITUDE = 42.0 LONGITUDE. B8.0 
ALTITUDE - 610 TIME-ZONE - 6 
AZIMUTH = 0 •• 

lriA-:-2 
R"'-' --

ROO:--: 

WA:':'-: 
rLOOR-l 
Cl 

L1:::;:::5-: 

$ CONSTRUCTIONS AND GLASS TYPES 

=~AYERS ~~TERIAL - (WDOl.PW03.IN02.GP01) 
=LAYERS MATERIAL - (RG01.BROl.IN22,WDOl) 

INSIDE-FILM-RES" .76 

=CONSTRU:TION LAYERS • RB-l-1 
LAYERS • WA-1-2 
U-VALUE - .05 .. 
U-VALUE ., .5 

=CONSTRDC!!ON 
.,CONSTRUCTION 
=CONSTR:JCTION 

aGLASS-":YPE 
l:G:"ASS-':'f?E-

SHADING-COEr - .9 

SHADING-COEF - .B 

S OCCUPANCY SCHEDULE 

THRU DEC 31 
(MON.FRI) <1.8) (0) 

(9.11) (1) 

(12, 14) ( • B •. 4 •• 8) 
<15.1B) (1) 
<19.21) (.5 •. 1 •• 1) 
(22.24) (0) 

(WEB) (1.24)(0) 

S LIGHTING SCHEDULE 

TiiRU DEC 31 
(MON.FRI) (1.B) (0.05) 

PANES - 2 
PANES OK 1 

(9.14) (.9 •• 95.1..95 •• B •• 9) 
(15.1B) (1) 
(19.21) (.6 •• 2 •• 2) 

(22.24) (0.05) 
(WEH) (1.24) (.05) •. 
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INF!L-: 

C:::CE-E~~V 

-- -l~- • 1"..:. ........ - _ 

iF -: 

R::;:::-: 

ioi"?-: 

=.l..:?,:-: 

S OfFICE EQUIPMENT SCHEDULE 

THRU DEC 31 
(MON.FRI) (1.8) (.02) 

(9.14) (.8) 

(WEH) 

(15,20) (.8,.7, .5, .5, .3, .3) 
(21,24) (.02) 
(1,24) (.02) •. 

S INFILTRATION SCHEDULE 

cSCEEDULE THRU MAR 31 (ALL) (1,24) (1) 

THRU OCT 31 (ALL) (1,24) (0) 
THRU DEC 31 (ALL) (1,24) (1) 

S SPACE DEFINITION 

=S?A:E-COKJITIONS PEOPLE-SCHEDULE - OCCUPY-l 
LIGHTING-SCHEDULE K LIGHTS-l 
EQUIP-SCHEDULE - EQOIP-l 
LIGHTING-TYPE 
LIGHTING-W/SQFT 
EQ~IPMENT-W/SQFT 

AREA/PERSON 
PEOPLE-HEAT-GAIN 
FLOOR-WEIGHT 
INF-METHOD 
INF-SCHEDOLE 
AIR-CHANGES/HR 

- REC-FLUOR-RV 
'" 1.5 
'" 1 
c 110 
.. 450 
.. 70 

- AIR-CHANGE 
.. INFIL-l 
... 6 •• 

SPACE-CONDITIONS '" OFFICE-ENV 
AREA c 5000 VOLUME '" 40000 

S ;';A~~S. WIN~OWS. AND DOORS 

HEIGHT .. 8 
AZIWJTH-180 

WIDTH" 100 
CONSTRUCTION" WALL-1 •. 

WIDTH = 45 HEIGHT" 4 
GLASS-TYPE" WINDOW-1 .• 

WIDTH" 8 HEIGHT .. 7 
GLASS-TYPE = G-DOOR .• S GLASS DOOR 

HElGHT '" 8 WIDTH - 50 
AZIM"JTH '" 90 CONSTRUCTION .. WALL-1 .. 

=ICKJO;'; LIKE Wf-1 WIDTH 25 .. 
HEIGHT = 8 WIDTH = 100 
AZIMUTH'" 0, CONSTRUCTION - WALL-1 .. 
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10<3-1 

D3-1 

LEFT-l 

Wl.-l 

TO?-l 

BO:-'TO~-: 

EN:J .. 

"'WINDO\<; 
"'DOOR 

=EXTERIOR-WlILL 

-WINDOW 

~ROOF 

LIKE WF-1 
WIDTH'" 8 

CONSTRUCTION,· D1 

HEIGHT - 8 
AZIMUTH .. 270 

LIKE WF-1 

HEIGHT- 50 

AZIMUTH - 180 

WIDTH - 45 •. 

HEIGHT '"' 7 

$ WOOD DOOR 

WIDTH EO 50 

CONSTRUCTION - WALL-l •• 

WIDTH -25 .• 

WIDTH - 100 
CONSTROCTION - RooF-l •. 

=UNDERGROUND-FLOOR AREA - 5000 

CONSTRUCTION - FLOOR-l 

IN?:::- S':'S:EMS .. 

F.z..NS-O~ =SCHD::l.E 

=S:HEDuLE 

=S:HI:'·';:"E 

=SCEE:)::'E 

lIC-SYS: =SYSTEM 

TERti DEC 31 

(MON,FRI) (1,7) (0) (8,18) (1) (19,24) (0) 

(WEH) (1,24) (0) 

TERO DEC 31 

(MON, FRI) (1,7) (99) (8,18) (76) (19,24) (99) 

(WEH) 0,24) (99) 

TERO DEC 31 

(MON. FRI) (1,7) (55) (8,18) (72) (19,24) (55) 

(WEH) (1,24) (55) 

TERO DEC 31 

(MON. FRI) (1,7) (0) (8,18) (1) 

(WEB)· (1,24) (0) 

DESIGN-HEAT-T 
DESIGN-COOL-T 
HE1I'I'-TEMP-SCH 
COOL-TEMP-SCH 
01l-CFM/PER 

SYSTEM-TYPE 
MAX-SUPPLY-T 
MIN-SUPPLY-! 

.. 72 

- 74 

- BEATSE!PT 
- CooLSETPT 
- 20 .. 

- SZRH 
'"' 110 

- 55 

(19,24) (0) 

NIGHT-CYCLE-CTRL - CYCLE-ON-FIRST 
FAN-SCHEDULE '"' FANS-ON 
DRYBULB-LIMIT 
OA-CONTROL 
ZONE-NAMES 

'"' 68 

.. TEMP 

.. (OFFICE) 
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Pl =PLANT-ASSIGNMENT SYSTEM-NAMES c (AC-SYST) 
DEw-GAL/MIN = .222 

END .. 
COM?~:E SYSTEMS .. 

INP:;: P1A),: .. 

Pl =PLANT-ASSIGNMENT 

SHVi =PLANT-EQ:JIPMENT 

=? 1ANT-EO;; !PMENT 

DEw-SCB - DHW •• 

TYPE - DEW-HEATER 
SIZE" -999 •• $ AUTO SIZED 

TYPE - HW-BOILER 
SIZE" -999 .• 

TYPE - HERM-REC-CHLR 
SIZE .. -999 

P:'A!;:-?':'.?J...:·~!.:r;;.s HERYc-REC-COND-TYPE = AIR •• $ AIR COOLED CONDENSER 

EIC •. 

co~:..·:~ P:A!,'; .. 

IK?::: E :C:;:~::5 .. 

GAS-RJ..:r 

ES: .. 

STC:: " 

BLOCK1-TYPE - ENERGY 
BLOCK1-DATA = (BOO, .075, 

1200, .095, 
1. .10) 

RESOURCE c ELECTRICITY 
BLOCK-CHARGES - (BLC) •• 

RESOORCE = NATURAL-GAS 
ENERGY-CHG - .62 •• 

(ES-D) •• 

11 
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Sample Output 
The following pages show the output reports generated by the sample input for Chicago 
·weather. 

S!MP:'E EXJ..M;:':: !'OF. DOE-2 B.I<.SlCS DOE-2.1E-005 Tue Mar 29 13:02:28 1994LDL RUN 1 

REPOR7 - LS- C B'':JL:,:rlG PEA;: LOAD COMPONENTS WEATHER FILE- TRY CHICAGO 

Vr.: .. :"TME 

1\'" r-.J;"· :-:::::":':-:-: :!~~ 
RC("F :- ::!~: .: ::: .:.~~ 
W!N:(lv.,' G:.J..S2·!'i'Y. :C.lN:: 
WI t::r0h 3:..J,;S.? 5C::"';'.i=. 
DOOF :ONJv::: :;t, 
1 N7S::i.!':' S\.lEF.!-.:r :::>1:: 
r..1t;:'E~ ~::.:,:}!:::- s:.~::,: :IN: 
)::::·j?.z..~rT : S~'.l:::E 

:":G:-::- -. .s;- .:'.-:E .. 
EC·t': ?~£~~- ...-.!, 

.s~}\::-s 

?R::'::::.'?: SF.~-:E 

:N:=-::":-:;..!.:-: -," 

T(>:~ 

~O?J.:" ':""""'.-.-

"r"' ..... ~ 
.·~l'-_ ..J,,-,r •• .:'.EE.!, 

5000 sQIT 
40000 CUIT 

465 SQM'I' 
1133 CUM'!' 

COOLING LOAf; HEATING LOAD 

JUL 4PM JAN 12 8AM 

94F 
74F 

34C 
23c 

-7F -22C 
-7F -22C 

SENS:ELE LATENT SENSIBLE 
IKBTU/H J I KW IKBTU/Hr 

~ .':' t i :.278 0.000 0.000 - 8.498 
:,It: 

• _ 0 1 e. 63 3 0.000 0.000 -65.669 
6 .OG7 1. no O. 000 0.000 -22.272 

2S.40[, 6.614 0.000 0.000 2.582 
0.766 0.224 0.000 0.000 -1.755 
C . coo C.OOO O. OOG 0.000 0.000 
. ,~, 00 . 0.440 O. 000 0.000 -7.500 

1 C . ~ ~, 3. 070 B.056 2.360 0.525 
-- .b~i 6. 398 0.000 0.000 2.744 
}j .0S: 3.24 ; 0.000 0.000 0.8e9 

O. «:c· O. ODD 0.000 0.000 0.000 
v . OJ{: O. GOC C.OOO 0.000 - 19 .196 

-- - .: E ~ 4C.7BO B.056 :.360 -118.149 

-118.149 KBTUI H ' ,- .23f ;';ETUIf' 43.14 J KW ';''i' 

:~.4:IE,!,r.!i!-:.S~F'!' 9:l. 87 3 Ii ISQM':' ~ 3.6 30STU/H. SQFT 

N::ITE l)THE ABOVE LOADS EXCLUDE OtJl'SlDE VENTILATION AIR 
LOADS 

~)TIMES GrVEN IN STANDARD TIME FOR THE LOCATION 
IN CONS"DERATION 

12 

I KW 

-2.490 
-19.241 
- 6.526 

0.757 
-0.514 

0.000 
- 2.197 

0.154 
0.804 
0.261 
0.000 

- 5.624 

-34.619 

-34.61B 

74.524 

KW 

W ISQM'I' 



ooE-2.1E-005 Tue Har 29 13:02:28 1994SDL RUN 

AC-SYST WEATHER FILE- TRY CHICAGO 

SYS7& SYS7~ ALTITUDE FLOOR AREA MAX 
W-Y.E 7'irE MU'~Tl ?LIER ISQFT ) PEOPLE 

AC-SYS7 .sZ~E 1.020 5000.0 45. 

SUPPLY RETURN ovrSIDE COOLING HEATING COOLING HEATING 
FAN E":...EC ~El.:;"'.-T FAN ELEC DELTA-T AIR CAPACITY SENSIBLE CAPACITY EIR EIR 

(Cn'. i (1<\0:) I~' . , (CFM ) (!<W) (F) RATIO (KBTU/HR) (SHR) (KBTU/HR) (BTU/BTU) (BTU/BTU) 

6918. ~~ . :) ~ 1 2.4 O. 0.000 0.0 0.134 256.389 0.699 -342.822 0.00 0.37 

SUPPLY EXHAUST MINIMUM Otn'SIDE COOLING EXTRACTION HEATING ADDITION 
ZONE FLOW FLOW FAN FLOW AIR FLOW CAPACITY SENSIBLE RATE CAPACITY RATE 
W..Y.E (Cn'. ) (CFM ) (!<W) RATIO (CFl4 ) (KBTU/HR) (SHR) (KBTU/HR) (KBTU/HR) (KBTU/HR) MULTIPLIER 

OFFICE 69H. O. 0.000 1.000 927. 0.00 0.00 141.97 0.00 -283.93 1.0 
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DOE-2.1E-005 Tue Mar 29 13:02:28 1994SD~ RUN 

AC-SYST WEATHER FILE- TRY CHICAGO 

- - - . . . - : , .;. N :; - . - - . - . - H E 11 T I N G - . . - - - E L E C - . --
MAXIMUM MAXIMUM ELEC- MAXIMUM 

(,OOl.:r~.:; :'I~:: DRY- WET· COOLING HEATING TIME DRY- WET- HEATING TRICAL ELEC 
ENERG', OF tlJ..i: BU'"B BULB LOAD ENERGY OF MAX BULB BULB LOAD ENERGY LOAD 

MotnH 'ME:-:) . DY HR rEMF TEMP (KBTU/HR) (MBTU) DY HR TEMP TEMP (KBTU/HR) (JOOi) (KWi 

JAN O.00C·::8 0.000 -35.811 7 8 -1. F -1. F - 312.633 4632. 16.811 

FEB C. C'[I(;[: C: 0.000 -28.390 11 8 5.F 4.F -293.867 4001. 16.811 

MAr G. C· C:::· C .000 -17.126 25 8 14.F 12. F -262.729 4111. 16. ell 

APR _. 
t". i: 2~ ~f 6&.f 63 .F 106.217 -3.525 8 8 30.F 27. F -189.422 4095. 16.811 

MAv :. :~::::. 1': 2 S. f 7S.F 166.823 - 0.806 13 43.F 40.F -78.441 4106. 16.811 

J'Jr: :f :<.F' 7i .:- 197.350 0.000 17 54. F 48. F - 0.084 3754. 16.811 

Ji" ~-
3':'.~--·': :f ?:.:=- 7'.F 216.134 0.000 0.000 4106. 16.811 

A;]G :<'.~~~~ .; j ~ .. s: .f "1.F 199.028 0.000 0.000 4106, 16.811 

SSP :: .4';:::' t-: .F i:.F lE.944 -0.435 23 8 36.F 34. F -116.905 3754, 16.811 

oc:- 2. : ::~: ~ -:-';.:=- ff .f 8 ..... : 58 -2.720 21 8 30.F 29.F -208.883 4106. 16.811 

HO'.: C. :.: ~~-: - . :::" ... 8;.303 -15.157 25 8 27. F 25.F -231.982 3705. 16.81i ". 

DEC 0.0(1(1 -29.037 26 8 15.F 15. F -279.563 4419. 16.611 
~ - --- - --- ._. ------- ---_._--- ----------

TO:;:' ., . 
-133.006 48901. 

I'AZ 216.134 -312.633 16.811 
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DOE-2.1E-005 Tue Mar 29 13:02:2B 1954PD~ RUN 1 

ENERGY TYPE: ELECTRICITY NATURAL-GAS 
UNITS: KETU 

CATEGORY OF USE 
--------------. 

AREA LIGHTS 74.7 0.0 

M!SC EQUI?MT 35.9 0.0 

SPACE HEAT B.5 204.3 

SPACE COOL 30.4 0.0 

HEAT REJECT 5.1 0.0 

PUMPS & MISC 3.9 0.0 

VENT FANS 56.2 0.0 

DOM:iC'T WATER 0.0 51.7 
---------- .---------

TOTJ<.L 214. B 256.0 

47(0.82 HBTD 
900.00 HBTU 

94.2 KBTU/SQFT-YR GROSS-AREA 
1 BO.l KBTU/SQl'T-YR GROSS-AREA 

;,~;::::::;: c: ,;'c')p" ;'_"Y SYSTEM ZONE OUTSIDE OF THROTTLING RANGE 0.5 
~E;:,::t:!.-:- 0, HOl'RS ;..),y PLANT LGAD NOT SATISFIED 0.0 

Ii,::-:-::: ::';;:F:GY::S ,t,F?OP,'!"IONED HOURLY TO ALL END-USE CATEGORIES. 
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WEATHER FILE- TRY CHICAGO 

94.2 KBTU/SQFT-YR NET-AREA 
IBO.1 KBTU/SQl'T-YR NET-AREA 
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I'!ETERS 

ELECT- FJ,:'E 1 2 3 4 

GAS-RA'!E 1 2 3 4 

00E-2.1E-005 Tue Mar 29 13:02:28 1994ED~ Rm, 

METERED 
ENERGY 

UNITS/YR 

62939. KWH 

2560. THERM 

TOTAL 
CHARGE 

($) 

5982. 

1587. 

7569. 

ENERGY COST/GROSS BLDG AREA: 1.51 
ENERGY COST/NET BLDG AREA: 1.51 
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VIRTUAL 
RJ>.TE 

(S/UNIT) 

0.0950 

0.6200 

RATE USED 
ALL YEAR? 

YES 

YES 



Structure of DO&2 
DOE-2 has fhe parts, as shown in Fig. 1.2: one program for translation of the input, 
and four simulation subprograms. The four simulation subprograms are executed in 
sequence. with th~ output of one becoming the input to the next. Each of the four simu
lation subprograms also produces printed reports of the results of its calculations. The 
subprograms are summarized below: 

1) BDL - The Building Description Language processor 
reads t.he flexibly formatted data supplied by you and translates it into computer 
recognizable form. It also calculates response factors for the ·transient heat flow in 
walls and weighting factors for the thermal response of building spaces. 

2) LOADS - the loads simulation subprogram 

3) 

4) 

5) 

calculates the sensible and latent components of the bourly beating or cooling load 
for each user-designated space in the building, assuming that each space is kept at a 
constant temperature selected by you. LOADS is responsive to weather and solar 
conditions. to schedules of people, lighting and equipment, to infiltration, to the 
time dela:v of heat transfer through walls and roofs and to tbe effect of building 
shades on solar radiation. 

SYSTEMS - the secondary· HVAC system simulation subprogram 
LOADS produees a first approximation of tbe energy demands of a building. SYS
TE!\lS corrects this approximation by taking into account outside air requirements, 
hoUl'S of equipment operation, HVAC equipment control strategies, and the tran
sien t response of the buil ding w hen neither heating nor cooling is required to main
tain the tempel'ature and humidity setpoints. Tbe output of SYSTEMS is a list of 
the actual heating and cooling coil loads at the zone and system levels . 

• PLAl"'\T - the primary HV AC system simulation subprogram 
simulates the behayior of boilers, turbines, chillers, cooling towers, storage tanks, 
et c .. in satisfying the secondary systems heating and cooling coil loads. PLANT 
t ake~ into acC"ount the part-load characteristics of the primary equipment in order to 
ealC'ulate the fuel and electrical demands of the building. 

ECONO}\lICS - the economic analysis subprogram 
eakulates the eost of energy. It. can be used to compare the costs of different build
ing designs oJ' to calculate sayings for retrofits to an existing building. 

Th< word, I'fcvTidary and primary are historicaJ terminology in the 11.S. building industry. The "air side" equipment (fans. 
du,:t: and coil» i~ r~f~rr~d to a.; the "secondary" system; whereas the boilers, chillers a.nd other energy conversion equipment 
or· c"lI~.j "[,rimary··. 
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USER INPUT 

F.ILE 
MATERIALS 

UBRARY 

BOL PROCESSOR 
WEATHER 

,--_D...,Ar-T_A_~~ " 

,~ ~ ,~ 

LOADS 

" 
LOADS 

REPORTS 

::. SYSTEMS 

" SYSTEMS 
REPORTS 

Figure 1.2: DOE-2 Program Flow 
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Uses for DO&2 
Because of the scope and flexibility of its input, DOE-2 can be used in many applica
tions. especially those in,:olving design of building envelope and systems, and selection of 
energy consen'ing or peak demand reduction alternatives. For example: 

Energy Conservation Studies 

a) Effect of the thickness, order, type of materials, and orientation of 
exterior walls and roofs; 

b) Effect of thermal storage in walls and floors, and in energy storage tanks cou
pled to HVAC systems; 

c) Effect of occupant, lighting, and equipment schedules; 

d). Effect of intermittent operation, such as the shutdown of HVAC systems 
during the night, on weekends, holidays, or for any hour; 

e) Effect of' reduction in minimum outside air requirements and the scheduled use 
of' outside air for cooling; 

f) Effect of' internal and external shading, tinted and reflective glass, use of day
lighting. 

Building Design Studies 

a) Initial design selection of the basic elements of the building, primary and secon
dary HYAC systems, and energy source; 

b) During the design stage, evaluating specific design concepts such as system zon
ing. control strategies, and systems selection; 

c) During construction, evaluating contractor proposals for deviations from the 
C'onstruction plans and specifications; 

d) A base of comparison for monitoring the operation and maintenance of the 
finished building and systems; 

e) Analysis of existing buildings for cost-effective retrofits. 

How Has DOE-2 Been Validated? 
DOE-:2 has been verified against manual calculations and against field measurements on 
exist ing buildings in a DOE-sponsored project conducted by Los Alamos National 
La boratory. For more information on program validation, please refer to the following; 

• DOE-;: l'erification Project, Phase 1, Interim Report, Los Alamos National Labora
tor~·. Report 1'\0. L-\-8295-MS, 1981 

• DOE-'2 Verijicat£on Project, Phase 1, Final Report, Los AJamos National Labora
tory. Report }'\o. LA-I06-t9-!\1S, 1986. 

These reports arE' available from the Nat.ional Technical Information Service, 5285 Port 
Royal Road. Springfield, VA 22161. 
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Weather Files 
The DOE-2 mainframe tape comes with Chicago weather; it also comes with a weather 
processor program for converting weather tapes into DOE-2 compatible weather files. 
tisers of the PC versions of DOE-2 should contact their vendor for information on 
weather files. \Veat,her files can be obtained from the following organizations: 

TMY or TRY weather tapes National Climatic Data Center 
Federal Building 
Asheville, North Carolina 28801 

(704) 259-0871 Climate Data 
(704) 259-0682 Main Number 

CTZ weather tapes California Energy Commission 
Attn: Bruce Maeda, MS-25 
1516-9th Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512 

1-800-772-3300 Energy Hotline 

WYEC weather tapes ASI-rnAE 
1791 Tullie Circle N.E. 
Atlanta, GA 30329 

(404) 636-8400 

Program-Related Software and Services 
Each issue of t he User News contains a directory of software and services pertaining to 
DOE-2. This listing includes names and addresses of consultants, information on train
ing. ,,-hel'e t.o pUl'chase the PC versions of DOE-2, how to obtain pre- and post-processor 
software, etc. Because the information is subject to constant change, we decided not to 
include it in DOE-2 Basics. 

To get current information. please contact the 

Simulation Research Group 
Bldg. 90 - Room 3147 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
One C~'clotron Road 
Berkeley, CA 94720 
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BUILDING DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE (BDL) 

BDL Instructions 
In this manual, the acronym BDL is used both as the name of the DOE-2 input language and as 
the name of the DOE-2 subprogram that translates DOE-2 input instructions into a machine 
read able format. For a list of basic BDL input commands and keywords, see Appendix F of this 
manual. A complete list of commands and keywords can be found in t.he BDL Summary (2.1E). 

To aid in understanding the following sections, we recommend that you refer to the "Sample 
Input", starting on p.i. 

The primary element of BDL is the instruction. An instruction corresponds roughly to an 
English sentence and always includes a command that specifies the subject. matter, and a termi
nator that ends the command. An example is the BDL instruction that defines the run period 
for the simulat.ion (see "Sample Input"): 

Rl:!\-PERIOD JAN 1 1974' THRU DEC 31 1974 .. 

Each instruction is assumed by BDL to stay in effect until it sees a terminator. If there is more 
e1at.a. it assumes a new instruct.ion is coming and seeks out the controlling command word of 
that instruction. This process continues until BDL reads the STOP command. Note that no 
reference is made here to coming to the end of a line. An instruction may stretch over many 
lines without your needing t.o indicate that the second and following lines are continuations of 
t.hE' first. BDL assumes that they are continuations as long as it has not discovered a termina
tor. and thus allows you to arrange t.he input. any way you wish. 

Terminator 
The symbol for the terminator is .. {two periods with no space between them and one or more 
blank spaces preceding them. Don', forget to end each instruction with a terminator; otherwise, 
pages of error messages may result. 

Comments 
Any line of input ma.y contain a comment; comment lines start and end with a dollar sign ($). 
Be sure to put at least. one space between the terminator and the start of the comment line 
( .. $comment). 

INPUT Command 
Beforf' inputting data for a subprogram, you han t·o use the II\TPUT command to tell BDL 
which program data are being presen ted next; for example: 

I:"Pl ~T LOADS 

END Command 
E::\D tE'lls BDL t.hat the program dat.a started by INPUT command is complete. The lines 
betwE'en !7\"PUT and El'\D must. contain all data needed to perform the simulation for the sub
program indicated. 

BDL 1.1 BDL 



COMPUTE Command 
CO!\lPUTE requests th at a sim ulation be performed using inpu t data between the previous 
II\PUT and E1\1) commands. In the sample, COMPUTE LOADS requests a LOADS simulation 
and that the LOADS data between Il\rpUT LOADS and END be used. The sequence continues 
by telling BDL to accept SYSTEMS data input (INPUT SYSTEMS). 

Keywords* 
The description of a building is entered between INPUT and END with a series of commands, 
each of which accepts additional pieces of information that describe the content of the com
mand. The identification of the specific content is through keywords. 

Keywords always appear in the form keyword=value, or keyword=(a list of values), where you 
specify a "value" or "list of values". As an example, the BUILDING-LOCATION command 
tells BDL that the dat.a t.o follow give the building's location and time zone. 

BVILDI~G-LOCATION LA TITUDE=42 
ALTITUDE=61O 
AZIMUTH=O 

LONGITUDE=88 
TIME-ZOJ\TE=6 
HOLIDAY=NO •• 

In this example there are six keyword=value pairs ( LATITUDE=42, LONGITUDE=88, 
ALTlTl:DE=610. TI\fE-Z01\'E=6, AZIMUTH=O, and HOLIDAY=NO). 

Spacing between lines. commands. keywords. etc., is arbitrary except that a blank indicates the 
E'nd of a kE'y\\·orc.l=\,aluE' pair. For this reason blank spaces may not be embedded within a sin
glE' keyword. For example, the keyword TIME-ZONE is recognized as one word; if the dash is 
omirted (TJ:\lE ZO:\E), then two words are produced and BDL won't recognize either one as a 
ke~·word. Because spaces, ~ommas, and equal signs may be used int.erchangeably as separators, 
BD L ill terprets 

LATITUDE 42 
LA TITUDE,42 

LA TITUDE=42 

all in the same way. However, equal signs between keywords and their values do make the input 
more readable. ;'-Iote that for the keyword, HOLIDAY, the value assigned (NO) is a code-word 
rather than a number. 

U-N'ames and Referenced Commands 
Some kEoywords take \'alues t.hat are user-defined names, called "u-names". With u-names, 
prE'\'iously-defined commands can be referenced, allowing data from one instruction to be used in 
one or more su bSE'quen t inst ruct ions. 

To illustrate tbt- use of refereneed commands and u-names. we specify the construction of a wall. 
The first step is to indicate the different layers of the wall starting from the outside surface. 
This is given by an instruction whose command is LA )'ERS, which must be given a u-name, in 
this case WA-I-2. 

WA-I-2 =LA YERS :tviA TERIAL=(WDOl,PW03,IH02,GPOl) .. 

• PJ~:..:;~ rr:fH to Appendix E for a Jist of "ba~ic" commands. keyword5. and a.bbreviations. 
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Note t.hat. in general, a command must be the first word in an instruction unless it is preceded 
by a u-name (preferably with an intervening equal sign).* There are two other points to note in 
t.his example. First: when a list of values is assigned to a keyword, the list must be enclosed in 
parent.heses ( ). Second: the values of some keywords are code-words; in this example they were 
taken from the list of materials described in Appendix D, the Materials Library. 

Since the LAYERS command has a u-name, it can be referenced in a subsequent instruction that 
describes the unique construction of a wall.· Its value is the u-name you have given to the set of 
materials above. Thus 

WALL-I =CONSTRUCTION LAYERS=WA-I-2 •• 

Here. t.he COJ\:STRUCTION command has been given the u-name WALL-I to remind you that 
it describes the construction type of the exterior wall, and so that it can be referenced later. 

To complete the chain of referenced commands, the south-facing wall of the building has an 
exterior wall with construction \VALL-I: 

FRO~T-l =EXTERIOR-WALL HI;:IGHT=8 

Choosing u-names 

WIDTH=100 
AZIMUTH=180 
CONSTRUCTION=WALL-1 .. 

In the example above, the command EXTERIOR-WALL has also been given au-name, 
FRO!':T -1. This is opt.ional and is not required. However, there are reasons for u-naming 
specifiC' walls. windows and the like. The first is that several of the optional reports in the 
LOA.DS subprogram are verifications of input organized in an informative manner. Unless the 
Val'iOIlS('ompoIH'nts are u-named, it is difficult to tell which wall, for example, is being described. 
Another reason is t.o make use of the labor-saving keyword LIKE, which is described below. The 
rule fol' choosing u-names is this: a u-naine is any alpha-numeric string of 16 or fewer symbols 
which have no embedded spaces and that are different from all commands, keywords and code
words or their corresponding abbreviations or reserved words. "Reserved" means that the word 
is recogniz('d by the program as a command or keyv,:ord or value. 

LIKE Keyword 
1\lany commands allow the LIKE keyword. When used, LIKE must be the first. keyword follow
ing t h(' command and its symbolic value must be the u-name of a previously defined command 
of tll(, same type This keyword instructs BDL t.o assign to this command the same ,-alues of all 
the ke~'\ro]'ds in the referenced command. For example, 

\\T -J =\Y}:"DO\\, HEIGHT=4 
WIDTH=45 
GLASS-TYPE=WINDOW-l •• 

allows us to reference this window and change its width, creating a new window, \VR-l: 

\\-R-l = \\l;\,DO\\, LIKE=WF -1 WIDTH=25 .. 

• Th"t" at(' SOITl" ,:ommands. like Bl'ILOING-LOCATION. which cannot han u-names. The t'omplet.e list or commands, key
wod;. th~ir ~l.l·rHi~tion;,. and summary rules is given in the BDL Summarll ff.IE). 
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Subcommands 
A subcomma1ld is similar to a command except that it can be referred to by a subsequent com
mand through t,he use of a u-name. Unlike a command, however, the keywords of a subcom
mand can be included within its associat.ed command. In the example, SPACE-CONDITIONS 
keywords are referenced in the SPACE command by specifying 
SPACE-CO:,\DITIONS=OFFICE-ENV. In a multi-space building, this would allow the same 
SPACE-COI'\DITIONS to be assigned to several spaces, thus saving input effort. 

Building Description 
One of the first steps in energy analysis is to obtain the architectural and mechanical drawings 
for the' building to be simulated. Keep in mind that the goal is to create a model of the building 
in order to analyze thermal energy ftows and not to describe in minute detail what the building 
looks like architecturally. You can save input time and computer time by describing the build
ing from an energy perspective rather than from an architectural perspective. 

To understand this more fully, it is necessary to know how DOE-2 treats the boundaries of 
spaces. DO£-2 does not attempt to reconstruct the space geometrically from the your descrip
tion of the bounding surfaces. Rather, the program calculates the flow of energy only through 
the surfaces you describe. It does not test whether walls meet or even whether the surfaces 
describe an enclosed three-dimensional space. It is possible, for example, to define a space with a 
fiool' area and a yolume and then to describe only one exterior south-facing wall. DOE-2 accepts 
your word t.hat all you wanted is to examine the energy ftow in the space through that one sur
face. Or you may haye decided that the energy ftow through the other surfaces (perhaps interior 
walls) was negligible. 

Internal Zoning 
The first decision to make is how to divide the inside of the building into discrete spaces or 
zone's. III LOADS these regions are referred to as "spaces" and in SYSTEMS these identical 
regions are called '·zones·'. \Vhen considering the structure and use of a building the word 
"spacf''' se~ms appropriate; however. when designing an HVAC system the central concern 

, relates to spaces that are under the same thermostatic control, i.e., zones. 

In practical ,terms this means that, you need not be constrained by the details of the architec
tural plan, Contiguous rooms. that, can be expected to behave similarly from a thermodynamic 
perspectiH'. can be described as a single SPACE in the LOADS input and as a single ZONE 
(with the same u-name) in the SYSTEI\,1S input. The objective from the perspecti"e of reducing 
in pu t pr~paration time and computer run time is to have as few zones as possible consistent 
\rith making an adequate model of the thermodynamic behavior of the building. 

It is not eYen necessary to have zones separated by real partitions or interior walls. However, it 
is ('ommon in building energ~' analysis to create one internal zone and four external zones (one 
for each exposure - se~ App~ndix B). 

III Iht- Example. we han chosen to input the building as one SPACE in LOADS and one ZO!\TE 
ill SYSTE.\fS. ]\;ote that if the dynamics of a building syst.em require transfer of heat from one 
zone to anot her. such as a water source heat pump system, it is imperative to input multiple 
zones so that th~ t,ransfer can be sim ulated. 
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Use of Comments 
BDL allows you to introduce comments into the body of the input without affecting the transla
tion of the data. Comments help when you return to DOE-2 input after an absence and may 
haye difficulty reconstructing the original intent. Comments are also helpful if someon,e else 
wan ts to use the inpu t. 

BDL recognizes the dollar sign, $, as the beginning and end of a comment, Any string of charac
ters between dollar signs is ignored by BDL in translation but is echoed back in the output, For 
example, $BUILT -UP ROOF$ is a comment in the following instruction: 

ROOF-l =CONSTRUCTION LAYERS=RB-I-l $BUILT-UP ROOF$ •• 

Note that a comment that spans se\'eral lines must have $ at the beginning of each line of com
ment. 

Alternative Runs 
DOE-2 allows you to make a series of alternative runs in a single input file,· Any number or 
series of alternative runs is allowed in DOE-2 and in any combination. For example, the input 
of a base LOADS run with two S"y'STEMS alternatives, followed by a single PLANT, is as fol
lows: 

j;-""Pl'T LOADS 

£;-"1) 

CO\IPl'TE LOADS .. 
j;-""Pl'T SYST£\IS .. 

£;-"1) 

CO\IPl'TE SYSTEMS .. 
j:,\Pl:T PLA,,"T 

E:\1) 

CO\IPl'TE PLA . .;"'\T 
!;\'Pl'T SYSTD1S 

[;-"1) 

CO\lPl'T£ SYSTE},IS .. 
(:m.fPl:T£ PL.-L"'\T 
STOP 

$ FIRST SYSTEM $ 

$ SECOND SYSTEM $ 

It is not necessary to re-input the LOADS input after the first SYSTEM, nor is it necessary to 
re-inpu t thE' PL.-\0:T in put after the last SYSTEM; the command, COMPUTE PLANT, is 
sufrie-ic-nt to re-call the preYious PLAl':T input. and thus recompute the effect of the second SYS
TE'\l on it. 

• DOE-:? ~I$O &110\\'$ you 10 mah r'~ramNric runs, i.e., thos~ that involve changing one parameter (or a number of related parame
l~rE J Ie.· dll:.IY2e I h~ effe~t on en~rgy use. You an referred to lohe Rf!erenCt Manual (f.JAj for a description of how to prepare the 
inr·ut fo: r·"r:;l1l~tri·: runs. 
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Schedules 
Hourly profiles of such quantlt.les as lighting power, occupancy, and thermostat setpoint are 
known as "schedules" in DOE-2. There are three basic types of schedules used in BDL for the 
en tire program. 

1) DAY-SCHEDULE 
Defines t.he day's hourly profile; therefore, a separate DAY-SCHEDULE is required for each 
type of day that needs to be defined. 

2) WEEK-SCHEDULE 
Defines each type of day in the week [week-day, holidays, half-workdays, etc.]. 

3) SCHEDULE 
Defines the type of week in the year, thereby allowing for the definition of calendar periods, 
such as summer vacations, etc. 

DAY-SCHEDULE 
In its simplest. form. the input for DAY-SCHEDULEs is: 

t:-\,:\\1E = DAY-SCHEDULE (all 24 hours covered) (values for each hour) '0 

,For example: 

LTC-l = DA 'Y-SCHEDl;LE (1,24) (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.3,0.6,0.8,1,1,1,1 ,1 ,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 00 

Optionally. this can be shortened by writ.ing 

I LTG-l = D.-\Y-SCHEDULE (1.8)(0) (9,11) (0.3,0.6,0.8) (12,18) (1) (19,24) (0) •. 

which is representativE' of a week-day daily profile. Note that hour 1 is midnight to lam, hour 2 
is lam to 2am. etc. For example, (12,18)(1)(19,24) (0), above, means that the lights are fully on 
from llarn to 6pm and fully off from 6pm to midnight. 

For week-ends and holidays. let's assume that: 

LTC-:2 = DAY-SCHEDl7LE (1.:24)(0) .. 

WEEK-SCHEDULE 
ThE- pu rpos€' of the \\'EEI~-SCHEDl'LE should now be apparent; 
w{" hJH t\\'o day t~'l)('S - LTG-I represent.s week-days, and LTG-2 represents week-ends and 
holicl a~·s. The form of the \\'EEI~-SCHEDULE is: 

r-:'\.·\~fE = WEEh-SCHEDULE (t) (V-KAME of DAY-SCHEDULE referenced) •. 

.!. c.lays of week ('oHred 

l~sillg dIe pr{,yiously defined DAY-SCHEDULEs, the example can be carried forward with: 

:,\OH:\1.-\L = \\'EE]~-SCHEDCLE 

BDL 

(MON,FRI) LTG-l 
(SAT,HOL) LTG-2 .. 
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where (?\fO:'\.FIU) includes ~101'\,Tl1E,WED,THU,FRI and (SAT,HOL) includes SAT,SUN,HOL. 

Optionally. this can be shortened to: 

;\OR?\i-\L = WEEK-SCHEDULE (WD) LTG-I (WEH) LTG-2 .• 

where (\\"D) stands for week-days and (WEH) for week-ends and holidays. If Saturday is COD

sidered part of the normal week, you have to write (MON,SAT) LTG-l and (SUN,HOL) LTG-2. 

SCHEDULE 
To illustrate the purpose of SCHEDULE, assume we have a school that is closed in the summer 
and on week-ends and holidays. Therefore. we need another week type: 

I YACATIO;,\ = WEEK-SCHEDULE (ALL) LTG-2 .. 

where (A.LL) stands for all days of the week, including holidays, and LTG-Z was the 
DA. Y-SCHEDl"LE represent.ing lights as being "off" for 24 hours. 

In it:" simpl!:'st form. SCHEDULE takes the form of: 

l:-:,\:\\IE =SCHEDl'LE(THRU t)(U-l'\A .. ~1E of WEEK-SCHEDULE referenced) •. 

... calf>lldar period C'oYered 

To finalize the example: 

LlCHTS = SCHEDl7LE THRU JUN 10 NORMAL 
THRU SEP 5 VACATION 
THRU DEC 31 NORMAL •• 

Another option. "nest,ing of schedules", can be very useful in lessening the chore of preparing 
scbedules. In the above example we could haye bypassed the \VEEK-SCHEDULEs by "nesting" 
th(~ D.·\ )'-SCHEDl'LEs in the SCHEDULE itself. For example: 

LlCBTS = SCHEDULE THRU JUN 10 
THRU SEP 5 
THRU DEC 31 

(WD) LTG-l (WEH) LTG-2 
(ALL) LTG-2 
(WD) LTG-l (\NEH) LTG-2 .. 

Further. if' there had been no vacat.ion period, the DAY-SCHEDULE as well as the 
\\l:Eh-"C,}--IEDl"LE ('ould have bef'n bypassed by "nesting" as follows: 

LlCBTS = SCHEDl'LE THRU DEC 31 (WD) (1,8)(0) (9,11)(0.3,0.8,0.8) 
(12,18)(1) (19,24)(0) 

(WEH) (1,24)(0) •• 

In the BDL for SYSTEMS. there are special requirements for DAY-RESET schedules, in 
PLA:"T i hf'ff' aff' DAY-ASSIGN schedules, but they all follow the same pattern described 
abo"e. 
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Flexibility of Input Format 
}'1ost users develop a format that suits them and after a few inputs have been prepared they will 
use their editor to patch sections of old inputs into new ones, and thus reduce time of prepara
tion. For example. starting on p.1.9, the entire sample input down to the first SPACE is prob
ably worth saving as representative of office buildings. And a.s you will see in the SYSTEMS 
section of this manual, we have prepared alternative system inputs, anyone of which could be 
merged int.o the file to replace the one in this sample. 

The following inpu t lines are identical to the PLANT and ECONOMICS input starting on 
I p.1.12. The purpose of the example is to display the freestyle formatting available to you and to 
display the use of abbreviations and lower case lettering. This also shows how confusing a jum
ble of input styles can be and the importance of annotating your inputs as you go along. 

If you organize the input so that the most important items appear in the left column and indent 
the Jess pertinent information, your original intent will be more understandable if you have to 
reYiew the input in the future. To prove the point, compare the input in the sample run to the 
input below, which was prepared with no recognizable format. 

INPUT PLAl"T .. 

SHW = P-E TYPE = DHW-HEATER size =-999 .. 
HWG = PLA\,T-EQUIPMENT TYPE = HW-BOILER 
SIZE =-999 .. 
GHR = PLA]'\T -EQtnPMENT TYPE = HERM-REC-CHLR SIZE =-999 .. 
P-P BOILER-FUEL = NATURAL-GAS HERM-REC-COND-TYPE = AIR '0 

PL\:,\T -REPORT S = (BEPU) •. END .. COMPUTE PLANT .. 
l:'\Pl'T ECOi'\OMICS .. 

ELEGT -RA TE = UTILITY -RATE 
R = ELECTRICITY B-C = BLC .. 
BLC = B-C BLOCK-TYPE = ENERGY 

BLOCK-DATA = (800,0.75,1200,.090,1,.10) •. 

GAS-RATE = UTILITY-RATE R = NATURAL-GAS 
E:\ERGY-GHGS = (.62) .. 

ECO\'O~lICS-REPORT S = (ES-D) .. 
E\,D .. 
CO:\IPL:TE ECO\,O:\fICS .. 
STOP .. 
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LOADS 

Introduction 
The LOADS section of DOE-2 calculates the heating and cooling loads of a building, assuming a 
fixed indoor ail' temperature. * The loads components can be divided into two classes, external 
and internal. 

Extemal components are the loads due to heat conduction through walls, 
heat cond uction through windows, infiltration through windows 
and walls, and solar gain through windows. 

Illtemu/ components are the loads due to people, lights, and equipment inside 
tIlE' building. 

The program first. calculat.es the ext.ernal load components for all the windows and doors on a 
wall. then for all the walls in a space. The wall loads are then combined into the total external 
load for the space. l'\ext, t.he program calculates the internal load components for the space and 
combines them. giving the total internal load for the space. The external and internal loads are 
combined to gi\"e the total load for the space. Finally, the space loads are summed, giving the 
total building load for the hour. 

LOADS c-alculates the heating and cooling loads using ASHRAE algorithms. For the load calcu
lations it is assumed that. no HVAC equipment is operating and that each space remains at a 
user-spccified constant temperature. Therefore, the hourly load calculated by LOADS is the 
ellerg~' requ ired to maintain a constan t space temperature without the effects of ventilation air. 

The building hourly loads are a function of many parameters, including 

building latitude 
building longitude 
building altitude 
building location--time-zone 
building orientation 
hourly ambient dry-bulb temperature 
hourly ambient wet.-bulb temperature 
hourl~· atmospheric- pressure 
hourly windspeed 
hourly wind direction 
hourly insolation 
schedules for occupants 
schedules fol' lighting 
schedules for equipment 
hourly infiltration rate 
size of ext.erior. interior, and underground surfaces 
construction of exterior, int-erior, and underground surfaces 
position of exterior. interior, and underground surfaces . 

• In t hi; Sf,lion it i; a.ssunl~d tbl I·r~.:all·ulat~d weighting ractors will be used. For a discussion or alternatives see p.nI.143 of the 
DOE-~ HI/aftlr, .Ifa7/uall~.lAJ. 
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LOADS Input Instructions 

Limitation on Number of Commands 
The maximum number of Loads Description Language (LDL) commands that the program can 
accept in a single ru n is as follows: 

Maximum 
Command Number 

BUILDING-LOCATION 1 
CONSTRUCTION 64 
DAY-SCHEDULE 300 
DOOR 64 
EXTERI0R-WALL/ROOF 300 
GLASS-TYPE 32 
I 1\l'ER lOR-WALL 512 
LAYERS 64 
LOADS-REPORT 1 
RUN-PERIOD 1 * 
SCHEDULE 100 
SPACE 128 
SPACE-CONDITIONS 50 
TITLE 5 ** 
u-names 352 *** 
U ND ER GR OLTl\TO-FLOOR 64 
ll]\1)ERGROUND-,-WALL 64 
WEEK-SCHEDULE 200 
\VINDO\V 200 

Description of LO.ADS Input Instructions 
The folJo\\'ing sect ion describes all LDL input. instructions that are required to run the LOADS 
program, 

INPUT 
The input data for tht LOADS program begins with the instruction: 

• .. 
... 

!:\Pl'T LO,-\DS .. 

I ,ommand s,'ecifying u,' to 15 periods 

This maximum number refers to the number of keyword values, not the number of instructions . 

Th~ us~ of the nested scheduling technique, described in the BDL section of this manual, will result in the use of at least three 
of these u-names fot each SCHEDULE specified. You specify one u-name for the SCHEDULE and the balance of the u-names 
an internall~ specified by the LDL program. Also, specifying a code-word for a MATERIAL, a LAYERS, or a CONSTRUC
TIO); in th~ DOE-~ PreasHml.led LiLrary results in the use of one u-name, internally specified by the LDL program. The' 
S:>~'l" i; tru~ when sr.edf.l'ing output repons I,y code-word (LV-A, LS-A. etc.). 
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RUN-PERIOD 
The Rl'~-PERIOD command is used to specify the initial and final dates of the desired simula
tion period. The initial dat,e is the first date of the simulation, given in the form: month day 
year. The LDL code-words that specify the names of the months are given below. The day and' 
year are specified as numbers with a separator (blank or comma) on each side. The final date is 
the last simulation date. specified in the same manner as the initial date. 

u-name 

Rules: 

The code-words for the months are: 

JAN 
JUL 

FEB 
AUG 

is not allowed 

MAR 
SEP 

APR 
OCT 

MAY 
NOV 

JUN 
DEC 

1. A RUN-PERIOD instruction must be entered for a LOADS program run. 

2. Only one RUN-PERIOD instruction is permitted with up to 15 THRUs. 

3. The initial and final dates specified in anyone computer run must all be in the same 
year, The final date must be equal to or later than the initial date. 

4. The day number cannot be greater than the number of days in the month associated 
"'ith that date (in ot.her words, SEP 31 1978 is not valid). 

Example: 

:"ote: The year of the RUN-PERIOD should ordinarily be the year of the data on the 
weather tape being used. The program and the weather tapes assume a 365 day year, 
eHn for leap years. For more information on this, see HOURLY-REPORT instruc
tion. pp.II.32-33 of the Reference Manual {2.1A}. 

1. This instruction would run the LOADS program for one year: 

RUN-PERIOD JAN 1 1979 THRU DEC 31 1979 .• 

l) To run the LOADS program for January and February to study the winter heating 
pe&k. and for June and July to study the summer cooling peak, the LDL input 
in struction wou Id be: 

LOADS 

RU]\"-PERIOD JAN 1 1979 THRU FEB 28 1979 
JUN 1 1979 THRU JUL 31 1979 .. 
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BUILDING-LOCATION 
The BUILDI~G-LOCATION command is used to specify the location and orientation of the 
building and other miscellaneous information about it. 

u-name 

LATITUDE 

ALTl1TDE 

TJ~lE-ZO:,\E 

DA YLlGHT -SA VJNGS 

LOADS 

is not. allowed. 

is t.he angular distance from the plane of the equator to the 
origin of the building coordinate system. It is specified in posi
tive degrees for the northern hemisphere and negative degrees 
for the southern hemisphere. The allowable range is -66.5 to 
66.5 degrees. If not entered here, the value will be taken from 
the weather tape. 

is the angular distance from the prime meridian to the origin 
of the building coordinate system. It is specified in either posi
tive degrees (west) or negative degrees (east) from -180.0 to 
+180.0. If not entered here, the value will be taken from the 
weat.her tape. 

is the dist.ance of the origin of the building coordinate system 
above (positive) or below (negative) mean sea level. The 
default is 0.0, and the allowable range is -1000.0 to 20000.0 
feet.. Note: if you want to input air flow rates and not have 
the program adjust them for altitude, ALTITUDE should be 
set. to zero. 

for a building location is specified by the number of time zones, 
each 1 hour from the next, from the prime meridian. The 
values range from -1 to -12 for zones east. of the prime meri
dian and from 1 to 12 for zones west of the prime meridian. If 
not. en tered here, the value will be taken from the weather 
tape. The following table identifies the TIME-ZONE yalues 
within the United States by common time zone names. 

TTh1E-ZONE TIME-ZOI\"'E 
Time Zone Value Time Zone Value 

Atlantic 4 Mountain 7 
Eastern 5 Pacific 8 
Central 6 Yukon 9 
Hawaii 10 

means that one 23-hour day occurs in the spring and one 25-
hour day occurs in the fall. The building schedules are 
adjusted accordingly with respect to solar noon. The entry is 
a code-word, either YES (the default) or NO, that communi
cates your desire for daylight saving time. 
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HOLIDAY 

AZI\11." TH 

LOADS 

The LOADS program can calculate holiday loads using 
different schedules than for normal weekdays. The code-word 
YES (the default) gives the holidays; NO gives no holidays. 
The following table identifies the holiday list. You can change 
the holiday list using the ALT-HOLIDAYS command; see Sup
plement (2.1E). 

National Holidays of the United States 

New Years Day 
JAN 1 (unleSs on Saturday or Sunday) 
JAN 2 if a Monday 

Martin Luther King's Birthday 
Third Monday in JAN 

Washington's Birthday 
Th ird Mon d ay in FEB 

Memorial Day 
Last Monday in MAY 

Fourth of July 
JUL 3 if a Friday 
JUL 4 (unless on Saturday or Sunday) 
JUL 5 if a Monday 

Labor Day 
First Monday in SEP 

Columbus Day 
Second :Monday in OCT 

Veterans Day 
NOV.10 if a Friday 
NOV 11 (unless on Saturday or Sunday) 
NOV 12 if a Monday 

Th anksgiy ing 
Fourth Thursday in NOV 

Christmas 
DEC 24 if a Friday 
DEC 25 (unless on Saturday or Sunday) 
DEC 26 if a Monday 

New Years Day (con'd) 
DEC 31 if a Friday 

orients the building relative to the direction of true north. 
This entry is t.he angle between true north and the Y-axis of 
the building. The azimuth is expressed in degrees from 0 to 
3uOe. (clockwise as seen from above) or 0 to -360° (counter
clockwise as seen from above). The default is 0.0. Changing 
this angle has the effect of rotating the building about its z· 
axis (vertical axis). 
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GROu!\D-T 

CLEAR NESS-NUMBER 

GROSS-AREA 

Rules: 

S- SUMMER 
'11- W'IITER 

is a list of the local mean ground temperatures for each month. 
The values should be in degrees Fahrenheit, and in a twelve
element list format. If not entered here. these data will be 
taken from the weather tape. The range is from -I'OO.O to 
150.0~. 

is a list of the local monthly clearness numbers for each month 
of the year. This is applicable when the clearness numbers on 
the weather file being used are not appropriate. The a.llowable 
range is from 0.5 to 1.2. Table below is reprinted from 
ASHRAE Trans., Vol. 64, p. 67. 

is the gross floor area (outside dimensions) of the conditioned 
space of the building. The range is from 0.0 to l07ft2. Its 
default is the sum of the floor areas of all conditioned spaces. 
This keyword is used only for the BEPS (Estimated Building 
Energy Performance) Report in PLANT, which gives building 
energy use in KBtu/sqft-gross area/year. 

1. One and only one BVILDI:'\G-LOCATION instruction must be entered for each separate 
LO.\DS program run. It should be input. before any commands that describe the building 
or an~'lhillg associated with it (e.g .. SPACE or CONSTRUCTION). 

;) If GROC\D-T and CLEARNESS-l\TUMBER are not input. the values will be taken from 
tllf' weather filt'. 

3. If LO:'\GITlTDE, LATITUDE. or TIME-ZONE are not specified, the values will be taken 
from the weather file. 

Example: 

BULDI;\C-LOCA TIO:" LA TITUDE = 42.0 
ALTITUDE = 610 
AZI~fUTH = 0 

LO.-\DS 2.6 

LONGITUDE = 88.0 
TIME-ZONE = 6 
HOLIDAY = YES .• 
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LAYERS 
tells LOADS that the data t.o follow ident.ify t.he layers of material that are in a construction, 
the order of the layers, and the layer thicknesses. It. tells the LDL Processor to calculate the 
res pons€' fact,ors for the wall. 

u-narne 

E\SIDE-FIL~1-RES 

!\lA TERJ..\L 

LO:\DS 

is required for this instruction. It is referenced in a CON
STRUCTION instruction. 

specifies the combined convective and radiative air film resis
tance for the inside wall surface. The default of .68 hr-ft2

-

'l' /Btu is an appropriate value for vertical walls. For horizon
tal surfaces, such as ceilings and floors, the suggested inside
film-resistance can be found in the following table. Because 
only one value is allowed for each surface, you should decide 
which is more important, cooling or heating. The allowable 
range is from 0.0 to 40.0 hr-ft2

- OF IBtu. 

Cooling Heating 

Ceilings Heat Flowing Heat. Flowing 
Downward Upward 

.92 .61 

Floors Heat Flowing Heat Flowing 
Upward Downward 

.61 .92 

If you cannot decide which is more important, cooling or heat-
ing, the default "alue of .68 can be used. For exterior walls 
and roofs. the outside-film-resistance is calculated by the pro
gram depending on windspeed. For interior walls, the air film 
described in INSIDE-FILM-RES is the film on the side of the 
wall that is in the SPACE where the wall is specified. For the 
calculation of the U-Value for an INTERIOR-WALL, the 
INSIDE-FILM-RES is duplicated on the other surface (oppo
site side). 

iden tifies a list of DOE-2 pre-specified material code-words (see 
Appendix D). The number of elements in the list is the 
nu m bel' of layers in the construction. For an exterior wall, the 
sequence of elements in the list is t.he sequence of the material 
layers in the exterior wall, starting with the exterior layer and 
ending ,,·it.h the interior layer. Reversing this sequence can 
notably affect, the thermal performance of a wall. 
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THI CI~1\"ESS 

Rules: 

identifies a list that gives the thickness, in feet, for each 
material in the construction and overrides the thickness in the 
immediately preceding :MATERIAL instruction. The allowable 
range is from 0.0+ (a value greater than 0.0) to' 10.0 ft. 

1. The outside air film coefficient of an exterior wall or roof should not be specified as a 
layer because it is calculated by the LOADS program as a function of surface rough
ness and windspeed. 

2. The list identified by :MATERIAL and THICKNESS must have a one-t<>one 
correspondence. For example, the first material listed in MATERIAL has a thickness 
equal to the first value listed in THICKNESS. 

3. Both lists (MATERIAL and THICKNESS) must have the same number of elements. 

4. A list element must be included in THICKNESS for layers specified by a RESIS
TA!'\CE. but it is a dummy variable, used only to make the list length match with 
the J\H TERIAL list length . 

. 5. For an exterior wall or roof. both lists start with the outside layer. 

6. :\hximum list length for MATERIAL and THICKNESS is 9 elements each. 

7. :\ot all LAYERS can be specified by RESISTANCE (for MATERIAL) only. At least 
one must be specified as a transient type layer. 

Example: 

WA-1-2=LA YERS 1\i-\ TERIAL=(WDOl,PW03,IN02,GPOl) .. 

RB-l-l=LAYERS 1\-i-\TERIAL=(RGOl,BROl,IN22,\VDOI) I-F-R .76 .. 
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CONSTRUCTION 
Th is instruction is used to specify the construction characterist.ics and properties of an exterior 
wall. ext,erior floor, roof. interior wall, interior floor, ceiling, underground wall, underground 
floor. or non-glass door. 

u-name 

LIKE 

LAYERS 

l'-\,ALt'E 

LOADS 

must be specified for this instruction in order to reference this 
CONSTRUCTION in a subsequent EXTERIOR-WALL, 
ROOF, INTERIOR-WALL, UNDERGROUND-WALL, 
UNDERGROUND-FLOOR, or DOOR instruction. 

may be used to copy data from a previously u-named CON
STRUCTION instruction. 

entry for this keyword is the u-name of a previously defined 
(and entered) LAYERS instruction. This identifies the charac
teristics of the CONSTRUCTION and specifies beat transfer 
calculation by the dynamic, or delayed technique. 

may be used as a less accurate alt.ernativeto LAYERS when 
the construction has little heat capacitance, and the heat flow 
is 110t delayed. A steady-state, or "quick" calculation tech
nique is used. For interior surfaces the U-VALUE should 
include both film coefficients. For exterior surfaces only the 
inside film coefficient should be included since the outside film 
coefficient is calculated hourly as a function of surface rough
ness and windspeed. The range is from 0.0 to 20.0 Btu/hr-ft2

-
of. Table 2.1 shows typical U-Values for some low-heat capa-
city walls. 
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TABLE 2.1 

Example V-Values for Constructions 
With Low Heat Capacity 

'" Exterior Walls U-Value 
1,'2" Wood sheathing, studs, 1/2" gypsum board 0.35 
}.fetal siding on 1/2" plywood, studs, 1/2" gypsum board 0.38 
St U('co on 3/4" pine,' studs, 1/2" gypsum board 0.34 

'" Roofs 
Wood shingles on 1/2" plywood, 2 x 8 studs, 1/2" gypsum board 0.28 
Built-up roof on plywood deck, 2 x 8 studs, 1/2" gypsum board w/acoustical tile 0.27 

'"* In terior Walls and Floors 
Gypsum board, 1/2", on either side of metal studs 0.32 
Hardwood flooring on 1/2" deck, 2 x 8 floor joists, 

subfloor, tile (ceiling to space below) 0.20 

'" Includes inside surface air film. 
'"* Indudes inside surface ail' film on both sides. 

Slab doors :He also defined as a V-Value CONSTRUCTION. The table below gives some typical 
c-\. ::dues for uoors. 

TABLE 2.2 

Coefficients of Transmission (V-Values) for Slab Doors (Btu/hr-ft2-OF) 
No Storm Door Storm Door 

Door Type Thickness Storm Door w/Wood w /Metal 

Solid \\'ood 1 in. 0.64 0.30 0.39 
1.2·5 in. 0.55 0.28 0.34 
1.5 in. 0.49 0.27 0.33 
2 in. 0.43 0.24 0.29 

Steel l.i5 in. 
A 0.59 
B 0.19 
C O.4i 

A - }.lineral fiber core (2 Ib/ft3
). 

B - Solid urethane core with thermal break. 
C - Solid polystyrene core with thermal bre"ak. 

For additional information on V-Values, please see pp.II1.80-85 of the Reference ~Manual {2.1A}. 
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ABSORPTANCE specifies, as a decimal fraction, the solar radiation absorptance 
of an exterior surface of an EXTERIOR-WALL or ROOF; this 
keyword. is not appropriate to INTERIOR-V\TALL, 
UNDERGROUND-WALL, or UNDERGROU1\TJ)-FLOOR. 
The default is 0.70. The following table provides typical 
values for various exterior surfaces. 

TABLE 2.3 

Solar ABSORPTANCE for Various Exterior Surfaces (Clean) 

ABSORP- Paint ABSORP-
~1aterial TANCE Paint TANeE 

Aluminu m. polished reflector sheet 0.12 Aluminum paint 0.40 
Asphalt pawment, weathered 0.82 Black, flat 0.95 
Brick, buff. light 0.55 Black, lacquer 0.92 
Brick. red 0.88 Black, oil 0.90 
Brick. Stafford blue 0.89 Black, optical flat 0.98 
Brick. white glazed 0.25 Blue, azure lacquer 0.88 
Cement. uncolored asbestos 0.75 Blue, dark 0.91 
Cemen l. white asbestos 0.61 Blue, medium 0.51 
ConcretE'. black 0.91 Blue-gray, dark 0.88 
Concrete. brown 0.85 Brown, dark brown 0.88 
Concrete. ullC'Olored 0.65 Brown Jacquer 0.79 
Film. ~1~'lar aluminized 0.10 Brown, medium 0.84 
Felt, bit uminous 0.88 Brown, medium light 0.80 
Felt. bituminous, aluminized DAD Gray, dark 0.91 
Grand 0.29 Gray, light oil 0.75 
Iron. white-on-galvanized 0.26 Green, lacquer 0.79 
Lab vapor deposited coat.ings 0.02 Green, lacquer, dark 0.88 
"\brble. white 0.58 Green, light 0.47 
Roof. while built-up 0.50 Green, medium duJl 0.59 
Roofing. green 0.86 Green, medium KeJly 0.51 
Slate. blue-gray 0.87 Olive, dark drab 0.89 
Tin surfacE' 0.05 Orange, medium 0.58 
\\·ooel. smooth 0.78 Red, oil 0.74 

Rust, medium 0.78 
Silver 0.25 
White, gloss 0.25 
White, lacquer 0.21 
White, semi-gloss 0.30 
Yellow 0.57 

The table above is a C'ompilation of data from seyeral sources including Passive Solar Design 
Anulysis by J.D. Balcomb (DOE, OfficE' of the Assistant Secretary for Conservation and Solar 
Ell E'rg~·. Decem bE'r 1979). 
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ROl..iGH~ESS 

Rules: 

Surface 
Finish 

Rough 

Smooth 

is specified as a code-number that indicates the relative rough
ness of the exterior surface finish of an EXTERIOR-WALL or 
ROOF. This keyword IS not appropriate to 
INTERIOR-WALL, UNDERGROUND-WALL, and 
UNDERGROUND-FLOOR. The code-numbers are given m 
the table below; default is 3. 

TABLE 2.4 

RC)l:GHNESS Code for Exterior Surface Finish 

Code-
Wall Roof number 

Stucco Wood shingles or I 
Built-up roof w /stones 

Brick or Plaster 2 

Concrete (poured) Asphalt shingles 3· 
Clear pine 4 
Smooth plaster 1Jetal 5 

Glass 6 
Paint on pin€' 

II< 3 is the d€'fault \'alu€' 

1. Either LAYERS or U- VALVE should be entered, but entering both, or neither, will 
generate an error message. 

,> If LAYERS is specified. a transient heat t.ransfer calculation is performed. It is recom
mend€'d for all constructions except very lightweight ones. 

3. If C- VALUE is sp€'cified, a steady-state heat transfer calculation is performed. It is 
recommended for \'ery light-weigh t. constructions. 

-1. The r-VALlT is used to calculate heat transfer through interior walls, Boors, under
ground walls. and underground floors. 

Example: 

ROOF -1 =CO:\STRCCTION LA YERS=RB-l-l •. 

\\',-\LL-1 =C'O;-':STRl'CTIO!\ LA YERS= WA-1-2 .. 

FLOOR-1=C'O;\STRl~C'TIO~ U = 0,0·5 
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GLASS-TYPE 
This instruction is used t,o specify the t.ype of gl,ass used in a window. 

u-name 

LIKE 

PA]\"ES 

SIL\DI:'\G-COEF 

GL.-\SS-CO:-\Dt·CTA:\CE 

LO.-\DS 

is a mandatory entry for this command in order to reference 
the GLASS-TYPE in a \VI!\ruOW instruction. 

may be used to copy data from a previously u-named 
GLASS-TYPE instruction. 

Number of panes of glass; the code numbers are 1, 2, or 3 for 
single-, double-, or triple-pane, respectively. The default is 
single-pane. 

is the ASHRAE shading coefficient of the glass. This keyword 
'value is a number between 0.0 and 1.0, and there is no default. 
\Vhen SHADING-COEF is entered, the program will first cal
culate the solar heat gain using transmission and absorption 
coefficients for clear, l/S" thick, single-pane, double-strength 
sheet glass. This solar heat gain is then multiplied by the 
value of SHADING-COEF to determine the resultant solar 
heat. gain. Thus, resultant solar heat gain = SHADING-COEF 
x (solar heat gain for standard glass). 

The shading coefficient depends in general not only on the type 
of glass, but also on whether blinds, shades, draperies, etc., are 
used wit,h the window. To simulate operable shading devices, 
you may assign a SHADING-SCHEDULE to a window (see 
WIl\UOW command). The resultant solar heat gain each hour 
will then be mult.iplied by the schedule value. For shading 
coefficient values of different glazing types with and without 
sllnding devices, see manufacturers' data sheets or the 
ASHRAE 1989 Handbook of Fundamentals, pp.27.26,27.30-33 .. 

is the conductance of the total window except for the outside 
film coefficient.. 

The conduct,anee given in glass manufacturers' data sheets 
usually includes the outside air film resistance for a windspeed 
of 7 . .5 mph (summer) or 1.5 mph (winter). The following table 
can be used to obtain the corresponding value of 
GLASS-CONDUCTANCE. For example, 
if 

U (7 . .5 mph) = 0.64 Btu/ft?-hr-oF, 
then 

GLASS-CONDUCTANCE = 0.79 (by interpolation). 
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Example: 

Note: if GLASS-CONDUCTANCE is not specified, it will 
default to 1.470 for PAJ\TES=l, 0.574 for PANES=2, and 
0.304 for PANES=3. 

For U-Values of different glazing types, see manufacturers' pro
duct data sheeys, or the ASHR<\.E 1989 Handbook of Funda
mentals, pp.27.16-17. 

IG-I-I=GLASS-TYPE PANES=2 SHADING-COEF=.45 •. 

TABLE 2.5 

Correspondence between glass manufacturers U-Value 
'(including outside air film) 

and 
DO£-2 GLASS-CONDUCTANCE value {excluding outside air film} 

All values are in Btu/ft2-hr-or. 

Summer l~-Value GLASS- Winter V-Value GLASS-
(i .. 5 mph \\'indspeed) CONDCCTANCE (15 mph windspeed) CONDUCTANCE 

0.1 0.10 0.1 0.10 
0.2 0.21 0.2 0.21 
0.3 0.33 0.3 0.32 
0.4 0.4.5 0.4 0.43 
0 . .5 0.S9 0.5 0.55 
0.6 0.73 0.6 0.68 
0.7 0.89 0.7 0.81 
0.8 1.05 0.8 0.95 
0.9 1.23 0.9 1.09 
1.0 1.43 1.0 1.24 
1.1 1.64 1.1 1.40 
1.2 1.87 1.2 1.57 
1.3 2.J:3 1.3 1.74 
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SPACE-CONDITIONS 
The primary use of this subcommand is to define the internal loads in the space. The subcom
mand. and its associated keywords and code-'\'ords, specify the conditions that are appropriate 
to a space (or to groups of spaces) in the building (any value list.ed here may be overridden in a 
SPACE instruction by re-entry of the keyword wit.h a different value). The conditions refer to 
people, lighting, process equipment, and infiltration. The conditions are primarily specified as a 
function of their maximum values and their schedules. The conditions can be varied in time and 
amount \'ia the use of schedules that, contain fractional value inputs. 

Before specifying the input data for SPACE-CONDITIONS, you should understand some of the 
logic built into the DOE-2 Program. AlI of the energy sources associated with a particular space 
do not necessarily affect the heating and cooling loads of that SPACE. Some energy sources 
contribute all of their energy to the space and other energy sources contribute from 0 to 100% of 
their energy t.o the space. 

1. All of the energy associat.ed with people, task lighting, and infiltration is assumed to enter 
t.he space. 

2. Olll~' part of the energy associat.ed wit.h the other heat sources in the SPACE (overhead 
lighting, process equipment, and process utilities) enters the SPACE. The energy that does 
not ent,er the space is consumed b~' a product or process, is added to the return air duct or 
plenum. or is exhausted from the space. The portion of energy that enters the space, 
versus the portion that does not enter the space, can be controlled by you through the use 
of the LlCHT - TO-SPACE keyword and the "sensible and latent" keywords. 

That portion of the energy that does not ent.er t.he space has no effect upon the subsequent 
sizing of HVAC equipment, in the SYSTEMS simulator. That energy demand is, however, 
add("d to the demands made on the equipment, or purchased utilities, in the PLANT simu
lator. It is not chargeable to the secondary HVAC system. 

When the program attempts to automatically size equipment in the PLANT simulator, it 
adds all of the space heating/cooling loads, all of the space process loads, and the building
l("YE'1 utility loads (eleyators, exterior lighting, and domestic hot water) and then sizes the 
equipment :lccordingly to meet the t,ot,a!. This way, the total utility demands for the build
ing will be correct and the secondary HVAC system will not be charged with energy that 
rightfull~' belongs to tht' process in the building. Only that portion of the process load that 
enters the spaces as a heating/cooling load will show up in the secondary HVAC system. 

It is imporLlnt that all of the Ijght.ing, equipment, and utilities supplied to a space, for 
\\,!Jat('\'E'r reason. be included in the SPACE-CONDITIONS or SPACE instruction. This 
include:;; process equipment and process utilit,ies. If any loads are omitted, the HVAC 
equipm('J)t may be properly sized but t.he PLAl'\T equipment will probably be undersized. 
Do not. howt'H/', include t,he HVAC equipment items (fans, coils, etc.) because they are 
addressed separately by the program. Also, do not include building level loads such as 
domest j(' hot water, ele"alol's. et·C'. because t.hese loads are not associated with any particu
lar spac(' but rather are associated ",it,h the entire building. 

You should pay close attention when specifying SCHEDULEs. It cannot. be over
emph:lsizeci how important t.his is. All the SCHEDULEs associated with 
SP.-\C'E-C'O:,\DITJO~S, except INF -SCHEDULE, default to the off mode of opera.t.ion. 
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This means that even t.hough the maximum output of the equipment, lights, etc. has been 
specified. the equipment and lights will not be turned on, unless you specify this mode of 
operation in the SCHEDULEs. Naturally; if you fail to turn the equipment and lights on, 
the simulation will be faulty. 

SPACE-CONDITIONS 

u-name 

LIJ-':E 

TE~fPERATCRE 

PEOP LE-SCHED 1.:LE 

ARL\PERSO;\ 

:,\C\lI3ER-OF-PEOPLE 

PEO P L£-1 lEA T -GAl r'\ 

LO.-\DS 

To sum up, SPACE-CONDITIONS tells LOADS that the data 
to follow specify the temperature, floor weight, zone type, 
infiltration, and internal loads of a space. 

must be specified for this instruction in order for it to be refer-
enced in the SPACE command. ' 

may be used to copy data from a previously u-named 
SPACE-CONDITIONS instruction. 

is the space air temperature that will be used in the LOADS 
simulation. This is a list with only one value midway between 
the heating and cooling setpoints (DESIGN-HEAT-T and 
DESIGN-COOL-T, respectively) in SYSTEMS. If a zone is 
uncondit.ioned, TEMPERATURE should be an estimated aver
age t.emperature for the zone. The default is 70<>r, and the 
range is from 0.0 to 120.0<>r. 
Example: TEMPERATURE = (73) 
(If the parentheses are omitted, e.g. TEMPERATURE = 73, 
an error message results.) 

is the u-name of the schedule for space occupancy as a function 
of time. Schedule inputs are fractions of the maximum 
I\'VMBER-OF -PEOPLE. If PEOPLE-SCHEDULE is not 
entered, t,he schedule value will default to zero, and will ther~ 
fore simulat.e the space with no people. 

is an alternative keyword to 1\"l.H ... fBER-OF -PEOPLE; how
ever, AREA/PERSON is the preferred keyword to use. 
AREA/PERSON defaults to 100 sqft per person. 

is the maximum number of people occupying a space during 
t,lle simu lation. The act.ual number of people present. in the 
space during any given hour is the value assigned to this key
word mult.iplied by t.he fractional value assigned for that hour 
(see PEOPLE-SCHEDt.1LE). The default is 0 and the range is 
from 0 t,o 10000. 

is t,he combined t:naximum latent and sensible heat gain per 
person 1.0 t.he space. The balance between latent and sensible 
heat is calculated by the program. The keyword value is 
yaried wit.h respect. to time and quantity of people by the 
PEOPLE-SCHEDULE and NU~'fBER-OF-PEOPLE or 
AREA/PERSON. The range is from 350.0 to 2000.0 Btu/hr-
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PEOPLE-HG-LAT 

PEOPLE-HG-SEN~ 

LJGHTI~G-SCHEDl1LE 

LJGHTI~G-TYPE 

LIGHTI:\G-I~\\" 

LO.-\D5 

person. The default is zero; therefore, a value must be input 
or the alternative method of specifying people heat gain, by 
inputting PEOPLE-HG-LAT and PEOPLE-HG-SENS, should 
be used. For typical values for different degrees of activity, see 
the ASHRAE 1989 Handbook of Fundamentals, Table 3, p.26.7. 

is the maximum latent heat gain per person to the space by 
the occupants. The default is 0.0, and the range is from 0.0 to 
2000.0 Btu/hr-person. 

is the maximum sensible heat gain per person to the space by 
the occupants. The default is 0.0, and the range is from 0.0 to 
2000.0 Bt.u/hr-person. 

is the u-name of the schedule for space overhead lighting. 
Schedule inputs are fractions of maximum lighting energy 
input (see LIGHTING-KW or LIGHTING-W jSQFT; see also 
LIGHTING-TYPE and LIGHT-TO-SPACE). If not specified, 
t.he LIGHTING-SCHEDULE value will default to zero. This 
will result in simulation wit.h no lighting, even if lighting is 
specified by keywords LIGHTING-KW or 
LlGHTING-\VjSQFT, etc. 

takes a cod~\ ... ord that specifies the type of overhead lighting 
used in the space. The following table shows the code-words 
that can be used. The default is SUS-FLUOR. 

Code-word 

SVS-FLUOR 
REC-FLUOR-l\'V 
REC-FLUOR-RV 
REC-FLUOR-RSV 

INCAND 
SUSPENDED 

LIGHTING-TYPE 

Suspended fluorescent 
Recessed fluorescent - not vented 
Recessed fluorescent vent to return air 
Recessed fluorescent vent to supply 
and return air 
Incandescent 
In can d escen t 

For mixed types of lighting within the same space. the recorri
mend£'d procedure is to select the dominant. type and adjust, 
th£' percentage of heat. produced by the lighting, using the 
LIGHT-TO-SPACE keyword below. 

is the maxim urn amount of electrical energy required to operate 
the main or overhead lights within the space. It is not neces
sarily the sensible heat added by the lights to the space (see 
LIGHT -TO-SPACE). The actual space lighting energy 
required by the space during any given hour is the value 
assigned t.o this keyword multiplied by the fractional value 
assigned for that haul' (see LIGHTING-SCHEDULE). The 
default is 0.0, and values can range from 0.0 to 200 kW. 
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LIGHTI:-\G-W/SQFT 

Ll GI-lT-TO-SP.-\ CE 

T.-\SI\-LJCI-lT -SCH 

LOA.DS 

If both LIGHTING-KW and LIGHTING-W jSQFT are 
specified, the program adds the values. 

Note that the values for LIGHTING-KW and 
LIGHTING-W /SQFT are amounts of electricity consumed by 
lamps and ballasts. 

is an alternative method (to LIGHTING-KW) for specifying 
the maximum overhead, or general, lighting energy use. The 
dimensions are watts of lighting energy use per 'square foot of 
space floor area. The default is 0.0, and values can range from 
0.0 to 10 \\1 /ft2. The actual overhead lighting energy required 
by the SPACE during any given hour is the value assigned to 
this keyword multiplied by the square feet in the space multi
plied by the fractional value assigned for that hour (see 
LIGHTING-SCHEDULE). 

Note:' that there is a distinction between the amount of illumi
nation produced and the power consumed for incandescent and 
fluorescen t ligh ting (the keywords describe the power con
sumed). Thus, if the:' same values of LIGHTING-KW or 
LlGHTING-W jSQFT are specified for an incandescent light 
and for a fluorescent light, the amount of illumination from 
the fluorescent light will be approximately twice that from the 
incandescent, light. The distribution of the energy for these 
two is approximately given by the following table. 

Type of Fluorescent Incandescent 
Energy percen t percent 

Visible light 19 10 
Infrared 31 72 
Conveetion-cond uc-tion 36 18 
Ballast 14 0 

is the fraction, if any, of the lighting energy that is added to 
the space energy balance as a sensible heat gain. The remain
ing energy is added (in SYSTEMS) to the ductwork if 
RETURN-AIR-PATH' = DUCT. The default is 1.0 for 
SUS-FLUOR, REC-FLUOR-NV, and INCAND; 0.8 for 
REC-FLUOR-RV and REC-FLllOR-RSY. See also Supple
me1lt (2,1£), p.2.81, "Distribution of Heat from Lights". 

Note: When specifying any zonal system (that is, if 
SYSTE?\1-TYPE in SYSTEMS equals UHT, UVT, HP, TPFC, 
FPFC, TPW, FPIU, or PTAC) the value of 
LJGHT-TO-SPACE is automatically set equal to l.0. 

is the u-name:' of t.he schedule for task lighting in the space. A 
task light is any small lamp, such as a desk lamp, that would 
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TASK-LIGHTING-KW 

T.-\Sl"':-L T -\\·SQFT 

EQl'IP-SCHEDl:LE 

EQnp~lE:,\T -K\\" 

EQl·IP~IE:,\T - \\'iSQfT 

LOADS 

have a different schedule of use than the main space overhead 
lighting. Schedule inputs are fractions of maximum task light
ing energy input (see TASK-LIGHTING-KW or 
TASK-LT-\\'/SQFT). If the TASK-LIGHT-SCH is Dot 
input, the schedule value will default to zero and no task lights 
will be simulated. 

specifies the maximum electrical energy required for task light
ing. All of this energy is added to the space. The default is 
0.0, and the range is from 0.0 to 200.0 kW. The actual task 
lighting energy required in the SPACE during any given hour 
is the yalue assigned to this keyword multiplied by the frac
tional value assigned for that hour (see TASK-LIGHT-SCH). 
If both TASK-L1GHTING-KW and TASK-LT-WjSQFT are 
specified, the program adds the values. LIGHT-TO-SPACE is 
not appropriate to this keyword because 100% of task lighting 
energy goes to the space. 

is an alternative keyword for TASK-LIGHTING-KW and is 
based on watts of task lighting per square foot of floor area of 
the s.pace. The default is 0.0, and ranges from 0.0 to 10.0 
W/fC L1GHT-TO-SPACE is not appropriate to this key
word because 100% of task lighting energy goes to the space. 

is the u-name of the schedule for space equipment operating 
schedule. Schedule inputs are fractions of maximum equip
ment energy input (see EQUIP11ENT-KW or 
EQUIPMENT-W/SQFT). If the EQUIP-SCHEDULE is not 
input, the schedule value will default to zero and DO space 
equipment loads , .... ilJ be simulated. 

is the maxim urn amoun t of energy required to operate electrical 
equipment within the space and is not necessarily the sensible 
and/or latent heat. added by the equipment to the space (see 
EQUIP-SENSIBLE and EQUIP-LATENT). The default is 0.0 
and the range is from 0.0 to 200.0 kW. The actual equipment 
energy required by the space during any given hour is the 
nllle assigned to this keyword multiplied by the fractional 
yalue assigned to that hour (see EQUIP-SCHEDULE). The 
amount of equipment. energy added to the space, if any, may 
be specified by its components (see EQUIP-LATENT and 
EQUIP-SENSIBLE). If both EQUIPMENT -KW and 
EQUIPMENT-W/SQFT are specified, the program adds the 
values. . 

is an altE'rnative keyword for EQUIPMENT-KW and is based 
on watts of equipmen t energy per square foot of Boor area of 
thl:' spacE'. The default is 0.0 and the range is from 0.0 to 
100.0 \\"/ft:2. 
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EQUP-SE:-\SIBLE 

EQl.:IP-LA TE:"T 

is the fraction of EQUIPMENT-KW, if any, that is added to 
the space energy balance in the form of sensible heat. The sum 
of EQUIP-SENSIBLE and EQUIP-LATENT must not exceed 
1.0; range is 0.0 to 1.0. 

is the fraction of EQUIPMENT-K\V that is added to the space 
energy balance in the form of latent heat. The sum of 
EQUIP-LATENT and EQUIP-SENSIBLE must not exceed 
1.00. The default is 0.0. If neither EQUIP-SENSIBLE nor 
EQUIP-LATENT is specified, all heat from equipment will be 
considered sensible. 

The k€'~'\\'ords SOURCE-TYPE, SOURCE-BTU /HR, SOURCE-SCHEDULE, 
SOCRCE-SENSIBLE, and SOURCE-LATE1\'T, described below, must be considered as a group. 
SOCRCE, in t.his context, implies a utility demand, not equipment. Depending upon how' the 
source is specified, it mayor may not result in a space heating/cooling load. Also, a source may 
or may not result in a utility load on PLAl':T. It. is possible to specify only one source per 
spaef'. 

SOl~RCE-TYPE 

GAS 

ELECTRIC 

HOT -Ii:-l TER 

PROCESS 

is used when there are int.ernal heating or cooling loads caused 
by a source other than people, lights, or equipment. The possi
ble code-words for this keyword are: 

The load will contribute to the natural gas USe budget, in 
PLA1'\T. Examples include natural gas for ovens, kilns, dryers, 
et.c. GAS is the default. 

Tlle load will contribute to electricity use budget in PLANT. 
Examples include electricity for cooking, electroplating, battery 
charging, etc. 

The load will con tribu te to the hot.-water budget (natural gas 
or fuel oil) in PLANT. This load will be reported as a domes
t.ic or service hot water load. The HOT-WATER loads will be 
passed to any domestic hot water heater defined in the 
PLANT-EQUIPMENT command. . 

Load will llot c-ontribute a utility load on PLANT (e.g., cooling 
load caused by a self-contained, portable energy source or other 
industrial processes). Examples of this type of load are gaso
line powered fork t.rucks, oxyacet.ylene welders, wood st.oves, 
bot.tled gas equipment, etc. You should sum up all the PRO
CESS loads in th~ zone, be they electrical, gas, hot water, 
solar, nuclear, etc. and express the total in Btu/hr. This total 
value should be expressed with the keyword 
SOllRCE-BTU /HR. The portion of the total PROCESS load 
that. enters the zone as a heating or cooling load is then 
specified by usmg the SOURCE-LATENT and 

:\Ol' lbl It.~ itaii~i2~d wor·:h in th~ Idl column ar~ codt-u·ordt. not hywords. 
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SOURCE-BTU /HR 

sorRC'E-SCHEDCLE 

sorRCE-SE~SIBLE 

SOl'RCE-LATE;,\T 

SOURCE-SENSIBLE keywords. 

This keyword is not operative unless SOURCE-SCHEDULE is 
defined. 

Note: Do not. use the code-word ELECTRIC for specifying 
electrically heated hot water. Also, do not use the code-word 
GAS to specify gas heated hot water. In both cases, specify 
SOURCE-TYPE = HOT-WATER. This will pass a demand 
for hot. water to PLANT, where the hot water heater is 
specified along with its fuel type. The first approach will pass 
the wrong type of demand to PLANT. 

is the maximum amount of energy supplied by the source 
defined by SOURCE-TYPE. This is the maximum amount of 
energy required to operate devices, other than lighting and 
equipment, within the space and is not necessarily the sensible 
and/or latent heat added by the source(s) to the load on the 
space (see SOURCE-SENSIBLE and SOURCE-LATENT). 
The default, is 0.0, and the allowable range is from 
-10000000.0 to 1000000.0 Btu/hr. A negative value represents 
heat. removed from the space. 

The actual source energy required by the space, during any 
given hour, is t.he value assigned to this keyword multiplied by 
the fract.ional value assigned to that hour (see 
SOURCE-SCHEDULE). This amount of SOURCE-BTU/HR 
energy added to the load of the space, if any, may be specified 
by SOURCE-LATENT and SOURCE-SENSIBLE. 

is the u-name of the schedule for any source of internal energy 
(such as process equipment within a space) other than people, 
light.s, or electrical equipment. Schedule inputs are fractions of 
SOURCE-BTU/HR. If the SOURCE-SCHEDULE is not 
entered, the schedule value will default to zero and no 
SOURCE loads will be simulated. 

is tht' fraction of SOURCE-BTU/HR (after being multiplied 
b~' the hourl~' fractional value in SOURCE-SCHEDULE) that 
is added to the space energy balance in the form of sensible 
heat. The sum of SOURCE-SENSIBLE and 
SOURCE-LATENT must not exceed 1.0 and is likely to he 
less than 1.0 since all such energy is not necessarily added to 
t.he space load. The default is 1.0, and it can range from -1.0 
to 1.0. 

is the fract.ion of SOURCE-BTU/HR (after being multiplied 
by the hourl~' fractional values in SOURCE-SCHEDULE), if 

~o\(· lhdt tll~ it ,,1i<:izeJ words in the left column are codc·u'ordt. not keywords. 
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Il"F -!v1ETHOD 

NOSE 

AIR-CHA.VCE 

RESIDE.\7l4L 

RES-I:,\F -COEF 

any, that is added to the space energy balance 'in the form of 
'Iatent heat.. The sum of SOURCE-LATENT and 
SOURCE-SENSIBLE must not exceed 1.0 and is likely to be 
less than 1.0 since all such energy is not necessarily added to 
the space load. The defau It is 0.0. 

equals a code-word that identifies the method used to calculate 
infiltration for the space. The possible code-words (italicized) 
are as follows (the default is NONE). 

No infiltration is calculated. 

The infiltrat.ion rate is calculated using the air-change method 
as described below for keywords AIR-CHANGESjHR and 
INF -CFM/SQFT. One of these keywords should be specified 
if INF -METHOD=AIR-CHANGE. AIR-CHANGESjHR will 
give a windspeed- dependent infiltration rate. INF -CFMjSQFT 
will gi"e a windspeed-independent infiltration rate. 

The infiltration rate will depend on both windspeed and 
inside-outside temperature differences as described below for 
keyword RES-INF -COEF. 

is a list of 3 values which are coefficients in the following for
mula: 

Infiltrat.ion = valuel + (value2 x windspeed) + (value3 x ~T) 

where infiltration is measured in air changes/hr, windspeed is 
ill knot.s (t.aken from the weather tape) and ~T (absolute value 
of outdoor-indoor temper'ature differential) is in or. The key
word RES-INF -COEF is appropriate only if INF -METHOD 
= RESIDENTIAL. The default coefficients are 0.252, 0.0251, 
and 0.0084. The range is from 0.0 to 20.0 for each coefficient. 

is the number of infiltration-caused air changes per hour at a 
windspeed of 10 mph for a space with 
INF-METHOD=AIR-CHANGE. The default is 0.0 and range 
is from 0.0 to 30.0. If this keyword is specified, the program 
will make a windspeed correction each hour to the infiltration 
rate. so that: 

Actual air changes per hour = 
(AIR-CHAl'\GESjHR) x (windspeed)j(lO mph) 
(Th is keyword should not to be confused with a keyword of 
the same name in SYSTEMS.) 

• On~ O~ I·Olh of lht ke,rword:; AIR-CHA:-:GES/HR and !!\'F-CFMjSQFT should be entered. Jr both are entered their effects are 
5UrM1i~.j. 

Choi·:t ;hould I.~ I·as~d on whether or nol a windspeed corre~tion is desired. 
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* I:,\F -CF~l .. ·SQFT 

I;'\F -SCHEDULE 

FLOOR-WEIGHT 

Example: 

OfF ICE-E:",\" 

is the amount of infiltrat.ion into a space with 
INF -METHOD=AIR-CHANGE. It is expressed as the ratio 

(infiltration cfm}/{fioor area). 

There is no correction for windspeed. The default is 0.0 and 
the range is from 0.0 to 20.0 cfm/ft2. 

is the u-name of a schedule that specifies a multiplier on the 
amount of air infiltration into a space as a function of time. 
The schedule should contain values that modify the calculated 
infiltration values. A value of 1.0 would leave the infiltration 
values unmodified night and day, year round. Any value 
below 1.0 would represent reduction of infiltration such as t.hat 
caused by pressurization from a supply fan. Any value above 
1.0 would represent an increase in infiltration such as that 
caused by an exhaust fan, open window, or open door. If 
INF-SCHEDULE is not input the schedule will default to one 
for all hours. 

Ordinarily, INF-SCHEDULE should not be used with 
INF-METHOD=RESIDENTIAL method of infiltration 
because the schedule will distort wind information from the 
weather tape. 

is used to specify the composite weight of the Boor, furnish
ings. and in terior walls of a space divided by the floor area of 
the space. The value input by you will determine the weight
ing factors associated with the space. Higher values give a 
longer time lag between heat gains and resultant cooling loads, 
and greater damping of peak loads. The default is 70.0, and 
the range is from 0.0 to 200.0 Ib/ft2

. 

SPACE-CO~1J) I TI ONS 
PEOPLE-SCHEDULE - OCCUPY-l 
LIGHTING-SCHEDULE = LIGHTS-l 
EQl'lP-SCHEDULE - EQUIP-l 
LIGHTING-TYPE - REC-FLUOR-NV 
LIGHTIl'\G-WlSQFT - 1.5 
EQl~IP~1El\T-W/SQFT - 1 
AREA /PERSO~ - 1 1 0 
I l\T -METHOD - AI R-CHA.1\1GE 
I:"F-SCHEDULE - INFIL-l 
Al R-CH.-\.1\DES/HR - 0.6 
PEOPLE-HEAT-GAIN - 450 

• • UIl' or i,Col h of lh hywords AJR-CHAl':GES/HR and J!\'F -CFM/SQFT should be entered. If both are entered their efl'fcts 
ar,:, ~umTn'".J. 

(,hoi,'~ >iloul.:l h ~a.sed on whelh~r or no! a windspfed ('orrection is desired. 
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SPACE 
The SPACE instruction is used to specify all the information that is associated with a space. 
SPACE tells LOADS that the data to follow specify the characteristics of a space. 

u-namc 

LIKE 

must be specified for this instruction as the u-name is refer
en ced in SYSTEMS. 

may be used to copy data from a previously u-named SPACE' 
instruction. This does not include walls and windows belong
ing to that SPACE. 

FLOOR -MULTIPLIER is used to simplify the input for a multistory building. This 
keyword equals the number of the floors that are thermo
dynamically ident.ical and where there is negligible heat 
transfer from floor-to-floor. The default is 1.0 and the range is 
from 1.0 to 200.0. 

AREA. 

\'OLl":\fE 

is the floor area of the space. This keyword is required and its 
range is from 0.0+ to 100000.0 ft2. 

is the space air volume, used to calculate the infiltration rate 
by the air-change meth~d3 This keyword is required and its 
range is from 0.0+ to 10 ft . 

SPAC'[-C'O:\DJTIO;,\S identifies a preyiously u-named SPACE-C01\'DITIONS 
instruction and associates all of the data in it with the space. 
Any or all of the keywords associated with a 
SPACE-CONDITION instruction may also be directly input in 
a SPACE instruction. 

Rules: 

1. The SPACE-COi\DITIONS default values are assumed if the SPACE-CONDITIONS 
keyword is not given an en try. 

I) The u-name of a SPACE in the LOADS program must be identical to the u-name of a 
20:\"£ in the SYSTE}'1S input. 

3. Only SPACE and SPACE-COl'\DITJONS keywords data are transferred by the LIKE 
ke~'\\'ord used in SPACE. The keyword data for EXTERIOR-WALL, WINDOW, etc. 
are not transferred. 

Exnmple: 

OFFICE 

LO.-\DS 

SPACE 
SPACE-CO:\DITIO~S - OFFICE-EJ\V 

. .<\REA = 5000 
VOLlJ!\1E= 40000 
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EXTERlOR-WALL (or ROOF) 
This instruetion is used to specify the size, const.ruction, and position of an exterior surface of a 
space such as an ext.erior wall, roof, or exterior floor (such as above a breezeway or carport). 
EXTERIOR-\VALL and ROOF are synonymous within the program. Each EXTERIOR-WALL 
instruction is assigned t.o the SPACE instruction immediately preceding it and describes one of 
the ext erior walls of th at space. 

u-name 

LII~E 

G:,\D-REFLECTA0:CE 

l\'lt."L TIPLIER 

:\ZI~rl'TII 

CO\STr.rCTIO:\ 

LO.-\DS 

may be used to identify a wall surface. 

maybe used to copy data from a previously u-Damed 
EXTERIOR-WALL instruction. 

is the solar reflectance of the ground; i.e., the fract.ion of sun
light incident on the ground that is reflected. The following 
table provides typical values for various surfaces. The default 
is 0.2. 

Surface 

Asph alt, paved 
Concret.e, bituminous 
Concrete, light colored 
Concrete, old 
Field, green 
Field. wheat 
Grass, dry 
Ocean , 
Rock, crushed surface 
Soil, dark 

GND-REFLECTANCE 

0.18 
0.10 
0.32 
0.22 

0.12-0.25 
0.07 
0.24 
0.05 
0.20 
0.08 

is used to specify the total number of identical (except for posi
tion) exterior wall panels located in the same plane. This 
reduces the amount of data input. It. multiplies the net area of 
the ext.erior wall (exterior wall area minus window area minus 
door area). It also multiplies any 'WINDOW area and DOOR 
area associated with th is exterior wall panel. The range is 
from 0.0 t.o 99.0, and default is 1.0. 

is the azimuth of the exterior wall. The default is 0° (north
faring wall), and the range is from 0° to 360°; east.-facing is 
90°; south-facing is 180°; west-facing is 2iOo. Intermediate 
angles are accept.able. 

iden tifies the u-name of a previously defined CONSTRUC
TION. instruction that describes the effective U-Value of this 
EXTERIOR-WALL (or ROOF). This keyword is mandatory. 
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HEIGHT 

\\-IDTH 

TILT 

R \lIe": 

is the dimension of the ext.erior wall parallel to the Y axis. 
This is a required keyword, and the range is from 0.0 to 2000.0 
feet. 

is the dimension of the exterior wall parallel to the X axis. 
This is a required keyword, and the range is from 0.0 to 2000.0 
feet. 

is the inclination of the exterior wall from the horizontal plane. 
The default is 90.0°, which corresponds to a vertical surface. 
An upward facing horizontal surface has TILT = 0; a down
ward facing horizontal surface has TILT = 180. Note that if 
the command ROOF is used, then TILT will still default to 90° 
(vertical surface). Thus, for a horizontal ROOF, you would 
have to explicitly specify TILT = O. 

The range of TILT is 0 to 180°. 

1. .-\ SP.-\CE instruction must precede any EXTERIOR-WALL or ROOF instructions . 

. ) _-\n EXTERIOR-\YALL or ROOF instruction must immediately precede t.he \\1~

DO\\- ~lncl DOOR instructions t.hat describe the windows and doors in the wall. 

:3. TbE' :il"E':i (HEIGHT times \\lDTH) of the EXTERIOR-WALL or ROOF must be 
equal to or greater than the area entered for the WI}\'DOW and DOOR instruct.ions 
3ss·xiatE'cl with tIle EXTERIOR-WALL or ROOF. 

Example: 
FHO\l'- 1 = E:\'lER IOR-\\ALL 

HEIGHT - 8 
\ \"J DTH - 1 0 0 
AZ L\1l TH - 1 80 
CO:'\STRCCTIO:'\ = \\:-\LL-1 

:'\c.te If an e:-:lerior \\"311 (or roof) is not shaded by obstructions such as neighboring buildings or 
tree~. it i~ sufficient in DOE-2 to describe the wall geometrically by specifying only HEIGHT, 
\\-lDTH .. -\ZJ:\ll"TH. and TILT. If shading is involved, the keywords X, Y, a.nd Z (t.he origin of 
the \,"z,ll m tbt sjJact coordinate system) should a.lso be entered. See Reference .'1anual (£.1.1), 
p.Ill S 
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WINDOW 
This instruction is used to specify the size, position, and number of windows and the properties 
of the glass. Each W!A'DOW command applies to the EXTERJOR-\VALL instruction preceding 
it and describes t he windows on that exterior wall. Note: Glass doors in exterior walls should be 
treated as windows rather than doors. 

u-name 

LII\:E 

GLASS-TYPE 

HEIGHT 

\\'lDTH 

SETB.-\Ch 

SHADI~G-SCHEDCLE 

:\L\X-SOLAR-SCH 

LOADS 

may be specified. 

may be used to copy data from a previously entered and u
named WINDOW instruction. 

identifies the u-name of the GLASS-TYPE instruction that 
describes the glass in this window. This is a required keyword. 

is the height of the glazed part of the window. This keyword 
is required, and the range is from 0.0+ to 40.0 feet. 

is the width of the glazed part of the window. This keyword is 
required, and the range is from 0.0+ to 1000.0 feet. 

Note: The window area (HEIGHT times \VIDTH) is automat.i
cally removed from t.he associated wall area. 

is the distance that the window is recessed into the wall. The 
range is from 0.0+ to 10 feet. It defaults to 0.0, that is, no 
setback. 

accepts as input. the U-Dame of a schedule that defines hourly 
values of a multiplier on the glass shading coefficient (see 
SHADING-COEF keyword in GLASS-TYPE command). This 
represents the shading effect of movable devices such as blinds, 
or drapes. l'\ote that items that change light transmission may 
also affect conductance. If so, a matching 
CONDUCT-SCHEDULE should be used. 
Note: If the SHADL1\TG-SCHEDULE is not input, the schedule 
will default to 1 for all 2.{ hours. . 

is the u-name of a schedule of direct solar gain values in 
Btu/ft2-hr. The program will" aut,omatically deploy a shading 
de\'ict' if the heat. gain per ft- from direct (beam) solar radia
tion transmitted through the window exceeds the specified 
\'alut'. If MAX-SOLAR-SCH is specified, a corresponding 
SHADING-SCHEDULE (and CONDUCT-SCHEDULE, if 
desired) should be assigned to the window. The 
SHADING-SCHEDULE and COT\TIUCT-SCHEDULE values 
will only take effect during hours when the shading device is 
deployed. 

LOADS 



CO:'\DCCT -SCHEDULE 

CO:'\1)UCT -T\lI!':-SCH 

ident.ifies the u-name of the schedule that describes any change 
in t.he heat conductance of the window relative to the 
GLASS-COI\TJ)UCTANCE. The factor in the schedule may be 
less than, equal to, or greater than 1.0. The factor is used as a 
mult.iplier against GLASS-CONDUCTANCE. This represents 
the change of conductance associated with storm windows, 
insulated shutters, etc. 

Any accessories that are added to the window (such as a storm 
window) that change the conductance may also significantly 
change the light transmission properties of the window. If so, 
a matching SHADING-SCHEDULE should be used. 

Note: If the COIVDUCT-SCHEDULE is not input, the 
schedule value will default to 1 for all 24 hours. 

is a schedule of values of outside dry-bulb temperature below 
which movable insulation will be deployed on a window. If 
this keyword is specified, a corresponding 
SHADING-SCHEDULE and CONDUCT-SCHEDULE should 
be assigned to the window. 

\\'indow overhangs and fins may be specified wit.h the following keywords: 

OYEIUl:\:'\G-A 

OVERH:\~G-B 

OYERH.\:'\G-W 

OYERHA:'\C-D 

OYERHA:\G-A~GLE 

LO.\DS 

Units are ft'et, 0.0 is the default, and there are no limits. 
See Fig. 2.1. 

Units are feet. 0.0 is the default, and there are no limits. 
See Fig. 2.1. 

Units are feet, 0.0 is the default, and the range is 0.0 to no lim
its. See Fig. 2.1. 

Units are feet, 0.0 is the default, and the range is 0.0 to DO lim
its. See Fig. 2.1. 

is the angle between the overhang and the window. 'When set 
at. 900

, t,he overhang is perpendicular to the window (the 
default); if < 900

, it is tilt.ed down; if > 900
, it is tilted up. 

The range is 0.0 to 180.00
. 

Note: For overhang shading calculations to be performed, 
both OYERHANG-W and OVERHANG-D must be specified. 
If either of them is specified, but not both, a WARl\lJNG mes
sage is printed and onrhang shading is not performed. 
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BM003 

~----------------OH-W----------------~ 

OH-ANG 

OH-B R-F-01 
------~ 

R-F-

, + -K / 

L-F-A - Window 
I-R-F-A 

F-H R-F-H 

~ ~ 

Figure 2.1: Positioning of oyerhang and fins with respect to a window. The values in this 
figure are all posit.ive. If the value for L-F -B is input as negative, then the 
left fin will originate at a point above the top edge of the window, and simi
larly for R-F -B. 

LEFT -fI:\-.\ Units are feet., 0.0 is the default, and there are no limits. See 
Fig. 2.l. 

LEFT -FI:\-B Units are feeL 0.0 is the default, and there are no limits. See 
Fig. 2.1. 

LEfT -fI:\-H Units are feet, 0.0 is t,he default, and the range is 0.0 to no lim
it.s. See Fig. 2.1. 

LEFT-FI:\-D llnits are feet. 0.0 is the default, and the range is 0.0 to no lim
it,s. See Fig. 2.1. 

RIGHT-FI1\-A Unit.s are feet, 0.0 is the default, and there are no limits. See 
Fig. 2.1. 

RIGHT -FI:\-B llnits are feet, 0.0 is the default, and there are no limits. See 
Fig. 2.1. 
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RIGHT -FE\-H Unit.s are feet, 0.0 is the default., and the range is 0.0 to no lim
its. See Fig. 2.1. 

RIGHT -fI]\"-D Units are feet, 0.0 is the default, and the range is 0.0 to no lim-
its. See Fig. 2.1. 

For fin shading calculations to be performed, both of the pair, -FIN-H and -FIN-D, must be 
specified. If either one of the pair is specified, but not both, a warning rne$age is printed and 
fin shading is not performed. 

Note: Even t.hough overhangs and/or fins are specified under the \\'1NDO\V command, these 
shading surfaces are attached to the wall where the window is located and t,hus shade both the 
window and t.he wall. Also, if this \VINDOW is referred to in another WINDOW command with 
the LIKE keyword, the attached shades are also copied. 

Rules: 

1. An EXTERIOR-WALL or ROOF instruction must precede a WINDOW instruction . 

. ) A GLASS-TYPE inst,ruction must. precede a WINDOW instruct.ion. 

Example: 

\\F -1 = \\,1 :\DO.v 

LOADS 

WI DTH = 4·5 
HEIGHT = 4 
GLASS-TYPE = WIl\D<J.\'-1 
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DOOR 
Th is instruction is used to specify the size, position, and number of doors and their heat-transfer 
char3.cteristics. Each DOOR instruction applies to the EXTERIOR-WALL instruction preceding 
it and describes a door on that exterior wall. Note: Glass doors should be treated as windows 
rather thall doors. 

u-name 

LIKE 

HEIGHT 

\\1DTH 

may be specified. 

may be used to copy data from a previously entered and u
named DOOR instruction. 

is the height of the door. This keyword is mandatory. The 
range is from 0.0+ to 40 feet. 

is the width of t·he door. This keyword is mandatory. The 
range is from 0.0+ to 1000 feet. 

CO:"STRTCT10:" identifies the u-name of a previously defined CONSTRUC
TION instruction that describes the effective U-Value of this 
door. This keyword is mandatory. 

SETB:\CI~ is the distance that the door is recessed into the wall, measured 
parallel to the Z axis of the surface coordinate system. The 
range is from 0.0+ to 10 feet, and defaults to 0.0, that is, no 
setback. 

1\'otc·: On'rh3ngs and fins can be applied the same as for W1NDOW command. 

Example 1'01' a solid wood door: 

D] CO:',STRl;cr 10:'\ 
t;-VALeE = . .5 

DOOR] - DOOR 
HE I GI·ff - I 

\\EI GHT 3 
CO:'\STRl'CT 10;\ = D 1 
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INTERIOR-WALL 
The INTERIOR-WALL instruction is used to specify the size, construction, and adjacent space 
for an interior wall. ceiling, or interior floor. The INTERIOR-\VALL will be considered as a 
heat transfer surface by the LOADS and SYSTEMS programs. Each INTERIOR-WALL 
instruction applies t·o the SPACE instruction preceding it and describes one of the interior walls, 
ceilings, or intt'l'ior floors of that space. 

u-name 

LIKE 

AREA 

I\t:XT-TO 

may be specified. 

may be used to copy data from a previously u-named 
INTERIOR-WALL instruction. 

is the surface area of the interior wal~ ceiling, or interior floor. 
The range is from 0.0+ to 100000.0 ft , and there is no default. 

is the u-name of the space that shares this interior wall, ceil
ing, or interior floor as a boundary with the space under con
siderat.ion. This keyword is required if INT -V·,rA.L~TYPE = 
STANDARD or AIR; otherwise, it. is unused. 

is used to identify, by u-name, the previously entered CON
STRUCTIO); instruction that defines the type of construction 
used in this wall. This is a mandatory entry. 

Example for a cast' where there is an adjacent space: 

PI - CO~STRUcr I O~ 
U- VALUE = . 2 

P.illTITI0:'\ - I!\TERIOR-\\:-\LL 
AREA - 320 
C,():,\STRl1CT I O~ = PI 
~~~l-TO = SPACE-2 
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UNDERGROUND-WALL or UNDERGROUND-FLOOR 
This instruction is used to specify the size and construction of an underground wall, under
ground floor, or a floor on the 'ground (slab-on-grade). Each Ur'H)ERGROUI\Tf)-WALL or 
l'\'DERGROl'ND-FLOOR instruction applies to the SPACE instruction preceding it and 
describes one of the underground walls or underground floors of that SPACE. 

Specifying the V-Value and the area of a floor in contact with the soil calls for some engineering 
judgment. Using the total area of the floor will drastically overestimate the heat loss through 
the floor, because the floor will tend to raise the temperature of the surrounding soil. Therefore, 
you should specify an effective (lower) area. For slab-on-grade, the effective area is that of a 
one-foot-\\'ide band around the perimeter of the surface. For below-grade walls, the effective 
area is that of a one-foot-high band at the top of the wall. 

u-name 

LIl":E 

AREA 

CO);STRliCTION 

Rules: 

may be specified. 

is analogous to LIKE for INTERIOR-WALL. 

is the effective area of the UNDERGROUND-WALL or 
UNDERGROUND-FLOOR. The range is from 0.0+ to 
100000.0 ft. 2

, and there is no default. 

is the u-name of a previously defined CONSTRUCTION 
inst.!'uction that describes the LAYERS (response factors) or 
the effect.ive ll-Value of this UNDERGROUND-'WALL or 
UNDERGROUND-FLOOR. This keyword is required if 
UNDERGROUND-WALL (or -FLOOR) is specified. 

1. The associated SPACE instruction must precede an UI\TDERGROUl\TJ)-WALL or 
l::-\DERGROl:;\D-FLOOR instruction . 

. ) Before an U~l)ERGROUND-WALL or UI\TJ)ERGROUND-FLOOR instruct.ion is 
specified, you must specify a CONSTRUCTION instruction having a U-VALUE or 
LAYERS keyword. 

Example: 

BOTTQ\1-1 l'!\l)EnCnOlii\D- FLOOR 
A.REA - 5000 
CO:-\STRl:CTIO:,\ = FLooR-l 
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LOADS-REPORT 
This instruction defines wh ieh LOADS reports will be output. Users ean select from verification 
reports and summary reports. Verification reports echo your input; summary reports show cal
culation results. usually monthly and annually. 

Format: 

LOADS-REPORT VERIFICATION = (code-word list) 
SUl\1MA.RY = (code-word list) •• 

Example: 

LOADS-REPORT VERIFICATION = (LV-D) 
SVl\D\1ARY = (L5-B, LS-D) •. 

will print verification report, LV-D. "Det.ails of Exterior Surfaces in the Project", and summary', 
reports LS-3 "Space Peak Load Component.s", and LS-D "Building Monthly Loads Summary". 
A description of the basiC' LOADS reports, with corresponding code-words is given in Appendix 
C. 
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SYSTEMS 

Introduction 
DOE-2 requires a fair amount of understanding of how systems operate. A general descrip
tion of types of systems is given in this manual. Once you have understood the structure 
used for the LOADS input, there should be little difficulty in learning the procedure for 
assembling a S'fSTEMS input. The major problem most users have is that DOE-2 offers a 
high degree of flexibility and a large choice of options for SYSTEMS input. To use this flexi
bility wisely you are required to know more about HVAC systems than w.as required by pre
vious energy analysis programs. In the earlier programs, you could simply assign the name 
of (,he desired system and the program would pull from its file all of the necessary input. To 
a degree this can be done with DOE-2 by relying on default values and prestored control 
methods. However, this is not the recommended procedure and is an option to be used only 
un til t he you feel comfortable with explicitly specifying the many commands and keywords 
in DOE-2. 

General Discussion of Systems 
In this subsection we describe the general properties of HVAC systems for users whose 
knowledge in this area is limited. II is important /0 knoUJ what various systems do and not 
simply knOll' their names. "-e will stress the common features and heritage of various sys
tems rather than concentrating on their differences. 

Generally. air systrms can be split into th'e distinct categories: 

1. 

3. 

4, 

.s. 

SYSTE\lS 

Variable Air Temperature Systems (Constant Volume) 

Reheat Systems (Constant Volume) 

Ail' :\1ixing Systems (Constant Volume) 

Variable Air Volume Systems (Constant Temperature) 

Hybrid S~'stems - A mixture of Systems 1 through 4 
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Variable Air Temperature Systems (Constant Volume) (SZRH, PSZ)* 
Variable air temperature systems are totally responsive to the master control zone's sensible 
heat gains and losses. As heat gains decrease, the temperature of the supply air increases 
proportionately, and "ice-versa. Usually the heating coil is placed in front of the cooling coil 
for freeze protection and the two coils are cont.rolled in sequence by the space thermostat. 
The single zone system is representative of this type of system, with the added feature that 
subzone reheat coils can b€:' used t.o adjust for the heating requirements of the subzones that 
differ from that of the first named zone (in the list of zones assigned to the system). 

Heating 
coil 

Cooling 
coil 

BMOO4 

Return 
air fan 

Conditioned __ ----~==~==----(T spoce 

Supply 
air fon 

( master) 

.--. 
Subzone 

reheot coils 

To othet" 
zones 

Figure 3.1: Variable Air Temperature System 

• Thf. corr~5pondillg DOE-::? SYSTEM-TYPE code-words are given in I'arentheses; for example, PSZ is the 00E-2 
··I'ad~gf..:f singl~ zon~·· system. s~~ p.3.8 for a list of system types and code-words. 
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Reheat Systems (Constant Volume) (RHFS) 

Reheat Systems were a nat.ural out.growth of the. single zone variable air temperature system; 
the reheating coil is located downstream of the cooling coil so that all supply air is cooled as 
well as dehumidified (the supply air is maintained at a constant temperature). This makes 
t.he rooling energy use unresponsive to space loads, whereas the reheat is responsive to space 
loads. but invC'rsely so. For example, when space heat gains are at their maximum, reheating 
is not required to hold space temperat.ures. However, as space heat gains decrease, reheating 
must increase t,o compensate for the disappearing space heat gains. Under all conditions the 
cooling coil cools the air to a constant temperature fixed for the maximum anticipated load
ing. This is, therefore. an energy intensive system. 
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Air Mixing Systems (Constant Volume) (DDS, MZS, PMZS) 
These systems are ('ommonly referred to as Dual Duct and Multi-Zone Systems. They con
trol space temperatures by the mixing of two air streams, one of which is normally above the 
space temperature and the other normally below the space temperature. In this constant. 
volume configuration they are also energy intensive. 

To understand why air mixing systems can be large energy users, it is necessary to under
stand the effect the hot. deck temperature has on the systems energy consumption during 
cooling periods. Given a space that requires partial cooling, a given quantity of cold air is 
needed to satisfy the load; however, the excess air that is not used to satisfy the load must 
st.ill go to t.he space because the system is constan t volume. 

It follows that, of the tot.al supply air that remains in excess of that required to satisfy the 
space load, the hot stream and the cold stream must mix thermally to cancel each other. If 
the cold deck is 55'T, the space temperature 75'T, and the hot deck 95"F, the two air 
st.reams will mix in equal parts to cancel each other. 

HO\\'eYer. if the hot deck is 155°F and all other criteria remain unchanged, then the cold deck 
will pass 4 parts, and the hot deck 1 part, to cancel each other. The cooling and heating 
energy expended on t.he excess air for these two hypothetical cases is 1.6 times as much for 
the second case as for the first. Reset of hot. and cold deck temperatures to minimize tem
perature difference between the hot and cold decks will minimize energy consumption on 
these s~·stems. 
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Variable Air Volume (Constant Temperature) Systems (VAVS, PVAVS) 
Variable Air Volume systems are the easiest to understand. With a decreasing heat gain in 
the space. the system responds directly with a corresponding decrease in (coid) air supply to 
the space. ~lost systems have a minimum stop beyond which the air supply is no longer 
decreased. The ratio of this minimum air-flow-rate to the design air-flow-rate is referred to 
as J\1I!\-CF:t>.1-RATIO. If an interior space is occupied, the heat gain from lights and people 
will require sufficient air flow to remove the load; however, in' perimeter spaces the heat 
losses may offset the heat gains from lights and people, resulting in a load that is close to 
zero. Then it is necessary to set the :MIN-CFM-RA TIO to provide sufficient ventilation air; 
either reheat or baseboard radiation is used to offset the cooling effect of the minimum allow
able air supply and to supply heat to offset the heat losses. 
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Hybrid Systems 

a. Hybrid Syst.ems are defined here as a combination of any of the first four systems 
described. For example, we have VAV-Reheat Systems with a minimum stop on the 
supply box specified by r-.HN-CF:tvf-RATIO. Typically, this system acts as a VAY sys
t.em if the total air supply is above the MIN-CFM-RATIO setting. Whenever the sys
tem supply air needed is less t.han that allowed by the 11IN-CFM-RATIO, the system 
conforms to a standard reheat system. 

b. Another form of Hybritl System is the VAV-Dual Duct System. Again, only when the 
total supply air requirement. is less than that allowed by the MIN-CFM-RATIO, does 
the syst.em act as a typical dual duct system which mixes two air streams to satisfy the 
spaee thermostat. 

c. Powered Induction Units (PIU) are a variation of the YAY system with the addition of 
a small fan to pull air from the ceiling plenum and mix it with air supplied from the 
central system. 

Other System Types in DOE-2 

a. Fan Coil (TPFC and FPFC). Fan Coil Units are eit.her 4-pipe or 2-pipe. The 4-pipe 
units usually have two coils (one heating and one cooling), but may have one dual pur
pose coil. The units modulate the fiow of water to the coil(s); this conforms to a vari
able air temperature system. Outside air for fan coil systems is usually introduced by a 
separate yentilation syst.em: however, outside air may be introduced directly into the 
fan coil unit. 

b. Packaged 'Units (PSZ. P!\1ZS, PVAVS, and PTAC). These systems are similar. 
SChematically. to the systems already described except that they are usually unitary 
(fans. compressors and condensers are physically cased in a single unit). In DOE-2 they 
lH'rform eooling with direct expansion ('oils. which require data about ambient wet and 
dry bulb temperatures. As a result. the ent-ire cooling calculation is done in SYSTEMS 
and only the resulting electriralload is passed to PLANT. 

c. lnc-remental Heat Pump (HP). Also referred to as the Water Source Heat Pump, \Vater 
Loop Heat Pump. or Watel'iAir Heal Pump. These systems are composed of small 
self-contained ('ooling -'heating units ronnected to a common water loop. Units on cool
ing rejE'C't heat to the circuit: units on heating draw heat from t.his source and pump it 
up to :1 higher Jeyel. A hot water generator is a supplemental heat. source when the 
majority of units are heat.ing. An evaporative cooler (closed circuit cooling tower) is 
used to reject heat to the atmosphere when t.he majority of units are cooling. These 
latter must be input ill PLANT. 
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d. Residential System (RESYS). It is possible to simulate the following combinations of 
systems, appropriat.e to a residen tial building modeled as a single zone. Cooling may be 
accomplished with an air-cooled electric·-driven air conditioner; heating may be provided 
by a forced-air furnace. electric resist.ance air coil, or hot water baseboards. Altern a
ti\'(·ly. both heating and cooling can be supplied by an air-to-air heat pump wit.h sup
plt-m en tal electric resistanc:e heating. 

e. Heating Only Systems. DOE-2 can simulate a number of heating-only systems. They 
are: 

i. lJnit Heaters (UHT) 

II. llnit Ventilators (UVT) 

III. Baseboard Radiat.ors 

llHT and tTYT heating-only units are described later in detail. They are especially use
ful in analyzing buildings constructed before air conditioning became popular. 

Baseboard radiators can only be simulated in combination with the air systems. You 
must specify a value for the kt>yword BASEBOARD-RATING (the heating capacity of 
the baseboards in Btu/hr). III addition, you must specify the kind of 
B.\SEBO.\RD-CO:'\TROL. either OUTDOOR-RESET (the default) or THERMOS
T.\TIC. 

f. ReC'OHry Systems. The DOE-:! program allows you to simulate either a coil run-around 
heat reco\'er~' cycle or a heat wheel. The heating effect due to heat exchange between 
return air ancl colder outside air is the only configuration available. (The cooling effect 
clue to hE'at exchange between return air and warmer outside air cannot .be simulated.) 

Specific HV AC Distribution Systems 
The SYSTE~lS program simulates the heat and moisture exchange processes that occur in 
secondary HYAC distribution systems. Likewise, it simulates the performance of air circu
lating fans used in tllese systems. You select appropriate syst.ems (plus options) from a list 
of 1 G different standard or familiar types of s~·st.ems. There are an additional 10 system 
t~·pE'S that are used less commonly or are yery difficult. for a new user to input; see the Refer
ence Alaill/al (::.1.4) and'or the Supplement (2.1£/ The SYSTEMS subprogram cannot 
simulate t\\'o different t~'pes of air systems in one zone at the same time. For example, it is 
not possible TO simulate the cooling of a zone by both a Single Zone Fan System (SZRH) and 
a Two Pipe Fan Coil System (TPFC). 

System types ill DOE-::? han been cat.egorized into different generic types, built-up systems 
,"s. packaged systems and centra) systems \'s. zonal systems. 

Built- Vp Systems 

SYSTE?-.IS 

Depending upon the system types chosen, built-up systems 
contain preheat coils, main heating coils, cooling coils, zone 
(reheat) coils. baseboard heaters, fans (supply, return, and 
exhaust), thermostats, humidifiers, dehumidifiers, econom
izers.outside air dampers, mixing dampers, throttling 
dampers. and air ducting. However, built-up systems are 
not usually self-cQntained: the central equipment (i.e., 
boilers. chillers, cooling t.owers, pumps, etc.) that produces 
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hot or chiUed water and electrical energy is separated from 
the distribution system. That equipment is simulated in 
DOE-2's PLANT subprogram. Built-up system simulations 
result. in demands that are passed to PLANT, for hot 
water, chilled water, electricity, gas, andlor oil. These 
demands may be met in PLANT by purchased utilities or 
energy conversion equipment. 

Packaged Systems Packaged systems are usually self-contained units. 
These unit.s are usually produced as one or more modular 
pieces of prematched equipment that only require installa
tion. They possess all t.he necessary equipment for energy 
conversion and distribution and they, too, produce a utility 
demand for electricity, gas, and lor oil. 

Zonal vs. Central Systems Reference is sometimes made to a zonal system, 
defined herein to mean any system with an air-handling 
unit in each zone and controlled by a thermostat in that 
zone. It may be a pa.ckaged self-contained system (fueled 
only by a. utility) or it may be supported by a central sys
tem (supplying hot water, chilled water, warm air, or cool 
air). Zonal syst.ems are UHT, UVT, TPFC, FPFC, HP, 
and PTAC. 

The DOE-2 systems listed below are described in the following pages of this section. 

SZRH 

RHFS 
MZS 

DDS 
V..\VS 
PH' 

TPFC' 

FPFC' 
RESYS 
PSZ 

P?\lZS 
PVAVS 

PTAC' 

PTCSD 
CHT 
C\'T 

SYSTE~1S 

Variable temperature constant volume air-handling unit 

Reheat constant volume air-handling unit 
:Multizone constant volume air-handling unit 

Dual duct constant volume or variable volume air-handling unit. 

Variable volume air-handling unit 

Powered Induction unit. variable air volume air-handling unit 
Two pipe fan coil 

Four pipe fan coil 

TIesidential furnace and packaged condensing unit/heat pump 
Packaged single zone variable temperat.ure DX unit. 

Packaged multizone DX ullit 

Packaged variablE' volume DX unit 

Packaged tt'rminal ail' conditioner/heat pump 

Packaged total gas solid desiccant. 

Unit heat.er 

l'nit ventilat.or (heat only) 
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Orhtr ayailablE' systems that are not described here are the following. See t,he Supplement 
(2.1£/ for detaib on these systems. 

EYA.P-COOL 

PYYT 

RE.~\\'T 

HP 

CBY:\Y 
TPIl' 

FPn: 
SZCI 
HYSYS 
FPn: 

Eyaporative cooling unit 

Packaged variable-volume, Yariable-t,emperature unit 

Residential variable-volume, variable-temperature unit 

\Vater source heat pumps connected to a common water loop 

Ceiling bypass unit 

Two pipe induction unit 

Four pipe induction unit 

Ceiling induction unit 

Heat,ing and ventilating system 

Four pipe induction unit. 

In the m::ltE'rial that follows, you will find 

1 I 

,) . 
_I 

A. full de~C'ription of each system type, including a schematic of the system sho\\'
ing tht- location of fans, heating and cooling coils, duct\\'ork and control devices. 

f or each s~'stem type, a suggested input that provides a no-frills simulation of 
that SYSTem, Square-bracketed numbers in this input are keyed to the bracketed 
num bers in the system schematic. A compatible PLA]\'T input is also given, This 
inpu t is compatible with the example on p.1.9 and therefore could be used to 
replace the example's SYSTE.\1S and PLANT input and thus build a new input 
file. 

f or each s~'stem t~'pe, a list of other capabilities that can be simulated, with 
j)0inters sbo\\'ing \\'here you can find an example or a more complet.e description . 
. -\.gain. square-bracketed numbers are keyed to the bracketed numbers in t,he sys-
tem schematic. ' 
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Single-Zone Fan System with Optional Subzone Reheat (SZRH) 
In its most basic configuration SZRH provides constant volume, forced-air heating and cool
ing for a single zone (plus subzones) from an air-handling unit containing a heating coil, cool
ing coil. filters (not shown), and supply fan. Exhaust fans are optional for any or all zones. 
The temperature of discharge air is controlled from a thermostat that senses space conditions 
in the conuol zone. This zone is specified as the first zone entered under the keyword 
ZO~E-NAMES. The system may be small and located within the space to be conditioned, 
or may be remotely located with dueted air distribution. It may provide outside air ventila
tion. or merely recirculat.e conditioned air. 

Note: On the schematic, items shown in dashed boxes are optional components. 

BMOO8 

rl---' HEAT I 
I RIcOr I r:: - - - I PREHEAT HEATING I c ' I I ECO~,O- I COIL COIL FAN 
I I MIZER I PH C --- C C AIR 
I II'. [2 ) 
L __ ..JL 

EXHAt:S"T 
AIR -

[11 ) 

[ 11) 

Figure 3.5: 

SYSTE~lS 

I 
[7) I __ ....J 

[4] 

RETt: TI!' 
AIR 

REHEAT 

SUB 
ZONE CENTRAL ZOh~ 
No.2 I [8] 

Single-Zone Fan Syst.em with Optional Subzone Reheat 
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Suggested l11i1l£11I01 input Jar SZRH system with on economizer: 

[\prT SYSTE~1S .. 

Sl"STEMS-REPORT SUJ\L\1ARY=(SS-A,SS-O) 00 

$ SYSTEl,,1S SCHEDULES 

FANS-ON = SCHEDt.~LE THRU DEC 31 (VVI)) 

(\VEH) 

COOLSETPT = SCHEDULE THRli DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

HEAT.SETPT = SCHEDULE THRl1 DEC 31 (WD) 

(\VEH) 

DHW = SCHEDl'LE THRC DEC 31 (WD) 

OFFICE = 20:,\,E 

AC-SYST = S)'STE!\l 

PI = PL\:,\T -ASSIG:\~IENT 

E:\D .. 

CO\lprTE SYSTE~JS .. 

I:\P1..'T PLA\"T " 

PI = PLA\"T -ASSIG:\}'fENT .. 

SYSTE}'1S 

(WEH) 

DESIGN-HEAT-T 
DESIGN-COOL-T 
HEA T - TEMP-SCH 
COOL-TEMP-SCH 
OA-CFM/PER 

SYSTE.t\'f-TYPE 
lv1AX-SUPPL Y - T 
MIN-SUPPL Y - T 
NIGHT -CYCLE-CTRL 
FAN-SCHEDULE 
ECO~O-LIMIT-T 
OA-CONTROL 
ZONE-NAMES 

SYSTEJ\I-NAMES 
DHW-BTll/HR 
DH\\'-SCH 

3.11 

(1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1) (19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) .. 

(1,7)(99) 
(8,18)(76) (19,24)(99) 
(1,24)(99) eo 

(1,7)(55) 
(8,18)(72) (19,24)(55) 
(1,24)(55) .. 

(1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) .. 

- 72 
- 74 
- HEATSETPT [lJ 
- COOLSETPT [lJ 
- 15 .0 [2J 

- SZRH 
- llO [3J 
- 55 [4J 
- CYCLE-ON-FIRST 
- FANS-ON [6J 
- 68 [7J 
- TEMP [7J 
- (OFFICE) .. [8] 

- (AC-SYST) 
- 10000 
- DHW .. 

SYSTEMS 

[5J 



PL:\;-\T -REPORT SUl\L\l-\RY .. (BEPS) .. 

SHW = PL:\~T -EQl'IP~\'IENT 
HWG = PLA~T-EQUIPMENT 
CHR = PLA:'\T -EQUIPMENT 

TYPE = DHW-HEATER 
TYPE = HW-BOILER 
TYPE = HEITh.f-REC-CHLR 

PLA:-\T-PARA ... \1ETERS HERtvl-REC-COND-TYPE = AIR .. 

EI"\D .. 

COMPUTE PLANT .. 

A.dditional capabilil1'es for tht's system: 

SIZE = -999 .. 
SIZE = -999 .. 
SIZE = -999 .. 

1) To enable an exhaust fan add the keywords EXHAUST-CFM = Value (CFM) and 
EXHAUST-KW = Value (.0001 is typical) to the ZONE keyword list. [9] 

2) To enable a humidifier which requires heat to evaporate water into the air add 
l\U:,\-I-H.'1\lIDITY = Value (:25% is typical) to the S·YSTE1.f keyword list. [10J 

3) To enabl~ heat. rec'onry to exchange relief air heat with outside air heat add 
RECOVERY-EFF = Value (0.6 is t,ypical) and RETURN-KW= Value (.0003 is typi- [l1J 
cal) to the SYSTE:\f keyword Jist. 

4) To disable the (>conomizer change OA-COI'.'TROL = TEMP to 
OA.-CO:\TROL = FIXED. [7J 

5) To enable reheat coils at subzones add REHEAT-DELTA-T = Value (OF) to the SYS- [12J 
TE!-.1 keyword list. 

6) To disable the meC'hanical cooling year-round, so that the system operates as a Heating 
and \'elltilaring llnit, insert a schedule like this: 

COOL-OFF = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (ALL) (1,24) (0) .. 

and add 

COOLI:'\G-SCHEDULE - COO~OFF 

to thE' SYSTE~l keyword list. 
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Constant-Volume Reheat Fan System (RHFS) 
In its most basic configuration, RHFS provides constant volume forced-flow heating and coo)
ing 1.0 anum ber of individ ually controlled zones from an air-handling unit consisting of a 
filter (not shown), heating and cooling coils, and a draw-through supply fan. Exhaust fans 
are optional for any or all zones. A reheat coil is installed in the supply air distribution duct 
sen'ing each indiyidual zone. Space temperat.ure is controlled by throttling heating fluid fiow 
to these reheat coils. The Bt.u equi,'alent of moisture added to the air stream to maintain a 
minimum humidity is passed to the PLANT program as a heating load. 

,Note: On the schematic, items shown i1l dashed boxes are optional components. 

n:i:E:.~·T -, 
IRECC',ERi" r - - - - -
~O!L :' ECOSOMI- I 
I , ! ZIR I 

PREHEAT 
OIL 

COOLING 
OIL 

PH C 
C I=:========t c 1======1 

BM009 

AN [4.13.14) 

F=~~::~~<1~==~@ . , 
AlIt I I ;" I 
( 2] L __ , L _ . __ J 

[12] . RETCRS AIR 

[ 7) 

MIXr:D AIR 
COSTP.OLS 

i------, 

(4.13.14) 

TO OTHER ZONES 

EXHAUST 
All'. -

(10) 

(8) 

EXHArST 
AIR _ 

i RETLl'.K FA!' I , , 

Figure 3.6: Constant- Volume Reheat Fan Syst.em (RHFS) 
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Suggested minimal input Jor RHFS system with an economizer: 

IKPCT SYSTEMS .. 

SYSTEMS-REPORT SU~1MARY=(SS-A,SS-O) .. 

$ SYSTEMS SCHEDULES 

FA:\'S-ON = SCHEDULE THRV DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

COOLSETPT = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

HEA TSETPT = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

DH\\, = SCHEDULE THRC DEC 31 (WD) 

OFFICE = ZO!\,E 

AC-SYST = SYSTEM 

PI = PL.-\.:,\T -ASSIGNME1'\T 

E;'\D .. 

CO\fPl'TE SYSTE~lS .. 

I:"PCT PLA:"T .. 

PI = PLA:'\T -ASSIG:\~IE:"T .. 

SYS1'E\1::\ 

(WEH) 

DESIGN-HEAT-T 
DESIG!'\-COOL-T 
HEAT - TEMP-SCH 
COOL-TEMP-SCH 
OA-CFM/PER 

SYSTEM-TYPE 
MAX-SUPPLY-T 
MIN-SUPPL Y - T 
NIGHT -CYCLE-CTRL 
FAN-SCHEDULE 
OA-CONTROL 
EC07\O-LIMIT - T 
REHEAT-DELTA-T 
ZO~E-NA1\'1ES 

S'fSTEM-NAMES 
DHW-BTV/HR 
DH\\'-SCH 

3.1-1 

(1,7)(0) (8,18)(1) 
(19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) •. 

(1,7)(99) (8,18)(76) 
(19,24)(99) 
(1,24)(99) •• 

(1,7)(55) (8,18)(72) 
(19,24)(55) 
(1,24)(55) .. 

(1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) •• 

- 72 
- 74 
- HEATSETPT [I] 
- COOLSETPT [lJ 
- 15 .. [2J 

- RHFS 
- 110 [3J 
- 55 [4] 
- CYCLE-ON-FIRST 
- FANS-ON [6] 
- TEMP [1] 
- 68 [7] 
- 55 [8] 
- (OFFICE) .. [9] 

- (AC-SYST) 
- 10000 
- DHW 

;,""'-
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PL\:,\T-REPORT SC:d~\i<\.RY = (EEPS) .. 

SH\\" = PLA:'\T -EQnp~fE::\,T 
H\\"e; = PLA:"T -EQClPME~'T 
CHR = PL-\:,\T -EQCIPME:"T 

TYPE = DHW-HEATER 
TYPE = H\V-BOILER 
TYPE = HERM-REC-CHLR 

PL\:'\T -PARA.:\JETERS HERM-REC-C01\D-TYPE = AIR .. 

E:"~D •. 
CO:-lprTE PLA:'\T .. 

Additional capab/lif1"es for this system: 

SIZE = ·999 .. 
SIZE = ·999 .. 
SIZE = ·999 .. 

1) . To enable an exhaust fan add the keywords EXHAUST-CFM = Value (Cn,,!) and [10) 
EXHACST -E\\" = Value (.0001 is typical) to the ZONE keyword list. 

2; Tel elJable a humidifier which requires heat to evaporate water into the aIr add 
:'IlI:'\-HC\llDITY = \' alue (25C;C is typical) to the SYSTEM keyword list. [l1J 

3i Te. en::tble hE':'tl reC'oYery to exchange relief air heat with outside air heat add 
RECO\TRY-EFF = Value (0.6 is typical) and RETURl\'-K\V= Value (.0003 is typi- [12] 
0:) t·:' the SYSTL\1 keyword list. 

-Ii Te· disCi ble til e economizer change the OA-CO\,TROL = TE?\1P 
O.-\-CO:,\TROL = FIXED. 

to 

5i To enable supply air temperature reset using a discriminator control insert 
COOL-CO:,\TROL = \YA.R:\fEST in the SYSTE~J keyword list. 

Gi A.n alt E-rll::t tin' method to item 5 abo\'E' is to reset the supply air as a function of out· 
-.ide ~(ir temperaTure. An example of this control is C'OH'red in the Sample RUIl Book 
/::.1£). :3I-Ston' OfficE' Building, Run 1. 

; i T·:· .,.n::tlJ]"'· (".:.llTrol of maximum humidity whenner the supply air temperature is reset, 
jn~.,..n \lXXL.\Jl':-l-H'C\JIDITY = Value (60% is allowed in tIle new ASHRAE 90.1 
Sr&ndard i in the SY,STE~l keyword list. 
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Multizone Fan System (MZS) 
In its most basic configuration MZS provides constant flow, forced-air heating and cooling to 
multiple. individually' controlled zones from an air-handling unit containing a filter (not 
shown). blow-through type supply fan, heating and cooling coil (each located in a separate 
casing on the discharge side of the fan). and one set. of mixing dampers per zone served. 
Exhaust fans are optional for any or all zones. The program assumes there is a preheat coil 
and calculates a preheat load, if and when the mixed air temperature falls below the required 
PREHEAT-T. To control the temperature in each zone, two air streams at different tem
peratures (hot deck and cold deck) are mixed by dampers located in the air-handling unit 
and due·ted separately from the discharge of the air-handling unit to each zone. 

IVote: 011 the schematic. items shown in dashed boxes are optional components. 

GE;T-i 
RECOVERY I r- - - - J leo Il I I I I ECOt;o~l J ZER I 
I I I 
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AIR 

[;;u.T-l 
,RECOVERYI j- - - - - - J 
leo lL , I RETURN I 

HUMIDIFIER 

BMOlO 

-MIXING 
DAMPERS 

FAN I 
EXHAUST I' HR I I 
A I R -- -1=;C:=..!:====l 

I C I I TT=I======~r=~~============~====~~====~ 
I 'I [ 161 I L!.:.6.2.~ ,_ ~ ___ -.J 

Figure 3.7: Multizone Fan System (MZS) 
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Suggebted mil1ima/ input for MZS system: 

11'\Pl"T SYSTE~JS " 

SYSTE\IS-REPORT Sl'M"\i~RY=(SS-A,SS-O) .. 

$ SYSTEMS SCHEDULES 

FANS-ON = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

COOLSETPT = SCHEDULE THRll DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 
HEATSETPT = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

DH\\" = SC'HEDCLE THRl: DEC 31 (\VD) 

OFFICE = 20:\E 

AC -SYST = SYSTE~1 

PI = PLA~T -ASSIG!\~lENT 

E:"D .. 

CO:-'1PlTE SYSTEi-.lS .. 

I~Pl'T PL.-\:\T ., 

p} = PLA.:\T -ASSIG~~'1ET'\T .. 

(WEH) 

DESIGN-HEAT-T 
DESIGN-COOL-T 
HEA T - TEMP-SCH 
COOL-TEMP-SCB 
OA-CFM/PER 

SYSTEM-TYPE 
}.i.\X-SUPPLY-T 
l\HN-SUPPL )' - T 
T'\I GHT -CYCLE-CTRL 
FAN-SCHEDULE 
OA-CONTROL 
ZONE-NAMES 

SYSTE?vl-NAMES 
DHW-BTll/HR 
DHW-SCH 

PLA:\T -REPORT Sr~L\1ARY = (BEPS) .. 

(1,7)(0) (8,18)(1) 
(19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) .• 

(1,7)(99) (8,18)(76) 
(19,24)(99) 
(1,24)(99) •. 
(1,7)(55) (8,18)(72) 
(19,24)(55) 
(1,24)(55) .. 

(1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) .. 

- 72 
74 

- HEATSETPT [IJ 
- COOLSETPT [IJ 
- 15 .. [2J 

- MZS 
- 110 [3J 

55 [4J 
- CYCLE-ON-FIRST 
- FANS-ON [6J 
- FIXED [7J 
- (OFFICE) .. [8J 

- (AC-SYST) 
- 10000 
- DHW .. 

SH\\" = PL-\:\T-EQ1..iIP~lE!\T TYPE = DHW-HEATER SIZE = -999 .. 
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HWC = PL\]'\T -EQt;IP1fENT 
CHR = PLA;\T -EQtJIPMENT 

TYPE = HW-BOILER 
TYPE = HERM-REC-CHLR 

PLA1\T -PAR_-\"'\fETERS HERM-REC-COl\1)-TYPE = AIR .. 

E]'\D .. 

CO~JPl'TE PLA1\T .. 

Additional capabilities for this system: 

SIZE = ·999 .. 
SIZE = ·999 •. 

1) To enable an economizer, add OA-CO:NTROL = TEMP and ECONO-LIMIT-T = 60 19) 
t.o the SYSTE:t\f keyword list. 

2) 

3) 

To simulate a discriminator control of the cold deck supply air temperature add 
COOL-CONTROL = WAR~fEST to the SYSTEM keyword list_ 

To simulate a discriminat.or control of the hot deck supply air temperature add 
HEA T -C'O~TROL = COLDEST to the SYSTEM keyword list. 

4) AlternatiYe5 to items 3 and 4 above are reset, of cold and hot deck supply air tempera
ture_ An example of t.his control is is covered in the Sample Run Book (2_1E), 3I·Story 
Offic-e Building, Run L 

5) To simulate t.urning off the hot deck whenever the outside temperature is above 65°F, 

110J 

[llJ 

insert a new schedule like this: 113J 

HEAT-OFF = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (ALL) (1,24) (65) •. 

and add 

HEA TI;,\C-SCJ-IEDllLE = HEAT-OFF 

to the SYSTEl\'f keyword list. 

6) To enable an exhaust fan add the keywords EXHAUST-CFM = Value (CFM) and 
EXHAl:ST-!-\\\- = \'alue (.0001 is t.ypical) to the ZONE keyword list. [14J 

7) To en8ble a humidifier which requires heat to evaporate water into the alr add 
\n:,\-Hl-~IIDlTY = \' alue (:2-5% is typical) to the SYSTEM keyword list. [15J 

S) To enable heal recovery to exchange relief air heat with outside air heat add 
RECOYERY-EFF = Value (0_6 is typical) and RETURN-KW= Value (.0003 is typi-
cal) to I he SYSTE}'f keyword list. [16] 
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Dual-Duct Fan System (DDS) 
DDS can be either constant volume or variable volume. 

Cons/aHf-volume is identical to the multizone type of syst.em (see the description for MZS), 
except that the hot and cold air streams (from the warm air duct and cold air duct) are 
ext.enclt·cl to individual mixing boxes, located in the zone being served, where the two air 
st.reams are mixed. 

The variable t,olume dual duct syst·em is similar to the constant-volume except that the type 
of mixing box used in this syst,em is capable of reducing flow in response to a decrease in 
cooling demand. Mixing of the cold and hot air streams occurs only after flow has been 
reduced to a prescribed minimum; thus, tot.al energy usage is reduced. 

Exhaust fan's are optional for any or all zones. DOE-2 assumes there is a preheat coil and 
calculates the preheat load, if and when the mixed air temperature falls below the required 
PREHEAT-T. 
"'"ote: On the schematic, items shou'l! in dashed boxes are optional components. 
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Figure 3.8: Dual·Duct Fan System (DDS) 
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Suggested minimal input Jor DDS system: 

E,PCT SYSTEMS .. 

SYSTE~1S-REPORT SUM1\1ARY=(SS-A,SS-O) .. 

$ SYSTEMS SCHEDULES 

F:\l\:S-O?\ = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 ('VD) 

(Vv'EH) 

COOLSETPT = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

HEATSETPT = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (\VO) 

(\VEH) 

DEW = SCHEDl;LE THRU DEC 31 (\VO) 

OFFlCE = ZO~E 

AC-S)·ST = SYSTE~l 

PI = PL:\?\T -ASSIG:,\"\1E?\T 

E:,\D .. 

CO~IPl"TE SYSTE\lS .. 

l:'\Pl"T PL\:\T .. 

PI = PL.-\:'\T -.-\SSJG:,\~lE!\T .. 

SYSTE\IS 

(WEH) 

DESIGN-HEAT-T 
DESIGN-COOL-T 
HEA T - TEMP-SCH 
COOL-TEMP-SCH 
OA-CFMjPER 

SYSTEM-TYPE 
MAX-SUPPL Y - T 
~\'n!\'-SUPPL Y - T 
I'\IGHT -CYCLE-CTRL 
F A!\:-SCHEDULE 
OA-CONTROL 
R ETURN-STA TI C 
RETURN-EFF 
ZONE-NAMES 

SYSTEM-NAMES 
DH\\"-BTU/HR 
DHW-SCH 

3.20 

(1,7)(0) (8,18){1) 
(19,24)(0) 
{I ,24 )(0) " 

(1,7)(99) (8,18){76) 
(19,24)(99) 
(1,24)(99) .. 

(1,7){55) (8,18)(72) 
(19,24)(55 ) 
(1,24)(55) .. 

(1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) .. 

- 72 
- 74 
- HEATSETPT [1] 
- COOLSETPT [1] 
- 15 .. [2] 

- DDS 
- 110 [3] 
- 55 [4J 
- CYCLE-ON-FIRST [5J 
- FANS-ON [6] 
- FIXED [7] 
- 1.0 [8] 
- .55 [8] 
- (OFFICE) 19J 

- (AC-SYST) 
- 10000 
- DHW .. 

SYSTEMS 



PLA:"T -REPORT SC~i\L-\RY = (BEPS) .. 

SHW = PLA!,\T-EQtlIP~vfENT 

H\\'G = PLA~T-EQLJIP~vfENT 
CHR = PLA~T -EQUIP11ENT 

TYPE = DHW-HEATER 
TYPE = HW-BOILER 
TYPE = HERM-REC-CHLR 

PLA!'T-PARAMETERS HERM-REC-COI\U-TYPE = AIR .. 

E1\'D .. 
CO}''1PUTE PLANT .. 

. SYSTE~1S 3.21 

SIZE = -999 .. 
SIZE = -999 .. 
SIZE = -999 .. 
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Additional capabilities for this system: 

1) To simulate a variable volume dual duct, air system add MIN-CFM-RATIO = .5 (Le., 
a minimum stop of .50%) to the SYSTEM keyword list. 

[10] 

2) To simulate variable speed control of the fan motor add 

3) 

4) 

.5) 

6) 

F.-\!'-CO~TROL = SPEED to the SYSTEM keyword list; this will override the [11] 
default of INLET control. 

To enable t,he economizer add OA-CONTROL = TEMP and 
ECO!\O-LJ1'.lIT -T = 60 to the SYSTEJ\1 keyword list. A second alternative is to 
simulat,e an enthalpy controlled economizer by changing OA-CONTROL = TEMP to 
OA-CO;\'TROL = ENTHALPY and raise ECONO-LIMIT-T = 70 

To simubte t.urning off the hot deck whenever the outside temperature is above 65~ 
and always du ring the summer months of JULY 1 through AUGUST 30, insert a new 
seh tel u Ie lik e this: 

HEAT -OFF -SCHEDULE THRU JUN 30 (ALL) (1,24) (65) 
THRU AUG 30 (ALL) (1,24) (0) 
THRU DEC 31 (ALL) (1,24) (65) .• 

aud add HEATI~G-SCHEDt:LE = HEAT-OFF to the SYSTEM keyword list. 

[12] 

[13] 

To enable an exhaust fan add t.he keywords EXHAUST-CFM = Value (CFM) and 
EXHA CST -I~\ \. = Value (.0001 is ty pical) to the ZONE keyword list. [14] 

To enable a humidifier which requires heat to evaporate water into the air add 
\1J:,\-IIC\flDlTY = Value (2SC:C is typical) to the SYSTEM keyword list. 

[15] 

i) To enable heat recovery to exchange relief air heat with outside air heat add 
RECOYERY-EFF = Value (0.6 is typical) and RETURN-KW= Value (.0003 is typi- [16] 
cal) to the SYSTE\f keyword list. 

8) 

9) 

10) 

11) 

To simu late a discriminator control of the cold deck supply aIr temperature add 
COOL-COr'\TROL = WARMEST to the SYSTEM keyword list. 

To simulnte a discriminator control of the hot deck supply an temperature add 
HEAT -C01\'TROL = COLDEST to the SYSTEM keyword list. 

Alte-I'uatins to items 8 and 9 above are reset of cold and hot deck.supply air tempera
ture. An example of this control is is covered in the Sample Run Book (2.1E), 3I-Story 
Of)'jCE' Building. Run 1. 

To simulate turning off the hot deck whenever the outside t,emperature is above 6SoF, 
insert a ne\\' schedule- like this: 

HEAT-OFF = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (ALL) (1,24) (65) .. 

and acid BEATli\:G-SCHEDULE = HEAT-OFF t.o the SYSTEM keyword list. 
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Variable-Volume Fan System with Optional Reheat (VAVS) 
In its most basic configuration V A YS consists of a central air-handling unit with filter (not 
sho\\"n). cooling and optional heating coils, and a draw-through type supply air fan. Exhaust 
fans are optional for any or all zones. A duct system distributes supply air (at a tempera
turE' determined by you) to variable-air volume (VA'\') terminal units, located in the zones 
bein g sernd. 

The VA\, boxes (wntrolled by a room thermostat) vary the amount of primary air to the 
spaee to control t.emperat.ure. \-\Then the space demands peak cooling, the VAV box allows 
maximum air flow. As space cooling requirements diminish, the primary air flow to tHe 
spaee is reduced proportionately to a specified minimum flow rate. If less cooling is required 
than that gi\'en at minimum air flow, the reheat. coil is activated (if specified). When in the 
heating mode, the supply air flow rate is held at a constant value equal to 
MI!\'-CF}'l-RA TIO. The supply air flow rate will rise above the :MIN-CFM-RATIO 
onl~' zfyou have set THERMOSTAT-TYPE = REVERSE-ACTION. 
The Btu equivalent. of the moisture that is added to the air stream, to maintain a minimum 
humidity. is passed to the PLANT program as a heating load. 

Sole: 0/1 the schemat/c, items shown il1 dashed boxes are optional components. 
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Figure 3.9: Yariable-\'olume Fan System with Optional Reheat (VAVS) 
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Suggested minimal input Jor l'A VS system: 

Ii'PUT SYSTEMS .. 

SYSTE:\fS-REPORT SUl\'L\1ARY=(SS-A,SS-O) .. 

$ SYSTEMS SCHEDULES 

FANS-ON = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (VlD) 
• 

(\VEH) 

COOLSETPT = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(\VEH) 

HEA TSETPT = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(\\"EH) 

DB\ \' = SCHEDl..'LE THRU DEC 31 (\VD) 

(WEH) 

OFfiCE = ZO:\E DESIGN-HEAT-T 
DESIGN-COOlr-T 
HEAT - TEMP-SCH 
COOlr-TEMP-SCH 
THER}'10STA T - TYPE 
OA-Cn"f/PER 

AC-SYST = SYSTE~l SYSTEM-TYPE 
1\lAX-SUPPL Y - T 
HEA.T-SET-T 
:t-.fI!\-Sl1PPL Y - T 
NIGHT-CYCLE-CTRL 
FA!\-SCHEDULE 
RETURN-STA Tl C 
RETURl'\-EFF 
OA.-CONTROL 
ECONO-LIMIT-T 
MIN-CFt-.1-RATIO 
REHEA T -DEL TA-T 
ZO!\E-NAMES 

PI = PL.-\~T -.·\SS]G~"\fE;,\T SYSTEM-NAMES 
DJ-I\\"-BTll/HR 
DH\\'-SCH 

SYSTE:\lS 

(1,7)(0) (8,18)(1) 
(19,24)(0) 
0,24)(0) --

(1,7)(99) (8,18)(76) 
(19,24)(99) 
(1,24)(99) __ 

(1,7)(55) (8,18H72) 
(19,24)(55) 
(1,24)(55) .. 

(1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) .. 

- 72 
- 74 
- HEATSETPT [lJ 
- COOLSETPT [lJ 
- REVERSE-ACTION [2J 
- 15 .. [3J 

- VAVS 
no [4J 

- 70 [5] 
- 55 [6] 
- CYCLE-ON-FIRST [7J 
- FANS-ON [8] 
- 1.0 [9] 
- .55 [9] 

TEMP flO] 
- 68 [10] 
- .3 [llJ 
- 55 [12] 

(OFFICE) [13] 

- (AC-SYST) 
- 10000 
- DHW 
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E:\D ., 

CO:\lPl"TE SYSTE\lS .. 

[\PCT PL\\"T .. 
PI = PL\\"T -ASSIG\~IE~T .. 
PL\):T -REPORT SCi\L\L\RY = (BEPS) .. 

SH\\' = PLA\"T -EQUIPMENT 
H\\"G = PLAST-EQlJIPl\.fET\T 
CHR = PLA:'\T -EQUPME!\'T 

TYPE = DHW-HEA TER 
TYPE = HW-BOILER 
TYPE = HERM~REC-CHLR 

PLA:'\T -PARA~dETERS HERl'.1-REC-COt\1J)-TYPE = AIR .. 

E:"D .. 

CO\lPl'TE PLA:''','T .. 

Additional capalJilities for this system: 

SIZE = ·999 .. 
SIZE = ·999 .. 
SIZE = ·999 .. 

1) To enable ~ln exhaust fan add the keywords EXHAUST-CFM = Value (CFM) and 
EXH,-\tST-I~\\' = Value (,0001 is typical) to the ZOl'\E keywerd list, 

2) 

3; 

To. enable a humidifier \\'Ilich requires heat to evaperate water into the air add 
:\ll:"-l-lL\l1DITY = \'alue (25% is typical) to the S"fSTEM keyword list, 

Tv eJuble heat recoYery to exchange relief air heat with outside air heat add 
RECOVERY-EFF = Value (0.6 is typical) to. the SYSTE~1 keyword list. 

[14] 

[15) 

[16] 

-IJ To disable the economizer change the OA-COl"TROL = TEMP to [17) 
O.-\-CO:,\'TROL = fIXED. 

5) To reset thE' supply air as a functien of outside air temperature see example of this COIl

t!'e·l d~ 5h':'\\'jl ill the Sample RUll Book (2.1E), 31·St.ory Office Building,. Run 1. 

6) To ell~jL]E' colltrol of maximum humidity whenever the supply air temperature is reset. 
iJJ~("n \L-\\J\ll':\I-HF\fIDITY = Value (60% is allowed in t.he new ASHRAE 90.1 
Sl :,nd:lld) in thE' SYSTE?\l keyword list . 

. ISlllJuhrins b.-,sE'board heat in lieu or in additien to. reheat ceils is demonst.rat,ecl in the 
':'iif/iJ, Ji '/11 B(II'/: U.1Ej. :31-SlOry Office Building, Run 1. 

[18] 

~j T:· ':n:jLi~ r::-.rj~Jble 5peecl ('ont1'ol of the fan motor. insert FA]\-CONTROL = SPEED 
in IL,-" ~Y~TE'\11t'y\\'oJ'd Jist. [19] 
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Powered Induction Unit (PIU) 
The basic PIC consists of a central air-handling unit. with filter (not shown), cooling and 
optional heating coils, and a draw-through t.ype supply air fan. A return air fan is also usu
ally used. Exhaust fans are optional for any or all zones. The powered induct.ion boxes are 
available in two configu rations: ser£es and paralJel. 

Note: 011 the schematic. items show7I ill dashed boxes are optional components. 
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The following suggested minimal input for PlU system with an economizer is shown for 
series type units configured like t.he sketch below. There must be more than one zone. 

BM014 

...... co 
Q) 

_-----~seCOndarY 

:r: 

Figure 3.11: Series PIr 

E,PlOT SYSTE1\lS .. 

SYSTE?\lS-REPORT SFt\i\1ARY=(SS-A,SS-O) .. 

$ SYSTE~fS SCHEDULES 

FA:\S-O:'\ = SCHEDCLE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

COOLSETPT = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

HEATSETPT = SC'HEDl'LE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 
< 

(\VEH) 

DH\Y = SCHEDl~LE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

SYSTE~IS ·3.27 

'\ Primary 3 

(1,7)(0) (8,18)(1) 
(19,24)(0) 
(1.24)(0) .. 

(1,7)(99) (8,18)(76) 
(19,24)(99) 
(1,24)(99) .• 

(1,7)(55) (8,18)(72) 
(19,24)(55) 
(1,24)(55) .. 

(1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) .. 
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CORE = ZO\t: 
[1] 

OFFICE = ZO;\E 
[2J 

AC-SYST = SYSTEM 

PI = PL:\ST -ASSJG!'\:!\JENT 

E:\D .. 
CO~lPl..·TE SYSTE~fS ., 

I;\Pl..T PL.-\!\'T .. 
p] = PLA:\T -ASSIG:,\MENT .. 

DESIG~-HEAT-T 
DESIGN-COOL-T 
HEA T - TEMP-SCH 
COOL-TEMP-SCH 
TERMINAL-TYPE 
CF~\'f /SQFT 
OA-CFM/PER 

LIKE CORE 
TERMINAL-TYPE 
ZONE-FAN-RATIO 
ZONE-F AN-KW 
IND U CED-AIR-ZOJ\T£ 
REHEAT-DELTA-T 

SYSTEM-TYPE 
l\1AX-SUPPLY-T 
HEAT-SET-T 
MI]\;-SUPPL Y - T 
NIGHT -CYCLE-CTRL 
FAN-SCHED ULE 
RETURN-STATIC 
RETURN-EFF 
OA-CONTROL 
ECOl'XO-LIMIT - T 
MJ~-CFl\1-RATIO 
ZONE-NAMES 

SYSTEM-NAMES 
DHW-BTUjHR 
DHW-SCH 

PLA:"T -REPORT SCi\L\L-\R)' = (BEPS) .. 

SH\\' = PL.-\:\T -EQnp1'vlE1'\T TYPE = DHW-HEATER 
HWG = PL.-\:'\T -EQt'IPMET\T TYPE = HW-BOILER 

-
-
-
-
-

-

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-

, CHR = PL.-\:,\T -EQl:IP?\IE1'\T TYPE = HERM-REC-CHLR 

PL.-\:\T-PARA.).IETERS HERi\J-REC-COl\U-TYPE = AIR .. 

E:"D .. 

CO\IPl'TE PL.\:\T .. 

SYSTE\lS 3.28 

72 
74 
HEATSETPT [3] 
COOLSETPT [3J 
SVAV [4] 
.7 
15 .. [5] 

S'ERIES-PIU 
1 [6] 
.00033 [6] 
CORE [1] 
55 " [15] 

PIU 
110 [7] 
70 [8] 
55 [9] 
ZONE-F A NS-OJ\1J., Y 
FANS-ON [11] 
1.0 [12J 
.55 [12] 
TEMP [13J 
68 [13J 
.3 [4] 
(OFFICE) 

(AC-SYST) 
10000 
DHW .. 

SIZE = -999 .. 
SIZE = -999 .. 
SIZE = -999 .. 

[2] 

SYSTEMS 
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Following is the suggested minimal input. for parallel type PIU units like the sketch below: 

BM015 

~ZIZ70Z7J Secondary 

Primary 

Figure 3012: Parallel PIl' 

[,Pl'T SYSTE:\lS .. 

SYSTE:\lS-REPOl1T Sl;~L\lARY=(SS-A,SS-O) .. 

$ SYSTE}'lS SCHEDCLES 

FX\S-O:" = SCHEDl:LE THRU DEC' 31 (WD) 

(\VEH) 

COOLSETPT = SC'HEDl'LE THRt' DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

HEATSETPT = SCHEDCLE THRt1 DEC 31 (\VO) 

(WEH) 

DB\\' = SCHEDl'LE THRli DEC 31 (\VO) 

(WEH) 

(1,7)(0) (8,18)(1) 
(19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) •. 

(1,7)(99) (8,18)(76) 
(19,24)(99) 
(1,24)(99) .. 

(1,7)(55) (8,18)(72) 
(19,24)(55) 
(1,24)(55) .. 

(1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) •. 

ST.-\RT-Z-F:\.:,\ = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) (1,i) (5,5) (8,18) (73) (19,24) (55) 
(WEH) (1,24) (55) .. 
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CORE = ZO:'\T 
[1] 

OFFICE = ZO!\E 
[2] 

AC-SYST = SYSTm,,1 

PI = PLA!\T -ASSIG:\~1ENT 

E:'--:D .. 
CO.\1Pt .... E SYSTE~lS .. 
I!\P1..~T PLA!\T .. 
PI = PLA:"T -ASSIG!\~lENT .. 

DESIGN-HEAT-T 
DESIGN-COOL-T 
HEAT-TEMP-SCH 
COOL-TEMP-SCH 
TERMINAL-TYPE 
OA-CF1\.fjPER 

LIKE CORE 
TERMINA~TYPE 

ZQNE-FAN-RATIO 
ZONE-F AN-KW 
ZONE-F AN-T -SCH 
IND UCED-AIR-ZONE 
REHEAT-DELTA-T 

SYSTEM-TYPE 
MAX-SUPPL Y - T 
HEAT-SET-T 
MIN-StJPPLY - T 
NIGHT -CYCLE-CTRL 
FAN-SCHEDULE 
RETURN-STATIC 
RETURN-EFF 
OA.-CONTROL 
ECONO-U}-'flT - T 
J"nN-CFM-RA TIO 
ZONE-N,.<\.\1ES 

SYSTEM-NAMES 
DH\V-BTU/HR 
DHW-SCH 

PLA:\'T -REPORT -S1..:.\I.\lARY = (BEPS) .. 

SH\\' = PLA!\T -EQ1..:IP?\lE}"\T TYPE = DHW-HEATER 
H\\'C = PLA:,\T-EQUIPMEi\T TYPE = HW-BOILER 

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-

CHR = PLA.!\T :-EQnpl\lENT TYPE = HERM-REC-CHLR 

PLA!\T -PARA}.lETERS HERM-REC-COl\1)-TYPE = AIR .. 

E!\D .. 
CO.\lP1..:TE PLA:'\T .. 

SYSTE\IS 3.30 

72 
74 
HEATSETPT [S] 
COOLSETPT [3] 
SVAV [4] 
15 .. [5] 

P ARALLEL-PIU 
.8 [6] 
.00033 [6] 
START-Z-FAN [3] 
CORE [1] 
55 .. [15] 

PIU 
110 17] 
70 [8] 
55 IV] 
ZONE-F ANS-Or-·,1I, Y 
FANS-ON [11] 
1.0 [12] 
.5.5 [12] 
TE1,,!P [13) 
68 (13) 
.3 (4) 
(OFFICE) 

(AC-SYST) 
10000 
DHW .. 

SIZE = -999 
SIZE = -999 .. 
SIZE = -999 .. 

[2] 

SYSTEMS 

[10] 



Additional capabihtiesJor this system: 

1) 

2i 

3) 

To enable an exhaust fan add the keywords EXHAUST-CFM = Value (CF}'1) and 
EXHAl."ST-l{\\· = Value (.0001 is typical) to the ZO;-\E keyword Jist. 

To enable a humidifier which requires heat to evaporate water into the aIr add 
:\lL\-HC\HDITY == Value (25% is t,ypical) t,o.the SYSTEl"f keyword list. 

To enable heat reconry to exchange relief air heat. with outside air heat add 
RECO\TRY-EFF = Value (0.6 is typical) to the SYSTEM keyword list. 

41 To elisa ble t he economizer 
O.\-CO:,\TROL = FIXED. 

change OA-COI\'TROL = TEMP to 

5) To reset tlH' supply air as a function of outside air t.emperature see an example of this 
cOlltrol in the Sample RUll Book (2.1£), 3I-Story Office Building, Run 1. 

6) To 'enable control of maximum humidity whenever the supply air temperature is reset, 
insert :\lX\T\IL\I-HL\fIDITY = Value (60% is allowed in the new ASHRAE 90.1 
~1 ;;lICLlcl) in the SYSTE:\l keyword list. 

; i ~jmuhTillg b;'ISE'b0~iJ'(1 heat in lieu of or in addition to reheat coils is demonstrat.ed 111 

tllt- ,~Oli:I,1e RIIII Buol; (2.1£), :3I-St,ory Office Building, Runs:2 and 3. 

T:, ("n:,1.,II:' '\';-,rj~lb)e speed ('ontrol of the fan motoJ', insert FAN-CO?\TROL = SPEED 
ill t h I~ .SY3T£:\ 1 keY\\'cl)'d list. 
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Two-Pipe Fan Coil System (TPFC) 
The TPFC system provides both heating and cooling to individually controlled zones. How
ever. all zones served by the TPFC must be operating in the same mode (i.e., either heating 
or woling) at any given t.ime. ' 

TPFC consists of a filter (not, shown), combination heating/cooling coil, and fan. The coil is 
connected to a piping system that provides either hot or cold water, according to the prevail
ing mode of operation as defined by the HEATING-SCHEDULE a.nd 
COOLI:\G-SCHEDULE. The unit provides a fixed quantity of outside a.ir ventilation or 
merely recirculates conditioned air. Exhaust fans are optional for any or all zones. 

Temperat.ure cont.rol is achieved by thrott.ling tbe flow of water through the heating/cooling 
coil. ThE' control thermost.at commonly used for this type of system bas separate beating 
and woling setpoint.s. 

The pumping energy associat.ed with this system is accounted for in the PLANT program, 
rather t han in the SYSTE~lS program. 

The fan coil units, part.icularly the smaller direct-drive units, may not be available with a 
fan capaC'it~· that mat.ches the calC'ulated value. Therefore, assignment of the fan capacity 
for a specifiC'. commercially available unit is recommended for improved simulation accuracy . 

. l\.·ote: 011 fhe schematic, items sl!OU'll i1l da.shed boxes are optional components. 
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Figure 3.13: Two-Pipe Fan Coil Syst,em (TPFC) 
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Suggested millimal input Jor TPFC system: 

l:"Pl"T SYSTEl\lS ., 

SYSTE~lS-REPORT SFl\Th1ARY=(SS-A,SS-O) .. 

$ S)'STE1-fS SCHEDULES 

FA~S-ON = SCHEDULE THRll DEC 31 (\VD) 

(WEH) 

COOLSETPT = SCHEDULE THRll DEC 31 (WD) 

(\VEH) 

HEA.TSETPT = SCHEDCLE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

DH\\' = SCHEDCLE THRl' DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

HEAT -0:'\ = SC]-1EDlTLE THRU J\.1AY 15 (ALL) 
[1] THRU SEP 15 (ALL) 

THRl' DEC 31 (ALL) 

COOL-O:\ = SCHEDULE THRl' }.L<\ Y 15 (ALL) 
[2J THRlT SEP 15 (ALL) 

THRll DEC 31 (ALL) 

orneE = 20:'\£ DESIGN-HEA T - T 
DESIGN-COOL-T 
HEAT - TEMP-SCH 
COOL-TE:MP-SCH 
OA-CFM/PER 

.-\C'-SYST = SYSTE~l SYSTE11-TYPE 
HEATING-SCHEDOLE 
COOLIN G-SCHED OLE 
MAX-SUPPLY-T 
!\-flN-SUPPL Y - T 
NIGHT -CYCLE-CTRL 
FAN-SCHEDVLE 
ZONE-NAMES 

SYSTE:-'1S 3.33 

(1,7)(0) (8,18)( 1) 
(19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) •• 

(1,7)(99) (8,18)(76) 
(19,24)(99) 
(1,24)(99) .0 

(1,7)(55) (8,18)(72) 
(19,24)(55) 
(1,24)(55) 00 

( 1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) .0 

(1,24) (1) 
(1,24) (0) 
(1,24) (1) .. 

(1,24) (1) 
(1,24) (0) 
(1,24) (1) .. 

- 72 
- 74 
- HEATSETPT [3] 
- COOLSETPT [3J 
- 15 .. [4J 

- TPFC 
- HEAT-ON [lJ 
- COOL-ON [2J 
- 110 [5] 
- 55 [6] 
- CYCLE-ON-Al\T)' [7J 
- FANS-ON [8J 
- (OFFICE) .. 

SYSTEMS 



PI = PLA:'\T -ASSIGl\TMEl'\T SYSTEM-NAMES 

E!'D .. 

COMPUTE SYSTm"fS .. 

INPUT PLA:'\T .. 

PI = PLA?':T -ASSIG~~1ENT .. 

DHW-BTUjHR 
DHW-SCH 

PLA~T -REPORT SUMMA.RY = (BEPS) .. 

SHW = PLAl"T -EQl1IPMENT 
HWG = PLA:'\T -EQUIPMENT 
CHR = PLANT-EQUIPMENT 

TYPE = DHW-HEATER 
TYPE = HW-BOILER 
TYPE = HER1\'f-REC-CHLR 

PLA;,\:T-PARA\lETERS HER}'1-REC-COND-TYPE = AIR .• 

E:,\D .. 

CO~fPl'TE PLA:"T .. 

Additional capability for this system: 

(AC-SYST) 
10000 
DHW .. 

SIZE = .ggg .. 
SIZE = -999 .. 
SIZE = -999 .. 

[lJ 
[2J 

1) To enable an exhaust fan add t,he keywords EXHAUST-CFM = Value (CFM) and 
EXH.-\CST -I-':W = Value (.0001 is typical) t.o the ZONE keyword list. [9] 
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Four-Pipe Fan Coil System (FPFC) 
The FPFC system is identical to the TPFC wit.h the following exceptions: 

1) instead of an a combined heating/cooling coil, the fan coil units have separate heating 
and cooling coils: 

2) each coil is connect.ed to a separat,e piping system, one circulat,ing cooled fluid and one 
circulating heat.ed fluid, Thus, the fan coil(s) in one zone can cool at the same time 
that those in another zone are heating; changeover energy losses are minimal. Exhaust 
fans are opt.ional for any or all zones. Except a.s noted above, ~he discussion of system 
design features. opt,ions, and DOE-2 input for TPFC applies to FPFC. 

Sofe: 011 the schematic, items shown in dashed boxes are optional components. 
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Figure 3.14: Four-Pipe Fan Coil System (FPFC) 
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Suggested minimal input for FPFC system: 

I:\'PllT SYSTE\1S .. 

SYSTE\fS-REPORT SO}.L\1.,:\RY=(SS-A,SS-O) •. 

$ SYSTEMS SCHEDULES 

FA:,\S-O:'\ = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

COOLSETPT = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (\\,'D) 

(WEH) 

HEATSETPT = SCl-IEDllLE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

DH\\" = SCHEDCLE THRU DEC 31 (W'D) 

OFFICE = ZO:,\E 

AC-S'{ST = SYSTE~1 

PI = PL.-\?\T -ASSIG:\~lEl"T 

E:,\D .. 

CO~lPl"TE SYSTE\lS .. 
l!,(Pl-T PLA:"T .. 

PI = PLA~T -ASSIGJ'\1\1El'\T .. 

(WEH) 

DESIGN-HEAT-T 
DESIGN-COOL-T 
HEA T - TEMP-SCH 
COOL-TEMP-SCH 
OA-CFM/PER 

SYSTE}'1-TYPE 
MAX-SllPPLY-T 
?-.lIN-SUPPL Y - T 
l'\IGHT -CYCLE-CTRL 
FAl'\-SCHEDULE 
ZOl'\E-NAMES 

SYSTEM-NA~1ES 

DHW-BTUjHR 
DHW-SCH 

PLA:'\T -REPORT Sl~}'~lARY = (BEPS) .. 

SYSTE~IS 3.36 

(1,7)(0) (8,18)(1) 
(19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) .0 

(1,7)(99) (8,18)(76) 
(19,24)(99) 
(1,24)(99) .. 

(1,7)(55) (8,18)(72) 
(19,24)(55) 
(1,24)(55) .. 

( 1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) .. 

- 72 
- 74 
- HEATSETPT [1] 
- COOLSETPT [1] 
- 15 .. [2] 

- FPFC 
- 110 [3] 
- 55 [4] 
- CYCLE-ON-ANY 
- FANS-ON [6] 
- (OFFICE) .. [7] 

- (AC-SYST) 
- 10000 
- DHW .. 

SYSTEMS 
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SH\\' = PLA:\T -EQUIP~1ENT 
H\\'G = PLA~T -EQCIP1",1El'\T 
CHR = PL.-\.:,\T -EQUIPJ\1Er'\T 

TYPE = DHW-HEATER 
TYPE = HW-BOILER 
TYPE = HERM-REC-CHLR 

PL.-\.:,\T-PA~A~1ETERS HERJ\1-REC-COND-TYPE = AIR .. 

E:\D .. 

CO~lPUTE PLA1"T .. 

Additional capabilities Jor this system: 

SIZE = ·999 " 
SIZE = ·999 .. 
SIZE = ·999 .. 

[8) 
[9) 

1) To enable an exhaust fan add the keywords EXHAUST-Cn,1 = Value (CFM) and 
EXHACST -I":W = Value (.0001 is typical) to the ZONE keyword list. [10] 

2) 

3) 

To disable the availability of either cooling or heating, insert schedules like that shown 
for TPFC; however, you may enter values representing outside air temperatures above 
and below which the cooling and heat.ing is on, as follows: 

HEAT -0:'\ = SCHEDl..'LE THRU MAY 15 (ALL) (1,24)(70) 
THRU SEP 15 (ALL) (1,24){0) 
THRU DEC 31 (ALL) (1,24)(70) .. 

COOL-O!\ = SCHEDlrLE THRU 1\£-\Y 15 (ALL) (1,24){60) 
THRU SEP 15 (ALL) (1,24){1) 
THRU DEC 31 (ALL) (1,24){60) .. 

~lost fan coil systems do not have outside air intakes and make-up air is supplied to 
tilt' ('orridor or to tht' back side of the fan coil unit. To simulate this configuration 
tht're has to be a corridor zone t.o which air can be supplied, because DO£-2 does not. 
allow TWO air systems to be assigned to the same zone. See the example in the Sample 
RUII Book (2.1£), 3I-Story Office Building, Run 3. 
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Residential System (RESYS) 
RESYS models a split. system wit.h a direct. expansion air-cooled condensing unit. Residences 
that do not include unconditioned zones (crawl spaces and attics) can be simulated as a 
single-zone residence served by one system. 

This is the onl~' s:-'stem in DOE-2 that. simulates openable windows for natural ventilation 
and cooling. The ventilat.ion is simulat.ed through the keywords 
NATURAL-VEl'T-SCH, VENT-TEMP-SCH, and NATURAL--VENT-AC. See pA.76, the 
SYSTE\1-AIR section, for a discussion of simulation theory. 

RESYS can be run with a cooling-only condensing unit plus a heating coil or with a 
cooling/heat ing heat pump condensing unit: 

Residential System with DX Cooling and Heating Coil: This version of RESYS pro
vides heating through a hot wat.er coil, electric heater, gas furnace or oil furnace. It also 
ineludes & C"oolingcoil connect.ed to an air-cooled condensing unit, supply fan, and openable 
windows to provide natural ven tilation and cooling. Ordinarily, the electric load for both 
the supply fan and compressor are included in the cooling EIR. 
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Figure 3.16: Residential SystC'm - DX with Heating Coil III 
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Residential System with Heat Pump: This version of the system, the Residential Air-to
Air Heat Pump. is also for a single-zone constant-volume system intended for homes or 
offices. The rub stated in the RESYS system description apply to this version of the sys
tem. This unit pro\'ides forced-ail' heating and cooling. In its basic configuration it consists 
of a compressor. a four-way valve for reversing the refrigerant flow direction, air-cooled cOn
denser with fan. evaporator with fan. filter (not shown), and thermostat. The condenser also 
serves as an e\'aporator and the evaporator as a condenser, depending on whether the unit is 
in the heating or cooling mode. The supply (indoor air) fan and the outdoor fan operate in a 
cycling mode. The unit may be specified with an auxiliary electrical heater. To use this 
type of RESYS specify HEAT-SOURCE = HEAT-PUMP. For additional heat pump capa-
bilities. see "Heat Pump" )l.A.S. . 
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Figure 3.17: Residential Air-I.o-Air Heat Pump 
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Suggested minimal i1lput for RES),S system: 

I?\PCT SYSTE:\lS ., 

SYSTEl\lS-REPORT SUl\fMARY=(SS-A,SS-O) .. 

$ SYSTEMS SCHEDULES 

COOLSETPT = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) (1,7)(99) (8,18)(76) 
(19,24)(99) 

(WEH) (1,24)(99) •• 

HEATSETPT = SCHEDlTLE THRU DEC 31 (WD) (1,7)(55) (8,18)(72) 
(19,24)(55) 

(WEH) (1,24)(55) .. 

DH\\' = SC'HEDl'LE THRU DEC 31 (W'D) (1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 

(WEH) . (1,24)(0) .. 

\\l:'\DOWS-OPE:\.-\BLE = SCHEDULE THRU 
THRU 
THRU 

APR 15 
OCT 15 
DEC 31 

(ALL) 
(ALL) 
(ALL) 

(1,24) 
(1,24) 
(1,24) 

OFFICE = 20:,\E DESIGN-HEAT-T - 72 
DESIGN-COOL-T - 74 
HEA T - TEMP-SCH - ·HEATSETPT 
COOL-TEMP-SOH - COOLSETPT 

.-\C-SYST = SYSTE:\l SYSTEM-TYPE - RESYS 
MAX-SUPPLY - T - 110 [2] 
?-.HN-SUPPL Y - T - 55 [3] 
NATURAL-VENT -AC - 10 [4] 

(1) 
(0) 
(1) •• 

[1] 
[1] 

NA Tl!RAL-VENT -SCH - \VINDOWS-OPENABLE 

P} = PLAST -A~SlGl\:\lE!,\T 

E:,\D .. 
CO:\lPl.·TE SYSTE:\lS " 

I:\Pl"T PL-\:,\T .. 

P] = PL-\:\T-.-\SSlG:\?\lE:\T " 

HEAT-SOURCE 

ZONE-NA.~1ES 

SYSTEM-NAMES 
DHW-BTll/HR 
DHW-SCH 

PL-\:,\T -REPORT Sl:!"d~1ARY = (EErS) .. 

SYSTE:\lS :3.40 

- FURNACE [6] 
$ or HEAT -PU11P [7] 

- (OFFICE) .. 
- (AC-SYST) 
- 10000 
- DHW .. 
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SH\Y = PLA]'\T-EQlJlP}.fET\T TYPE = DHW-HEATER SIZE = -999 •. 

E!\D .. 

CO~lPl'TE PLA:'\T .. 

Additiollal capability for tili,<; system: 

1) To disable the availability of either cooling or heating, insert schedules like that shown 
for TPFC; however, you may ent,er "alues representing outside air temperatures above 
and below which the cooling and heat.ing is on, as follows: ' 

SYSTE~lS 

HEAT-ON = SCHEDULE THRU MAY 15 (ALL) {1,24}(70} 
THRU SEP 15 (ALL) (1,24)(0) 
THRU DEC 31 {ALL} (1,24)(70) .• 

COOL-ON = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (ALL) (1,24)(60) 
THRU SEP 15 (ALL) (1,24}(1) 
THRU DEC 31 (ALL) (1,24)(60) .• 
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Packaged Single Zone Air Conditioner with Heating and Subzone Reheating 
Options (PSZ) 
This hybrid system/plant, usually larger than a PTAC, cools by the direct expansion of a 
refrigerant and may opt,ionally heat wit.h gas, hot water, or an electric resistance heater. 
This unit is usually considered a commercial unit; it provides constant volume air to a con
trol ZOnE' and constant- or variable-air volume flow to optional subzones. If you want vari
able volume air to all zones, t.hat can be modeled by using the PVAVS system. This forced
air packaged unit, may be either a unitary system (rooftop unit. or outside-the-wall unit) or it 
may be a split unit (partially inside and partially outside). It mayor may not require duct
ing. In its most. basic configuration, PSZ consists of a compressor, air-cooled condenser, eva
porator with a fan supplying cooled air to the indoors, filter (not shown), and thermostat. 
PSZ can optionally be specified with a central heating device, subzone reheating device(s), 
outside ventilation air; and economizer cooling. The supply fan may be either a blowthrough 
or a drawthrough type, with t,he fan motor either inside or outside the air stream. The con
denser fan operates aut.omatically on demand. An exhaust air fan and/or a return air fan 
may optionall~· be spec-itied. The thermostat may be specified with night setback and night 
c:v de eon t rol. 

}\'ote: On the schematic. items shnilm in dashed boxes are optional components. 
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Figure 3.18: Packaged Single Zone Air Conditioner with Heating and Subzone Reheat
ing Options (PSZ) 
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Suggested minimal l'lIPUt for PSZ system: 

I:,\prT SYSTE~lS .. 

SYSTE~lS-REPORT SC~[\L\RY=(SS-A.SS-H.SS-O) .. 

$ SYSTEMS SCHEDULES 

FANS-O~ = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (\VI)) (1,7)(0) (8,18)(1) 
(19,24}(0) 

(WEH) (1,24)(0) .0 

COOLSETPT = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) (1,7){99) {8,18)(76} 
( 19,24)(99) 

(W'EH) (1,24)(99) .. 

HEATSETPT = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (\VD) (1,7){55) (8,18)(72) 
{19,24)(55} 

(\vEH) (1,24)(55) .. 

DH\\" = SCHEDl'LE THRl' DEC 31 (WD) (1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 

(\\'EH) (1,24)(0) .. 

OFFICE = 20:--':E DESIGN-HEA T - T - 72 
DESIGN-COOL-T - 74 
HEA T - TEMP-SCH HEATSETPT [1] 
COOL-TEMP-SCH - COOLSETPT [1] 
OA-Cn"f/PER - 15 .. [2] 

AC-SYST = SYSTE:\1 SYSTEM-TYPE - PSZ 
MAX-SUPPL Y - T - 110 [3] 
MIN-SUPPLY-T - 55 [4] 
NIGHT-CYCLE-CTRL - CYCLE-ON-FIRST [5J 
FA !\J-SCHED lILE - FANS-ON [6] 
OA.-CONTROL - TEMP [7] 
ECONO-LI}'·lIT - T - 60 [8] 
HEAT -SOllRCE - FURNACE [9] 

$ or HEAT-PUMP t 
$ ELECTRIC, or 
$ HOT-WATER 

ZONE-!\A .. \JES - (OFFICE) .. 
PI = PLANT -ASSIG~1\fE;,\T SYSTE}'1-NAMES - (AC-SYST) 

DHW-BTU/HR - 10000 
DH\\'-SCH - DHW .. 
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E:,\D ., 

CO~JPCTE SYSTE~IS •. 

10:Pl..:T PLA0:T ., 

PI = PLA~T-ASSIG!\1-.JENT .. 

PLA:'\T -REPORT St'}.B.i>..RY = (BEPS) .. 

SH\V = PLA~T-EQUIP1\'fENT TYPE = DHW-HEATER SIZE = -999 .. 

ET'\D .. 

CO}\lPt:TE PLAl'\T .. 

A dditiollal capabihties Jor this system: 

1) To enable an exhaust fan add the keywords EXHAUST-CFM = Value (CFM) and 
EXHAl:ST -I~W = Value (.0001 is typical) to t.he ZONE keyword list. 110] 

2) 

3) 

To disable thE' economizer change OA-COI\'TROL = TEMP to 
O_l.-CO:,\TROL = FIXED. 

To enable control of maximum humidity and use compressor superheat for reheat, 
insert 1\1AXL\Il..'1\1-HUMIDIT)· = Value (60% is allowed under the new ASHRAE 90.1 
St.andard) and also 1\1AX-COl'\D-RCVRY = Value (.5 is typical) in the SYSTEM key
\\'ord li"t. l'\ote t.hat REHEAT-DELTA-T must also be specified. 

4) If HOT - W.l. TER is the type of HEAT -SOllRCE selected, you must also insert a hot 
water generator in PLA!,\T. 

5) \\-ater cooled c-ondenser and water side economizer options are available for this system. 
See ""·ater Cooled Condenser Option for Packaged Units PSZ, PVAVS, and PVVT" in 
th(-' Supplement (2.1E). . 
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Packaged Multizone Fan System (PMZS) 
PMZS is a multizone constanH'olulTI(' fOI't'pd-air s~'stem (actually a hybrid system/plant.) 
that cools b~' the dire('\, expansion of' a refrigerant and heats with gas, hot water, .or an elec
tric resistance heater. P}'1ZS may haye h('at ree'overy from condenser coils. PMZS usually 
consists of a manufacturer-matched set of components within a single enclosure that is roof
top mounted. but it may also be a split unit (partially inside and partially outside). In it's 
most basic confi gu ration. P~1ZS consists of one or more refrigeration compressors, one or 
more air-cooled condensers with a fan discharging heat to the outdoors, one or more eva
porators with a fan supplying cooled ail' t·o the indoors, a heating device, filter (not shown), 
and a thermost.at in each zone. P~fZS can optionally be specified with outside ventilation 
air. economizer cooling, an exhaust fan and a return fan. It has a blowthrough fan, with the 
fan motor either inside or ou t.side the airstream. The condenser fan operates automatically 
on demand. The thermostat may be specifif:'d with night setback and night cycle control. 

In the DOE-:2 simulation of P1JZS. there is individual control of temperature in the different 
zones. with no preconditioning of outside ventilation air. 

/\'ote: Oil the schematic. items ShOll'1I ill da8hed boxes are optional components. 
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Suggested minimal input Jor P,H28 system: 

Ii'\Pl~T SYSTEMS .. 

SYSTE~lS-REPonT Sl':!\f.\J.-\RY==(.SS-A.SS-H.SS-O) .. 

$ SYSTE~fS SCHEDULES 

FA~S-O:'\ = SCHEDULE THRt: DEC 31 (WD) 

(\VEH) 

COOLSETPT = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

HE.-\TSETPT = SCHEDt'LE TJ-IRr DEC' :31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

DH\\' = SCHEDrLE THRtl DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

OFfICE = ZO:"£ DEsIC!\:-HEAT-T 
DEsIC:'\-COOL-T 
HEAT-TEMP-SCH 
COOL-TE~1P-SCH 
O:\-CTi\l'PER 

AC-SYST = SYSTE\l SYSTl'::?-.l-TYPE 
~lA:\:-Sl 'PPLY-T 
\11:,\-SCPPLY-T 
0:1CI1T-,CYCLE-CTRL 
FA :'\-~(,J1ED llLE 
O.-\-CO:"TROL 
EC'O:"O-L1~lIT - T 
HE .. \T-SOURCE 
ZO?\E-N.-\\1ES 

PI = PL.-\~T-ASS1G);\JE?\T SYSTE~j-:'\A}"lES 

Dl1\\'-B'IT ,llR 
0] )\\·_·S('11 

E:"D .. 

CO\lPl'TE SYSTE\1S .. 

SYsTE\lS :3,·]6 

\ 

(1,7)(0) (8,18)(1) 
(19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) .. 

(1,7)(99) (8,18)(76) 
(19,:24 )(99) 
(1,24)(99) .. 

(1,7)(55) (8,18)(72) 
(19,24)(55) 
(1,24)(55) .. 

(1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,:24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) .. 

- 72 
- 74 
- HEATSETPT [1] 
- COOLSETPT [1] 
- 15 .. [2] 

- PMZS 
110 [3] 
55 [4] 

- CYCLE-ON-Al\"l' [5] 
- FANS-ON [6] 
- TEMP [7] 
- 60 [7] 
- ELECTRIC [8] 
- (OFFICE) .. 

- (AC-SYST) 
- 10000 
- DHW .. 
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I!\Pt:T PLA:'\T .. 

PI = PLA:'\T -ASSIG!\1\'lEl'\T .. 
PL\\"T-REPORT Sl'~\'f1\1ARY = (BEPS) .. 

SHW = PLA:"T -EQnp~1E!\T TYPE = DHW-HEATER SIZE = -999 •. 

END •. 

Cm\,1PUTE PLAl\'T .. 

Additional capabilities Jor tll£s system: 

1) To enable an exhaust fan add the keywords EXHAUST-CFM = Value (CFM) and 
EXHAUST -KW = Value (.0001 is typical) to the ZONE keyword list. [g] 

2) 

3) 

4) 

To disable the ec'onomizer challge thE' OA.-CONTROL = TEMP to 
OA-CO}'\TROL = FIXED. 

To simulate a dis(,riminator ('outrol or tht' cold deck supply air temperature add 
COOL-CO:"TROL = \\'AR'\lEST t·o the S"'!"STE~vf keyword list. 

To simulatt' C1 discriminator ('01111'01 of tht' hot. deck supply air temperature add 
HEAT -('00:TROL = COLDEST to the SYSTE?-.1 keyword list. 

5) AItNll3ti\'es to items 3 and .J a bon' are rest't or cold and hot deck supply air tempera
tUI'(, .. '\n example of this ('ontrol i,,; is covered in the Sample Run Book {2.1E} 31-Story 
Oft'ieE' Building. RUll 1. 

6) To 'sirnuJatf:' turning off thE' hot d('(·k \\'heueve)' t.hf:' outside temperature is above 65°F, 
insert a JH\\' sdH'dulf' likE' this: 

HEAT-OFF = ~(:J1EDCLE Tl-IRC DEC 31 (ALL) (1,24) (65) .. 

ancl acid 

HE.\ TI:"G-SCBEDl'LE = HE:\. T -OFF 

to thE' SYSTE~1 key\\'ord list. 
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Packaged Variable-Air-Volume System (PVAVS) 
P\'AVS is a variablt-yolume system/plant that cools the zones by direct expansion of a refri
gerant and optionally heat,s the zones with gas, fuel oil, hot-water, or an electric resistance 
heater. In th€' cooling mod€' the supply air temperat.ure is usually constant and the volume 
of air is varied from minimum t·o maximum to satisfy the zone requirements, In the heating 
mode the suppl~' air temperature is varied in response to the zone requirements and the 
volum€' of air is held at t·he minimum (const.ant). In its most. basic configuration, PVAVS 
consists of a compr€'ssor, air-cooled condenser with a fan discharging heat to the outdoors, 
evaporator wit.h a fan supplying cooled air to the indoors, reheat coils at. the zone level, filter 
(not shown). variable-volume control boxes, and thermostats. PVAVS unit can be optionally 
specified with out,side ventilating air. exhaust. fan, return air fan, and economizer control. 
The supply fan may be eit.her a blo\\·t.hrough or drawt.hrough, with the fan motor either 
inside or outside the airstream. The thermostat may be specified with night setback and 
nigh t c~' cle con no!. 

.Vote: 0/1 fhe schematic. items shou'/1 ill dashed bores are optional components. 
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Suggested minimal input Jor Pl'A \'S' system: 

I;,\Pl~T SYSTEMS .0 

SYSTE!\lS-REPORT SUM:!vfARY=(SS-A,SS-H,SS-O) .. 

$ SYSTEMS SCHEDULES 

FANS-O!\: = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) (1,7)(0) (8,18}{1) 
{19,24)(O) 

(WEH) (1,24)(0) .. 

COOLSETPT = SCHEDtlLE THRV DEC 31 (WD) (1,7)(99) (8,18)(76) 
(19,24)(99) 

(WEH) (1,24)(99) •• 

HEA TSETPT = SCHEDULE THRl.1 DEC 31 (\\'D) (1,7)(55) (8,18)(72) 
(19,24)(55) 

(WEB) (1,24)(55) .. 

DHW = SCHEDl"LE THRt' DEC' 31 (WD) (1,7)(0)' 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 

(WEH) (1,:24)(0) .. 

OFFICE = ZO:\E DES1(;:\-HEA T - T - 72 
DES)(;:,\-COOL-T - 74 
HE.-\T-TE:'IP-SCH - HEATSETPT [1] 
COOL-TE!\lP-SCH - COOLSETPT [1] 
THER ?\10STA T -TYPE - REVERSE-ACTION [2] 
OA-CF~f/PER - 15 .. [3] 

AC-SYST = S'{STE~1 SYSTE~f-TYPE - PVAVS 
?\i'\X-SliPPLY-T - 110 [4J 
HEAT-SET-T - 70 15] 
}'Il ~-S UPPL Y - T - 55 [6] 
1':1 G lIT -CY CLE-CTRL - CYCLE-ON-ANY [7] 
F.-\:\-SCHEDULE - FANS-ON [8] 
:'ll!\-C'F;\J-HA. TI 0 - .3 [9] 
R-Ellf::\T-DELTA-T - 55 [10] 
O.-\-C'O:\THOL - TEMP [11] 
ECO'\O-LIMIT-T - 60 [11] 
HEA T-SOliHCE - ELECTRIC [12] 
ZOi\C-lI EA T -SOUR CE - ELECTRIC [13] 
ZO!\E-l\.·\I\fES - (OFFICE) .. 

PI = PL.-\J'\T -ASS1G:\:"fENT SYSTEt>.1-l'\A~1ES - (AC-SYST) 
DH\\'-BTl1lHR - 10000 
DH\\'-SCH - DHW .. 
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E:"D .. 
CO~IPl'TE SY$TEMS .. 

I:\PCT PLAl'\T .. 
PI = PLA:'\T -ASSIGI\1\'lE~T .. 
PL\:,\T -REPORT S"l::\L\L\RY = (BEPS) 

SH\\' = PLA!\T-EQliIP1\'fE!,\T TYPE.= DHW-HEATER SIZE = -999 •• 

El\'D .. 
CO~lPl7TE PLANT .. 

Additional capabilities'JoT this system: 

1) To enable an exh aust fan add the keywords EXHAUST-CFr,{ = Value (CFM) and [14] 
EXHACST-KW = Value (.0001 is typical) to the ZONE keyword list. 

2) To enablE' a h umiclifier whie-II requires heat t.o evaporate water into the an add 
:\lI~-HlT~nDITY = ValuE' (2.5C:C is t.ypical) t,o the SYSTEM keyword list. 

3) To enable ht'at J'{'CO\'t'I'Y to t'xcli<lIlg(" 1'{'liE'f ail' heat with outside air heat add 
RECO\TRY-EfF = ValuE' (O.l) i-; l~'pi{";d) to the SYSTEM keyword list. 

-1) 

5) 

6) 

To disablE' the economizer changf' O...\-CONTROL = TEMP to 
OA-C'O:\TROL = FIXED. 

To enablE' \'~lrjabl(· speed control of the fan motor, insert 
F:\~-C'ONTHOL = SPEED to t,he S),STE]\'1 keyword list. 

To simulal(· riding the fan eune with neither inlet vanes nor speed control, insert 
FA~-COl'\TROL = DISCHARCE to the keyword list. 

7) \\'atel' cooled condellsel' and WaHl' side economizer options are available for this system. 
SfE' ,'\\'aleJ' C'ool< .. cl Condenser Option for Packaged Units PSZ, PVAVS, and PVVT" in 
tilE' SUP1Jit til en I (2.1£). 
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Packaged Terminal All' Conditioner (PTAC) 
PTAC systems are designed primaril~' for commercial installations to provide total heating 
and cooling for a room or zone: t.hey are specificaJJy designed for through-the-wall instalJa
tion. These hybrid system/plant unit.s are mos'tly used in hotel/motel guest rooms, apart
ments, hospitals. nursing homes. and offiee buildings. All PTAC units discharge air directly 
into the space without ductwork. 

PTAC with DX Cooling and Electric Resistance Heating 
This particular PTAC proyides cooling by the direct. expansion of a refrigerant and heating 
by an electric resistance heater. In its most basic configuration it consists of a compressor, 
air-cooled condenser with a fan discharging heat t,o the out.doors, evaporator usually with a 
t\,,,'o-speed fan supplying cooled air t.o t,he indoors, electric heater, filter (not shown), and 
thermostat. The unit may be specified wit.h outside ventilation air. This PTAC unit has no 
return fan opt.ion and t·h€' supply fan is assumed to be a blowthrough type with the fan 
motor located in the airstream. Optionally, the unit. may be specified with a thermostat 
with night setback. 

Note: 0/1 tIle schematic. items sholl'JI ill dashed boxes are optional components. 
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PTAC with Air-to-Air Heat Pump: 
This typE' of PTAC provides YE'ar-roullcl forced-air heating and cooling. It consists of a sin
gle air-te-air heat pump. In its basic eonfigurat,ion the heat pump unit consists of a 
compressor. four-way valve for revtrsillg the refrigerant fiow direction, condenser with fan, 
evaporator usually with a two-speed fan. filt,er (not shown). and thermostat. The condenser 
also senes as an eyaporator and the €\'aporat.or as a condenser. depending upon whether the 
unit is in the heating or ('ooling mode of operation. The unit may be specified with outside 
ventilation air. in which case the supply fan runs continuously rather than cycling with the 
compressor, This PTAC has no ret,urn fan option; the supply fan is assumed to be a two
speed blowthrough type with the fan motor located in the airstream, Optionally, the unit 
ma~' be specified with a thermostat with night setback. 

"'ote: 011 the schematic, items shown in dashed boxes are optional components. 
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Suggested minimal input for PTA C' system: 

["Pt.'T SYSTE:\lS .. 

SYSYE~1S-REPORT SU~ThL\RY=(SS-A,SS-H,SS-O) .. 

$ SYSTEMS SCHEDULES 

FA;,\S-O?\ = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

COOLSETPT = SCHEDt~LE THRU DEC 31 (WD) 

(WEH) 

HL\TSETPT = SC'HEDl'LE T}-me DEC 31 (\\TO) 

(WEH) 

DB'" = SCHEDl'LE THRU DEC 31 (\\'0) 

orFlCE = ZO):E 

AC'-SYST = SYSTE.\l 

(WEH) 

OES1G!,\-HEAT-T 
OES1G!\-COOL-T 
II L\ T-TE\lP-SCH 
COOL-TE\lP-SC}-1 
0:\-·('['\1 PEn 

~YSTE~l-TYPE 
J\1:\:'\-SL:PPL Y-T 
!\ll;\-SUPPLY-T 
l"'IGHT-C)'CLE-CTRL 
FA:\-SCHEDULE 
HEA T -SOl'RCE 

ZO:\E-~,·\'\lES 

PI = PL\:,\T-ASS}(;:,\.\1E:-\T SYSTE,\J-l'\A\lES 

E):D .. 

CO~lprTE SYSTE\b ., 

["Pt.'Y PL\\:T " 

DJ-I\\'-lrrr II·m 
DlI\\"··SC'J] 

P] = PL\\:T -ASSIG~"\fE?\T .. 

PL\\:T-REPORT Sl:?\[\lARY = tBEPSJ ., 

SY:3TE\1S 3 .. 5:3 

(1,7)(0) (8,18)(1) 
(19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) •• 

(1,7)(99) (8,18)(76) 
(19,24)(99) 
(1,24)(99) .. 

(1,7)(55) (8,18)(72) 
(19,24)(55) 
(1,24)(55) .. 

(1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 
(1,24)(0) .. 

72 
74 
HEATSETPT 11J 
COOLSETPT 11J 
15.. 12J 

·PTAC 
110 [3J 
55 [4J 
CY CLE-ON-Al\ry 
FANS-ON [6J 
ELECTRIC [7] 
$ alternatively 
$ HEAT-PUMP [8] 
(OFFICE) .. 

(AC-SYST) 
10000 
OHW .. 

SYSTEMS 
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SH'" = PLA;\T-EQUIPME~T TYPE = DHW-HEATER SIZE = -999 •. 

E~D .. 
CO:'IPl:TE PLA]'\T .. 

. 4dditiollal capability for this system: 

1) To enable an exhaust fan add the keywords EXHAUST-CFM = Value (CFM) and [9) 
EXH:\ VST -l\:W = Value (.0001 is typical) to the ZONE keyword list. 
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Packaged Total Gas Solid Desiccant System (PTGSD)* 

This is a ne\\' system that has recently appeared on the market. It is a small (5 to 10 ton, 
1800 - 3600 cfm) packaged unit. that uses a desiccant. wheel in conjunction with direct and 
indirect evaporative cooling. inst.ead of the usual OX coils. It uses a gas-fired hydronic 
heater to regenerat.e t·he desiccant and t.o provide heat.ing. The result is a unit that pri
marily consumes gas t.o provide heating and cooling. 

The unit consists of suppl~' and ret.urn air fans, a lit.hium chloride impregnated desiccant 
wheel. an inciirf:'ct eyaporative cooler, a heat.ing coil, a direct evaporative cooler, and a reac
tiYation air heater coil (see schematic). In the cooling mode, the supply fan blows 100% out
side air ont.o the dry half of t.he desiccant wheel. Hot, dry air emerges from the other side of 
the wheel. This air is then cooled by an air-t.o-air heat exchanger, the other air stream being 
eYaporat.ively cooled return air. Finally, the air is cooled even further by a direct evapora
tive cooler. The resulting supply air is then ducted to the zones. Return air is drawn 
through a direct evaporative cooler and is then heated by passing through the air-to-air heat 
exchanger (taking heat from the supply air emerging from the desiccant wheel). More heat is 
added by thE' react,ivation air heater coil. Then, the return air passes through the other half 
of til€' wheel. rE'generating the desiccant by carrying off the moisture absorbed by the lithium 
chloride. Fillall~' the ret-ul'll air is exhaust.ed to the outside. 

The supply and return fans are assumed to be variable speed. The zone air temperature is 
controlled by \'ar~'ing the flo\\' of thf:' supply air; t.he system is a variable air volume system. 
The first named zone ill the ZO~E-;\,·\!\1ES list is the control zone. 

In thc- heating mode. the- fans an- asslInlc·d \.0 be at minimum speed. The minimum amount 
of outside air is brought in. mixrd with /'C-tUI'D air, and heated by the heating coil. The 
",hel motor. rE'acti\'ation heater ('oil. and both humidifiers (direct evaporative coolers) and 
their pumps are. of ('ourse. t.urnf:'d off. 

The unit is simulated as operating in several intermediate modes. One such mode is to 
operate the unit as all evaporative cooler. Only the supply air humidifier and the indirect. 
Haporative cooler (return air humidifier and air-to-air heat exchanger) are operated, no 
dehmidifying is clone. and no gas is c-onsumed. Another mode is to cool with outside air 
only. or with a mixture of outside and rc·r·urn air. You have no control over which operating 
mode is self:'cted for each hour time step. The simulation determines which modes are capa
ble of meeting the load and. of these. which is most efficient. Thus, the unit is simulated to 
use the minimum possible enf:'l'g~·. 

The PTGSD system :MUST be sized by you. ThE' DOE-2 design routine will not esti
mat€' a siZC' from the LOAD peab a::; it c1oc's for other s~'stem types. The two keywords 
requirf:'c1 are Sl'PPL Y-Cf:\1 (or Sl'PJ>L Y-fLO\\') and HEATING-CAPACITY in the 51'S
TE\l COInm and. 

• Th~ .1~5i·.'c·alJ' weling ~y5tern simulation in DOE-:?lD \\'~~ d~nloped with the support and collaboration ortbe Gas 
R~5~;,r·:h lIistit ut~ ~n.j the GAnD Dil'lsion of th. Chamb"rlain ManufaCL uring Corporation. 
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Sugqesied minimnl l"nput Jar PTG'SD system with Gil economizer: 

I:'\Pl'T SYSTE.\lS .. 

SYSTE.\1.S-REPORT Sr:\L\IARY (SS-A.SS-H.SS-O) .. 

$ SYSTEJ\!;,-; ;,-;CHEDULES 

FA:,\S-O:\ = SCHEDL:LE THRU DEC 31 (WD) (1,7)(0) (8,18)(1) 
(19,24)(0) 

(\VEH) (1,24)(0) .. 

COOLSETPT = SC'HEDl:LE THRU DEC 31 (\VD) (1,7)(99) (8,18)(76) 
(19,24)(99) 

(WEH) (1,24)(99) .• 

HEATSETPT = SCHEDl"LE THRt: DEC ;31 (WD) (1,7)(55) (8,18)(72) 
(19,24)(55) 

(WEH) (1,24)(.55) .. 

SY:3TE\IS ;3 . .56 
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Supply 
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blower 
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Exhaust 
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DH\\, = SCHEDCLE THRl1 DEC 31 (WD) (1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 

. (WEH) (1,24)(0) .. 

OFFICE = ZO]\E 

AC-S)'ST = SYSTEM 

DESIGN-HEAT-T 
DESIGN-COOL-T 
HEAT - TEMP-SCH 
COOL-TEMP-SCH 
OA-CFM/PER 
BASEBOARD-CTRL 
BASEBOARD-RATING 

SYSTEM-TYPE 
FAN-SCHEDULE 
SllPPL Y -CFM 
HEATING-CAP ACITY 
NIGHT-C)'CLE-CTRL 
Z01'\E-1'\A~lES 

PI = PLA.]\T -ASSIG~~lENT SYSTE!\l-NAMES 

E]\D .. 

CO:'IPl"TE SYSTE:\fS .. 

I);"Pl-T PLA);"T .. 

DH\\'-BTl:/HR 
DHW-SCH 

PLAST -REPORT Sl'\ThL\RY (BEPS) 

= 72 
= 74 
= HEATSETPT 
= COOLSETPT 
= 15 
= THERMOSTATIC 
= -30000 •• 

= PTGSD 
= FANS-ON [I] 
= 5000 
= -100000 [2] 
= STAY-OFF 
= (OFFICE) •. 

SH\\' = PLA:"T -EQl;IPJ\1E]\T TYPE DH\\'-HEATER SIZE = -999 .. 

E:"D .. 

CO:'IPrTE PL.\]\T .. 

Additional ('(/pabilities JOT t.his system: 

n To enable an exhaust fan. add the keywords EXHAUST-CFM = Value (CFM) and 
EXHAl:ST-I~\\' = "alue (.000] is typical) t.o the SYSTEM keyword list.. 

2) To limit the maximum humidity leHI insert ?-.iA,.X-HUMIDITY = 60 (typical) to the 
SYSTDd ke~'wol'd list. 

:3) .\ fixed out:<ide air system without all economizer is not. compatible because the system 
ust's 100'( outside air 011 full ('ooling. 

-1) R,:,-ebozlI'd hE'ating is ad\'isabl(' b('C'uu5e it can pro\'ide night heating without cycling the 
fan 011. HO\\"eYE'l'. you <-an enable the ullit fan (.0 control the night setback by changing 
t 11 e key word 
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:"IGHT-CYCLE-CTRL = STAY-OFF 

to 

~1 GHT -CYCLE-CTRL = CYCLE-O!\-ANY. 
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Unit Heater (l.}RT) 
This simulation is for a unit heater sen-ing one zone. Mult.iple systems, that is, multiple 
zones with one unit heat.er each. may bE'simulated. This unit is not capable of int.roducing 
outside air. Space t.emperature control is accomplished by on-off cycling control of the fan. 
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l;nit HE'&t.er (UHT) 

SPACE [5] 

SUY[1ested IllIliimnl input Jor UHr system: 

I:"Pl'T SYSTC\lS .. 

SYSTE\1S-REPORT Sll}.i.\lARY=(SS-A.SS-O) .. 

$ SYSTE:\lS SCHEDllLES 

• 

FA:"S-O:'\ = SCHEDULE THRl; DEC' 31 (\VD) (1,7)(0) (8,18)(1) 
(19,24)(0) 

(WEH) (1,24)(0) •• 

HE.-\ TSETPT = SCHEDl'LE THnC DEC 31 (WD) (1,7)(55) (8,18)(72) 
(19,24)(55) 
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(\VEH) (1,24)(55) .. 

DHW = SCHEDrLE THRl.' DEC 31 . (WD) (1,7)(0) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 

(WEH) (1,24)(0) .. 

OFFICE = Z01'\E 

AC-SYST = S'>,"STEM 

PI = PL.--\:,\T -ASSIG1\1\lEi':T 

E:,\D o. 

CO~lPl'TE SYSTE~IS .. 
I!\"PCT PLA:'\T .. 

PI = PL.-\':,\T-ASSIG:\~fE:,\T .0 

DESIGN-HEAT-T 
HEA T - TEUP-SCH 

SYSTEM-TYPE 
11AX-SUPPL Y - T 
FAN-SCHEDULE 
HEA T -SOURCE 

ZONE-NA11ES 

SYSTE!\l-NA~\fES 
DHW-BTU/HR 
DHW-SCH 

PLA:"T -REPORT Sl;}.ThlARY = (BEPS) .. 

72 
HEATSETPT [1] 

UHT 
no [2] 
FANS-ON [S] 
ELECTRIC 
$ or FURNACE [4J 
(OFFICE) .. 

(AC-SYST) 
10000 
DHW.o 

SH\\" = PL.-\.?\T -EQnpl\lE~T TYPE = DHW-HEATER SIZE = -999 .. 
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Unit Ventilator (u""VT) 
This simulat ion is the same as that described for 'Unit Heater (UHT), except that the unit 
ventilator is also capable of int,roducing a fixed amount of outside air during heating and 
operating an outside air damper for cooling. 
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Figure 3.25: Cnit \'entilator (U\'T) 

Suggested millimal input for UFT system: 

!;-\Pl.·T SY:3TE~lS .. 

SUPPLY FAN [4] 

[6] SPACE 

SYSTE~lS-REPORT Sl:l\L\lARY=(SS-A,SS-O) .. 

$ SYSTEMS SCHEDULES 

FA:'\S-O:'\ = SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) (1,7)(0) (8,18)(1) 
. (}9,24)(O) 

(\VEH) (1,24)(0) •• 

HE.-\TSITPT = SC'HEDl.TE THRl' DEC :31 (WD) (1,7)(55) (8,18)(72) 
(19,24)(55) 
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(WEH) (1,24)(55) .• 

DH\\- = SCHEDULE THRC DEC 31 (WD) (l,i)(O) 
(8,18)(1.0) (19,24)(0) 

(WEH) (1,24)(0) 

OFFICE = ZO::\,E DESIGN-HEAT-T 
HEA T - TEt-.1P-SCH 
OA-Cn"l/PER 

AC-SYST = SYSTEM SYSTEM-TYPE 
J..lI\X-SliPPL Y - T 
FAN-SCHEDULE 
HEAT -SOURCE 

72 
HEATSETPT 
15.. [2) 

UVT 
110 [3) 
FANS-ON [4) 
ELECTRIC [5J 
$orFURNACE 

[1] 

$ or HOT-WATER with 
$ a HWG in PLANT 

ZOl'\E-l\AMES 

PI = PLA~T-ASSIG:\~lE],\T SYSTE~l-J\'AMES 

E:"D .. 
CO:\IPl-TE SYSTE\lS .. 

I:"Pl"T PL-\~T .. 
PI = PLA~T -ASSIGJ\"?\lEl'\T 

DH\V-BTL' 'HR 
DH\\--SCH 

PL-\~T -REPORT SU\1]"lARY = (BEPS) .. 

(OFFICE).. [6) 

(AC-SYST) 
10000 
DHW .. 

8H\\- = PL-\J\-T-EQUP?vlEl':T TYPE = DHW-HEATER SIZE = ·999 .. 

'. 
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Description of SYSTEMS Input Instructions 

Limitation on the Number of Commands 
The maximum number of each SYSTE1\lS command that t.he program can accept in a single run 
is shown below. A building that cannot be specified within these limits should be modeled as 

. two separate buildings. 

Command 

DA Y-RESET -SCH and/or DAY-SCHEDULE 
PLANT -ASSIGNMENT 
RESET-SCHEDULE and.lor SCHEDULE 
SYSTE~1 

SYSTE~1-AIR 

SY STPv1-CO I\TR OL 
SYSTE~l-EQrIP}'JEl\T 

SYSTE~l-FAl\S 

SYSTE~l-FLnD 

SYSTE:\I-TER?\fJT"AL 
SYSTE~fS-REPORT 

TITLE 
u-names 
\ \"EEh-.SC'HED ULE 
ZO:,\E 
ZO:,\E-AIR 
ZOl\E-COl\TROL 

Description of SYSTEMS Input Instructions 

Maximum 
Number 

300 com bined 
4 

100 combined 
100 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
1 command (200 reports) 
5 

180 
200 
128 
50 
50 

This sE'ction contains dE-script.ions of all S·YSTEMS input instructions required to run the SYS
TE:\1S program at a basic- le\'(·I: additional commands and keywords are listed in the Reference 
.\Ja7JIlal (2.1.-\) and the Supplement (2.1E). The order of presentation follows the hierarchy of 
the BDL Summary (2.1£). 

In the preyious description of DOE-:2 system types, only two commands were used: ZONE and 
SYSTE\1. In the foIlO\\·ing material. SL:BCO~L\1ANDS are re-introduced; remember in the dis
cussion of loads input (LOADS) that SPACE-CONDITIONS was introduced as a sub-command 
of t he SPACE c-ommand. Sub-commands are used to "group" keywords of similar meaning and 
use into <t 5\'parate list that mah5 disc:ussion of t.hem a manageable task. You have the option 
of eitb('/' s('parr.ting the input int.o separate lists using sub-commands or combining them all into 
ont' list ullclc'r the command itself. as WC' did in thE' "suggested minimal inputs" for different sys
tem types. p.3.1O. 

The Ii rst instruct ion ill t he list of ~YSTE~JS input is 

I:\Pl'T· SYSTE~lS 

B{'("3U5(' schedules in SYSTE~lS follow' the same patt.ern of those in LOADS, their explanations 
will 110t be repealed hew RESET seheduJes. however, have some unique rules that need to be 
("overed <1ncilhe discussion will start with t.hem. 
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Reset Schedule Instructions 

DAY-RESET-SCH and RESET-SCHEDULE 
The function of the reset schedule instruction is to define the relationships between a system 
control parameter and the outside air temperature for each hour of the RUN-PERIOD. The 
instructions are applicable to con t,rol of hot deck temperat.ure, cold deck temperature, and base
board heat.ing. 

RESET-SCHEDULE is almost. ident.ical to SCHEDULE. The LIKE keyword is not applicable to 
RESET-SCHEDULE, but it is applicable to DAY-RESET-SCH. In the DAY-RESET-SCH 
instruction, rather t.han entering 24 hourly values, as usually entered for a DAY-SCHEDULE 
instruction. four keywords and their associated values are entered. All four keywords are 
required if this command is specified. 

DA Y-RESET -SCH defines how a system control parameter is to vary in response to changes in 
outsipe air temperature. A u-name for each DAY-RESET-SCH instruction is required in order 
t.o reference it. 

An exampl(> of a RESET-SCHEDULE is shown in the explanation for the keyword 
BASEBOARD-SCI·j (under SYSTE~l-COl\:TROL), )).3.74. 

Sl.:PPLY-Hl 

Sl'PPLY-LO 

Ol"TSIDE-HI 

Ol'TSIDE-LO 

SYSTE}'1S 

is the upper supply air setpoint temperature corresponding to 
the us(>r-input value for OUTSIDE-LO. \\Then this instruction 
is specified for the reset of cooling air or heating air tempera
t.ure, t.he user-input is a temperature. The range, in this case, 
is from 0.0 to 120.0°F. (See keywords HEAT-RESET-SCH 
and COOL-RESET -SCH in the SYSTEM-CONTROL sub
command.). Fig. 3.:26 illustrates this application. When this 
instruction is specified for baseboard heating, the user-input is 
a heating output ratio. (See keyword BASEBOARD-SCH in 
t.he SYSTE1\1-CONTROL subcommand.) The heating outpu't 
is expressed as a decimal fraction of the maximum zone base
board heating capacity (see keyword BASEBOARD-RATING 
in the' Z01"E-CONTROL subcommand). Fig. 3.27 illustrates 
this application. 

is t.he lower supply air setpoint temperature (or output ratio) 
corresponding to the input value for OUTSIDE-HI; see also the 
discussion for StTPPL Y -HI. The range, for temperature input, 
is from 0.0 t.o l:W.O°F. 

is the outside dry-bulb air temperature which corresponds to 
th<:' input value for SUPPLY -LO (lower supply air set-point 
temperature). 

is the out.side dry-bulb air temperature which corresponds to 
the input value for SUPPLY-HI (upper supply air setpoint 
t.emperature). The nlue for OUTSIDE-LO must not be equal 
t.o or greater than the value for OUTSIDE-HI (the program 
will a bort and give an error message if this occurs). 
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Typical DAY-RESET-SCH when used for simulat.ion of hot deck or cold 
deck temperature control. 
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Outdoor Temperature (OF) 

Typic-ill D .. \ Y-RESET -SCH when used for simulation of baseboard heating 
output. 
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DA. y-nESET -SCI! cannot bt' nest,ed: that is. the following is NOT permitted: 

RS-l = RESET-SCHEDULE THRU PEC 31 (ALL) 
Sl~PPL 'Y-HI = 120 
SUPPL )--LO = 70 
OUTSIDE-HI = 70 
Ol'TSIDE-LO = 0 .. 

The correct input looks like t.his: 

DSR-l = DA Y-RESET -SCH 
SUPPLY-HI = 120 
SUPPLY-LO = 70 
OUTSIDE-HI = 70 
OCTSIDE-LO = 0 .. 

RSI = RESET-SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (ALL) DSR-I .. 
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ZONE-CONTROL 
Z01\E-CO:,\TROL provides informat,ion on zone t,emperat.ure control characteristics such as set
point. thermostat type, and throttling range, Anum bel' of ZOi\TE-CONTROL instructions may 
be entered to account for zone-to-zone variations in these characteristics and/or to permit com
parison studies. ZOl\:E-COl'\TROL is a "subcommand" of the ZONE command and, as such, 
can be used t.o input a subset of data to ZON"E. 

u-name 

DESIG:,\-HEAT - T 

HEAT-TEMP-SCH 

DESIG:'\-COOL-T 

COOL-TE:\lP-SCH 

B.-\ SEBOAH D-CTR L 

THER.\JOSTA TIC 

O[ "TDOOR-RESET 

SYSTE~lS 

is requ ired. 

specifies the space temperature that the program uses to calcu
late the supply air flo, .. ' rate required to meet peak (or design 
day) heating loads for the zone. The default is 70or. 

is the u-name of the SCHEDULE instruction that specifies the 
set.point of the zone heating thermostat. If DO data entry is 
made. the program assumes that the zone has DO zone
acti,' ated h eati n g con troi. 

specifies the space temperature used to calculate the supply air 
flo\\' rat,e required to meet peak (or design day) cooling loads 
for the zone. The default is 76°F. 

is the u-name of the SCHEDULE instruction that specifies the 
setpoillt of the zone cooling thermostat. If no data eDtry is 
made. tile program assumes that the ZODe has DO zone
acti\'ated cooling ('ont.roi. 

Input 1'01' this keyword is a code-word that specifies the 
method used for controlling the output of the baseboard heat
ing elemen t in the zone. The applicable code-words are: 

(default) temperature control of the baseboard element is by a 
thermostat located within the zone. 

H:mj){'rature control of the baseboard element is by a thermos
tat locat.ed outside the building. 

If ('od<'-\\'ord THERJ\fOSTATIC is entered, the program 
assumes t hat the bast"board element. adds heat as required. up 
to the maximum capacit.y of t.he element, to maintain zone 
tC'mperatuJ'(:, within tht" heat.ing t.hrottling range. The base
boards are sequenced on 'prior to zone reheat coils (if any) in 
response t·o a drop in space temperature. 
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THER~10STA T -TYPE 

PH OPOR TIOI\:4 L 

TII'O-POSITIOX 

RE1'ERSE-A CTJOJV 

THR OTTL1:'\G-RA~GE 

SYSTE~1S 

identifies the type of thermostat action to be simulated, Note 
that the program assumes the same type of thermostat action 
for both cooling and heating, The applicable code-words are: 

(default) Thermostat throttles heat addition rate (or heat 
extraction rate) in linear proportion to the difference between 
zone sttpoint temperat.ure and actual zone temperature. 
You input t.he proportional band (see keyword 
THROTTLING-RANGE). 

Specifies an on-off type thermostat (which is simulated as a 
very narrow fixed throttling range around each setpoint). This 
code-word is only used for the Residential System (RESYS). 

In variable air volume systems, this thermostat type allows the 
air flow rate to go above the design minimum cfm for heating, 
as defined by MIN-CFM-RATIO. Otherwise, the effect is the 
same as for THER110STAT-TYPE=PROPORTIONAL. 

sp{,dfi('s the number of degrees that room temperature must 
change t.o go from full heat.ing to zero heating and/or from full 
coolin g to zerO cooling, Zone t.emperature setpoint is assumed 
to be at the midpoint. of the throttling range, This keyword is 
appropriate t.o PROPORTIONAL and REVERSE-ACTION 
thermostats only. 
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ZONE-AIR 
All ail' quantities should be input, at sea level (standard) values because the program makes a 
correction for altitude, Input of air quantit.ies corrected for altitude above sea level will result, in 
a double correction, ZO:,\E-AIR is a "subcommand" of ZONE and, as such, can be used to 
input a subset of data t,o ZONE. 

u-name 

ASS! G:\ED-CF11 

AIn-C'H.-\):GES HR 

CF~1, SQFT 

is required. 

allows you t·o set (in standard cfm) the design supply air flow 
rate (sometimes referred to as the recirculated air rate) for the 
zone. If data entry is omitted for ASSIGNED-CFM and for 
the following two keywords (AlR-CHANGESjHR and 
CFr..'1jSQFT), the program will calculate design flow rate based 
on peak heating/cooling loads calculated by the LOADS pro
gram and the t,emperature differential between design supply 
and zone conditions. Note that if you want to input design air 
flo\\" rates and not have the program convert them to sea-level 
rates. the ALTITUDE keyword in the BUILDING-LOCATION 
command in LOADS should be set to zero. 

sets the minimum design supply air flow rate that is to be 
givell to t,he zone. It is expressed in terms of the number of 
times per hour that this flow rate would replace the total 
,·olume of ail' in the zone. ASSIGJ\TED-CFM takes precedence 
OWl" this input. 

sets tbe minimum design supply air flow rate that is to be 
gin-n to thE' zone. It is expressed as the ratio of the design 
suppJr air flo\\' rate (in standard, or sea level, cfm) to the total 
Iloor area of the zone. ASSIGl\TED-CFM takes precedence over 
t,his input. 

The following hy\\'ords are associated wilh outside \'ent,ilation air. Although t.he specified quan
tities m~l~ be modified b~· the progl'fim for the sake of consist.ency, the flow of outside vent.ilation 
air is all ullilllelTUplC-d flo\\' as long as the failS are operating. 

Ol·T.SIDE- AIR -CF.\J 

O.-\-CH.-\:'\CES 

0.-\ -CF.\ J PER 

SYSTE.\JS 

, sets or specifies the minimum flow rate of outside air (in stan
dard. or sea leyel. cfm) for the zone. 

is the minimum flow rate of outside air for the zone expressed 
ill tcorms of the number of times per hour that this flow rate 
would replace the total volume of air in the zone. 
OlTsIDE-.-\lR-CF~l takes precedence over this input. 

is the mInImum flow rate of outside air (in standard, or sea 
len>1. cfm) PJer zone occupant at peak occupancy. 
Ol1TSIDE-AlR-CFM takes precedence over this input. 
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EXHAVST -CF~1 

EXHAl'ST -STA TIC 

EXHAl'ST -EFF 

EXH.U'ST -1"':\\' 

SYSTE!\b 

is the flow rate (in standard. or sea level, cfrn) of direct exhaust 
from the zone. This data entry can be omitted if there is no 
exhaust from t.he zone. or if there is only central exhaust by 
way of the system return. DOE-2 will not allow 
:t-.lIN-OtlTSIDE-AIR to be less than the sum of 
EXHACST-Cn"ls for all zones divided by the sum of supply 
dm's for all zones. That. is. MIN-OUTSIDE-AIR will not res
t.riet th e operation of exhaust fans. 

is the total pressure (in inches of water) produced by the 
exhaust. fan serving the zone. This data entry is applicable 
only if a dat.a entry is made for the keyword EXHAUST-CFM. 

is the combined efficiency of the zone exhaust fan and motor at 
design conditions. This data entry is applicable only if a data 
entry is madE' for thE' keyword EXHAUST-CFM. The pr~ 
gram ('akulatE's exhaust. fan horsepower on the basis of the 
nJue of this data ent·ry and the entries for the keywords 
EXIL-\UST-CF~1 and EXHAUST-STATIC. The exhaust fan 
is aS5umtoci to be constant flow (not greater than the supply air 
How rat to) and 1-0 operat.e only when the system supply and 
)'('t·urn fans operat.e (seE' the keyword FAN-SCHEDULE in the 
SYSTEi'.l-FANS inst.ruction). 

IS an alternatiVE' t.o using EXHAUST-STATIC and 
EXHAl1ST -EFF. It provides information about the electrical 
enE'J'g~' consumption of the exhaust. fan in this zone. It is 
expressed in kW eonsumed by the fan per cfm of exhaust. 
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ZONE 
The 20;\E instruction is used to s]wcil\ information on those secondary HVAC distribution sys
tem characteristics specific to a thermal zone. This includes air flow rate (supply air, exhaust 
air. and outside air!. space temperature setpoint. thermostat characteristics, and maximum heat
ing and'or ("ooling capacitJ. Each zon£:' to be simulated must also be listed in the 
20\,E-!'\A~fES keyword of the SYSTE?\,! command for the system serving the zone. 

u-name 

ZO:,\E-CO:\TROL' 

ZO:\E-AIR 

8.-\SEBOARD-RA TI~G 

is required for ZONE; it must mat.cll u-name used for SPACE 
in LOADS 

takes the u-name of a previously defined Z01\TE-CONTROL 
subcommand. 

takes the u-name of a previously defined ZONE-AIR subcom
mand, 

is the baseboard heating element, capacity for the zone. The 
input for this keyword should be a negative number. 

TIle Jollou'iii9 keyu'orris apply only [0 Pll' systems, 

TER:'lI:,\AL-TYPE 

SERIES-PIr' 

PlR.·1LLEL-Pll· 

I:,\Dt 'CED-AIH-ZO:\C 

SYSTE~b 

sp(·c-ifies thr type of terminal serving the zone for a PIll sys
t,em, Th£:' samE- type of term in al box does not have to be used 
for t h (:' £:'11 t ire system, Typically, a PIU system will con tain a 
mixture of fan powered terminal boxes and regular VAV or 
('Ol1st all t ,"olume reheat, units, The available code-words are: 

(the dE-fault) stands for Standard Variable Air Volume; i.e., 
regular VA\, or C011stant ,'olume, 

incli('att''' that the fan draws air from both the secondary and 
prllllCiry air stream~, and that, the blower runs all the time. 

indi('illt·" ,hat t.he fan draws air from the secondary air stream 
(('(·iJillg pJ(·num) only. and t.hat. the blower runs intermittently. 

(n·quiJ'l·d kE',nmrd) takes as a value the u-name of another 
ZOIH'. It is assumed that the PIU zone is taking its secondary 
air from thE' J'et,u I'll air of the zone named as the 
Ii\Dl :CED-AIR-ZO~E. Vsually, the core zone, served by a 
non-Pll' t.erminal. will be designated the 
J?\Dl'CED-AIR-ZOl\'E. Zones wit.h PIU boxes will usually be 
ext el'iol' ZOnC'S that need the hf'at. reclaimed from the core zone . 
.-\n ('x('eption would be a zone (such as a classroom) where the 
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REHEA T -DEL TA-T 

ZO:"E-FA:"-CF}. f 

ZO:"E-F :\~-R.-\ TIO 

20:"£-F.-\:"- K \ \. 

ZO:"[-T A:" -T -SCI-} 

}'ll:"-CF\l-R.-\ TIO 

SYSTE\lS 

primary con cern is air movemen t, not energy conservation. In 
such a case., the corridors can be specified as the 
I:,\DUCED-ATR-ZONE even though t.here is no heat to reclaim 
from them. The program treats this situation in the same way 
as it. does when a core plenum is at a temperat.ure lower than 
the ext,erior zone. For zones in which TERMINAL-TYPE = 
SERIES-PIll or P ARALLEL-PIU, 

should be specified (if reheat or booster heat is desired) for the 
PIU s),st,em only, This is a keyword in both the SYSTEM and 
ZONE ('ommands, and the ZONE level use takes precedence 
oyer the SYSTEM level. (At the zone level, this keyword does 
not apply to any other system types.) 

allows you to size the fan. If ZONE-F AN-CFM is not 
sp«cifi(·d. t,he program will size the fan assuming series PIli 
fans. TIlt' blower is sized to the zone cfm; i.e., the maximum 
of tht' dm input via ASSIGl\TEO-CFM, AIR-CHANGES/HR, 
or CF}'!JSQFT; or t,ht' cfm derived from the heating and cool
iug p('aks from LOADS, 

For pal'alJt'1 PW's. ZO~E-FAN-CFM must be input. The 
ZO;,\[ J(·\"«I dm keywords are assumed to refer to the primary 
air from lht' (:entraJ system. The range is from 0.0 to 
99999999.0 dm. 

allows YOU 10 enter a value which sets the ZONE-FAN-CFM 
asa fl'~ction of t.he primary air. If bot.h ZONE--FAN-CF~1 
and ZOJ'\E-FAN-RATIO are specified, ZONE-FAN-CFM 
lakt-s precedence. 

specifi('s the power consumption of the fan. The default 1S 

.000:3:3 k\\"c-fm. The range is from 0.0 to 0,01. 

is t IJ(' u-narnt' of a scheclule which gives, for zones with parallel 
PIl..'·:::,. t ht-' space temperat.ure at which t.he terminal blower 
turns on. This t,emperature must. be above the heat.ing range. 
This ke~'\\"ord is required for zones with 
TER:\lll'\AL-TYPE = PARALLEL-PIU. 

should bE' specified for PIll at the ZONE level. The usual 
input for Pll' t,el'minals should be t.o specify a ratio that just 
sat·isfies the minimum ventilat.ion air requirements of the zone. 
Th is ke~'\\"ord applies to other types of VA V systems and will 
oH'rrid(, any \"alu(' assigned at the SYSTEM level. 
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J\fI!'\-CF~l-SCH is the u·name of a schedule which has values that are to be 
used in place of the 1\lIN-CFM-RATIO keyword to allow an 
hourl~· variation of :t-.lIN-CFM-RATIO. This schedule will 
always override the value specified or calculated for 
}dIN-CFM-RATIO, unless the scheduled value is equal to 
·999.0 for an hour. \\Then the value is equal to -999.0, then the 
calculated or specified value of MIN-CFM-RATIO (found on 
report SV-A for each zone) is used for that hour. This 
schedule can be used with a value of 1.0 during warmup 
periods and -999.0 . for other hours to simulate full open YAY 
boxes during a warmup cycle. 
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SYSTEM-CONTROL 
The SYSTE?\J-CO!\TROL instruct.ion provides informat.ion on supply air temperature (setpoint, 
con trol strategy, and limits) and humidity limit.s, and identifies the appropriate equipment 
opera ring schedules. SYSTEM-CONTROL is a "subcommand" of SYSTEM and, as such, can 
be ust'd to input a subset of data t·o SYSTEM. 

u-name 

HEATJ:'\G-SCHEDULE 

HEAT -CO:\TROL 

HEA T -SET - T 

SYSTE:.\lS 

is req u i!'ed . 

is the highest allowable temperature for atr entering the 
20.'\'£(8), that. is. the highest allowed diffuser temperature. 
The program will use this value to determine the design air 
flow rat.e. This value is also used as an upper limit for supply 
air t.emperature control. MAX-SUPPLY-T should be greater 
t.han DESIGN-HEAT-T. 

is referenced by the u-name of the SCHEDULE instruction 
t,hat specific.-s t.he time periods (hours and days) during which 
heatillY is available from the plant lor this system. If no data 
eDt!')' is made, the program will assume that heating is always 
available when needed. A zero value for this schedule means 
that heating is not available. A non-zero value indicates that 
mechanic-al heating is avai,labJe. If the HEATING-SCHEDULE 
is set f,O a value greater than 1.0, the program interprets this 
value' as an outside ambient temperature above which the 
h(·ating is unaniilable or off. 

Jnput foJ' this keyword is the code-word that identifies the 
stratt·g,v to be used for control of the heating air temperature 
leaving the main syst.em heating coii. See COOL-CONTROL 
for the> ('od<>-words and a brief description of the control stra
(,f'g~' each represents. 

ha..,,; two main funct·ions depending upon the type of system 
bE'illg spt'cified. 

a. For syst.ems that use the keyword HEAT-CONTROL 
(MZS. DDS, and PMZS), this is the value used as the 
supply air temperat.ure setpoint when HEAT-CONTROL 
is equal to CONSTANT; it defaults to :MAX-SUPPLY-T. 

b. For variable volume systems it is always advisable to 
input HEAT-SET-T because it. enables a main air
handle)' heating coil; the value assigned is the maximum 
temperatul'e off this coil. For single duct systems (VAYS, 
P\"A \·S. and PJll). the default· is 1.lIN-SUPPLY-T (indi
cat iug no central heat.ing coil). 
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HEA. T -SET -SCH 

HE:\. T -RESET -SCH 

~lI:'\-Sl"PPL y- T 

COOLl:,\(;-SC'HEDl'LE 

S'YSTE\b 

is theu-name used t·o identify the schedule for controlling 
heating air supply t.emperature when HEAT-CONTROL = 
SCHEDULED. For example, define: 
HOT -COIL-SCH-l = SCHEDULE 

THRU APR 30 (ALL) (1,24) (120) 
THRU SEP 30 (ALL) (1,24) (90) 
THRU DEC 31 (ALL) (1,24) (120) .• 

Then, in SYSTEM, the schedule is referenced by setting 
HEAT-CONTROL = SCHEDULED 
HEA T -SET -SCH = HOT -COIL-SCH-l 

is the u-name of the RESET-SCHEDULE instruction that 
defines the relationship between heating air temperature and 
outside air temperature, and specifies the days of the year dur
ing which this relationship applies, This keyword is used only 
if Iht' RESET control strat.egy is selected. 

The following is an example. First define: 

HOT-DECK-l = DAY-RESET-SCH 
S1..1PPLY-Hl = 120 
Sl'PPL Y-LO = iO 
OUTSIDE-HI = iO 
OllTSIDE-LO = 0 .. 
HOT-RESET-I = RESET-SCHEDULE 

THRU DEC 31 (ALL) HOT -DECK-I 

Th('n. in SYSTEM, the schedule is referenced by setting 
H£A T -CO:,\TROL = RESET 
HEAT-RESET-SCH = HOT-RESET-l 

is tilt' lowest allowable t,emperature for air entering the 
ZO~E(s); i.e., it is the lowest allowed diffuser temperature, 
The program will use t.his temperature to determine design 
supply ail' flow rate. 

is u-name of t.he SCHEDlTLE instruction that specifies t.he time 
periods (hours and days) during which cool£ng is' available from 
the plant for this system. If no data entry is made, the pro
gram will assume that. cooling is always available when needed, 
A zero valu€' for this schedule means that cooling is not avail
abh· ex('('pt through ventilation from an air economizer. A 
nOIl-zt'I'O \'alu(' indiC'al.€'s that mechanical cooling is available. 
Additionally. if the schedule has a value great,er than 1.0, 
))0£-2 inl(-'rpr€'ts this value as an outside ambient temperature 
Iwlo", ",hic·h the mechanieal ('ooling is unavailable or off. 
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COOL-CO;'\TROL 

CO:YSTA.XT 

COLDEST 

W4R.\f£ST 

RESET 

SCHEDULED 

COOL-RESET -SCH 

COOL-~ET -SCH 

M ... -\.X-H L\lIDI TY 

Input for t,his keyword is a code-word that identifies the stra, .. 
t.egy to be used for control of the air temperature leaving the 
syst.em (central) cooling coil. The code-words and a brief 
description of the ('ontrol strategy each represents for either 
heat.ing or cooling are as follows: 

Sets heating supply and/or cooling supply air temperature to a 
fixed value, Values should then be entered for keywords 
HEAT-SET-T and/or COOL-SET-T, respectively. 

Sets t.he heating coil (hot deck) temperature each hour to ade
quately heat, the ZO~'E with the lowest temperature, The lim
its Oil t,he supply air temperat.ure are governed by coil capaci
ties, heating schedules, and :MA..X-SUPPLY-T .. 

Sets the cooling coil (cold deck) temperature each hour to ade
quatel~' ('001 t.he Z01\'E with the highest temperature, The lim
its 011 the supply air temperature are governed by coil capaci
ties. ("ooling schedules, and :MIN-SUPPLY-T. 

Specifi es use of HEAT-RESET -SCH or COOL-RESET -SCH 
for ('on nol of heating and/or cooling air supply temperature, 
based upon outdoor air t,emperature. 

Specifies use of HEAT-SET-SCH or COOL-SET-SCH for con
no! of heating and/or eooJing air supply temperature. 

IS the u-name of t.he RESET-SCHEDULE instruction that 
defines the relationship between cooling air temperature and 
outside ain,emperat.ure, and specifies the days of the year dur
ing which t,his relationship applies. This dat.a entry is used 
onl~' when the RESET control strategy is selected and entry 
for keyword COOL-CONTROL = RESET. 

is the u-Ilame used to identify the schedule for controlling 
('oolillg air supply temperat.ure when 

'COOL-CONTROL = SCHEDULED. 

is t.he hight'sl allowable relative humidity in the return air 
from zones sen'eel by t,hE' system. Because the program calcu
latt'i' tht' !'elatin humidity in the return air, dehumidification 
is based on the average humidity. condition for all the zones 
st'n't'cI by the system, as weigh ted by the relative return air 
fio\\' rUI(' frolll each zone. This data entry should be used only 
for tllosl'" systems t;hat have the components required for con
trol of t'X(·(·s~ h umidit,y (i.e., a humidistat and a heating coil 
dO,,"llst,ream of the ('ooling coil). If no data entry is made, the 
progr,)Dl \\'ill assume that humidity control capability does not 

:,\0\" that th- j!.li,:jz~d word; in th': Itrt ,·oluJ..,n :.rt tut/'·II'urd.". not h.l'words, 
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l\U:\-Hl·'\1ll)lTY 

SYSTE.\1S 

exist. The default value of 100% is intended to specify no 
upper limit. 011 humidity, t.hat is, no humidity control. 

DOE-2 will not. force the cooling coil to perform beyond its 
dehumidification capability. The program will not be able to 
hold a specified :tvlA .. X-HUJ\.fIDITY if MIN-SUPPLY -Tis not 
lo\\' enough. Fig. 3.28 shows one type of dehumidification 
cycle. 

J\i-\..\:-HUMIDITY causes the simulation to function differently 
for syst.em types SZRH, PSZ. and PVAVS. For SZRH, if the 
.MA ... X-HUMIDITY level is exceeded, the system reverts to a full 
reheat. The cooling coil leaving air temperature is driven lower 
and reheat is added at the fan unit to satisfy the first-named 
zone. Further, for PSZ and PVAVS systems, specification of 
M.-\..\:-COND-RCVRY will activate the use of condenser 
recovery t.o accomplish a similar result. If a lower 
1\1AX-Hll}'-1IDITY is required to meet desired space conditions, 
a lower J\l1]'\-SUPPLY-T should be entered. 

i:-; tlw low('S! allowable /'elative humidity in the return air from 
ZOIl('~ )S('/,\,ed br th€' syst.em. This data entry should be used 
onl~' ror rhose systems that. have the components required for 
minimum humidity {'ontrol (i.e .. humidistat and humidifier). If 
no data ('nlry is made. the program will assume that minimum 
humidity ('ontrol capability does not exist. The program simu .. 
lal€'s I be use of a humidifier and the required heat for 
humidific·al.ion is passed to PLANT as a steam or hot water 
load. 
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Figure 3.28: Relationship of l\1A ... X-HUj\'lIDITY to :r..,1!]\'-SUPPLY-T 

B.-\SEBO.-\RD-SCH 

ECO~O-LI~lIT -T 

PHEHL·\T-T 

SY:3TL\J~ 

is the u-name of the RESET-SCHEDULE instruction that 
defines the relationship between baseboard heat output and 
outside air temperature, and specifies the days of the year dur
ing which this relationship applies. This keyword applies only 
if the ZOl\:E-CONTROL keyword 
BASEBOARD-CTRL = OUTDOOR-RESET and the capacity 
is defined using BASEBOARD-RATING = value (negative) at 
the zone level. 

is t.he outside air temperature above which the economIzer 
returns to minimum out.side air operation as shown in 
Fig. 3.29. ECONO-LHvllT-T will default to the return air 
temperature, 

is the minimum t.emperature of air lea\'ing the preheat. coil. 
The SYSTEMS program calculates the necessary preheat coil 
energy input to maintain this temperaturE'. 
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Figure 3.29: 

SYSTL\b 

minimum 
outside 
air 

o 
Outside Temperature \ 90 

L ECONO-LIMIT-T 

T~'pical runt' or ail' flow \,.; outside air temperature for systems with tempera
tUl't' type' E'c'onollliz('j' (illu>ill'at.ing ust' of keyword ECONO-LH.fIT-T) 
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SYSTEM-AIR 
The S'r"STE1\'l-AIR instruction pro\'iclE's information on system supply air and outside air flow 
rate. SYSTE~1-AlR is a "subcommand" of S)"STE~f and, as such, ('·an be used to input a sub
set of data t.o SYSTE:t\J. All air quantities should be input as sea level (standard) values b~cause 
the program makes a correction for altitude. Input of air quantities corrected for altitude 'above 
sea level will result in a double correction. 

u-name 

SCPPLY-CFM 

MI:'\-Ol'TSIDE-AIH 

SY.STE~IS 

is required. 

is the design capacity (in standard, or sea level, cfm) of the 
syst·em air supply fan. This entry is normally omitted, unless 
fun capacity is a known value and different from the air flow 
rates calculated by the program. You will improve the simula
tion a('('uracy for exist.ing buildings by inputting known system 
SllPPL Y-CF:t ... 1. The program proportions the specified total 
supply air int.o zone air quantities as follows: 

Adj. CFJ\l = [ < SUPPL Y-CFM> I * (Calculated Zone Air) 
~ Cakulated Zone Air CFMs 

wlH'rt' Adj. CFM = Adjusted Zone Air CFM. 

l\ott' thaI user-inputs of zone-level ASSIGNED-CFM and 
EXHAUST-CFM replace the "Calculated Zone Air CFM" in 
t,hf' summal.ioll (but only when the latter exceeds calculated 
zone Cn.i). 

is Ill(' minimum acceptable constant flow rate of fresh air, 
eXI)J'('ssC'CI a.<; a de('imal fract.ion of the maximum air supply 
/l0\\' I'at('. You may alternat.ively, or additionally, specify out
sidt- air quant,it.i(;'s at the zone level (keywords OA-CHANGES, 
OA-('F!\l,PER. or OVTSIDE-AIR-CFM in the ZONE-AIR 
instruction). If a valuf:' is specified for this keYword and values 
art' also spl:'cified for the zone level keywords 
Ol'TSJDE-AJR-CFM, OA-CHANGES, OA-CFM/PER, or 
EXH.-\ UST-CFM, the zone level values take precedence over 
the syst,em level valul:'. If no zone level yalue(s) are specified, 
thE' \'alu£' specified here will be used. If MIN-AIR-SCH is 
usee!. t h<.' value of t,he ou tside air flow rate, to be used in the 
design cakulations, should be specified either in this keyword 
or in the zone level keywords. The program will not allow 
!\fI\'-Ol;TSIDE-AJR to be less than the sum of 
EXII.-\l'ST-CF:t\fs for all zones divided by the sum of all sup
ply ('fm's for all zones. That is. the exhaust fan operation will 
o\'(,ITid(' :\ll1"-OUTSIDE-AIR, if MIN-OUTSIDE-AIR is set. 
too low. 
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l"fI:'\-AIR-SCH 

O.-\-CO\THOL 

FIXED 

T£'\/P 

E.YTlJ..1LP} . 

RECO\TRY-EFF 

SYSTE\JS 

allows an hourly variatIOn of the mlnlmUm outside air. Any 
fractional input defines the hourly value of the minimum out,.. 
sid~ air damper position as a ratio of design ftowrate; it also 
enabl(:'s the economizer. The two exceptions to this definition 
are when tht' schedult' has a value of either zero or ·999.0, in 
which (,aSt' special mt'anings are assumed. \Vhen the value is 
;tel'O, a no outside air situation with no movable dampers 
(economizer inactive if specified) is simulated. This usage is 
eommon for nighttime heating or a warmup cycle. If this 
schedule has a valut' of ·999.0, the calculated or specified value 
for ~-1IN-OUTSIDE-AIR (found on report SV-A for the SYS
TEM or for each zone for zonal systems) is used as the 
minimum damper position for the current hour. If this value 
is zero. the discussion above for that special value applies. 
During a warmup period. this schedule is normally set to zero 
and can then be set t.o ·999.0 during other hours to allow the 
specifit'd or calculated ventilation minimum damper position to 
be lIsed. 

Input for this keyword is the code-word for the type of outside 
air control strateg~' selected. See code-words below. This key· 
word must equal FIXED if you do not want an economizer; 
otherwise, it will default to TEMP, which will simulate a 
ft?mpe.rature-c·ontrolled economizer. If no outside air has been 
specified, no movable dampers are simulated, even if 
O:\.-COl'\THOL equals TE.MP or ENTHALPY. 

]'\0 mo\'able dampers. Outside air quantity is a fixed amount 
s])t'('i/led. caJc.ulat.ed, or scheduled. 

Tempt'l'aturt"-controlled economizer. In response to the mixed 
air tt'lll])erature going above the controller setpoint (equal to 
t lit' :;lIppl~' air setpoint for the hour), the outside air damper is 
opent'd. (This assumes a cooling mode and that the outside air 
i;,; (,00)('1' than the return air.) The outside air quantity returns 
to il!:; minimum (outside air dampers close but. minimum out
sid(, air dampers remain open) when the outside air tempera
t UI"<' is at or abo\'t' the EeONO-LIMIT-T. 

Ellt halp~·-('Qnt rolled economizer. Same as TE:MP above except 
rllal if' tIlt' r{'lul'll air enthalpy is less than the outside air 
t'nt halp.\', t.llt' dampers are forced to minimum outside air posi
tion. 

is appJic'abl<' on)~' to those systems pro\'ided with heat recovery 
{'oil", (or other de\'ict's) for t.he exchange of heat. between the air 
t'xhausll'd from the building (by the return air fan) and tht' 
fresh nir :supplied to the building. The input is the rat.io 
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(decimal fraction) of the energy actually exchanged to the total 
sensible energy that would be exchanged if the exhaust air 
were cooled t-o outside air temperature. The program uses this 
ratio (plus outside air and return air temperatures and return 
ail' ftow rate) to calculat.e the energy that can be added to the 
ou tsicl e ail' m ake- u p. If t·h e recoverable en ergy is greater than 
t.hat n eedl'd by the su pply air, the program will use the smaller 
quan t.ity. If the ou tside air temperature is above the tempera
ture setpoillt of the mixed air, no energy is exchanged. If the 
difference between return and outside air temperatures is less 
than 10 degrees, no recovery is simulated. 

Note: heat recovery can be simulated only when the return air 
is warmer than the outside air. 

(If t.hE' hE'at recovery occurs through a single heat exchanger, 
i.e .. heat, pipe or thermal wheel, then RECOVERY-EFF is 
idem.ie-al t·o t.he heat exchanger effectiveness. See Kays and 
Londoll. Compact Heat Erchangers, 2nd edition, McGraw-Hill, 
19G-l). 

u('('C'pl.,.; a.s input the u-name of a schedule gIVIng the hourly 
millimufIl temperaturE' setpoint for the natural venting algo
rithm. This k!')'word is appropriate to syst.em t.ype RESYS 
only. The hourly \'alues that should be specified in the 
SCllEDULE referenced by VENT-TEMP-SCH are the indoor 
dry-bulb tc·mperatures, cooled through natural ventilation in 
lieu or mechanical cooling. This hourly temperature is gen
eraJJ~' below the hourly temperature in the SCHEDULE 
referred t.o by COOL-TEMP-SCH. This latter schedule 
specitie~ l.he zone cooling thermostat setpoint. The windows 
art' a,.,>sumed to be closed if the temperature in the room faUs 
below this point. If VENT-TE~1P-SCH is not specified, all its 
hourl~' SCHEDULE ralues will default to the temperature at 
the' lOp of the heating THROTTLING-RANGE as defined by 
HEAT - TEMP-SCH. 

is tht' peak number of air changes per hour due to natural ven
t ibt iOll through open windows. This value is constant and is 
not 11 function of wind speed. This keyword is appropriat.e 
only to s~'5t,em type RESYS. 

is tht' u-name of a schedule which determines when the win
dows ('an be open \'s. when they are always closed. The hourly 
values ginll in the SCHEDULE (and referenced by this key
word) are O. 1. or -1. This keyword is appropriate only to sys
tem type RESYS. 

A sc-hedu h· \'aluE' of zero (0) indicates that. the windows are 
a.l\\'a~·s ('Iosed for this hour. 

A sc-IJ(>dule \'alut' of onE' (1) indicates that the windows will be 
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opened. for part or all of this hour, only if this provides 
enough cooling to keep the zone temperature within or below 
t,he throttling range associated with COOL-TEMP-SCH. The 
ione may be cooled down to the hourly minimum value 
specified by VENT - TEMP-SCH. Note that this assumes the 
oc:cupant will open the windows if the condition is met. 

A schedule value of minus one (-1) indicates that the windows 
will be opene>d, for part or all of this hour, only if the condition 
for t.he value of one (1) is met. (above) and also that the out
side ail' enthalpy is lower than the inside air enthalpy. The 
zone may be cooled down to the hourly minimum value 
specified by VENT -TEMP-SCH. This assumes the occupant 
will open the windows if both the conditions are met. 

To furthE'r illustrat.E'. assume that the oC'cupant arises at 6:00 a.m., goes to work at. 8:00 a.m., 
ret urns from. work at 5:00 p.m .. and ret.ires at 10:00 p.m. every day of the year. The 
D.-\ Y-SCHEDl'LE dE'scribing t,he window management, would be: 

'\'E~T-DA.Y = DAY-SCHEDl:LE (I,G) (0) (7,8) (I) (9.17) (0) (18.22) (-1) (23.24) (0) •• 

ThE- schedulE' for thE' ~'{'ar bE'comc's: 

\'E~TI~G = SCHEm'-LE TBHl.· DEC' :31 (ALL) YE!'XT-DAY ., 

J-Lning clE'finE'cI lllE' schedulE'. the entr~' IIlldE'r the SYSTEM-AIR subcommand would be: 

HO:\lE-AIR =~SYSTE:'l-:\m 

l\'ATl'RAL-VEYf -SCH = VEKTIl\G 

1f the yalu{:'" in \'E?\T-DAY during thE' sleeping hours were 1 's, it would imply that the occu
pant got out of beel. as often as nN·(·SS;H'~·. to open and close t.he windows, whenever the condi
tion,,- C'Jllf'c1 for il. If you \\'ant to spC'('iI\ ··temperaturE' limits" for cooling by natural vent.ila
tion. YOU should spC'cify \,E:,\T-TE\lP-~(,H in t,he SYSTE11-AIR subr.omma.nd. For example, 
SUpp0St' I hi" schedule d€'scribf's t h<' ('ooliug sE'tpoint. of t.he mechanical system: 

},IECH-('OOL-TDIP = SC'HEDl'LE TH1W DEC 31(ALL) (1.8) (78) (9,17) (90) (18.24) (78) •• 

The following sC'heclul(· c1esnibes 111(· minimum below which t.he windows will be closed. 

~lI~-\'E:,\T-TE:\lP = SCHEDl;LE THP.Ll DEC' 31 (ALL) (1.6) (60) (i.:?2) (68) (23.24) (60) •• 
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Then, und('r ZO!\,E-CO:,\TROL. you should specify COOL-TEMP-SCH 
:!-.fECH-COOL-T£1\fP, while under SYSTEM-AIR. VENT-TEMP-SCH should be set to 
MI:\-YE:\T-TE:\fP. The preceding example can be restated as the following: 

SCHEDl:LE hours (clork time) 

1,6 
(midnight t.o 6 a.m.) 

i.8 
(6 a.m. to 8 a.m. 

9.1 i 
(8 a.m. to 5 p.lll.) 

18.22 
(5 p.m. to 10 p.m.) 

2:3.2-1 
{1 0 p. m. to mid n i g h t ) 

Temperature Range* 

78'1' max 
(provided by mechanical cooling) 

78'1' max 
(provided by mech cooling) 

68°F min (provided by 
ocrup~nt operating windows) 

90'1' max 
(provided by mechanical cooling) 

78°F max (provided by mechanical cooling) 
68°F min (provided by occupant 
operating windo' .... s) 

7S0F max 
(provided by mechanical cooling) 

* ~OtE-' thnt during thE-' hour,.: ,,11('11 11)(' willdows are const.antly closed (10 p.m. to 6 a.m. and 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m.). the tempera{urt's rt'feren('('u by VENT-TEMP-SCH are disabled. Note also 
that V£;-\T-TE!\lP-SCH does not necessarily say that. cooling by natural ventilation will be 
done satisractoril~·. YEYf - TE!\lP-SCH only sets the minimum indoor temperature limits for 
nat ural Yen ti13tion. The conditions sp('cified in NATURAL-VENT-SCH, determine when, and 
if. cooling by natural wntibtion is done. 
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SYSTEM-FANS 
The function of the SYSTE\l-FANS instruction is t·o provide information on supply and return 
fan operating schedules. control modes, static pressures, and efficiencies. In short, this instruc
t.ion pro\'ides eyerything the program needs t·o know (with the exception of fan capacity and 
flow rate) for calculation of the ellerg~' consumed by and the heat input from these fans. The 
same type of information is pro\'ided for exhaust fans, if any, at the zone level (keywords 
EXHAUST-end, EXHA."UST -STATIC, HC. in ZONE-AIR instruction). SYSTEM-FANS is a 
"subcommand" of SYSTE~1 anel, as such. can be used to input a subset of data to SYSTEM. 

u-name 

F A:\-SCHEDl'LE 

FA~-(,O~TROL 

SPEED 

l.\IET 

DISCH.4RG'E 

(,}"CLl.YG' 

is required. 

is the u-name of the SCHEDULE instruction giVing the time 
periods (hours and days) during which this system's fans (sup
ply. ret.urn. and exhaust.) are operating and not operating. If 
the hourly values in t.he SCHEDULE that is referenced by 
FAN-SCHEDULE are positive, such as 1, the fans are on. If 
lohe hourly SCHEDULE values are 0, the fans are oft' but may 
be tU)'J1('c! on by NIGHT-CYCLE-CTRL if ZONE tempera
tures warrant it. If the hourly SCHEDULE values are nega
tin'. such as -1. t.h(' fans are not permitted to be on for any 
r('asoll. If you dOIl'1 sp('cify a SCHEDULE, the program will 
assumt' the fans run continuously. \\Then t.he fans are 
sc-h('c1uled t·o be off, baseboard units (if specified) can be opera
tion al. 

t'quals a ('oclt'-word that specifies the kind of flow reduction or 
{'ontrol methods t·o bt' simulated. Listed below are th(' code
worels and a brief description of the method each represents. 
The progrnm c-akulates the part-load horsepower consumption 
for tilt' sllpply fan and ret.urn fan (if any), on the basis of the 
part-load Yersus fall horsepower characteristics that are typical 
for t IH' ('on 11'01 mode selected (see Fig. 3.30). The program 
assumes that both supply and return fans have the same kind 
of flo\\' ("ontrol. 

Variable speed motor (Curve #1 in Fig. 3.30). [For systems 
111 at !Jaye \"ariable flow central air-handlers only.] Note, the 
PTCSD s~'st('m defaults to SPEED control. 

Fan inlet yanes (Cune #2 in Fig. 3.30). [For systems that 
haY€' yariable flow central air-handlers only.] 

D,)mper in fan discharge (Curve #3 in Fig. 3.30). [For syst.ems 
that haye yariabl(' ftow central air-handlers only.] 

Cyd('!j on and off (Cune #4 in Fig. 3.30) 

1'\ot. th~t th': it"Ji.:iz~J words in the I~ft wlullJn 3r~ COdf,u·orb. nOl keywords. 
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TWO-SPEED Big!1 or low spt'ed (for PTAC only - represented as 100% and 
another point lower on Curve #1) 

COSSTA:\T- FOLUME VolulDt- kept constant 
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Typical po\\"('}" requiremellt:> at. part-load operation for four different methods 
of capacity ('ollirol ()\ole that with the CYCLING code-word, the 
\1J:'\-F:\:\-R:\TIO is lIH'aningless for those hours when the fan is off.) 

Sl'PPLY-DELTA,-T i,;; USl,d ill t·onjullction with SUPPLY-KW. It is the tempera
tun- rise' in the air stream across the supply fan. It is 
expl'E's:'>{'din OF and its default value can be found in Table 3.1. 
b:1St"'d on SYSTE~1-TYPE. 

Sl'PPL Y-l":\\' 

SYSTE\lS 

is ll'-i(·d ill ('onjullC'tion wit.h SUPPLY-DELTA-T. It is the 
c1(':sign full land pow('r wllsumptioll of the supply fan per unit 
of slIppl\ nil' moved foJ' aile hour. It is expressed in kW/cfm 
:It ..,('a I(·nl (0)' kW sianda.rd dm) and its default value can be 
fOllne! in Tabl(- 3.1. based on SYSTE11-TYPE. 
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TABLE 3.1 

Efft'ctiYe 
Default 

Default Value for Default Valut' Effect.ive Default 
ValuE' for SUPPLY- for Total Value for FAN-

\ 

SYSTE}'I- DELTA-T SlJPPL Y -l\:\V FAN-STATIC* EFFICIENCY* 
TYPE (OF) (k\V 'st.d. cfm) (inches,W.G.) (fraction) 

SZRH 2.42 .000783 4 .6 
RHFS 3.11 .00101 6 .7 
!\fZS 2.723 .00088 4.5 .6 
DDS 3.37 .00109 6.5 .7 
VAVS 3.37 .00109 6.5 .7 
PIC 3.37 .00109 6.5 .7 
TPFC .218 .00007 .3 .5 
FPFC' .218 .00007 .3 .5 
RESYS .3OG .000128 .6 .55 
PSZ 1.81.5 .000::'87 3 .6 
PMZS 2.117 .000G85 3.5 .6 
PYA.\'::; 2.11 7 .000G8·5 3.·5 .6 
PT.-\C' .218 .00007 .3 .5 
PTGSD 1.2 * * * 
l'l·IT .218 .00007 .3 .5 
t;YT .182 .0000·)9 .3 .6 

:\ot applic(1blf' as supply fan and )Jump E'1IE'rgy are included in a fixed 
EI('ctric··lnput of .Oq~ w iCF~\l fol' thi" system at full load. 

RETl'R ;\-DELTA-T 

RETll~ :'\-1":\\' 

:\1 (;H '1'-CY C'L[-CTRL 

is us{'d ill ('onju!lctioll with RETURN-KW. It is the tempera
t.ul'e ri:,;(, in tht' a.ir stream across t,he return air fan. It is 
t':\pres",{'d in OF and its default value is zero. 

j,,; u-;pc! iJi conjunction wit.h RETURN-DELTA-T. It is thE' 
clf-sign full load pOWE'r consumption of the return fan per unit. 
of I't'lu I'll air mOVE'd ror one hour. It is expressed in kW Icfm at 
s{'.( I('\'{'I (or k\\'/standard cfm) and its default value is zero. 
You must l"'llter a value in order for the program to simulate a 
return rail. 

lnpul 1'01' this keyword is the code-word that specifies the 
beha\'iol' of the syst.em fans when the FAN-SCHEDULE is off. 
ThE' fallS are ofT when the hourly values in the SCHEDULE 
that is I'(>ft'rellced by FAN-SCHEDULE are equal to O. If the 
hou/'I~' SCHEDllLE \'alues are positive, the fans are on and if 
thE' hourly SCHEDULE values are negative, the fans are not 
p<'rmitled (·0 b(> on undt'1' any circumstances. 
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C}'CLE-OX-AS}' 

C) 'C'LE-OS-FIRST 

2C.\£-F.4 .\'.~·-o.\L ). 
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l\lGHT -CYCLE-CTRL also cycles fans on when the temper~
ture gOE'S above thE' COOL-TEMP-SCH's throttling range. To 
loc·k out this feature you must input a -1 in the 
FA!\-SCHEDULE for t.he summer (cooling) period. 

!\,IGUT-CYCLE-CTRL only affects the fan operation. Once 
the fans haH cycled on, the availability of heating or cooling is 
controlled by the HEATING SCHEDULE and 
COOL! I\G-SCHEDULE. 
The COcll·-worcls for NIGHT -CYCLE-CTRL are: 

indic'utes that. regardless of conditions, the fans a.re to stay off 
(default value). 

means that if the temperature in any ZONE in the SYSTEM 
falls bt-low the THROTTLING-RANGE for heating, the fans 
are (·ycled 011 for I,hat. hour. 

indic'ales that. if t.he temperature in the first, or control, ZONE 
in tlH' SYSTEM falls bE'low thE' THROTTLING-RANGE for 
he~lIilig. the fans are c~'cled on for that hour. 

~Ipplj(,c; ollly to PIC If input, the main or central system PIt' 
fan \\'ill remain off; hO\\'E'\'E'r, t.hE' individual zone terminal fans 
will (·.n·le Oil sE'parately t,o satisfy the heating setback tempera
ture [or each zone. 
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SYSTEM 
The S"fSTE~1 instruction givE's specificat iOlls for the secondary HVAC distribution system. The 
information proyided includ~s syst.em type. size. zones served, optional components, operating 
sched ules. t.emperat.ure and humidity limit.s, cont.rol st.rategies, outside air requirements, and fan 
static pressures and efficiencies. In addit.ion, you may reference "subcommands" 
(SYSTE:\1-CO:"TROL. SYSTE?\1-:\IR and SYSTEM-FANS) that contain the needed informa
tion. 

u-name 

SYSTE~I-TYPE 

SYSTE.\J-C·O:\THOL 

SY~TE~J·-:\lH 

SYSTE\J-f.-\:\S 

SYSTE.\1S 

required input for SYSTE1 ... f 

iclent.ifiE'S the trpe of system to be simulated. You must. select 
Olle> of 1 () typE'S of commonly used energy distribution systems. 
A disc'ussion of t.he features of each system and a "suggested 
minimal input" for each system type can be found on p.3.lOff. 

Co:.dt'"word Dt'scnpt.ion of Syst.em Typp 

SZRH SmglE' Zone Fan System 

with Optle.nal Subzone Reheat 

RJlFS G:.nstant Yolump Reheat Fan System 

:IIZS !-.IU/tIZ('Ilt' F an S~'stem 

DDS Dual Duct Fan System 
\·.·ll·S '"aTlablt> Yolume Fan System 

with OptJ,=.nal reheat 
Pf(' Powered Induct.ion Unit. 
TPH' Twe. Pipe Fan CoJiSystem 
FPF(' Fe,ul" Pipe Fan Coil System 
RESTS ReSIdential System 

PSZ Packagpd Single Zone Air Conditioner 
wltll OptIonal Heatmg and Subzone Reheat 

P.\J2S Packaged }'1ultlzone Fan Syst.em 
Pl'.,! l'S Packagpd Variable Air Volume System 
PT.-l(' P;I( kage Terminal Air Conditioner 
PTCST) Pa("kag~ TNal Ga!' Solid Desiccant 

1 'II T l:nJl Heater 

iTT l'lJlt Yemilal.:.r 

J'(·rt'l"('lll·(""'''; tht' U-lIanl(' of a previously assigned 
~Y~TE\J-(:O:,\THOL instruct.ion. 

ref('rl'lIl't'S tht' u-narnt' of a previously assigned 
SYSTE'\1-A.lH instruetiol1. 

rt'ft'l't'I1C'(:,S thl' u-namt' of a previously assigned 
~YSTEJ\l-F.-\l"\S ins\.l'uC"t.ion. 

Generic Typp 

built-up/central 

built~up /central 

built-up/central 

built-up/central 

built-up /central 

built-up/central 

built-up /zonal 

built-up/zonal 

packagedi central 

packaged! central 

pack aged / cen tral 

pa.ckaged/ central 
packaged/zonal 

packaged I cen tral 

built-up/zonal 
built-up /zonal 
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HEAT-SOt'RCE 

ELECTRIC' 

F[R.\ACE 

G'A S'-H} "DR 0.\'1 C 

HE.4 T-P[JJP 

J/OT-IIATER 

SYSTE;-'lS 

is thE' kE'yword t.hat identifies the heat source for the distribu
tion system for hE'at,ing coils. This is the appropriate keyword 
for UHT, uvt. TPFC. FPFC and PTAC zone heat.ing coils 
sincE' they are all served by a central distribution system. 
HEAT -SOLlRCE defaults to GAS-HYDROt\1C for the Pack
agE'd Tot.al Gas Solid Desiccant (PTGSD) system; it should not 
be changed nol' applied t.o any other system type. 

ThE' following HEAT-SOURCE code-words also apply to 
ZONE-HEAT-SOURCE, PREHEAT-SOURCE, and 
BASEBOARD-SOURCE. 

ThE' source of hE-in is an electric resistance element. This 
cod<>-word is appropriatE' for central heating coils, preheat coils, 
base-board hc-at.{'rs. and zone heating coils. 

The SOUI'(:E' of heat is a furnace, which will be simulated in 
SYSTE~lS. 

AppliE'$ \0 BASEBOARD-SOURCE and HEAT-SOURCE for 
PTCSD syst(-m only. ThE' source in this case is a gas-firE'd hot 
wat·C'r genE-ratol'. 

The source of heat is an electric air-to-air heat pump. Note: 
Th i" ('oel E'-word is appropria.te only as a HEAT-SOURCE for 
111(- RESYS. PSZ. and PTAC systems. It should not bE' used 
for any other system types. 

TII(' ~ou f("e or heat is hot-water, provided by conventional 
E'<jll iPIIIC'JJt ::;pt'C'itiE'd ill rhe PLANT program. This code-word 
is appropriate 1'01' cen \I'al hE'at.ing coils, preheat coils. baseboard 
lWal(·rs. allel zone heating coils. 
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ZO:,\E-IIEAT-S01..'RCE 

PREBE.-\. T -SOCRCE 

BASEBOARD-SOURCE 

H1."~llDIrJER-TYPE 

SIZI:\G-RA. TIO 

ZO:\E-:\.-\\lES 

~1.-\X-CO:\D-R C\ 'RY 

REB£,,\ T -DELTA-T 

MI:\-C'F?\J-RATIO 

Sy.sTE\l~ 

id('fl tit!!.';; I.ht· heat. source for the zone heating coils (reheat. 
('oils) in central air handler systems. See HEAT-SOURCE for 
tht· applicable wde-words. and Appendix F for default values. 

identifies the heat source for the preheat coils. See 
HEAT-SOURCE for the applicable code-words, and Appendix 
F for default values. 

id en tines the h eat sou rce for the baseboard heaters. See 
HEAT -SOllR CE for the applicable code-words, and Appendix 
F for default values. BASEBOARD-SOURCE defaults to 
GAS-HYDRO:,\IC. for the Packaged Total Gas Solid Desiccant 
(pTGSD) system: it should not be changed nor applied to any 
other system type. 

d('iin('''; tht· source of heat. used t.o provide humidification in 
those SYSTE~l-TYPEs t.hat allow MIN-HUMIDITY to be 
spt·('ific·d. It takes one of the standard heat source code-words: 
HOT-WATER (default), ELECTRIC or FURNACE. Use the 
furnace source with caution since t.he same HIR and part.-load 
functiolls an' used as for ot.her furnaces specified in the same 
Systt'Dl. 

is us(·d t·o <lE·liberately o\,erSlze or undersize all equipment 10 

t he s~·sl,(·m. 

is a Ii~t of zone names (enclosed in parentheses) of the ZO!\'Es 
that are assigned t·o this SYSTEM. This data entry, wit.h the 
u-name of at least. one 20.""E, is required. If the SYSTEM 
being simulated is the t,ype that serves both a central zone and 
011(-' or morE' subzones (i.e., SZRH, PSZ and RESYS), the u
nalllE' of the cont.rol Z01\1"[ must. be list,ed first. 

Exampl,,: ZO:,\E-NA_MES . (ZONE-l,ZO]'\1"[-2) 

elJabl(',;; re('O\,ery of condenser heat from packaged single zone 
unit:'; (PSZ). The input. is the fraction of recoverable heat from 
the condellsc'r for reheating. 

i,.; t hc' m ;1xil1lUIll increase in temperature for supply air passing 
throllgh the zolle lor subzone) reheat. coils. The value specified 
Iw)'C' "ppli('''; to all zones ill t.he system. 

is til(' InillilllUIll allowable supply air flow rate, expressed as a 
oec·illlal fran iOll of design flow rat·e. This keyword applies only 
to variable-yolume type syst.ems. (This keyword appears also 
under the' ZO:,\E command. The value specified here in the 
Sy.sTE~l command applies to all zones in the system that do 
110t haY<' an o\'erriding specificat.ion at the zOlle level in the 
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HE.-\ TI:"G-C'.-\PACITY 

SY.STE\lS 

20:,\E command.) A low value for MIN-CFl\1-RATJO can 
l't"sult in l'educing the ftow of air below that. set by 
~fl:\-Ol..~TSIDE-AIR. thus simulating the syst.em operation 
bE'lo\\' minimum vent.ilat.ion criteria. 

is required for the PTGSD system and is input a.s a minus 
value: you must size it. 
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PLA..1\fT -ASSIG NMENT 
The PLA~T -ASSIG]\"}'fE:'\T command is used t.o ident.ify bot.h the system or group of systems 
that compose t.he PLA:\'T, and also I he' "building resources", which are sources of energy that 
do not contribute to the space heatillg or C'ooling loads,* In t.he following, the type of fuel 
(natural gas, oiL et.e) asso('iatrd with fuel-relat.ed keywords (INT-FUEL-BTUjHR, etc.) is 
specified with the E?,\THGY-RESOl'RC'E wmmancl in PLANT (p.4.l6). 

SYSTE:'i-l\A}.lES 

I~T -FeEL-BTU /HR 

I;'\T -fl'EL-SCH 

EXT -Fl'EL-BTl' HH 

EXT -Fl'EL-SCH 

I\T -ELEC'-h\ \. 

I\T -ELEe-Sell 

EXT -ELEC-I"':\\' 

EXT-ELEC-SCH 

DH\\'-C:\L \11:\ 

SYSTE\1S 

Is a list of the u-names of all systems that make up this partic-
ular plant assignment. -

Is the consumption in Btujhr of fuel that is consumed in the 
int.erior of the building, but that does not contribute to the 
space (·ooling load. SeE' "Building Resources in SYSTEMS" in 
t,he Supplement (2.1E), p.3.13. 

)delllijit·s r.lu· schedulE' that is used to specify the building-level 
fUt,1 11';(' n.'; a fUllc·t ion of t,lme. Schedule inputs are fractions of 
the qU:lntity given by t·he keyword INT-FUEL-BTUjHR. If 
I!':T-Fl ;CL-SCH is not input, the schedule values will all 
drrauit to zero and no fuel usage will occur, regardless of the 
\'aillt, ~pe('ifjed for lI\T-FUEL-BTUjHR. 

Is till' ('ollsul1Jption in Bt,u/ln of fuel that is consumed exterior 
to the building. DE'corative gas torches and pool heaters are 
('xamples. 

Stilet! lilt' of exterior fuel use. 

Is elc'('tririt,y rOllsuIDc'd in kW wit.hin the building that, does 
not ('ont ribllte to SpRCE' conditioning loads. Included in this 
(';'I I ('gory "I'(' elc'\' at ors and escalators. 

St'lle'c1uj(' Ihat ('onesponds to INT-ELEC-K\V. 

Is elt'C'triC'ily consumed in kW out.side of the building. Power 
for fOlllltains, pool pumps, and exterior lighting is included in 
this ("Hegor),. 

Scitt'd ule of exterior electricity use. 

hi (he ~u ppl.\' flo\\' of building-Ieyel domestic hot water (gallons 
per minute). This flo\\' is multiplied hourly by the DHW-SCH 
schedule \·:llue. This is ill addl~tioll to that specified with 
~Ol'I1(:E-TYPE = HOT-WATER in 
SP.-\C'[-('O:\DlTIO:,\S in LOADS, and does not contribute to 
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DHW-SCB 

DH\\--Sl'PPLY-T 

DH\\--J:"LET - T -SCH 

PR OCESS-H \ y-BTL ~ /HR 

PROCESS-]1\\'-SCH 

PROCESS-CH\Y-BTL HR 

PR OCESS-CH\\--SCH 

SYSTE\F 

spacl:' t.hermal loads. The hot water demand calculated from 
thi,., and th€' following DHW- keywords is passed to PL<\l\"T 
wherl:' it is satisfied by a domestic hot water heater or boiler, 

Is the sched ulc- of building-level domestic hot water use, It 
multiplic's DH\\'-GAL/:\f1K 

Is the building-Ieyel domestic hot water supply' temperature 
(OF); the default. is HOor. 

Is t.he schf'c1u Ie of building-level domestic hot water inlet tem
peraturf' (Of). The default is the mo~thly ground temperature 
from t hf' weather tape. 

Is ;1 process hot wat.er load in Btu/hr, This load increases the 
total plant heat.ing load as shown in report SS-D, and is 
passt-"d on to the boilers or ot.her heating equipment. in PLANT . 

. A manufa("{.uring process which uses hot water is an example 
of a pro("e55 hot water load. 

b tIlE' :;cJ){'dule for tl1€' process hot water load. 

Is .1 l))'o("c'S:; c-hilled water load in Btu/hr. This load increases 
thE' total plant cooling load as shown in report SS-D. and is 
passpd on (,0 the chillers or ot.her cooling equipment in PLANT . 
. \ computer room which has computers directly cooled by 
("hill(,c1 water is an example of a process cooling load. (The 
elec-tri("it~· ('onsumed by t.hese computers should be input usmg 
the' Il'\T-ELEC-K\\' keyword.) 

Is th(- sched ule for t.he process chilled water load. 
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SYSTEMS-REPORT 
This instruction defines which SYSTE:t-.lS reports will be output. Users can select from 
t'erijicalion reports and sUll/mary repoJ't.s. Verificat.ion reports echo user-input; summary reports 
sho\\' calculation results, usually monthly and annually. 

Format: 

SY5TE\lS-REPORT VERIFICATIOI'\ = (code-word list) 
SV~lMARY = (eode-word list) .• 

Example: 

SYSTE\1::;-REPOnT VERIFlCATIO:" = (5V-A) 
SC!\l~fARY = (SS-A, SS-O) .• 

will print \'E'rificution report SV-A, "System Design Parameters", and summary reports SS-A, 
"S~·~tem ?\lonthly Loads Summary". and 5S-0. "Temperature Scatter Plot". 

A dellnilion of the' basie SYSTE~'IS J'(,POl'ls. wit.h corresponding code-words, is given in Appen
dix C. 
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PLANT 

Introduction 
The PLAl'T program translates the energy supplied to space heating and cooling equipment 
into the energ~' aC'tualJy consumed by boilers, chillers, pumps, engines, etc. It sums the hourly 
demands of the electricity used by lights, fans, and equipment and of the fuel used by boilers 
and engines. It also accounts for any heat recovered. From these totals it generates reports on 
monthly and yearly usage. 

For each hour simulat.ed the following information is passed from SYSTEMS to PLA!\TT: 

For Boilers, Chiller, Electric Utility or Total Energy Plant 
Heating Load in Btu/hI' 
Cooling Load in Btu/hr 
Eject ric Load in k W 
Hot water in Btu/In 
Gas in Btu/In 
Oil in Btu/In 

For Cooling Tower Simulation 
Ambient air t.emperature in OF 
Humidity ratio in Ib water/lb dry air 

As 
modified 
by 
SYSTE!,.,1S 

l"tility usage is based on a conYE'rsion factor called SOURCE-SITE-EFF; it reflects the energy 
consumed at the source used t.o creat.e the utilit.y-supplied energy. All energy conversions are 
based on actu al cu rye fi ts of r('presen t,ative equ ipmen t. You should examine the default parame
ters to be sure that the~' repres('nt the equipment you want. to simulate. 

Suggested Sequence of PLANT Program Input 
First en t er an 

l:'\Pl"T PLA:"T .. 

instruction. :"ext. describe each pleC'e of equipment (boiler, chiller, cooling tower, etc.) in the 
pbnt using a 

PLA~T -EQnpl\IE~T 

instruction. The following instructions may then be entered as desired or required: 

PART-LOAD-R.-\ TIO 
PLA:"'f-PARA:\lETERS 
HE.-\T-RECO\,ERY 
ESERC;')·-RESOl..:RCE 

After tht' keywords and \'alut's rt'quired by t.he above instructions are specified, an END instruc
tioll is enter€'d to indicat€' that the input data is finished; finally, an instruction is entered that 
tells the PLA\'T program to perform the desired computations: 

E:"D .. 
C'O\lPl'TE PL\\,T .. 
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In the following, you will find: 

• A descripr.ion of each type of plant equipment. 

• A sample input for each type of equipment. For trial purposes, these inputs can be used to 
replace the PLAl"T input. on p.B.ll (Appendix B). 

• A list. of other capabilities for each type of equipment. 

Description of ELEC-STM-BOTI..ER 
Th e electric boiler in DOE-2 is a multi-staged electric resistance unit. The default condition is 
no elect.ricity use for feed water or condensate pumps. Suggested minimal input for 
ELEC-STM-BOILER is: 

STh1-B = PLA'Vr -EQU I PMENT 
TYPE = ELEC-STh1-BOILER 
SIZE = -999 

]'\ote that SIZE = -999 will caUse the program to automatically size the boiler based on the 
peak clemand calculated by SYSTEMS. 

Additional Capabilities for ELEC-STl\1-BOILER: 

1. To simulate additional electricit.y use for feed water or condensate pumps, insert the com
mand 

PART-Lo.-\.D-R-\TIO TYPE = ELEC-STh1-BOILER 
E-I-R = 1.05 

This ])J'o\'ides a 517 additional electric requirement for pumping, which is assumed to vary pro
portionately to the load on t.he boiler. 

Description of STM-BOILER 
The steam boiler in DOE-2 is gas-fired wit.h an induced draft fan. The default for the combined 
electricity USe of the power burner and draft fan is 2.2% of the boiler size. Suggested minimal 
input for ST'\l-BOILER is as follows: 

STd-B = PL.~,\T -EQU I PMENT 
TYPE = SThf- BO I LER 
SIZE = -999 

Addition:.1 Capabilities for ST!\1-BOILER: 

1. To simulate an oil-fired rather t.han a gas-fired boiler, insert the command: 

E:\ERCY-RESOURCE RESOllRCE = FUEL-OIL .. 
.) To sim uble additional elect.ricity use for feed water or condensate pumps, refer to the 

"Additional Capabilities for ELEC-STM-BOILER" above. 

Description of mV-BOILER 
The hOI water boiler is also referred t.o as a hot water generator. It is a gas-fired unit with a 
default of :2.:2'( added electric for power burner and an induced draft fan. A hot water recircu
lating pump is automatically included by the program and is sized to t.he system peak. Sug
geslpd minimal input for HW-BOILER is as follows: 
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H\\G - PL.-\;'\'T -EQU I PMEl\'T 
TYPE - H\\'-BOI LER 
SIZE = -999 

Additional Capabilities for HW-BOILER: 

1. To simulate a unit without a power gas burner and induced draft fan, insert: 

PA.RT -LOAD-RATIO TYPE = HW-BOILER E-I-R = 0 •. 

. ) To change either the pumping requirements or the efficiency of the burner, there are a 
number of keywords to use: 

PLA:'\T -PARA .. \'1ETERS HCIRC-SIZE-OPT 
HCIRC-PUMp..:.TYPE 
HCIRC-DESIGN-T -DROP 
HCIRC-HEAD 
BOILER-HIR 

Description of ELEC-HW-BOILER 

= INST -PLANT-EQUIP 
= VARIABLE-SPEED 
= value desired 
= value desired 
= 1.25 .. $ l/efficiency 

The elE'ctric hot water boiler is a multi-stage electric resistance hot wat.er generator with a hot 
water pump. See HW-BOILER. 

Description of ABSORI-CHLR 
The one-stage absorption chiller in DO£-2 is a unit. that can be supplied by either 12-lb st.eam or 
:2 .. wor watE'!'. The solution pumps for the unit require only 0.4% additional electric energy based 
on the size of the unit. A (·hilled water pump is called aut.omatically and sized on the peak sys
tem requirement. You must input either a steam boiler, a hot water boiler, or district steam to 
supply heat to driYe the absorption chiller. A cooling tower is also called automatically; you can 
input it if you want. but you are caut.ioned not to input either the size or the number of units. 
Suggested minimal input fol' ABSORI-CHLR is as follows: 

AB-CHLR = PLA.:,\'T-EQU I P}'1El\"T 
TYPE ABSORI-CHLR 
SIZE = -999 

Additional Capabilities for ABSORI-CHLR: 

l. To illc'J'E'ase the electric requirements for solution pumps insert: 

P.-illT-LO:\D-RATIO TYPE - A..BSORI-CHLR 
E-I-R = value desired 

To input a cooling tower explicitly. insert: 

(,Ta. \. = PL.-\.." T - EQt.' I Pl\ 1E1\ 'T 
TYPE - COOL I i\G-1\\R 
SIZE = ·999 

\\'to suggE-st you lIot ent('r tht' size of the t.ower; in DOE-2, size refers to t.he tower cell size 
and J:'\ST:\LLED-!\Tl\1BER refers to the number of cells. 
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3. To change the pumping requirements to suit specific project needs, use 
PLA:-\T-PARAMETERS: 

PL.-\!'\l'-P .AR<\.\1ETER S CHI LL-WI'R-T 
ABSORI-HIR 

= value desired 
- .66 is default, but old 

units may have degraded 
t 0 a s I ow as.-4 

mR - SETPT -CTRL = F I XED 0 r \\ETBVLB-RESET 
n\R-SETPT-T = value desired 

(use if FIXED selected) 
n~R-DESIGN-\\£TBULB = value desired 
n~R-PUMP-HEAD = value desired 

(condenser water pwnp) 
CCIRC-DESIGN-T-DROP = value desired 
CCIRC-HEAD = value desired 
CCIRC-SIZE-OPT = INST-PLA~-EQUIP 

CC I RC-PUMP - TI"PE = VARIABLE-SPEED 

4. To supply st·eam to the building for space heating or for the absorption chiller from a dis
trict steam (or hot water) system, use: 

E:,\ERGY-RESOlYRCE RESOURCE = STEAM 

Description of ABSOR2-C~R 
The 1\\"0-51 age absorption chiller in DO£-2 is the same as the one-stage chiller 
(ABSOR1-CHLR), except that, it operates with 125-lb steam or 400'1' hot water. The electric 
requirrmen t for solution pumps in 0.7% of the unit size, All of the additional capabilities 
desnibed for the ABSORI-CHLR also apply here, Suggested minimal input for 
ABSOR2-CHLR is: 

AB2-CHLR = PLA~T -EQUJP~fENT TYPE = ABSOR2-CHLR 
SIZE = -999 .. • 

Description of ABSORG-C~R 
ThE' direct gas-fired absorpt.ion chiller can also operate as a hot water generator. Therefore, all 
accE'ssoriE's (such as thE' cooling t,ower. chilled water pump, condenser water pump, and hot water 
pump) are callE'd. The solution pumps default to 0.7% of the unit size since this, too, is a tw~ 
stage ulli!. All of the additional capabilities described for ABSORI-CHLR apply, with the fol
lowing additions: 

PLA:'-:T -PARA~1ETERS ABSORG-HIR 
ABSORG-HEAT-XEFF 

Description of HERM-CENT-CHLR 

= value desired (1.0 is default) 
= value desired for the HWG 

efficiency (decimal fraction) .. 

The hermetic cen tl'ifugal chiller in DO£-2 has a default COP of 4.55 and a KW /Ton of .77, 
which makes it a \'E.'ry consE'l'\'ati\'ely rated unit for present day practice. The cooling tower, 
condE-llse)' wntel' pump, and chilled wat.er pump are all called by default; however, you can 
modify the selection of these auxiliaries by using the keywords described for ABSORI-CHLR. 
Suggested minimal input for HER1v1-CENT-CHLR is as follows: 
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('IlL = PLA:'\T -EQUP~\'fEl'\T TYPE = HERM-CENT-CHLR SIZE = -999 ee 

Additional Capabilities for HERM-CEI'\T-CHLR: 

1. To change to an air-cooled condenser, specify: 

PLA:"T -PARAMETERS HERM-CENT -COND-TYPE = AIR ee 

2. To change the COP of the unit to 5.0 (O.i KWjTon), set ELEC-II\rpUT-RATJO, which is 
the inverse of COP, as follows: 

PART-LOAD-RATIO TYPE = HERM-CENT-CHLR E-J-R =.2 e. 

Description of HERM-REC-C1fi.R 
The hermet,ic- reciprocating chiller in DO£-2 is a unit characteristic of multi-compressor or 
unloading compressor types. It has a default COP 'of 3.65 or a 1\:\\1 ITon of .96, which is still 
reasonable for today. 'You can change the unit to an air-cooled condenser (the default is a cool
ing tower with condenser water pump) and chilled water pump. The unit can be modified as 
described for ABSORI"':CHLR. Suggested minimal input for HERM-REC-CHLR is: 

CHL = PLA!\:T -EQUIPMENT TYPE = HERM-REC-CHLR SIZE = -999 .. ' 

PLA~T-PARA~fETERS HERtv1-REC-COND-TYPE = AIR e. 

, Description of DBUN-Clfi.-R 
The double bundle chiller in DOE-2 is a centrifugal type chiller with two condenser tube bun
dles. onE' of which is piped t.o t,he cooling tower and the other piped t.o the building hot water 
hE'at ing circuit. ThE' unit operates as a straight chiller whenever there is no call for heat and 
operates as a heat pump to reject heat to the heating circuit up to its maximum capacity; it is 
thE'n suppl('menlE'd by a hot water boiler. Suggested minimal input for DBUN-CHLR is: 

HP-CHLR 

I-I\\"G 

= PLAI\'T -EQUIPMENT 

= PLANT -EQUIPJ..JENT 

TYPE = DBUN-CHLR 

TYPE = H\V-BOILER 

SIZE = -999 •. 

SIZE = -999 .. 

Additional Capabilities for DB17N-CHLR: 

1. In t hE' build ing heating mode. to change the leaving water temperature from the condenser 
(clc-Caul! = 1 O.')°F) , insert: 

.) 

PL.-\:,\T -P.-\RA'\lETERS . DBU!'\-COND-T -REC = value desired .. 

If lIJ('re is a e-hiller other than the double bundle, t.he program will stage the units to favor 
tile doublE' bundle when heating is required. When entering another chiller, you should size 
both units. sine-e the program doesn't know what split is required. 

C'HLR = PLA:'\T -EQl'IP!\lEI"T TYPE = HERM-CENT -CHLR 
SIZE = value (millions of Btu/hr) .. 

Description of ENG-GHLR 
Thc' g::ts E'llgillf chiller in DOE-2 is a nominal l50-t.on twin screw compressor chiller driven by a 
modified diesd engine. The unit capacity is controlled by varying the speed of the engine to 
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meet the building load: it has a default ev~aporator!engine COP of 1.4. It is possible to recover 
heat from the engine t.o satisfy space heating loads and/or provide service hot water. The unit 
defaults to cooling tower but can also be air-cooled. Suggested minimal input for ENG-CHLR is 
as follows: 

ECHL = PLA.!'T -EQUIPMENT TYPE = ENG-CHLR SIZE = -999 •. 

Additional Capabilities for ENG-CHLR: 

1. To reconr heat from the engine for both space heat and service hot water, insert: 

HEAT-RECOVERY SUPPLY-l = (ENG-CHLR) 
DEM.-\J\lU-l = (SPACE-HEAT, PROCESS-HEAT) •• 

') To change the unit to air-cooled, insert: 

PLAl'\T-PARA .. \1ETERS ENG-CH-COND-TYPE = AIR •• 

Description of COOLING-TWR 
The cooling tower in DOE-::? is an induced draft tower with a propeller t.ype fan at the top. 
There are numerous plant parameters that allow you to modify the design wet bulb temperat.ure 
and to satisfy other specific requirements. Most users do not input the tower because DOE-2 
automatically calls for one and sizes it whenever one is needed. However, the default design wet. 
bulb is i8°F, which is accept,able for some locat.ions but not. all. Suggest.ed minimal input for 
COOLI;\G-T\\"R is as follows: 

CT\\' = PLA]'\T -EQlJIP!\1ENT TYPE = COOLING-T\VR SIZE = .. 999 •. 

Additional Capabilities for COOLING-TWR: 

1. To change the design wet bulb, insert: 

PLA.;\T -PAR.~\lETERS TWR-DESIGN-WETBULB = value desired 

'1 To change from a one-speed fan (the default) to a multiple-speed fan, insert: 

PL\:\T -PARA .. \1ETERS TWR-CAP-CTRL = TWO-SPEED-F AN •• 
or 
PLA:"T-PARA.;\1ETERS TWR-CAP-CTRL = VARIABLE-SPEED-FAN •. 

Description of DHW-HEATER and ELEC-HEATER 
The sen ice hot water hE"aters in DOE-2 are standard units. The DH\V-HEATER is gas fired 
(default). There is no pumping assigned to either unit type, but you can use the 
PART-LOAD-RATIO command to assign pumping if .desired. If you want to recover waste 
heat (previously demonstrat.ed for ENG-CHLR), a hot water heater must not be entered because 
it locks out recovery. Also. t·o simulate an indirect exchanger inside the hot water generator for 
sen·jce hot water heating. a hot water heater should not be entered. 
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Description of PLANT Input Instructions 

Limitation on the Number of Commands 
The maximum allowable number of PLANT instructions for specifying required PLA~'T data is 
as follows: 

Instruction. 

ENERGY -RESOURCE 
HEAT-RECOVERY 
PLAl\1T ~ASSIGNMENT 
PLANT -EQUIPMENT 
PLANT -PARAl\.1ETERS 
PLAt\'T -REPORT 
TITLE 
u-names 

Maximum Numbel 

7 
1 
1 

60 
1 
1 command 
5 

118 

PLA...~T -EQ lJIPMENT 
This command tells the PDL that the following data specifies plant equipment. If at least one 
PLA.!\T -EQUPl\lE:,\T instruction is not entered, then the PLANT program generates an error 
message. 

u-name 

TYPE 

SIZE 

PL\:,\T 

is not required but is advisable in order to identify equipment. 
in reports. 

is the type of equipment to be used. See Table 4.1 for allowed 
code-words. 

is the nominal rated output capacity, expressed in units of one 
million Btu's per hour (MBtu/hr), for the item of equipment 
being specified. For example, a lOO-ton. chiller should be 
specified as SIZE = 1.20 since the conversion factor is 12,000 
Btu/hr per t.on. A ten million Btu/hr boiler is specified as 
SIZE = 10.0. 

If SIZE = -999 is entered, PLANT automatically sizes, in 
accord ance with peak load, the following types of equipment: 
all boilers, chillers, towers, and diesel and gas electric genera
tors. St.eam turbine generators will not be automatically sized. 

Hot water and chilled water circulation pumps are always 
aut.omatically sized by the PLANT program. The flow rate, 
elect rical power, and heat gain are calculated from the values 
of PLANT-PARAMETERS keywords as follows: 
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Flow Rate: GP~1 = . Design-Load 
- Ii X-DESIG:-\-T-DROP x 60 min/h x 8.34 Btu/gallon-Of' 

Power: 
EI _ X-HEAD x GPM x 0.643 Btu-min/ft-gallon-hr 

ectp - X-MOTOR-tFF x X-IMPELLER-EFF 

Heat Gain: Gainf' = (Design-Load x X-LOSS) + (Electp x X-MOTOR-EFF) 

I:'\ST ALLED-l\UMBER is the total number of units of the type and size previously 
specified. As an example, if three IOO-ton chillers have been 
specified, ent.er INSTALLED-NUMBER = 3. 

Note: input the aetual sizes and number of equipment when known (such as in retrofit studies) 
in order to impro\'e the accuracy of the simulation. 

TABLE 4.1 

TYPE Code-Words for PLANT-EQUIPMENT 

Equipment CodE'- Word 

Heating 

Elect ric boiler 
Steam boiler 
Hot-water boilC'r 
Electric hot-water boiler 

Cooling 

On E'-S t age absorption ch iller 
Two-stage absorption chillel' with economizer 
Absorption chiller !HWG (gas fired) 
Hermetic centrifugal compression chiller 
Hermetic: reciprocating compression chiller 
Dou tIe bundle chiller 
Coolillg lower 
Gas Engine d rinn reciprocating chiller 

Domestic Hot Water* 

Domestic hot-water heater 
Elc·ctric domestic hot-water heat,er 

ELEC-STM-BOILER 
STM-BOILER 
HW-BOILER 
ELEC-HW-BOILER 

ABSORI-CHLR 
ABSOR2-CHLR 
ABSORG-CHLR 
HERM-CENT -CHLR 
HERM-REC-CHLR 
DBUN-CHLR 
COOLING-T\VR 
ENG-CHLR 

DHW-HEATER 
ELEC-DHW-HEATER 

* If a domestic hot water heater is not input, hot water loads input in SYSTEMS 
through the PLA:,\T-ASSIG~lJ\fENT instruction or through t.he SOURCE-BTUjHR 
ke~·\\'orcl in the (LOADS) SPACE-CONDITIONS subcommand will be passed to other 
heating equipment. If no heating equipment is defined, the domestic hot water 
cl fm an d "'ill appear as a load not. met. 
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PLANT -ASSIG NMENT 
PLA.:\T -ASSIG!\~lE~T identifies the HVAC system or systems supported by PLANT. The 
instruC't ion has the form 

u-name = PLANT -ASSIGi\1\1ENT •. 

where u-name is the name of the corresponding PLANT-ASSIGl'.'}.1ENT instruction defined in 
the SYSTEMS program input. 

PART -LOAD-RA TIO 
. The equipment PART-LOAD-RATIO instruction specifies the nominal electric power input 

ratio to opNate t.he equipment and/or supporting electric auxiliaries. PART-LOAD-RATIO 
tells the PLA]'\T processor that the data to follow are related to the part-load operation of a 
specific type of equipment. 

T}"PE 

ELEC-I:\Pl"T -R.-\ TIO 

PLA.:\T 

is the code-word selected from Table 4.1 that identifies the 
type of equipment that applies to the part-load ratios specified. 
Only one TYPE may be specified per instruction. 

The electric input to nominal capacity ratio is expressed as 

t' _ electric power input to electric auxiliaries (Btu/hr) 
ra 10 - nominal capacity of equipment. being defined (Btu/hr) 

01' 

ratio = I/COP for refrigeration machines 

See Table 4.2 for default values. 

This entry should include the electric power to move and con
trol the working fluid flowing through the equipment plus the 
primary power input to the equipment itself. For an absorp
tion refrigeration chiller, the electric power input to the solu
tion pump must be considered. Similarly, for a fossil-fueled 
boiler, the electric power inpu t to the boiler draft fan and 
power burners must be considered. Howeyer, when defining 
the ELEC-INPllT -RATIO for this equipment, you should 
realize that the electric power delivered to the hot, chilled, and 
condenser water pumps is calculated separately and size and 
capacities are cont.rolled t.hrough PLANT-PAR.!\1\1ETER key
words. This is also true for cooling tower fans. 
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TABLE 4.2 

Eguipmen t PART -LOAD-RATIO Default Values 

TYPE 
Code- Word 

Heating Equipment 

ELEC-STM-BOILER 
ST~1-BOILER 
J-I\\"-BOILER 
ELEC-H\\"-BOILER 

Cooling Equipment 

ABSORI-CHLR 
ABSOR2-C'HLR 
ABSORG-CHLR 
HER\l-CE!"T -CHLR 
HERM-REC-CHLR 
D Be i'\-CHLR 
E:'\G-CHLR 

Domestic Hot Water 

DHW-HEATER 
ELEC'-DIJ\\'-HEATER 

PL\:-\T 

Electric boiler 
St.eam boiler 
Hot water boiler 
Electric hot water boiler 

One-stage absorption chiller 
Two-stage absorption chiller w jeconomizer 
Gas-driven absorption chiller 
Hermetic centrifugal chiller 
Hermetic reciprocating chiller 
Dou ble-bundle chiller 
Twin screw compressor chiller 

\Vat.er heater 
Electric water heater 

I T&ble revised ll/Ql ) 

4.10 

Electric 
Input to 
Nominal 
Capacit.y 

(default) 

1.000 
0.022 
0.022 
1.000 

0.004 
0.0071 
0.0071 
0.220 
0.274 
0.220 
0.0053 

0.000 
1.000 
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PLA.1\/T-P ARAMETERS 
PLA]\'T -PARA.METERS is used to change the value of many of the variables used by the 
PLA:'\T program in the simulation of plant components. Detailed descriptions of how the vari
ables represented by each keyword are used in the PLANT program calculations are provided in 
the DODE Engilleers Manual,\ p'v.12ff. Following is additional discussion of specific keywords. 

Chillers 

CHILL-\ \,TR - T 

:r\'n~-CO]\"D-AIR-T 

AB50RI-HIR 

AB50R2-HIR 

ABSORC-HlR 

ABSORG-HEAT-XEFF' 

E:\'C-CH-COP 

E~G-CH-CO~D-TYPE 

PLA:'\T 

is the chilled water temperature at the middle of the throttling 
range for chillers. Default is 44~. 

is the minimum entering. air temperature allowed for an air
cooled condenser (OF). This is the minimum operating tem
perature below which cont.rol action is initiated to maintain 'at 
least this temperature. 

is the full-load heat input ratio for a I-stage absorption chiller. 
The heat input ratio is the ratio of heat energy input to cool
ing energy out.put. 

is tht' full-load heat. input, rat.io for a 2-stage absorption chiller 
with an E'conomizer (see ABSORI-HIR). 

is the full-load heat input ratio for a direct gas fired absorption 
chiller. 

is the efficiency of the hot water heat exchanger used In the 
heating mode. The default is 0.8. 

is the overall COP of the engine driven reciprocating chiller, or 
the evaporator capacity of the chiller divided by the heat input 
of the engine. The default is 1.4, which is appropriate when 
the engine operates at nominal speed to meet its design load. 
A COP in the range of 1.1 to 1.2 should be entered for a 
mac·hine that is anticipated t·o operate at full speed to meet the 
design load. 

accepts a code-word that specifies how heat is rejected from 
t.he chiller. The default is TOWER and the alternative is AIR 
(for air cooled). 
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HER\1-CE:,\T -COl\1)-TYPE accepts a code-word that specifies the condenser heat rejection 
method for a hermetic centrifugal chiller. The default code
word is TO\VER, used ",·hen heat is rejected through an eva
potative cooling tower. The alternative is AlR, which implies 
an air-cooled condense.r. 

HER\f-REC-COI\"D-TYPE is the code-word that specifies the condenser type for a her
metic reciprocating chiller (see HERM-CENT-COND-TYPE 
keyword description). 

DBt::'\-CO!\'D':" T -REC is the leaving condenser temperature when the chiller is in the· 
heat recovery mode. This parameter is used in calculating 
adjustment factors for the capacity and power consumption. 
The leaving condenser temperature in both the heat-recovery 
mode and the non-heat-recovery mode at the design point 
(calculated from DBUN-CO~ro-T-ENT, 
ELEC-INPl1T-RATIO, and DBUN-TO-TWR-WTR) is used 
to calculate the condensertempe.rature rise in the heat recovery 
mode. The temperature rise is then used in the functions 
DBUl"-CAP-FTRISE and DBllN-EIR-FTRISE. 

Towers 

\11:'\-T\ \"R-WTR-T 

T\\·R-DESIG:\-\\TTBCLB 

T\ \ -R -CA.P -CTR L 

T\\"R-Pl·\lP-HE.\D 

T\\-R-SETPT -CTRL 

T\\-R-SETPT - T 

PLA:'\T 

specifies the mlDlmum temperature for leaving tower cooling 
water when TWR-SETPT-CTRL = WETBULB-RESET. If 
the temperature falls below this minimum operating tempera
ture, control action is initiated to maintain at least this tem
perature. The default is 6SoF. 

is the wet-bulb temperature used In the cooling tower design 
calculations. The default is 78~. 

accept.s a code-word that specifies the control method for regu
lating the tower water exit temperature. Acceptable values are 
OKE-SPEED-F AN (the default), TW~SPEED-FAN, 
VARIABLE-SPEED-FAN, and FLlJID-BYPASS. 

is thE' pressure head in the tower water circulation loop.The 
default is 60ft. 

accepts a code-word that defines how the eXltmg water tem
perature is to be determined. FLXED (the default) controls the 
tower to the fixed setpoint specified l:>Y TWR-\VTR-SETPT. 
WETBCLB-RESET causes the setpoint to drop as the wet 
bulb drops. 

specifies the exltmg water temperature setpoint when 
TWR-SETPT-CTRL is set to FIXED. The default is 80'T. 
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Boilers 

HW-BOILER-HIR 

ST\I-BOILER-HIR 

Domestic Hot-Water Heaters 

DH\\"-HIR 

Pumps 

CCIRC-DESIG~-T -DROP 

ccmC-HEAD 

ccmC-LOSS 

HCIRC-DESIG:\...:T -DROP 

HeIRC-HEA.D 

HC'IRe-LOSS 

(,C'IR C-SI ZE-OPT 

PLA:'\T 

For a hot-wat~r boiler it is the ratio of fuel input (Btu) to heat 
energy output at full load. 

for a steam boiler it is the ratio of fuel input (Btu) to heat 
energy output. 

For a domestic water heater at full load it is the ratio of fuel 
input (Btu) to heat energy produced. 

is the temperature drop in the chilled water circulation loop at 
design; it is used to establish the appropriate water flow rate. 

is the head pressure in the chilled water circulation loop. Set
ting this keyword to zero will result in a circulation pump 
power of zero. 

is the fraction of the design load in the chilled wat.er circula
tion loop that. is lost to the environment and therefore does no 
useful cooling. 

is t.he temperature drop in the hot water circulation loop at 
design conditions. It is used to establish the appropriate water 
flow rate. This keyword is ignored if you have input a 
STM-BOILER, ELEC-STM-BOILER, or Fl.lRNACE. Note 
also that the heating load satisfied by a DHW-HEATER or 
ELEC-DHW-HEATER is not considered to be a part of this 
heating circulation loop. 

specifies the head pressure in the hot water circulation loop. If 
this is set equal to 0., circulation pump power will also be set 
to zero. 

is the fraction of the design load that is lost to the environ
ment from t.he hot water circulation loop and therefore does no 
useful heating. In the case of a hot water boiler. this value 
does not include heat. gain caused by pump energy. If you 
have input a FURNACE, this keyword is ignored. 

accepts a code-word that indicates how much load the chilled 
water circulation pumps will be sized to meet. The allowable 
code-words are SYSTEM-PEAK (the default,) and 
I~ST -PLANT -EQUIP. Specifying SYSTEM-PEAK will 
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HCIRC-SIZE-OPT 

ccmC-PUMP-TYPE 

HCIRC-PC\fP-TYPE 

CC1RC-\lI:'\-PLR 

HClRC-\fI:,\-PLR 

PL.-\:\T 

result. in the pumps being sized to meet the peak load passed 
from SYSTEMS. Specifying INST-PLAl'.l-EQUIP will result 
in the pumps being sized to meet the total installed capacity of 
PLANT-EQUIPME~'T specified (regardless of whether this 
equipment was specified by default or input by you). 

accepts a' code-word that indicates how much load the hot 
water circulation pumps will be sized to meet. The allowable 
code-words and definitions are identical to those available for 
CCIR C-SIZE-OPT. 

accept~ a code-word that specifies whether the chilled water 
circulat.ion pumps are fixed- or variable-spe~d pumps. The 
allowable code-words are FD..'ED-SPEED (the default) and 
VARIABLE-SPEED. If 'this keyword is set equal to 
VARIABLE-SPEED, then losses will be determined on the 
basis of the actual loads being served by the pumps . 

. accepts a code-word that specifies whether the hot water circu
lation pumps are fixed- or variable-speed pumps. The allow
able code-words and definitions are identical to those available 
for CCIRC-PUMP-TYPE. 

accept,s a numeric value between 0.0+ and 1.0 that places a low 
limit on the electricity consumption of the chilled water circu
lation pumps. It is expressed as as a fraction of the full load 
electricit.y consumption of the pumps. The default is 0.50. 

accepts a numeric value between 0.0+ and 1.0 that places a low 
limit on the electricity consumption of the hot water circula
tion pumps. It is expressed as fraction of t.he full load electri
cit.y consumption of the pumps. The default is 0.50. 
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REA T -RECOVERY 
The BEAT-RECOVERY instruction specifies the equipment or process from which energy can 
be recovered and directs that energy to a process or other equipment. Only one 
HEAT-RECOVERY instruction is allowed per PLANT run. If a double-bundle chiller is 
specified without defining a HEAT-RECOVERY instruction, the heat rejected from the double 
bundlc> is delivered only to space heat.ing. See p.V.77ff of the DOE-I! Engineers Manual for a 
description of heat recovery in equipment. simulations. 

Sl'PPL )"-1 thru Sl;PPLY-.5 You enter a list of code-words that describes the equipment or 
process t.hat supplies recoverable heat. For example 

SUPPLY-l = (OBUN-CHLR) 
assigns the waste heat from the double bundle chiller to the 
highest temperat.ure level to meet demands. Among the chill
ers in 00£-2, heat. can also be recovered from the gas engine 
chiller, ENG-CHLR. 

DE~1A:\"D-l t!trl! DEMA!\1)-5 You enter a list of code-words that describes the equipment or 
process that demands recoverable heat. For example, 

PL\:,\T 

DEMAND-J = (SPACE-HEAT, PROCESS HEAT) 
specifies that the heat from the sources indicated in SUP
PL V-I is to go to fulfill the unmet demand for space heating 
and for domestic hot water or process heat, which will be done 
in proportion to their corresponding loads. 
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ENERGY-RESOURCE 
ESERGY-RESOURCE allows you to enter information about the types of energy used in 
PLA.:'\T. The instruction can be used to specify up to seven different types of energy. An 
E?\ERGY-RESOCRCE command must be entered if a steam/hot-water (code-word STEA..\1) or 
a chilled water (("Ode-word CHILLED-WATER) utility is to be used. 

RESOCRCE 

SOt'HCE-SlTE-EFF 

PL\.:'\T 

accepts a code-word that tells the simulation which fuel or util~ 
ity will be used. It is assumed that only one type of fuel is 
used. However, the Supplement (2. 1 E), pA.5-6, describes how 
multiple fuel types may be simulated. Acceptable code-words 
are these: 
CHILLED-WA TER 
COAL 
DJESElr-OIL 
ELECTRICITY 
FUEL-OIL 
LPG 
METHANOL 
NA TURAlr-CAS 
STEAM 

is t.he generating efficiency of the fuel or ut.ility prior to its use 
in the building being simulated. Failure to specify an 
ET\TERGY-RESOURCE command for a fuel or utility will 
result in the use of the default values for SOURCE-SITE-EFF 
listed below. 

TABLE 4.3 
Source-to-Site Generating Efficiency 

Default Values for ENERGY-RESOlJRCE 

RESOCRCE SOURCE-SITE-EFF 

CHI LLED-\\ 'A TER 1.5* 
COAL 1.0 
DIESEL-OIL 1.0 
ELEeTRI CITY 0.333 
FUEL-OIL 1.0 
LPG 1.0 
~'1ETHA~OL , 1.0 
NA. TURAL-GAS 1.0 
STEA!\1 0.60** 

* Efficient electrically-driven chillers in a central 
chilled-water plant.. 

** Steam produced by heat-only boiler in a central 
st.eam generation plant. 
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PLA!'T-REPORT 
This instruction defines which PLA:'\T reports will be output. Users can select from verification 
reports and Sllmmary reports. Verification reports echo your input; summary reports show cal
CU)::,tiOll results. usuall~· monthly and annually. 

Format: 

PL-\~T -REPORT VERIFlCATIOI\ = (code-word list) 
SF\D\L\RY = (code-word list) .. 

Example: 

PL-\~T -REPORT VERIFleA TIO:\- (P"V-A) 
SC~[\1A.RY = (PS-D, BEPS) .. 

'\ill prillt H'lific~ltion report PV-A, "Equipment. Sizes", and summary reports PS-D, "Plant 
LO:ld", :3~,tj"fitd··. and BEPS, 'Building Energy Per[ormanct' Summary" . 

. -\ cldinil j(11; cd· all It'portS. ,,·itb corresponding code-words, is ginn in Appendix C. 
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ECONOMICS 

Introd uction 
In the ECO:\0:\l1C5 sub-program there are three basic commands used for the calculation of 
energ~· costs: they are CTILITY-RATE, BLOCK-CHARGE, and SCHEDULE. 

• The CTILITY-RATE command describes the most basic features of a tariff: units, un'iform 
energy and demand costs, monthly charges, minimum charges, etc. 

• The BLOCK-CHARGE command is used to define energy or demand charges that vary 
according to the amount used. 

• The SCHEDULE command is used to coordinate the operation of UTILITY -RA TEs and 
BLOCK-CHARGEs, 

Example ECO::'\'OMICS Input 
The best \\'a~· to learn to input tariffs in ECONOMICS is to study the input examples in con
JUJiction with t he following command and keyword descriptions. A simple example is given 
belo\\' , See also Appendix B and Examples 1 through 5 at the end of this section, 

I ~-ptT ECO:\O\l1 CS 

ELEC- T_ill I FF = tTl L I TY -RATE 
RESOl~CE 
BLCXj(-CHARGES -

- ELEGrRICITY 
( I !\VBLK) 

I ~YBLl~ 

G\ 3·-T..ffi 1 FF 

- BLOCJ~-CH-\RGE 
BLOCh~l-TYPE 
BLOCld -DATA 

= CTILITY-RATE 
RESOl~CE 
:'D~TH-CHGS 

E:\TRGY - COST 

= E]\"ERGY 
- (500, 

400, 
1 , 

.0535 

.0725 

.1245 

= NATURA.L -GA.S 
- (15, ) 
- .75 

E('O:'\O\1] CS -REPORT St.~M.:\RY = (ES-D) 
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Description of ECONOMICS Input Instructions 

This sE'ction contains descriptions of the input. inst.ructions required to run the energy cost. calcu-. 
lations in ECO:,\O\flCS at a basic level. Additional commands and keywords are listed in the 
Supplement /2.1£). (The. ECONOMICS program can also be used to do life-cycle cost analysis; 
seE' the Reference .Ual1ua/ (£.1.4.).) 

UTILITY-RATE 
Thi,;; command contains the most basic features of a tariff: units, uniform energy and demand 
cost rates. monthly charges, minimum charges, etc. One UTILITY-RATE command is entered 
for E'8ch t~'pe of energy or fuel used in the previous PLANT run.' UTILITY-RATE also a.llows 
cost,;; to be defined for energy that varies by time, but not by quantity. For charges that vary 
b~' quan tit~·. such as blo(;ks of energy with different. costs, this command references one or more 
BLOCh-CHA.RGE commands. \Vhen energy is billed in a

l 
time of use format a 

l-TILlTY-RA. TE keyword accepts the u-name of a schedule which defines these charges for the 
entire ~·ear. Time of use demand charges are more complicated and must be defined using the 
BLOCl-\-CHA.RGE command. 

On an hourly basis. each l'TILlTY-RATE defined in ECONOMICS sums the energy into total 
and pE'ak "aluE's for each billing period. If a time of use energy charge schedule has been defined, 
the hOUJ'l~' \'alue::: are multiplied by the scheduled value and summed for t.he billing period. The 
l'TILlTY-R_-\TE also passes the hourly data to the associated BLOCK-CHARGEs. During 
bCl! I~jlling C'~·cJe. the l;TILlTY-RATE adjusts the metered energy and demand values for any 
minimulll Cj\lrtlHiries required. These adjusted billing quantities are then used as the basis for 
the energ~' ('ost u,]c:ulations. Block costs computed by any associated BLOCK-CHARGEs are 
theL 'lcldecl. The costs are then adjusted by any minimum monthly charges and/or rate limita
ti0n:;;. 

U-llJ.me 

. RESOlT~C'E 

\JO:"Tll-CHCS 

ECO:'\O\lIC~ 

required so that each rate can be listed in the summary 
report.s. Up to 15 different UTILITY-RATEs may be defined . 

is a required keyword that. determines which fuel or energ!' 
type is being "alued. The code-words associat.ed with this key
word are the same as in PLANT: STEA....~1, 
CHILLED-WATER, ELECTRICITY, NATURAL-GAS, LPG, 
DIESEL-OIL, FUEL-OIL, COAL, METHANOL, or 
OTHER-FUEL. When OTHER-FUEL is referenced, the 
OTHER-FUEL-NA.\1E as defined in PLANT will be used in 
all reports as the RESOURCE. 

accepts a list in parentheses of up to 12 numeric values that 
add a fixed monthly charge to each billing cycle. Many utili
ties refer to this as a customer charge. This value can range 
from 0.0 to 100,000 $/month and defaults to 0.0. If a single 
value is entered, the value will be used for all 12 billing 
periods. If fewer than 12 are ent.ered, the last value entered 
will be used for all remaining billing periods. This is true of all 
numeric lists in ECONOMICS. 
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E:,\ER GY-CHG accepts a numeric value that allows you to specify an energy 
charge that is constant with time and quantity. The units are 
$/Ui\IT and can range from $0.0 to $lOO,OOO,OOOjUI\1JT. In 
the absence of any other charges, this keyword will default in 
accordance with Table 5.1. The Ul\lT value is the unit as 
defined or· defaulted in the Ei\ERGY-RESOURCE command 
of PLANT. 

Table 5.1 

Default El\"ERGY-CHG Values for UTILITY-RI\TE 

RESOt"ReE 

CHILLED-\\"A.TER 

COAL 

DIE~EL-OIL 

ELECTRICITY 

flTL-OIL 

LPC 

~lETH.-\:'\OL 

:'\A. Tl'R.-\L-C.-\S 

OTHER-FrEL 

:,TEA~J 

E:"ER CY-Cl-I G-.SC'lI 

DE~l.-\:,\D-CHGS 

ECO:'\O~ll(,S 

VALUE $/UNIT 

12,000 Btu/ton 0.12 

24,580,000 Btu/ton 30.00 

138,700 Btu/gal 1.05 

3,412.97 Btu/kWh 0.07 

138,700 Btu/gal 1.19 

95,500 Btu/gal 0.97 

63,.500 Btu/gal 1.13 

100,000 Btujtherm 0.50 

1,000,000 Btu/unit. 0.95 

1.000.000 Btu /unit 13.00 

accepts the u-name of a SCHEDVLE which specifies an 
E:\ERGY -CHG that varies by time of day, week and/or sea
son. The units in the schedule should be $/UNIT. This 
schedule is used for all time of use energy billing (demand t,ime 
of use billing is more complex, and requires the use of mult.iple 
BLOCK-CHARGEs). If both an EN"ERGY-CHG and 
E~ERGY-CHG-SCH are defined, the values ,rill add. 

accepts a list in parentheses of 12 values that allows you to 
specify a demand charge that is constant with quantity but 
may Yary by billing period. The units are $/peak-UNIT and 
can range from $0.0 to $lOO,OOO,OOO/peak-Vl'\IT. The default 
is 0.0. As with other list.s, as few as one value may be entered 
in the list, and the last value will be used for the remaining 
billin g periods. 
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\1J:"-\IO:"-DE\f-CHGS 

R.o\. TE-LL\lITA TIO:" 

ECO:"O\J]CS 

accepts a list in parentheses of up to 10 u-names of 
BLOCK-CHARGEs. These BLOCK-CHARGEs can be used 
to calculate either energy or demand charges that vary accord
ing t.o quant.ity. In addition, t.ime of use demand charges are 
calculated using the BLOCK-CHARGE format.. 

accepts a list in parentheses of 12 values that place a floor on 
the cost of a fuel or utility for each billing period in which 
costs are calculated. This value can range from $0 {,Q 

$100,000,000 per month and defaults to $0. As with other 
lists, not all 12 values need be entered; the last value entered 
will be used for all remaining billing periods. Note th at the 
minimum charge excludes any customer charge, taxes, sur
charges, or energy cost adjustments. 

accepts a list. in parentheses of up to 12 values that specify a 
variable minim urn monthly charge calculated on the basis of 
billing demand. The value entered has units of $/kW, and the 
default is 0. Some utilities do not charge directly for demand. 
but embed demand charges in k\Vh/kW rate structures. This 
keyword allows demand charges to be leyied in the eyent 
actual demand is exceptionally high relative to total energy 
use. The total minimum month charges will be the sum of the 
constant and variable minimum charges as specified by 
:MI1'\-MO~-CHGs and MIN-~10N-DE~v1-CHGs. 

accepts a numeric value in dollars per unit. that places a ceiling 
on t.he maximum effective rate that will be assessed on a utility 
or fuel for any month. This value can range from $0.0 to 
$100,000,OOOjU:!\lT and defaults to $lOO,OOO,OOOjUNIT. The 
RATE-LI:!'.1JTATJON excludes MONTH-CHGs and charges 
arising from EI\"ERGY -COST -ADJustments. In addition, the 
RATE-LI!\lITATJON cannot cause the total bill to drop below 
the fixed 1\'n!\-~10N-CHGs plus the MI:'\-MON-DE!\'1-CHGs. 

accepts a list in parentheses of up to 12 values. If you input 
less than 12, the last value entered will be the default for all 
unentered values. The default is 31, or the last day of the 
month. All costs, etc. reported in output reports will be based 
on the billing-day. For example, if the billing-day is Ii, energy 
usage for each month listed in the reports will be from t.he 
18th day of the previous month, t.hrough the lith day of the 
current month. You may elect t.o explicitly enter the billing 
day for each month when it is desired t.o closely match existing 
utility bills. This may be important if the meter is not regu
larly read on the same day each month. 
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BLOCK-CHARGE 
BLOcr-(-CHA.RGEs are used to calculate energy or demand costs that vary according to the 
amount consumed. BLOCK-CHARGEs are also used for time of use demand charges. "Cp to 30 
BLOCh-CHA.RGEs may be defined, and up to'IO may be referenced by each UTILITY-RATE. 
The samt BLOCI-(-CHA..RGE may be referenced by more than one UTILITY-RATE; the pro
gnln1 autom8tically makes as many working copies as are required. 

u-n3.me 

BLOCI~-S(:H 

SCl·I-r L.-\ (; 

BLOCI-(1-TYPE 

£."\ERG} " 

is a unique user-defined name that must be entered t.o identify 
this command. 

accepts the u-name of a SCHEDULE which defines the period 
over which energy or demand specified in the parent 
UTILITY-RATE is accumulated. For all energy charges, the 
schedule is used only for seasonal changes in block charges, 
such as winter vs. summer rates; time of use rates should be 
defined directly in the UTILITY-RATE via t.he 
E!\,ERGY-CHG-SCH. It is not necessary for seasons t.o begin 
and end on the BILLIl'\G-DA YS; the program will prorate 
charges when a seasonal change occurs in the middle. of the bil
ling period. You should be careful, however, to ensure t.hat 
one or more other BLOCK-CHARGEs are defined for t.he 
periods in which t.his BLOCK-CHARGE is inactive. 

This schedule may be used to define as many seasons as may 
be required. For conventional block demand charges, seasonal 
changes are handled identically to energy block charges. For 
demand charges levied on a time of use basis, such as peak, 
shoulder, and off-peak, this schedule may vary on an hourly 
and daily basis, as well as seasonal basis. 

specifies the flag value in the BLOCK-SCH that indicat.es 
when t.his BLOCK-CHARGE is active. The default is 1.0 

accepts a code-word used to define the type of block calcula
tion that. will follow. 

the default: used when the cost calculations will be done on a 
per unit basis of energy consumption. 

is used to specify cillculations for energy consumption whel'e 
each block size is defined as a multiplier on demand. When 
the number of k\Vh that can be in a given kWh/kW block is 
limited t.o a maximum value, a limit. can be specified (see 
BLOCK-DA TA). 

is used when the sum of the kWh in a series of ENERGY 
blocks is limited by a kWh/kW value. The maximum value is 
specified in the BLOCK-DATA. 

1:-. ':'- :.:. .::'!: "k·,,-. ;<·;·j-r:.:~.j wor-::s ar~ command:, non-bold words are keywords. and italicized words are code-words. 
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specifies that. this set of BLOCK-CHARGEs will be used for 
calculating demand charges. 

accepts a list. enclosed by parent,heses of up to 10 sets of data. 
For ENERGY and DEM.A1\1) blocks, each set consists of two 
entries in the order (block-size, cost/unit). For KWH/KW and 
KWH/KW-LIMITSUM types, each set consists of three entries 
in the order (block-size, cost/unit, limit). 

The first en try of each set indicates the size of the block t.o 
which the cost/unit will be applied. Blocks are increments: 
hence each successive BLOCK-DATA entry covers the next 
size block and its cost. Rates written as "up to X" must be 
translated. The range is from 0.0 to 100,000,000 and there is 
no default. 

The second entry of each set indicates the cost/unit to be 
applied against the energy or demand falling within this block. 

For K\\11/KW and KWH/KW-LI}..fITSUM types, the third 
entry is the limit. An entry of 0.0 means there is no limit. 

1. 

.") 

When the BLOCK-UNIT is K\VH/KW, the limit. has 
units of kWh and is the maximum quant.ity of energy 
that can be charged in this block. 

When the BLOCK-Ul\lT is I\:WH/KW-LIMITSl.;~1, 
this entry has units of kWh/kW and, when multiplied 
by demand, is the maximum sum of all energy that can 
be charged in this block and all previous blocks. Usu
ally, one limit will apply to a series of blocks. In t.his 
case, the same limit. should be entered for each of t.he 
affect.ed blocks. 

Example: A ut.ilir,y charges $0.05 for the first 5,000 kWh, $0.04 
for the next 10,000 kWh, and $0.035 for the remainder. Input 
is as follows: 

BLOCKI-TYPE 

BLOCK1-DATA 

=EJ\ERG\· 
$k\Vh, COST 
=( 5000, .05, 

10000, ,04, 
1, .035) 

$ SET #1 
$ SET #2 
$ SET #3 

Assuming that the BLOCKI-DATA is not followed by an 
entry for BLOCK2-DATA, all remaining energy will go into 
the last block; therefore, its size does not matt,er. l\'ote also 
that. while this format is easy to read, it is not mandatory. 
All c1ata could have been entered on a single line. 

When energy calculations are being made, t.his keyword allows 
the type of energy calculation to change. For example, a util
ity may start with a series of ENERGY blocks and thell 
change t.o kWh/kW blocks. Alternati\,ely, energy blocks may 
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BLOC1~;3-TYPE 

BLOCK3-DA TA 

Tor-:SE.\~O:,\-LL·\XS 
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s"'itch to demand. 

This keyword is used in an identical fashion to 
BLOCK I-DATA. When BLOCK2-TYPE is the same as 
BLOCKI-TYPE, this keyword allows an additional 10 sets of 
data t.o be entered. If t.he previous example also contained 
kWh/k\V blocks, input might be as follows: 

BLOCK1-TYPE = El\rr:RGY 

$kWh COST 
BLOCKI-DATA = ( 5000, .05, $ SET #1 

10000, .04, $ SET #2 
30000, .035) $ SET #3 

BLOCK2-TYPE = KWH/KW 

$kWh/kW COST :MAX kWh 
BLOCK2-DA TA = (100, .03, 40000, 

200, .02, 0, 
1, .015, o ) 

]'\ote that data for kWh/kW is entered in sets of three, 
with the third entry being the limit. The limit must 
be specified, eyen if it is zero (no limit). 

Same 

Same 

This keyword is used only with a time of use rate where 
different BLOCK-CHARGEs are used at different times of t.he 
day, and is required only when seasonal changes in rates occur 
on a day which does not coincide wit.h the billing-day. In this 
case, the two BLOCK-CHARGEs overlap in the same billing 
period and must be linked so that the cprrect energy and/or 
demand charges can be determined for both blocks. (Charges 
for each block must be based on the same use period, such as 
on-peak. and then prorated based on the number of hours each 
block was actin during the billing period. See the section on 
Yearly. Seasonal, and Time of "Use BLOCK-CHARGEs for 
more information). 

Input is a list of u-name(s) in parenthesis of the linked 
BLOCI~-CHARGE(s) which share the same billing period. 
Both BLOCK-CHARGEs must reference each other via this 
keyword. If only two seasons are used, this BLOCK-CHARGE 
will onrlap with only one other BLOCK-CHARGE, so th[1t 
only one u-name is entered. If more than t.wo seasons are 
used, such as winter, spring, summer and fall, this 
BLOCK-CHARGE will overlap with .two other 
BLOCK-CHARGEs. For example, a BLOCK-CHARGE 
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representing spring will overlap with both winter and summer 
BLOCK-CHARGEs. In this case, the u-names of t.he wint.er 
and summer BLOCK-CHARGEs are input. 

If a UTILITY-RATE has a block struct.ure for bot.h energy 
and demand charges, the same BLOCK-CHARGE may be 
used to model both. When modeling both, the energy and 
demand BLOCK-TYPE keywords may be specified in any 
order. Alternatively, separate BLOCK-CHARGEs can be used 
for energy and demand. This may be useful when the 
BLOCK-SCH for the energy and demand charges do not coin
cide. As previously described, each UTILITY-RATE can refer
ence up to 10 BLOCK-CHARGEs. 
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Yearly, Seasonal, and Time of Use BLOCK-CHARGEs 
BLOCI\:-CHo-\RGEs can be used to modeL yearly, seasonal, or time of use (i.e., time of day) 
rat es: 

Example of a BLOCK-CHARGE Yearly Rate 
A yearly rate is yeTY straightforward to modeL One or more BLOCK-CHARGEs are defined 
"'it bout defining a BLOCK-SCH. The rate will then be used all year. For example, the follow
ing input models a yearly rate: 

ELEC-T.-\RIFF = rTILITY-RI\TE 
RESOlRCE 
BLOCK-CHARGES 

I:\YBLK = BLOCK-CI-L.ffiGE 
BL0C10 - TYPE 

BLOCEI-DATA 

= ELECTRICITY 
= (I I\~'BLK) 

= E1\ERGY 
$SIZE COST 

- (500" .0535, 
400, .0725, 

1, .1245) 

Example of a BLOCK-CHARGE Seasonal Rate 
A s,;-:"s0!Jal rate i::: also str8.ightforward. As before, one or more BLOCK-CHARGEs are defined. 
and ::, BLOCI\:-SCB is also defined to indicate when eacb BLOCK-CHARGE is actinly used. 
Tbe j',:,]k,\\,jjjg i~ ~in e);~1mplE' of a seasonal rate: 

ELEC- T.-\R IFF = rTI L J nO-R-\TE 
RESOlRCE 
BILLI:\G-DAYS 
BLOCh-CHARGES 

\\Ol ~TE11-BLl";: = BLOO\-CI-HRGE 
BLOC'1\:-SCH 
SCH-fL\C 
BLOC1\:1- TYPE 

BLOOd -D.-\TA 

S1:.\1\1£11- BLl\: = BLOCJ\-CHARGE 
B LCX:1\: - S CH 
SCH-FLAG 
BLOCl\: 1 - TYPE 

BLOC]":' 1 -Do-\TA 

[CO.'\O\ 11 CS 

= ELECTRICITY 
- (31) 
- (WIl\TER-BLK, 

Sl1?\tdER-BLK) .. 

= SEASO:\'S-SCH 
=1 
= E:\"ERGY 

$SJZE COST 
- (1000, .07, 

1, . 10 ) 

= SEAS07\S-SCH 
= 2 
= E1\ERGY 

$S I ZE COST 
- (500, .06, 

1, . 09 ) 
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SL\SO~S - SCH SCHEDlTE THRli 1'.1-\ Y 1 5 
THRU SEP 15 
THRU DEC 31 

(ALL) 
(ALL) 
(ALL) 

(1,24) (1) 
(1,24) (2) 
(1,24) (1) 

~(ote tb::.tt in this example. the season changes fromwint·er to summer on May 15, but the billing 
da:-' i3 at the end of the month. This means that, during the month of May, the winter block
charge is used in the first. half of the month, and the summer block-charge is used for the latt.er 
h:;,lf. In this casE', DOE-2 prorates the costs between the two block-charges in the same way that 
mO:-::l U 1 ilit ies do: 

a. Costs for each BLOCK-CHARGE are computed using all of the energy consumed during 
the entirE' billing period. 'For example, the cost for the \\TINTER-BLOCK is computed 
using the energ:-' billed for the entire month of May, not just the energy metered for the 
first half of the month. 

b. . The costs are then prorated based on the number of hours each BLOCK-CHARGE was 
~jn i\"{:,. F0r example. the cost computed for WI!':TER-BLOCK is multiplied b:v 1,5/31 days. 

Tile ~! bOH eX3mple is for an energy type BLOCK-CHARGE 
(DLOCI-':l-TYPE = ESERGY, KWH/K\\', or KWH/KW-LIMITSUM). 
DE\I.-\"D type Lk:.ck~ are handled similarly: 

3. The cost for each DE~\'lA .. ?\1) type BLOCK-CHARGE is computed usmg the maxImum 
demand found in the entire billing period. 

b. The cost;,; are then prorated basE'd on thE' number of hours each BLOCK-CHARGE was 
actlH:,. 

Bot h DOE-::! :lnd th(' utility companies prorate charges based on the number of days rather than 
on 3ctuZ,] E'lIt'rg~' C'onsumt'd because thE' standard utility meter accumulates a single yalue of 
E'nergy and a single "alue of demand for the billing period; information on the distribution of 
energ~' :lnd demand usage is not available. Report. ES-F shows how the proration is done. For 
e3ch BLOCK-CHARGE, thE' "met,ered energy" is the energy metered during the period defined 
by tIl e BLOCl-':-SCH. The "billing E'nergy" is the energy metered during the entire billing 
puic,c! (it'. the 111011111). The billing energy is the amount used t.o compute the cost. Usually. 
t!J':' metered elJt'rg~' and the billing energy will be the same except when the season changes in 
tll'" Iliiddl", of 8. billing period. In this case, the "prorate factor" is used to adjust the actual 
cL',rgb Lc,giC'8.II~·. the prorate fact.ors of two seasonal BLOCK-CHARGEs sharing the same bil
li;,g pt:"1iocl will 8.del up to 1.0 
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Example of a BLOCK-CHARGE Time of Use Rate 
Time of use rates are somewhat more comple~ because energy and/or demand charges Yar~' 

according to the time of day and day of week, 'Accordingly, the BLOCK-SCH must be defined 
to s\\'itch from ODe BLOCK-CHARGE to another on an hourly basis. The following is an exam
ple of a time of use rate: 

= ELECI'RICITY 
- (31) 

TL\JE-OF-l'SE = CTILITY-RATE 
RESOlJRCE 
BILLI~G-DAYS 
BLOCK-CHARGES - (WI N-PK, WI N-OFFPK, 

WI ;-\-PK = BLOCK-CH;\RGE 
BLOCK-SCH 
SCH-FLAG 
BLOCKI-TYPE 

BLOC1{l-DATA 

\\'1 :'(-OFFPI\ = BLOC1\:-Cl-HRGE 
BLOC1{-SCH 
SCH-FLAG 
BLOC]\: I - TYPE 

Sl~I-PI\ 

[(0:\Q\1I CS 

BLOChl-DATA 

= BLOC'K-C'H.-\.RGE 
BLOCh-SCH 
SCH-FLAG 
BLOChl-TYPE 

BLOC]\:] -DATA 

- SUM-PK, SUl\1-0FFPK) 

SCH-BLOCK 
1 .2 

- K\~H/K\V 
$SIZE COST 

(100, .05, 
0, .04, 

SCH-BLOCK 
1 . 1 
h.'\\HjK\V 

LIMIT 
0, 
o ) 

$S I ZE COST L nfIT 
(100, .04, 0, 

0, ,03, 0) 

SCH-BLOCK 
2,2 

- K\\HjK,\V 
$SIZE COST 

( 100,.09, 
0, .08, 

5 . 1 1 

LnJIT 
0, 
o ) 
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Sl}'1-0F FPI~ 

SCH-BLOCI"': 

- SCH-BLOCK 
- 2.1 

BLOCI"':-CHillGE 
BLOCI"':- SC1-I 
SCH-FLAG 
BLOCKI-TYPE - I~\H/K\v 

$SIZE COST 
BLOChl-DATA - ( 100 , .05, 

0, .04, 

SCHEDCLE THRC APR 30 (\'D) 

(\\EH) 
THRC ocr 30 (\'D) 

(\\EH) 
THRl' DEC 31 (\'D) 

(\\EH) 

LIMIT 
0, 
0) 

( 1 , 6 ) ( 1 . 1 ) 
(i,lS) ( 1. 2 ) 

(19,24) ( 1 . 1 ) 
(1,24) ( 1. 1 ) 
(1,12) ( 2 . 1 ) 

(12,lS) ( 2 . 2 ) 
(19,24) ( 2 . 1 ) 

(1,24) ( 2 . 1 ) 
(1 , 6 ) ( 1. 1 ) 

(7,IS) ( 1. 2 ) 
(19,24) ( 1. 1 ) 

(1,24) ( 1. 1 ) 

For a c-u~tomtr to utilize a time of use rate, the utility must proyide a meter which is capable of 
recording the distribution of energy (and demand) consumption, not just the t.otal amount used 
in the billing period. DOE-2 reflects this; in the above example, the costs for each block charge 
"'ill be computed using only the energy consumed during the period defined by the 
BLOCl"':-SCH. 

In thE' aboH' example. energ~' costs are computed using k\Vh/k\V blocks. The actual size of the 
block is therE-fore based on demand. By default, the demand used for each BLOCK-CHARGE is 
thE' maximum demand encountered during the block's active period, as defined by its 
BLOCI"':-SCH. 

In the abo\'f' time of use examples, the BILLING-DAYS and the SCH-BLOCK were defined so 
th:.t the \\'inter Si:<lson changed to summer on the billing day. \Vhat happens when the season 
chan:;,·", ill tlit' middle of the billing period? Usually, the utility will compute the charges for 
E':,cL i',e8k (or oll-pe;}k) BLOCK-CHARGE using the energy consumed during the entire on-peak 
t illlf' c,r t he billing period (i.e.. the energy used in the computation for each on-peak 
BLOCI"':-C'l-I.-\HC[ is the sum of the energy used in both the wint.er and summer on-peak 
block.,:,) The lItilit~· will then prorate the cost.s bet.ween the "'inter and summer 
BLOC)\·-CH.-\f{C[" as cle.sc-ribed prE'Yiously. 
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For this seasonal change to computed properly, how does DOE-2 know which summer and 
winter blocks share the on-peak (or mid-peak, off-peak, etc.) periods? It does this through the 
TOl'-SEASO~-Ll~K keyword. The following example illustrates how seasonal blocks can be 
linked together. This is the same example as before, except that the BILLING-DAYS = (1,,)) so 
that thE' billing da~' and the seasonal change no longer coincide. For clarity, the changes:haYe 
been underlined: 

TI~lE-OF-CSE = rTILITY-RATE 
RESOCRCE 
BILL I ~G-DA )'S 

\\"1 ~-Ph: 

:Sl"\l-PI\ 

ECO:\Q\lJ C'S 

BLOCK-CHARGES 

= BLOCh-CH-\RGE 
BLOCI~-SCH 

SCH-FLAG 
TOl" - SEASO~-L I :,\'1\:S 

BLOCl~1 -TYPE 

BLOCEI-DATA 

= BLOCI~-CHARGE 

BLOCh-SCB 
SCH-FL\G 
TOl" - SEAS O~-L I I\'KS 

BLOCl~l-TYPE 

BLOCl~1 -DATA 

= BLOCh-CHARGE 
BLOC1~-SCH 

SCH-FLAG 
TOl' - S£:\SO:-\- L I :\'KS 

BLOCl~ 1 - n"PE 

BLOChl -DATA 

5 . 13 

= ELECTRICITY 
- (15) 

(WI I'J-PI( ,WI I'J-OFFPK , 
SUM-PK, SUl\1-0FFPK) 

SCH-BLOCK 
1 . :2 
( SUM-PK) 

- I~\H/K\v 
$S I ZE COST LIMIT 
(100, .05, 0, 

0, .04, 0) 

SCH-BLOCK 
1 . 1 
(SUM-OFFPK) 

- K\\H/KW 
$SIZE COST LIMIT 

(100, .04, 0, 
0, .03, 0) 

SCH-BLOCK 
2.2 

- (WIl'\-PK) 

K\\H/I~V 

$ SIZE roST LIMIT 
(100, .09, 0, 

0, .08, 0) 
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SCH-BLOCE -

- BLOCK-CH-illGE 
BLOCK-SCH 
SCH-FLAG 
TOl:-SEASO:\,-L INKS 

BLOCK1-TYPE 

BLOCK1-DATA 

SCHEDULE THRU APR 

THRU ocr 

THRU DEC 

30 

30 

31 

SCH-BLOCK 
2.1 
(\VI N-OFFPK) 

K\\H/KW 
$ SIZE OOST 
(100, .05, 

0, .04, 

(\\D) (l ,6) 
(i,lS) 

(19,24) 
(WEH) (1,24) 

(\\D) (1,12) 
(12,1S) 
(19,24) 

(\VEH) (1,24) 
(\\D) ( 1 , 6 ) 

(7,lS) 
(19,24) 

(\\£H) (1.24) 

LIMIT 
0, 
0) 

(1 . 1 ) 
( 1 . 2 ) 
( 1. 1 ) 
( 1 . 1 ) 
( 2 . 1 ) 
( 2 . 2 ) 
( 2 . 1 ) 
( 2 . 1 ) 
( 1 . 1 ) 
( 1 . 2 ) 
( 1 . 1 ) 
( 1 . 1 ) 

To :"ummZlriZE'. the TOr-SEASO:,\-LINKS keyword is required only when a time of use rate is 
bting ."imuL!l(·cl and the BILLE\G-DAYS does not coincide wit.h the change in season. In this 
Ci:'-,- )(-p·:,rt ES-f \I'il] report the "metered energy" for each BLOCK-CHARGE as the energy 
)TJt;trtd during the period defined by the BLOCK-SCH, the "billing energy" as the sum of t.he 
tlltcl"';;Y mt'tertd for this block and it.s linked block, and the "prorate factor" as the number of 
he.u]"." th:H thi" block was act.in relative to its linked block (i.e., prorate factor = 
Hou]"s1 (Hoursl-Hours2) where Hours1 is the number of active hours of this block, and Hours2 
is thE' number of actin hours of the linked block). As for a non t.ime of use seasonal change, the 
pre,]";:, te r~icrors of two linked blocks should always add up to 1.0 

HG'.I d,:,>;,:" DOE-2 kIlO\\ whether a BLOCK-CHARGE is being used in a yearly, seasonal, or time 
c.f llse k,rm8t 0 It cJc.e~ this by looking at the number of times the BLOCK-SCH changes during 
tilt' (C,U]"SE" of IlJ\' ye:1r. If the schedule never changes, the block must be yearl~·. If it, changes no 
nl(')(- ;k[ll «IJlt- in E'~-lch billing period, it is seasonal. If it. changes more t,han once in any billing 
pl·ri,~,c1. it i" C"c>ll:"iclerE'd to be a time of use block. Report ES-F indicat.es whet.her each 
DLOC)\-C'}-IA.RC[ j~ ~·eflrly. se8sonal, or t.ime of use. You should always reyiew this report to 
C'c,rd;ll:l 1);:-[1 tlte program is modeling your BLOCK-CHARGEs as int.ended. 
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SCHEDULE 
This command. along with DAY-SCHEDULE and \\.lEEK-SCHEDULE, is used t.o coordinat.e 
the operation of the rTlLITY-RATEs, BLOCK-CHARGEs and RATCHETs. Because a 
utilit!··s r&te structure may bE' complex, a SCHEDULE may need to coordinate a large number 
of different items. For this purpose, SCHEDULEs may be provided with user-defined flag yalues 
"hid, :ll'e used to acti\'&te different rates, blocks, or ratchets at different times of the day or sea
son. 

You are alread!' famili3.r with schedule flags. For example, the FAN-SCHED'ULE in SYSTE}'1S 
uses the flag \'alues of 0 and 1; 0 means the fan is off, and 1 means the fan is on. In ECONO\l
IC:S. 1 ma!' rE'present the ,,'inter season, and 2 the summer. Similarly, for time of use demand 
pricing. 1.1. 1.2 and 1.3 may represent the peak, shoulder, and off-peak demand periods in 
winter. while 2.1, 2,2, and 2.3. are for the summer. Using flags, a time of use demand schedule 
can be defined as follows. 

TOC-SCHEDCLE = SCHEDULE THRU 1-.1AR 31 (\\D) ( 1 , 6 ) ( 1. 3 ) 
(i ,12 ) ( 1 . 2 ) 

(13,18) ( 1 .1) 
(19,24) ( 1 . 3 ) 

(\\EH) (1,24) ( 1 . 3 ) 

THRU OCT 1 5 (\\D ) ( 1 , 6 ) ( 2 .3) 
(i,12) ( 2 . 2 ) 

(13,18) ( 2 . 1 ) 
(19,24) ( :2 . 3 ) 

(\\EH) (1,24) ( 2 . 3 ) 

THRti DEC 31 (\\D) ( I , 6 ) ( 1. 3 ) 
(i,I2) ( 1 . 2 ) 

(13,18) (1 .1) 
( I 9, 24) (1 .3) 

(\\EH) (1,24) ( 1 . 3 ) 

Each BLOC'h-C'l-J.,\RGE associated with one of t.hese periods references the schedule, and also 
references a speejDe flag. For example, t.he BLOCK-CHARGE defined with the peak summer 
periccl would reference the flag "alue 2.1. Note that you define the flag values; any numbers 
8.'·l'~pL'tbl(· b~' t]lt- SCHEDCLE commands are acceptable. 
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Ex amples of Electricity Tariffs 
To illustrate the use of t,he EC01\'G\lICS commands and keywords, a series of examples of elec
tricit:\' tariffs is presented. These examples can be extended to other fuels and utilities. 

Ex ample 1: Basic Tariff 
The most basiC' tariff is a uniform charge leyied on all units consumed in a month. For this 
example. all kilowatt-hours cost $0.05 and there is a monthly customer charge of $15.00. The 
minimum bill is Sli.OO and there are no demand charges. 

ELEe-TARIFF = 'L1TILITY-R..ATE 
RESOL~CE - ELECTRICITY $required 
!vDXlli-CHGS - (15. ) 
E~""ERGY-COST - .05 
~fI !\-l\'D):-CHGS - (l 7 . ) 

:\10):TH-CHGS and ~f[\-~10!\-CHGS take lists specifying the charges for 12 months. Since 
('Jlly :: <;in:;lt ",!lUt \\'35 enttrecL this yalue will be used for all 12 months, 

Example 2: Simple Block Tariff 
.-\]; IJ,:,u;h bk,(,]; raT(-:" 11:1H been used for years: many of them now incorporat,e marginal-cost and 
t-\jUil\·-lc·Ltted ("(.,]icerns .. -\. recent example of the latter, currently in wide usage among resiclen
t ;;',; ,;' ii" 1 (,W ':r":,n' in yen eel block rates. The basic idea is that increased consumption is 
d;,,(.:,u l:q;t-cl b:, inC'l't-a;,;ecl pE'r unit costs. A simple inyerted block has three tiers. In this E'xam
pJ:. T h(" fir:"T ,jOO k \\"h of consumption (sometimes referred to a "baseline" or "life line" quan
til:,) ~lre Ch:H:;t'cl at S.0,j:3·j per kWh. All kWh consumed in excess of 500 kWh, but. less than 
90CJ 1;\\"11. ~,]'(' ckll'gt'cl at $.072.5 per k\nl. The third tier coyers all consumption in excess of 900 
l,\\"h 31 :1 c1nrgt of $.l~..J..j per kWh. There is no seasonal yariation in this rate and \H will 
i>;nc,]'t- minimum and fixed monthl~" charges in this example. 

£LE('-T.ill I FF = T..'TI L I TY-R.ATE RESOURCE 
BLOCI\-CH-illGES 

BL(Xj~-CH'-\'RGE BLOCEl- TYPE 

BLOCKI-DATA 

- ELECTRICITY $required 
- (I l\\'BLK) 

- E);"ERGY 
$SIZE COST 

- (500, .0535. 
400, .Oi25, 

1, .1245 

:'\e,1<- lh;:J1 tIlt' siu 01' the last bloc'K can be any number. Since BLOCK I-DATA is not followed 
by BLOCl~2-D.\ TA. all remaining energy "'ill be assessed at the rate in the last set. 
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Example 3: Seasonal Block Tariff 
~lo:'3t utilitits are faced with demands for electricity that are not ennly distributed throughout 
tlit' ~'t'~1l' Th~' reflect the fact that changing le\'els of demand result. in differing costs of sen'ice 
by introducing season<ll variations in the rates for electricity. These variations may han 
differen t size blocks associat,ed \\"ith t.hem, as welL In this next example, there is a winter season 
that lasts from October to 1hy and a summer season that lasts from June to September. This 
utilit~· is \"inter-peaking. but recognizes the need for increased life line allowances at this time of 
year. 

ELEC-TARIFF = l'TI L I TY-R-\TE 
RESOlJRCE 
BLOCK-CHARGES -

ELECTRICITY $REQUIRED 
(WI!\'TER-BLK, SUvMER-BLK) 

SEASONS-SCH 
1 

\\'I:"-TER-BLE = BLOCK-CHARGE 
BLOCK-SCH 
.SCH-FLAG 
BLCX'KI-TYPE EI\ERGY $REQl: I RED 

$ SIZE COST 
BLCX1(1-DATA ( 1000,.07, 

1, ,10 

Sl'\l\1ER-BU": ,= BLOC1":-CHARGE 
BLOCK-SCH - . SEASONS-SCH 
SCH-FLAG - 2 
BLCX~l(l-TYPE ENERGY 

$ SIZE COST 
BLCX:}(l -DATA = ( 500,.06, 

1 , . 0 9 ) 

~CI-IEDl'LE THRl~ M-\ Y 31 
TIIRt SEP 30 
THRC DEC 31 

(ALL) 
(ALL) 
(ALL) 

(1,24) (I) 
(1,24) (2) 
(1,24) (1) 

S,:,I,' !J,~,\\' till:' U"I:' of t ht-' SCJ-J-FLAG keyword allowed both BLOCK-CHARGEs to reference the 
~<Ilrl o:':'i: II (-c! U It-. 
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Example 4: Demand Charges 
The most significant difference between residential and commercial electricity tariffs is the inc:lu
sion of dE'm~lnd dlfirges. These tariffs can also include rat.e limitation features t.o ensure that 
\\"hen the charge,:, are all tot,aled, t.he effective rate per kWh is less than or equal to a specified 
amount. In this example t.hE' demand charge is $12jkW. There is a flat charge on en erg!' of 
$0.0.) k \\']1. but in no circumstance can the effect.ive rate (i.e., including the demand charges) 
exceE'd $.0';" k\Yh. 

ELEC-T.-\R IFf UTI LITY-R\TE 
RESOCRCE = ELECfRICITY 
E~"'ERGY -CHGS - (0. 05 ) 
DE.\l-\..:"\1)-CHGS - (12.00) 
R.\TE-Ln.nTATIO~ = O. Oi 

Example 5: Time of Use and Seasonal Demand Charges 
ThE' mO':'t rE'cent innoyation in rate design has been the introduction of time of use rates wherein 
the timE- of (Ly. \Hek. and ~'E'ar that energy is consumed get broken into different costing 
]Jerie,rj" :,nd llel"t' dine-rE'nt charges assigned t.o them. The charges, moreover, can be for demand 
and energy. :11lC] for each of thE'se the definit.ion of the periods can change. In this example, there 
is f' ,,-il11("r :1l1d :3urnmer season. En(·rg~· charges \'ary by season and a.lso by on-peak and off
pt-':,l·;. DenLdH] c-h:'1rgt:3 y[try by Season only, and are charged at- $5.00jkW during the winter 
\0('1-\1:.1') :Jihl ~~.OO k\Y during the summer. 

T l\lI-OF -l.."SE 
ELECTRICln· 
El\TRGY-SCH 

l'T J LIn' - RATE 
RESOl'RCE 
E~"ERGY-CHG-SCH 
DE.\ 1-\..: "\1)-CHGS - (5,5,5,8,8,8,8,8,8, 

5 ,5 ,5) 

SCHEDl'LE TIffil; 1\-1-ill 3 1 (\\D) ( 1 , 8 ) ( . 04) 
(9,22) ( .06 ) 

(23,24) ( . 04) 
(\\EH) (1,24) ( . 04) 

THRlJ SEP 31 (\\D) ( 1 , 8 ) ( ,OS) 
(9 ,20 ) ( . 07) 

(21,24) ( . OS) 
(\\EH) (1,24) ( . 05) 

THRC DEC 31 (\\D) ( 1 , 8 ) ( . 04) 
(9 ,22) ( . 06) 

(23.24) ( . 04 ) 
(\\EH) (1,24) ( . 04) 

S],(j~lldd' pfriocl!'!' art- th05E' time5 during the day when the utilit.y experiences moderate use; they 
eil! ]:;" t-:1..:;il~· inc-orpc;raled b~' including additional times in the E:\ERGY-SCH. . 
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ECO:,\OMICS-REPORT. 
Th;: instruction defines which ECO:"OMICS reports will be output. Users can select from 
l'Uificatioli reports and summary reports, Verification reports echo your input; summary reports 
sho\\' ('~,]('ulation results, usually rnonthl~' and annually, 

Format: 

ECO:,\O:\IICS-REPORT VERIFICATION ~ (code-word list) 
SU:\~1ARY = (code-word list) •. 

Example: 

ECO:,\O:\IICS-REPORT VERIFICATIOI'\ = (none required) 
SF\1..\1ARY = (ES-D, ES-E) .. 

,,'ill print summary reports ES-D, "Summary of Fuel and Utility Use and Costs", and ES-E, 
"Sumn1iln' of Ele('triC'iT~' Charges", A definition of all reports, with, corresponding code-words. is 
gi\'E';] in _-\Jjpendi;-..: D, 
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Appendix A 

Additional Capabilities of DOE-2 
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DOE-2 h3<:: many capabilities in addition to those covered in the main text of this 
manual: follo'wing is a list of some of these capabilities. Items in the list point to other 
pieces of DOE-2 documentation where you will find the capability as it was presented 
orig:inall:-- or. in some cases. modified and enhanced. The Sample Run Book (2.1E) is 
referred to in order to demonstrate the simulation method. Because there are other 
phrases or terms that are often used to reference the capability that may be of interest~ 
'H' haye cross l:eferenced anum bel' of them in this list. 

The item<:: in the list appear a.lphabetically and are not separated into the LOADS, SYS
TE~lS. PLA:"T. and ECO:'\OM1CS subprograms. 

ASHRAE Constructions 
for \Valls and Roofs 

ASHRAE ~1aterials Library 

ASHRAE \Veather Design 
Criteria 

Atrium 

Building Coordinate 
System 

Casework Heat Recoyery 

Chilled \Yater Storage 

Instead of entering a LAYERS command, 
you can use the ASHRAE pre-specified layers 
found in the Reference Manual (2.1A), 
Table 26, pp.III.63-66. 

Instead of using the materials library pro
vided in this manual you can use the 
ASHRAE pre-specified materials found in the 
Reference .Manual (2. 1 A.), Table 8, 
pp.III.63-66. 

see Design Day 

see Sunspace 

An X Y Z three-dimensional description of 
the building and shading surfaces can be 
entered. The method is descl'ibed in detail 
in the Reference _Manual (2.1A), p.III.8; 
additional features are described on p.2.74. 
of the Supplement (2.1E). Specifying surface 
coordinates is generally only necessary in 
three instances: 
(1) there are building shades (other than 
those specified with the windo,,' fin and 
overhang keywords); 
(2) daylighting is simulat,ed; or 
(3) sunspaces are simulated. 

For an example, see p.9.6 of the Sample RUTl 

Book (2.1£), Single Family Residence. 

see Refrigerated Casework 

see Energy Storage 
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Cogeneration 

Curve Fit 

Custom 'Yeighting Factors 

Daily Reports 

Dayligh ting 

Demand Ratchets 

using either gas turbine, diesel, or natural 
gas engines can be modeled. See the writeup 
on p.5.15 of the Su.pplement (2.1E), and 
p.3.39 of the Sample Run Book (2.1E), 31-
Story Office Building, LOA.D2, Run 5. 

allows you to input new performance curves. 
Since most vendor-supplied equipment infor
mation is provided in the form of curves or 
tabulat.ed data, you can enter new data and 
overwrite the curves stored in the program. 
A detailed descript.ion of how to input the 
data is found on p.IV.180 of the Reference 
.Manual (2.1A). Examples appear on pp.2.11 
and 3.64 of t.he Sample Run Book {2.1E}. 

allow you to tailor the 'weighting factors 
used in the load calculations to the building 
being modeled. This improyes the accuracy 
of the calculation. Custom \Veighting Fac
tors are calculated when FLOOR-V·/EIGHT 
= 0 is specified for a space. A detailed dis
cussion is found on pp.III.141-153 of the 
Reference Jdan'Ual (2.1-4.). For an example. 
see Single Family Residence on p.0.G in the 
Sample Run Book (2.1E). 

see Hourly Reports 

simulates control of lighting fixtures in 
response to the level of natural lighting from 
the sun, sky, and reflection off the inside 
surfaces of the space. Both dimming and 
step control can be modeled. '\Vindow shade 
management to control solar gain and/or 
glare can be modeled. See pp.2.37ff of the 
Supplement (2.1E). The example starting 
onp.1O.8 of the Sample Run Book (2.1E) 
conI's the method of input. and sho'\\"s the 

'reports al'ailable. 

allow you to adjust energy demand charges; 
see the Supplement (2.1£), p.5.8. 
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Desiccant Cooling 

Desiccant Add-On Units 

Design Day 

Energy Storage 

Energy :!\Jeters 

Evaporative Cooling 

Fabric Roof Pressurization 

see System Type PTGSD in this manual 
and the PTGSD writeup on p.3.i2 of the 
Supp'lement (2.1E). 

see writeup on p.3.79 of the Supplement 
(2.1E) for "Add-On (Integrated) Desiccant 
Cooling", covering both solid and liquid sys
tems. 

is a feature that allows you to enter the 
design criteria for outside weather condi
tions. Peak loads are calculated based on 
these conditions rather than those on the 
weather tape. The automatic sizing for sys
tems is based on the design criteria; the 
plant is sized on the maximum loads that 
occur during the systems design day run 
period. See the Sam.ple Run Book (2.1E)! 
p.1.18. 

Hot and cold water storage is described on 
pp'v.73-81 of the Reference .Manual (2.1A). 
The Sample Run Book (2.1E) shows an 
example of cold 'water storage on p.2.32 and 
hot wat.er st.orage on p.3.15. Ice st.orage sys
t.ems are described on ppA.15ff of the S~JP
plemenf (2.1E) and an example is given in 
the Sample Run Book (2.1E) under "Office 
Building and Open Atrium", section i. 

allow you to meter different energy end uses: 
see the Supplement (2.1E), p.3.4 and pA.3. 

see writeup on three configurations of eva
porative cooling in the Supplement (2.1E): 
Stand-alone Evaporative Cooling, p.3.64, 
Add-on Evaporative Cooling, p.3.65, 
Residential Direct Evaporative Cooling. 
p.3.70. 

see Night Ventilation 
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Fan Power 

Functions 

Gas Heat Pumps 

Glass Coefficients 

Grocery Store Heat 
Recovery Systems 

Heat Pumps 

Hot \Yater Storage 

Hourly Reports 

Ice Rink ::\10deling 

Ice Storage 

can be input using alternative keywords for 
fan location, total static pressure, and fan 
efficiency. 1\10st building codes use 
watts/ cfm to determine limits for fan power 
and the program defaults to these appl'Oxi
mate values. However, the alternative capa
bility is often preferred by design engineers. 
The keywords are discussed on ppJV.224-
227 of the Reference A1anual (2.1A). Also, 
see the Sample Run Book (2.1£), p.2.1O. 

see Input Functions 

See p.3.48 of the Supplement (2.1E), for 
modeling gas-engine-driven heat pumps 

for windows is an alternative, and more 
accurate. method of calculating solar gains 
through windo'w glazings than the shading 
coefficient method. See Window Library; 
also refer to p.2.90 of the Supplement 
(2.1E). 

see Refrigerated Casework 

with user-defined type of defrost control and 
of supplemental heat in lieu of electric resis
tance heat is covered in detail on p.3.26 of 
the Supplement (2.1E). 

see Energy Storage 

are . a means of displ aying user-selected 
hourly yalues calculated by the program. 
Hourly reports also give daily sums. max
ima, minima, and avel'ages. See pp.1.10. 
1.20. 1.33 and Appendix A of the Supple
ment (2.1E), and pp.III.127-130 of the 
Reference 1I1anuai (2.1.4)' The Sample Ru,n 
Book (2.1E) has an example starting on 
p.lO.26ff. 

see Refrigerated Casework 

see Energy Storage 
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Infiltration Modeling 

Input Functions 

Input :\lacros 

In terior "'aIls 

Life Cycle Cost Analysis 

Lighting Control 

using the CRACK Method is found on 
p.III.50 of the Reference Manual (2.104.). 
Infiltration modeling using the. Sherman
Grimsrud Method is found on p.2.86 of the 
Supplement {2.1E}. 

In LOADS, this allows you to replace DOE-
2 code with your own algorithms to model 
options like non-linear dimming controls, 
complex window management, etc. 

In SYSTEMS, this allows you to replace 
DOE-2 code with your own aigorithms to 
model things like non-standard economizer 
controls, control of supply air with a return 
air controller, etc. 

A detailed discussion with numerous exam
ples is found on pp.1.3ff of the Supplement 
(2.1E). Also, see the Sample Run Boo/..: 
(2.1E), p.1O.5 and 10.7. 

allo,,, keywords to be set equal to the result 
of adding. subtracting, multiplying and/or 
diyiding other values. See p.l.42ff of the 
Supplement (2.1E) .. 

The different types of interior walls that can 
be specified (STA1\TDARD, AIR, .I\.D1-\.
BATIe, and INTERNAL) are described on 
pp.2.9lff of the Supplement (2.1E). For a 
discussion of convective heat transfer across 
interior walls between a sunspace (atrium) 
and adjacent space, see the Supplement 
(2.1£), p.2.9ff. 

see Economics Component-Costs on p.VI.6 
of the Reference .'A1anual {2.1A.}. See also 
the Sample Run Book (2.1£), p.l.126ff. 

see Daylighting 
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Load Assignment 

Load ]\1anagement 

Loads Reports 

:!\1anagement of Plant 
Equipment Operation 

:!\1fr's Equipment Data 

T\letric Input/Output 

!\leters 

1\10nthl) Reports 

~lotorized Drapes or Blinds 

~atural Ventilation 

~ight Insulation of \\'indows 

is a feature in PLAKT that makes it possi
ble to control the operation of plant equip
ment based on operating range or selection, 
e.g. switching from a centrifugal chiller to 
an absorption chiller for peak shaving. See 
the Reference 1I1anuai (2.1A.), p.V.52 and 
the Supplement (2.1E), p.4.47ff. An example 
is shown in the Sample Run Book (2.1E), 
p.2.32. 

is used in combination with load assignment 
to control the operation of plant equipment 
based on scheduling requirements, etc. See 
the Reference 1I1anuai (2.1A.), p.V.59 and 
the Sample Run Book (2.1E), p.2.32. 

see Appendix C of the Supplement (2.1E) for 
a description of all reports available. 

see Load Assignment and 
Load Management 

see Curve Fit 

allows you to enter and report values in 
metric (SI) units rather than English 
(Imperial) units. See the Supplement {2.1£l 
p.1.35fi". 

Different energy end uses can be assigned to 
separate meters for energy. cost calculations 
and for reporting. See the Supplement 
(2.1£), p.3A and pA.3. 

see Hourly Reports 

see Window Management 

Enhancements for residential models can be 
found on p.3.122 of the Supplement {2.1E}. 
The model simulates the amount of ail' 
moyement through the space due to open 
windows as a function of wind speed and 
featmes of the sUl'I'ounding tel'l'ain. See the 
Sample Run Book (2.1E)! p.Il.7. 

see Window Management 
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2\"ight Yentilation 

Optimum Fan Start 

Outside Air Economizers 
(nonstandard) 

Parametric Input 

Peak Integrated 
Cooling Load 

Peak Shaving 

Plant Reports 

uses outside air to purge and precool the 
building, primarily at night. The method 
can also be used to simulate pressurization 
of fabric roof arenas. See the Supplement 
(2.1E), p.3.112ff and the Sample RU1l Book 
(2.1E), pp.2.lOff. 

simulates advancing the system start time· 
to bring a building to comfort conditions at 
start of occupancy. See the Supplement 
(2.1E), p.3.101ff and the Sample Run Book 
(2.1E), p.3.13. 

see Input Functions 

is a convenient feature when many DOE-2 
runs aloe necessary. You can change one 
parameter (or additional related parameters) 
at the top of the input file and replacements 
are made automatically in the body of the 
input. This is especially helpful for the 
researcher. See the Reference .. Uanual 
(2.L~), p.Il.8. 

is information that. is needed for Thermal 
Energy Storage Systems. Report SS-J 
sho·ws both the day on w hi ch t.he peak hoUl' 
occurs and the day on which the sum of t.he 
peaks oecUl'. See the Supplement (2.1£). 
p.3.139 and Append£x C, p.C.88. 

see Load Management 

see Append£:r C the Supplement (2.1E) for a 
description of all repOI'ts available. 
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Plenums 

Predefined Input Segments 

Refrigerated Casework 

Replacing DOE-2 Code 

Reports 

Sc rew Ch illers 

Self Shading 

for ret urn air systems can be found on 
p.IV.198 of the Reference 1I1anual (2.104.). 
I'\ote that it is unnecessary to define ple
nums in both LO.illS and SYSTE~1S if you 
request RETURN-AlR-PATH = DUCT. 
This input is sufficient to simulate light heat 
from return air vented lighting fixtures. 
There are other ways to apply the plenum 
model for areas that· are used to vent adja
cent spaces; for applicable keywords see p.iii! 
"Miscellaneous Changes", of the Supplement 
(2.1£). and p.3.115 for heating of these 
spaces. 

see Input Macros 

applies primarily to food stores where there 
is considerable interest in recovering the 
heat from the refrigeration compressors selT
ing the casework. The reason for this is that 
the cold air off the display cases drops the 
temperature in the store approximately 
lOoF. and heating is required even in mild 
weather. Control of the relatiye humidity 
in the space to limit the build-up of frost on 
the evaporator coils also requires heat. The 
algorithms can also be used to simulate ice 
rinks. See the Supplement (2.1E). p.3.103ff 
and the Sample Run Book (2.1£), p.G.Gff. 

see Functions 

Refer to the Supplement (2.1E), A.ppendl·l' 
A.: Hourly Report Variable List. and A.ppell
diJ: C: Ferificatioll and Summary Reports. 

DOE-2.1E allows you to simulate screw-type 
chillers. This is done by entering the perfor
mance data of a screw compressor chiller 
into a reciprocating-type chiller, as described 
on pA.26 of the Supplement {2.1E}. 

\~rhel1 one surface of a building shades 
another, see p.2.79 of the Supplement (2.1E). 
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Shading 

Sunspace 

Sun Control Shading 

Switch able Glazing 

System Equipment 
Default Curves 

System Reports 

System T~'pes 

by adjacent buildings is discussed on p.III.3.) 
of the Reference _~1anual (2.1A') and on 
p.2.74fI of the Supplement (2.1E). Except 
for "fins and overhangs" the simulation of 
shading requires you to input the building 
surfaces that are involved into a three
dimensional coordinate system; see Build
ing Coordinate System. Also! see the 
Sample Run Book (2.1E), p.4.4, for an 
example. 

is a feature that is used to simulate atria for 
large buildings and for attached sunrooms 
for residences. It is possible to simulate the 
effect of solar radiation through both exte
rior and interior space glazing. Air mOH
ment between spaces can be simulated either 
by natural convection or forced using a fan. 
See pp.2.4ff of the Supplement (2.1E), and 
p.ll.lff of the Sample Run Book (2.1E). 

see Window Management 

that changes from clear to colored depend
ing on ambient conditions can be modeled. 
An example is electrochromic glass. See 
p.2.119 of the Supplement (2.1E), and sec
tion 5, "Office Building and Atrium 
Deli/Rest-amant", in the Sample Hun Book 
(2.1E). 

are listed on p.3.141 of the SlI}Jple1llent 
(2.1E). You should plot and look at the 
default CU1'YeS before replacing them with 
other data. 

see Appendil' C of the Supplement (2.1E) for 
a description of all reports available. 

- Single Zone Ceiling Induction (SZCI) 
- Ceiling Bypass (CBVAV) 
- Two Pipe Induction (TPIU) 
- Four Pipe Induction (FPIU) 
- Floor Panel Heating System (PH) 
- Central Ventilation (HVSYS) 
- Packaged Variable Volume/Variable 

Temperatme (PVVT) 

A.I0 



Thermal Energy Storage 

Th ree Dimensional 
Building Input 

Trombe'\\'alls 

Unconditioned Spaces 

VAV Systems 
\\'s.rm-Cp C~'C'le 
Esseboard Heat 

\yilh Olltsid£:' A.if Res£:'t 
.sUl)r'!~· .-\ir Hestt 

'Yenting of Sunspace 

"'ater Cooled Condensers 
\\'ater Side Economizers 

\Vindow Library 

- Residential Variable Volume/Variable 
Temperature (RESVVT) 

- EYaporatiYe Cooling (EVAP-COOL) 
- \Vater Loop Heat Pump (HP) 
- Sums Zone Loads(SUM) 
- user-Defined (FNSYSl) 

are the 12 system types that are available in 
addition to those covered in this manual; 
they are discussed on pp.IV.33-81 of the 
Reference lI1an'Ual {2.1A.} and in the Supple
ment (2.1E). 

see Energy Storage. Also see "Ice and 
Eutectic Thermal Energy Storage" on 
pA.15ff of the Supplement {2.1E}. 

see Building Coordinate System 

Vented and unvented Trom be walls can be 
simulated. See p.2.70ff of the Supplement 
(2.1E). 

such as attics and basements can be 
modeled. See p.IV.198 of the Reference 
.Hanual {2.1.4}. 

see p.2.29 of t.he Sample Run Book {2.1E}. 
see p.2.53 of the Sample Run Book (2.1£) 

see p.1.26 of the Sample Run Book (2.1E) 

see Sunspace 

may be applied to s~'stem t~'pes PSZ and 
PVAVS. See p.3.83 of the Supplement 
{2.1E}. 

a library of 200 entries covering commonly
available glazings and experimental electro
chromic glazings is discussed in detail on 
p.2.99 of the Supplement (2.1E). 

A.l1 



\Vindow :\1anagement to control solar gain or daylight glare; win
dow management is discussed in detail on 
p.2.35 of the Supplement (2.1E). For exam
ples, see p.2.4 and p.10A of the Sample R·Ul1 

Book (2.1E). 

A.12 



Appendix B 

Example of DOE-2 Input and Output 

This Appendix gives a sample input and output of a DOE-2 run with annotations that 
direct you to items of interest. This run is similar to the one shown in the introductory 
section of this manual, but with the following modifications: 

the input is "three dimensional", Le., the X,Y,Z coordinates 
of walls and the X,Y coordinates of windows and doors are specified; 

instead of one single zone the floor space has been separated 
into five zones, a core zone and four perimeter zones; 

the]'e is a ]'etul'll air plenum; 

there is a time-of-day electric rate structure; 

additional output reports are shown; and 

the input and output have been annotated to highlight important features. 

B.l 



XBL 791-36 

BACK-l 

" 
TOP-l RIGHT-l 

/ 

North .... ~I--~-----: ........... --~~ 

Isometric "iew of basic building showing orientation. FRONT-I, RIGHT-I, etc., are u
names (user-defined names) for the front wall, right-hand wall, etc. The building coordi
nate axes (X. Y, and Z) are shown. The building is oriented 30° from true North. 

PLENUM-1 
WALL-1PB --------.; 

----
WALL-1PL 

WALL-1PF 

XBL 791-37A 

BasiC' building showing plenum and its walls (u-named VVALL-IPF, \VALL-IPL, etc.). 

B.2 



SPACE 4-1--:--. .--:- SPACE 2-1 

SPACE5-1 S8-12 

-
Plan \"ie,\' showing zoning and u-names of spaces and interior walls. 

I' 45'--..... ·1 

=# I" ~ WF-l '~I rIk!F-l 

~25l----t 

~ ___ I~ ___ W_L-_1 __ ~_~I ___ ~ 
LEFT-' 

r--25'----J :# 1* WB-l ~I 

11 
FRONT-l 

I· 25':"""--1 

~ __ I~_~ __ W_R_-1 __ ~ __ 1 ~I][ 
RIGHT-l 

[]lJ:B-l 
BACK-l 

II 
Elevations showing placement of windows and doors 

B.3 



tJj 

~ 

Sample Input 
(U-n~mp.~ are ItaJicl~p.rl) 

INPUT LOIIDS .. 
TInE 

ABORT 
DIAGNOSTIC 

RUN-PERIOD 
LOADS-REPORT 

LINE-} "SIMPL~ STRUCTURE, CIIICAGO " 
LINE-2 "EXAMPLE FOR DO~-7 OASTCS MANUAL" 

ERRORS 
WARNINGS 

JAN 1 1914 THRU DEC 31 1914 
VERIFICATION = (LV-D) 
SUMMARY = (LS-C,LS-D) 

$ CHICAGO LOCATION 

BUILDING-LOCATION LATITUDE - 42.0 LONGITUDE = BB.O 

ALTITUDE - 610 TIME-ZONE 6 I AZIMUTH - 30 I Building is oriented 30 degrees from ttue North 

fillLL-l 

ROOF-l 

CLNG-l 

SB-U 

$ CONSTRUCTIONs AND GLASS-TYPE 

- LAYERS MATERIAL -I (WD01,PWOJ,IN02,GP011 ~I ~ ________________ ___ 
MATERIAL - (RGOl,BR01,IN46,WDOll 

.76 

- CONSTRUCTION LAYERS 
- CONSTRUCTION LAYERS 
- CONSTRUCTION U-VALUE 
- CONSTRUCTION U-VALUE -

These are building material code words. 
They were selected from the DOE-2 library 

A user-chosen name (u-name) that is assigned, then referenced 

FLOOR-l m CONSTRUCTION U-VALUE = 0.05 

fi-l .. GLASS-TYPE SHADING-COEr - .45 PANES a 2 

$ OCCUPANCY SCHEDULE 

OCCUPY-l - SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 ~ ~ 
(MON, FRU I(1,8) (0)1 (9,11) (1) Hours 1 t08 (midnlghll08 am) are at zero occupancy 

(12, 14) (. B, .4, .8) I I1S,18iillJ Hours 15 to 18 (2 pm to 6 pm) are at full occupancy 
119,21) (.5',.1,.1) (22,24) (0) 

(SAT, HOI.) (1,24) (0.0) 



r,IGIITS-l 

EQUIP-l 

tJj 
INFIL-SCH . 

(J1 

OFFICE 

S LIGHTING SCm~OlJLF. 

SCllf.OUL.F. TIIRU OF.C 31 

~(l,R) (.0:1) (9,14) (.9,.95,1,.95,.8,.'1) 

(15,lA) (I.) (19,71) (.6,.2,.7) 

'Weekdays·; same as (MON,FRI) 

(22,24) (.05) 
~ (1,?4) (. OS) "Weekends and Holidays·; same as (SAT, HOl) 

,-$ OFFICE EQUIPMENT SCHEDULE I Comment lines start with $; they are ignored by the program 

SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 

(WD) (1,8) (.02) (9,14) (.8) 
(15,20) LB, .1, .5, .5, .3, .3) 

(21,24) (0.2) 

(WEH) (1,24) (.02) 

$ INFILTRATION SCHEDULE 

= SCHEDULE THRU MAR 31 (ALL) 
THRU OCT 31 (ALL) 
THRU DEC 31 (ALL) 

$ SET DEFAULT VALUES 

(1,24) ~1) 
(1,24) (0) '-----------

(1,24) (1) .. 

[SE~DEFAUL!lFOR SPACE FLOOR-WEIGHT B 10 
SET-DEFAULT FOR WINDOW HEIGHT D 4.0 

GLASS-TYPE - W-1 

$ GENERAL SPACE CONDITIONS 

s OCCUPY-l 

Infiltration is on only during winter 

Assigns default values for later use 

- SPACE-CONDITIONS PEOPLE-SCHEDULE 
NUMBER-OF-PEOPLE 
PEOPLE-HEAT-GAIN 
LIGHTING-SCHEDULE 
LIGHTING-TYPE 
LIGHT-TO-SPACE 
LIGHTING-W/SQFT 
EQUIP-SCHEDULE 
EQUIPMENT-W/SQFT 
INF-METHOD 
AIR-CHANGES/HR 
INF-SCHEDULE 

=~ Maximum number of people; is multiplied each hour by 
= 400 OCCUPY-1 schedule value 

B LIGHTS-l 

- REC-FLUOR-RV 
- .80 

- 1.5 
- EOUIP-l 

- 1 
- AIR-CHANGE 
- 0.25 
_I INF"IL-SCII 1 .. The previously-defined infiltration schedule is referenced here 



ttl 

(j) 

$ SPECIFIC SPACE Or.TA11~ 

S PJ.F.NlIM 

P l,f.NIIM- 1 SPACE 

WAT,L-]PF EXTERIOR-WAl,I, 

. WALL-1PR = EXTERIOR-WALL 

WALL-1PB = EXTERIOR-WALL 

WALL-1PL a EXTERIOR-WALL 

TOP-l D ROOF 

7.ONf.-TYI'f. - Pl,f.NlJM IIRf.1I ~ 5000 
VOI.(JMf. 10000 FLOOR-Wf.IGIIT" <; 

HEIGHT = 2 WIDTH = 100 
I X = 0 Y- 0 70 0 I location of lower left corner of wall in the space coordinate system 

AZIMUTH = 190 
CONSTRUCTION - WAL[,-l 

HEIGHT = 2 WIDTH 50 
X = 0 Y = 0 Z = 0 

AZIMUTH = 90 
CONSTRUCTION = WALL-l 

HEIGHT = 2 WIDTH 100 
X = 0 Y = 0 Z = 0 
AZIMUTH - 0 
CONSTRUCTION = WALL-l 

HEIGHT = 2 WIDTH - 50 

X - 0 Y - 0 Z = 0 
AZIMUTH ~ 210 
CONSTRUCTION = WALL-l 

HEIGHT = 50 WIDTH - 100 
X - a Y = a Z = 10 
AZIMUTH - 180 

[TILT - OJ GND-REFLECTANCE = 0 
CONSTRUCTION = ROOF-l 

lilt. 0 gives a horizontal roof; the tift of the walls In this space (WALL-1 PF. etc.) 
defaults to 90 deg. so they are vertical 

$ OCCUPIED SPACES 

SPACE1-l ~ SPACE 

FRONT-l = EXTERIOR-WALL 

I SPACE-CONDITIONS - OFFICE I Assigns the general conditions called ·OFFICE" to the space 
AREA = 1056 VOLUME - 9449 
NUMBER-OF-PEOPLE = 11 

HEIGHT - 8 WIDTH - 100 
X - a .Y - 0 Z - a AZIMUTH lBO 
CONSTRUCTION = WALL-l 

'1 



to 

...;J 

WF-l 

C.l-1 

fJ -1 

5M2 

5814 

5815 

SPACE2-1 

RIGHT-l 

WR-l 

C2-1 

~ WINnow 

~ TNTERJOR-WIILL 

WIDTII 45 
OV~~RIIIING-ll OVERHIING-H. 5 
OVf.RIIIING-W q 1 OVF.RIIIING-D 4 I Inpul for a 4ft x 47ft overhang on Ihe south window 

IIRF.II ~ 1056 NF.XT-TO Pl.ENUM-l 

CONSTRUCTION ", Cl,NG-1 

UNDERGROUND-FLOOR AREA = 1056 CONSTRUCTION fWOR-/ 

INTERIOR-WAl,L 

INTERIOR-WIILL 
INTERIOR-WALL 

e'EXTERIOR-WALL 

AREA =135.7 NEXT-TO 5PACE2-1 

CONSTRUCTION = 58-V 

LIKE SB12 NEXT-TO SPACE4-l 

AREA = 609 NEXT-TO SPACE5-1 

CONSTRUCTION = 5B-U 

SPACE-CONDITIONS = OffICE 
AREA = 456 VOLUME - 3648 

NUMBER-OF-PEOPLE = 5 

HEIGHT ~ 9 WIDTH - 50 

X - 100 Y. 0 Z m 0 AZIMUTH = 90 
CONSTRUCTION = WALL-l 

WIDTH g 25 

AREA - 456 NEXT-TO PLENUM-l 

CONSTRUCTION - CLNG-l 

Notice the input hierarchy: space. then 
wall in that space. then window in that wall 

this Is the ceiling of SPACE2·1. h Is shared by the plenum. 
(The plenum also shares the ceilings of the other four 
occupied spaces) 

F2-1 - UNDERGROUND-FLOOR AREA - 456 CONSTRUCTION - FLOOR-l 

5823 - INTERIOR-WALL 

5825 - INTERIOR-WALL 

5PACE3-1 - SPACE 

BACK-l = EXTERIOR-WALL 

AREA - 135.7 NEXT-TO SPACE3-1 
CONSTRUCTION - SB-U 

AREA - 208 NEXT-TO 5PACE5-l 

CONSTRUCTION - S8-U 

~ 5PACEl-i)h . .-:-.----------

HEIGHT - 8 WIDTH - 100 
X = 100 Y _ 50 Z - 0 AZIMUTH 0 

Copies the SPACE-CONDITIONS, VOLUME, AREA. and 
NUMBER-OF·PEOPlE data from SPACE,-, and 
applies them to SPACE3·1. The walls and floor from SPACE '·1 are 
not oopied. 



CONSTRUCTION ~ WAD[,-} 

Wn-} ~ WTNOOW W TDTII = 1 'i 

CJ-/ lNTF:R1OR-WIILL IIRF:II - 10% NF:XT-TO P1.f.NIJM-} 

CONSTRUCTION = CI.Nr.-} 

FJ-} UNDF:RGROUND- fl.OOR IIRF.:A = 10~6 

CONSTRUCT [ON = FWOR-} 

SBJ4 INTERIOR-Wlli,L AREA = 135.8 NEXT-TO SPACE4-1 

CONSTRUCTION = SB-U 

5835 INTERIOR-WALL AREA = 608 NEXT-TO 5PACE5-1 
CONSTRUCTION = 5B-U 

SPIlCE4-1 = SPACE SPACE-CONDITIONS ~ OFFICE 
AREA ~ 456 VOLUME = 3648 
NUMBER-OF-PEOPLE ~ 5 

to 

00 LEFT-l = EXTERIOR-WALL HEIGHT = 8 WIDTH - 50 

X - 0 Y - 50 Z - 0 AZIMUTH = 210 
CONSTRUCTION = WALL-l 

WL-l - WINDOW WIDTH = 25 

C4-1 - INTERIOR-WALL AREA - 456 NEXT-TO PLENUH-l 

CONSTRUCTION - CLNG-l 

F4-1 - UNDERGROUND-FLOOR AREA - 456 
CONSTRUCTION = FLOOR-l 

SB45 - INTERIOR-WALL AREA - 208 NEXT-TO SPIlCE5-1 
CONSTRUCTION = SB-U 

SPACE5-1 - SPACE SPACE-CONDITIONS - OFFICE 
AREA - 1916 VOLUME - 15808 
NUMBER-OF-PEOPLE e 20 

C5-1 - INTERIOR-WALL AREA - 1916 NEXT-TO PLENUH-l 
CONSTRUCTION = CLNG-l 



ttl 

m 

• 5-1 UNDERGROUND-F['oOR IIRF:II 1976 CONSTRUCTION PLOOR-] .. 

END 

COMI'Un~ I.OII()S 

INPUT SYSTEMS 

SYSTEMS-REPORT SUMMIIRY (SS-II) 

PAN-SCHED 

HEAT-SCHED 

COOL-SCHED 

COOLOFF 
HEATOf'f' 

Rl 

SAT-RESET 

CONTROL 

SPACEl-l 

$ SYSTEMS SCHEDULES 

= SCHEDULE 
(WD) 

(WEH) 

'" SCHEDULE 
(WD) 

THRU DEC Jl 
(1.6) (0)1 r(-7-.-8-)-(--9-9-9~)I-(9-.-1-8-)-(1-)--(-19-.-2-4-)-(0-)-----------

0.24) (0) 

(WEH) (1.24) (55) 

- SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 
(WD) (l,8) (99) (9, 18)E2iD (19.24) (99) 

(WEH) (1,24) (99) 

- SCHEDULE 
e SE:HEDULE 

- DAY-RESET-5CH SUPPLY-HI • 60 sUPPLY-LO B 52 
OUTsIDE-LO c 30 OUTSIDE-HI - 15 

- RESET-SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (ALL) Rl 

$ ZONE DESCRIPTION 

ZONE-CONTROL 

- ZONE 

DEsIGN-HEAT-T - 70 

DEsIGN-COOL-T 
HEAT-TEMP-sCH 
COOL-TEMP-sCH 

- 78 

- HEAT-SCHED 
- COOL-SCHED 

THERMOSTAT-TYPE ~ REVERSE-ACTION 

ZONE-CONTROL u CONTROL 

In the fan schedule. -999 indicates an optimum 
start period from Gam to 8 am 

The heating setpoint ot the thermostat is 70F 
during the day and 55F at night 

The rooling setpoint Is 78F during the day 

Cooling Is available year round when outside 
temperature Is higher than 60F 

Heating is available when outside 
temperature is lower than 60F 

SIZING-OPTION B ADJUST-LOADS The minimum ventilation rate per person 
OA-CFM/PER c ~ 

~ 



tJj 

...... 
o 

SI'IIO:2-1 

SPIICF.J-l 
SPIICP.4-1 

SPIICF.5-/ 

P T,P.NUM-l 

7.Om; 

ZONE 
{'oNf. 

- 7. om; 

?ONE 

I.IKE SI'IICf:/-/ 

LIKE "I'IICP.J-l 
I, I Kf. SI'IICP.? - / 

[, r Kf. SI'IICF:/- / 

7.0Nf.-TYPf. 
S I Z [NG-OPTI ON 
Df.SIGN-Hf.IIT-T 
Df.SIGN-CooL-T 

$ SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

PLf.NUM 
IIDJUST-LOIIDS 

~ 50 

95 

The ZONE u-names here in SYSTEMS match 
the SPACE u-names in LOADS 

S-CONT c SYSTEM-CONTROL COOLING-SCHEDULE c COOLOFF 

SYST-l m SYSTEM 

END 
COMPUTE SYSTEMS 

INPUT PLANT 

HEATING-SCHEDULE 
HEIIT-SET-T 
COOL-CONTROL 
CooL-RESET-SCH 
MIN-SUPPLY-T 

SYSTEM-TYPE 
SYSTEM-CONTROL 
FAN-SCHEDULE 
FAN-CONTROL 
SUPPLY-STATIC 
SUPPLY-EFF 
NIGHT-CYCLE-CTRL 
REHEAT-DELTA-T 
MIN-CFM-RATIO 
ECONO-LIMIT-T 
RETURN-AIR-PATH 
PLENUM-NAMES 
ZONE-NAMES 

HEATOFF 
65 

RESET 
SAT-RESET 
60 .. 

c§] A variable-air-volume system (VAVS) has been selected 
S-CONT 
FAN-SCHED 

= SPEED 
c 5.5 

= .55 

CYCLE-ON-ANY 
= 58 

= .3 

65 

PLENUM-ZONES 
c (PLENUM-l) 

(SPACE5-1,SPACEl-l, 
SPACE2-1,SPACE3-1,1-1 --

SPACE4-1,PLENUH-l) 

, 
Assignment of spaces (zones) to the VAVS system 



PLANT-REPORT SUMMARY !REPS) 

SBOIDI 

CHILl 

$ 400,000 RTU/IIR 1l0T-WIITf.R ROT LER 

=PLIINT-EQUIPMENT TYPf. - HW-AOILf.R Boiler capacily is 0.4 MBluthr (400,000 Bluthr) at rated conditions 
SIZE =~ •• 

$ IS-TON (lBO,OOO BTU/HR) AIR-COOLED 

$ RECIPROCATING CHIl.LER 

=PLI\NT-EQUIPMENT TYPE e HERM-REC-CHI,R 
SIZE e .1B .. 

PLANT-PARAMETERS HERM-REC-COND-TYPE =1 AIR I. . Specifies an air-cooled condenser for the chiller. The defauh Is 
water cooled. 

END .. 
COMPUTE PLANT ., 

to INPUT ECONOMICS 

~ 
~ ECONOMICS-REPORT SUMMARY - (ES-D,ES-E) .. 

$ ELECTRICITY TARIFF (TIME-OF-DAY RATE) 

ENERGY-SeH ~SCHEDULE THRU DEC 31 (WD) I (1,8) (.05) 
(9,12) (.06) 
(13,17) (.01) 

(18,22) (.06) 

(23,24) (.05) 

$Off-PEAK 
$sHOULDER 
SPEAK 
SSHOULDER 
SOFF-PEAK 

L ____ J----------- Electricity charge varies from $O.05IkWh to $O.07IkWh 
depending on lime of day. There are no demand charges. 

(SAT) (1,8) (.05) 
(9,11) (.06) 
(18,24) (.05) 

(SUN, HOL) (1,24) (.05) 

ELEC-TARIFF -UTILITY-RATE RESOURCE - ELECTRICITY 
ENERGY-CHG-SCH s ENERGY-SCH 

$OFF-PEAK 
$SHOULDER. 
$OrF-PEAK 

$OFF-PEAI< 
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Sample Output 

STMP1.F: STlWCTURF., CHICIIGO EXIIMPLE FOR nOF.-;1 111151(:; MIINIIIIL 
Rf~PORT- IN-D DF.TIIILS OF EXTF.RIOR SURfIlCF:S TN TIIF. PROJF:CT 

NUMBER OF EXTERIOR SURFACES 9 RF.CTANGllLAR 9 OTHER 0 

(U-VALUE INCLUDES OUTSIDE AIR fILM: WINDOW INCLUDES FRAME, I f DEfT NF:D) 
- - - WIN DOW S - - - - W ALL -

SURFACE SPACE U-VALUE AREA U-VALUE 
( BTU/HR-SQfT-f) (SQfT) (BTU/IIR-SQFT-f) 

WALL-IPB PLENUM-l 0.000 0.00 0.067 
BACK-l SPACE3-1 0.467 180.00 0.067 
RIGHT-l SPACE2-1 0.467 100.00 0.061 
WALL-1PR PLENUM-1 0.000 0.00 0.067 
WALL-1PF PLENUM-1 0.000 0.00 0.067 
FRONT-1 SPACEl-l 0.467 180,00 0.067 
WALL-IPL PLENUM-l 0.000 0.00 0.067 
LEfT-l SPACE4-1 0.467 100.00 0.067 
TOP-l PLENUM-l 0.000 0.00 0.047 
Fl-l SPACEl-l 0.000 0.00 O.OSO 
F2-1 SPACE2-1 0.000 0.00 0.050 
F3-1 SPACE3-l 0.000 0.00 O.OSO 
F4-1 SPlICE4-1 0.000 0.00 O.OSO 
F5-1 SPlICE5-1 0.000 0.00 0.050 

DOF.-;1.IF.-005 Thu Mar 24 09:44:11 19CJH.DL RUN 
WEIITHER fILE- TRY CHICIIGO 

-W ALL + WIN DOW S-

AREA U-VALUE AREA AZIMUTH 
(SQfT) (BTU/HR-SQfT-f) (SQFT) 

200.00 0.067 200.00 NOR Til 
620.00 O.lS·, 800.00 NORTH 
300.00 0.167 400.00 EAST 
100.00 0.067 100.00 EAST 

200.00 0.067 200.00 SOUTH 
620.00 0.IS7 800.00 SOUTH 
100.00 0.067 100.00 WEST 
300.00 0.167 400.00 WEST 

SOOO.OO 0.047 5000.00 ROOF 
1056.00 O.OSO 1056.00 UNDERGRND 

456.00 0.050 456.00 UNDERGRND 

10S6.00 O.OSO 1056.00 UNDERGRND 

456.00 O.OSO 4S6.00 UNDERGRND 
1916.00 O.OSO 1976.00 UNDERGRND 

A verification report that summarizes your Input for walls and windows 



ttl 

I-l 
~ 

~) MP I,F: ~TR{I(T1mf., ell lellGO f.XIIMP('f. fOil nOF:-7 HIISICS MIINUI\(. 

REPOIlT- IN-I) I)F'.TIIII~ Of ~XTr.RIOIl SUIlFIICE~ IN TilE PROJECT 

IIVERIIGE • IIVERIIGF. IIVERIIGf. lI-VII!.lJf. 
U-VIILUf./W1NDOWS U-VIILlIE/Wllt,!.S W/\l,l,!) t WI NDOWS 

(BTU /IIR-SOFT- f') ( ~TU/IIH-SOfT-F) (HTU/IIR -SOF'T- f) 

NORTII o .1f;·/ 0.0f;7 0.139 

EIIST 0.467 0.067 0.141 

SOUTII 0.467 0.061 0.1.19 

WEST O. ~ 67 0.067 0.14" 

ROOF 0.000 0.041 0.0~7 

ALL WALLS O. ~ 67 0.067 o .1~2 
WALLSfROOFS 0.467 0.054 O.OR;' 

UNDERGRND 0.000 0.050 0.050 

BUILDING 0.467 0.052 0.070 

POF.-).IE-OO') Thu Mar 7~ 09:11:11 19911,11(, HuN 
WF'.IITIIF.R flJ.F.- TRY CIIICIIGO 

------------(CONTINUEn)--------

WINDOW WIII,I, WTNDOWtWIII,L 

/\Hf:/\ IIREII /\RF./\ 

(SOFT) (SQfTI ( SOfT) 

180.00 870.00 1000.00 

100.00 400.00 500.00 

180.00 820.00 1000.00 

100.00 ~OO.OO 500.00 

0.00 5000.00 5000.00 

560.00 2440.00 )000.00 

')60.00 1440.00 8000 00 

0.00 5000.00 5000.00 

560.00 12440.00 13000.00 



td 

f-I 
U1 

SIMPI.E STRUCTURE. CHICAGO f.XIIMPJ.E fOR DOF.-? BIIS ICS Mil Nil II I. 

REPORT- J.S-C BUILDING PEIIK 1.0110 COMPONENTS 
OOf:-7.IE-005 Thu Mar 74 09:44:11 1994[.01. RUN 

WEIITIIf.R f I J.f.- TIlY CH ICIIGO 

••• BUlI.OING ••• 
fl.OOIl IIRf.1I 
VOLUME 

SOOO SOfT 
')0000 COfT 

465. SOMT 
1416 CUMT 

COOI,ING !.OliO HEIITING !.OliO 

==~~=~~~~~~==~~~=~=~= =~====~~=========~==z 

TIME JUt. 9 4PM JIIN 4 11M 
DRY-BULB TEMP 94f 34C Jf -16C 

WET-BULB TEMP 74F' nc 2f -17C 

SENSIBLE LATENT SENSIBLE 
(KBTU/HI ( KW (KBTU/HI ( KW (K9TU/HI ( KW 
-------- -------- -------- -------

WALL CONDUCTION 4.652 1.363 0.000 0.000 -8.011 -2.365 
ROOF CONDUCTION 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
WINDOW GLASS.FRM COND 4.870 1. 427 0.000 0.000 -11.219 -5.063 

WINDOW GLASS SOLAR 11.439 3.352 0.000 0.000 1.961 0.516 

DOOR CONDUCTION 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

INTERNAL SURFACE COND 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

UNDERGROUND SURF COND -1.500 -0.440 0.000 0.000 -7.500 -2.191 

OCCUPANTS TO SPACE 11. 302 3.312 6.116 1. 985 0.000 0.000 

LIGHT TO SPACE 17.469 5.118 0.000 0.000 1.024 0.300 

EQUIPMENT TO SPACE 11.113 3.256 0.000 0.000 0.341 0.100 

PROCESS TO SPACE 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

INFILTRATION 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -10.335 -3.028 
-------- ------- ------- -------- --------

TOTAL 11.388 6.116 1.985 -39.853 -11.611 

TOTAL LOAD KBTU/H 19.313 KW -39.853 KBTUIH -11.611 
TOTAL LOAD I AREA 13.22BTU/H.SQFT 41. 107 W ISOMT 7.971 BTU/H. SOFT 25.138 

••••• *** •• ********.******* •••••••••••••••••••••• ***** •••• ****.*. 

Building peak sensible load • • 
• NOTE lITHE ABOVE LOADS EXCLUDE OUTSIDE VENTILATION AIR * 
* LOADS • 
• 2)TIMES GIVEN IN STANDARD TIME FOR THE LOCATION 

* IN CONSIDERATION • 
* ........... _ .. ,--, ....... ,-.-,." ..................... -........ . 

KW 
W ISOMT 
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SIMPLE STRUCTURE. CHICIIGO EXIIMPLE F'OR OOE-;/ f\IISICS MIINUIII, DOE-2.If.-005 Thu Mar 7.4 09:44:11 1991LDl, RUN 

WEIITHER F'ILE- TRY CHICAGO REPORT- I.S-D BUI LOING MONTIlLY LOIlDS StJMt1l1RY 

- - - - - - - - COO LIN G - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - II E II T J N G - - - - - - - - - - - E L E C - - -

MIIXIMUM MIIXIMUM ELEC- MIIXIMUM 
COOLING TIME DRY- WET- COOLING Ilf:IITING TIME DRY- WET- HEATING TRICAI, EI .. EC 

ENERGY OF' MAX AUl,A BULA LOll 0 ENERGY OF' MAX BULB BULB LOAD ENERGY LOAD 
MONTH (MBTU) DY HR TI'.MP TEMP (KOTU/IIR) (MBTU) DY IIR TEMP TEMP (KBTU/HR) (KWH) (KW) 

,JAN 3.61165 25 16 48.F 42. F 32.310 -}0.118 3.F 2.F -39.853 2900. 11 .500 
FEB 2.91148 28 15 52.F 42.F 29.969 -10.155 4 6 I.F 6.F -39.308 2519. 11 .500 
MAR 4.38126 1 15 51. F 44.r:' 32. 9~5 -8.068 24 5 9.F R.F -)9.848 2785. I!.5(10 
APR 8.35311 26 16 16.F 60.F 46.253 -2.829 8 6 32.F' 29.F' -18.915 2889. 11.500 

.MAY 10.41598 21 14 12.F' 65.F' 50.639 -1.483 6 5 39.F' 35.F' -12.469 2900. 11.500 
JUN 12.92988 20 15 90.F' 17 .F' 56.121 -0.405 23 5 52.F 48.F -6.481 2651. 11.500 
JUL 11.19420 9 15 94.F 14 .F' 59.345 -0.016 1 5 60.F' 54.F' -1.445 2900. 11. 500 
AUG 15.89193 20 15 88.F' 12 .F' 51.303 -0.040 5 5 55.F' 54.F -3.582 2900. 11.500 
SEP 11.40049 11 14 81.F 12 .F 54.144 -0.155 23 6 31.F 34.F -11.212 2651. 11.500 
OCT 9.45966 10 11 n.F 52.F 46.158 -2.082 21 6 30.F 29.F -15.509 2900. 11. 500 
NOV 4.19854 1 16 12 .F 59.F 45.514 -6.218 30 22 34.F 32.F -25.352 2542. 11.500 
DEC 3.14102 10 15 41.F 35.F 32.366 -9.119 8 20 l8.F 16.F -34.249 2785. 11. 500 

--------- ---------- --------- ---------- -------- -------
TOTAL 105.167 -52.546 33336. 
MAX 59.345 -39.853 11.500 
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SIMPL~ STRUCTURE, CHICAGO F:XAMP!.F: fOR DOE-2 RASTCS MANUM. 

REPORT- SV-A SYSTEM nE~rGN. PARAMETERS SYST-l 

SYSTF.M 

NAMF: 
SYST-I 

SUPPI,Y 

FAN 

SYSTF.M 

TYI'F. 
VAVS 

ELEC DF:1.TA-T 

At,TlTUDF. FLOOR ARF.A MAX 

MIJI.TIPI.n:R (SOFT) PF.OI'!.E 

11.020 I 5000.0 52. 

RETIJRN OUTS IDE 

FAN EI,F.C DEI.TA-T AIR 

COOLING 

CAPACITY 

f)OF:-).1F:-005 Thu Mar 24 0'l:44:11 1994S0L RUN 

WEATIIF:R fILE- TRY CIlICAGO 

All air flows in this report are at building's altitude 
(CFM at building's altitude 2 1.02 x CFM at sea level) 

HEATING COOI,ING HEATING 
SENSIBI,E CAPACITY EIR EIR 

(CFM ) (I<W) (F) (CfM ) (KW) (F) RATIO (KBTlJ/IIR) (SHR) (KBTU/HR) (BTU/BTU) (BTU/BTU) 
4.933 3.6 O. 0.000 0.0 0.247 11)8.:>931 0.751 -36.909 0.00 0.37 

SUPPLY EXHAUST MINIMUM OUTSIDE COO~!NG EXTRACTION HEATING 'IDDlT!""! 

ZONE FLOW FLOW FAN FLOW AIR FLOW CAPACITY SENSIBLE RATE CAPACITY RATE 

NAME (CFM ) (CFM ) (I<W) RATIO (CFM ) (KBTU/HRI (SHR) (KBTU/HR) (KBTU/HRI (KBTU/HR) MULTIPLIER 

SPACES-1 1282. O. 0.000 0.300 408. 0.00 0.00 24.91 -80.28 -66.44 1.0 
SPACE1-1 943. O. 0.000 0.300 224. 0.00 0.00 18.33 -59.05 -48.81 1.0 
SPACE2-1 551. O. 0.000 0.300 102. 0.00 0.00 10.92 -34.99 -28.81 1.0 

SPACE3-1 910. O. 0.000 0.300 224. 0.00 0.00 18.86 -60.78 -50.30 1.0 

SPACE4-1 535. O. 0.000 0.300 102. 0.00 0.00 10.41 -33.54 -21.16 1.0 

PLENUM-l O. O. 0.000 0.000 o. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 :0 

System design air flow Zone design air flow Air handling unit 
5' 

Heating capacity of 
cooling coil capacity zone reheat coils 
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SlMPLf. STRUCTURF.:. CHICIIGO EXIIMPLE FOR DOE-2 1lllslCS MIINtlllL 
RF.P()IH- 55-II SYSTF.M MONTIILY LOIIDS SUMMIIRY FOil SYST-l 

DOF.-2.1E-005 Thu Mar ~1 09:44:11 1991SDL RON 
WF,IITHER FI Lf,- TRY CH rCllco 

- - - - - - - - COO LIN G - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - H F. 1\ TIN G - - - - - - - - - - - E L E C - - -

MIIXIMUM MIIXIMUM F.:LEC- MIIXIMUM 
COOLING TIME DRY- WET- COOLING IIEIITING TIMF; DRY- WET- !lEI\TING TRICAL El.Ee 

F.NERGY OF MAX BULB BUI.B !.OAD f.NF.RGY OF MAX RUW BUI,B LOAD ENERGY LOll 0 
MONT!l (MDTU) DY !lR TF.MP TEMP (KBTU/HR) (MBTU) DY HR TEMP Tf.MP (KBTU/HR) (KWH) (KW) 

JAN 0.00000 0.000 -23.934 1 O.r. O.F -.350.612 3081. 12.810 
FEB 0.00000 0.000 -18.851 11 fI 5.r 4.r -339.455 2675. 13.146 
MIIR O.v",\lOO ; .000 -12.056 25 8 lLF 12 f -324.f48 2923. 12.9"£ 
APR 0.86918 29 18 69.F 65.F 21.563 -3.158 1 8 43.F 39.F -204.168 3008. 12.129 
MAY 3.12105 21 14 85.F 15.F 82.950 -0.411 13 9 41.F 43.F -24.252 3072. 13.310 
JUN 10.06826 20 18 91. F 78.r 128.215 0.000 0.000 2995. 14.226 
JUL 19.69629 8 16 92.F 14 .F 135.655 0.000 0.000 3511. 16.285 
AUG 16.73584 26 11 94.r 16.r 119.250 0.000 0.000 3438. 14.186 
SEP 6.23411 11 16 86.F 12.F 98.931 -0.082 23 9 39.r 36.r -25.422 2900. 14.106 
OCT 1. 61161 31 15 16.f' 65.f' 42.963 -t· 301 21 8 30.F 29.F -160.910 3016. 12.608 
NOV 0.28201 1 16 12 .f' 59.f' 40.150 -9.284 18 8 34.r 34.r -243.553 2661. 12.146 
DEC 0.00000 0.000 -17.754 9 8 13.r 12. r -319.821 2941. 12.540 

--------- ---------- --------- ---------- -r------ -------

TOTAL 158 ',631 1 -86.836 
MAX 

i 
-350.612 16.285 

Total cooling coil load 
passed to the chiller 

Maximum coolin9 load 
passed to the ch.ler 

Includes lights, plug loads, and fans 
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SIMPLE: STHUCTURF:, CII'CIIGO ~:XIIMPI.F. FOR OOF:-2 BIIS res MIlNUlll. 
HF.f'()RT- IlF.PS Ill) I L!) I NG ENF:HGY PF.RFORMIINCF: SUMMIIRY 

()OE-2.1F.-OOr; Thu Mar 24 09:H:ll 1994PDI. RUN 
WF:IITIlER F ILE- TRY CII rCIlGO 

ENF:RGY TYPF.: F:I.F.CTRIClTY Nil TIJJl.1I I.-GIIS 
UNITS: M13TtI 

CATEGORY OF USE 
---------------

AREA LIGHTS 74.1 0.0 
MISC EQUIPMT 39.0 0.0 

SPACE HEIIT 6.8 141. 4 

SPACE COOL 19.1 0.0 

IlF'T REJECT 4.4 0.0 
PUMPS' MISC 3.6 0.0 

VENT FANS 10.1 0.0 

---------- ----------

TOTAL SITE ENERGY 
TOTAL SOURCE ENERGY 

TOTAL 

299.72 MBTU 
616.51 MBTU 

158.4 141. 4 

59.9 KBTU/SQFT-YR GROSS-AREA 
123.3 KBTU/SQFT-YR GROSS-AREA 

PERCENT OF HOURS ANY SYSTEM ZONE OUTSIDE OF THROTTLING RANGE 1.1 
PERCENT OF HOURS ANY PLANT LOAD NOT SATISFIED 0.0 

NOTE: ENERGY IS APPORTIONED HOURLY TO ALL END-USE CATEGORIES. 

59.9 KBTU/SQFT-YR NET-AREA 
123.3 KBTU/SQfT-YR NET-AREA 

/' 
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SIMPLE STRUCTURF.. CflICIIGO 
RF.PORT- ES-D F.NERGY COST SlJMMI\RY 

UTILITY-RATF: 

ELEC-TIIRIFF 
GAS-RATE 

RESOURCE 

EI.ECTRICITY 
NATURAL-GIIS 

EXIIMPLE fOR 00E-2 BIISTCS MIINUIIL 

METERS 

2) 5 

235 

MF.TERED 
ENER(;Y 

UNTTS/YR 

4640). KWH 
1414. THERM 

OOF.-2.1E-OOS Thu M~r 24 09:44:11 1994EDL RUN 

TOTI\I. 

CIIIIRGF. 
(S) 

;><!4J. 

848. 

3792 . 

VI RTUIIL. 
RIITE 

IS/UNIT) 

RI\TF. USF.[) 
ALL Yf.AR? 

YES 
YES 

ENERGY COST/GROSS BLDG AREA: 0.16 
ENERGY COST/NET BLDG AREA: 0.76 

Total charge divided by metered energy 
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SIMPLE ~TRtJCTtJRE. CHICAGO f:XAMPI..F: F'OR OOF.-;> nM;IC~ MANIIIIL \10E-;>.IF.-OO r , l'hu Mdt )4 09:44:11 19'J4F:OL RUN 
R~:PORT- P.S-F. SUMMARY OF' UTII.tTY-RATF:: F:U:C-TARIFF' 

UTILITY-RATE: ~~Lf:C-TIIR I FF 

RIITF.-QUIILIFICATIONS 

MIN-ENERGY: 0.0 

MAX-ENERGY: 0.0 
MIN-DEMAND: 0_0 

MAX-DEMAND: 0.0 

QUALIFY-RATE: ALL-~ONTHS 

USE-MIN-QUAL: NO 

METERED BILLING 

ENERGY ENERGY 

MONTH KWH KWH 
-------- --------

JAN 3718 3118 

FEB 3116 3116 

MAR 3302 3302 

APR 3307 3307 

MAY 3588 3588 

JUN 4338 4338 

JUL 5891 5991 

AUG 5495 5495 

SEP 3785 3785 

OCT 3379 3379 

NOV 3006 3006 

DEC 3429 3429 
==,_.em_ _0 __ "'& __ 

TOTAL 46403 46403 

METERED 

DEMAND 

I<W 
--------

15.8 

16.1 

15.9 

16.6 

22.4 

27.5 

30.1 

21.6 

25.5 

19.3 

18.4 

15.5 

~===~~==-

30.1 

HI·::;OUHCF.: F.r.r.CTRTCTTY 

METERs: 1 '/ 3 1 'i 

rOWEH-FACTOR: 0.80 

BLOCK-CHIIRGES 

BILLING ENERGY DEMAND 

DEMAND CHARGE CHARGE 
I<W (S) ($) 

-------- ------- -------
15.8 233 0 
16.1 199 0 

15.9 208 0 

16.6 210 0 

22.4 229 0 

27.5 278 0 

30.1 375 0 

27.6 351 0 

25.5 242 0 

19.3 215 0 

18.4 189 0 

15.5 216 0 
:e;~::o:-===_ =lZ~===m 

2943 0 

DEMIINIl-WINDOW: HOUR 

JIII.I.IN(:-OIlY: 31 

F:XCESS-KVIIH-FRIIC: 0.30 

DF:MAND-RIITCHET5 

ENERGY FIXED 

CST ADJ TAXES SURCHRG CHARGE 
($) ($) (S) (S) 

------- ------- ------- -------
0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0- 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

=======- ====~== ~===D:==iD =_$'=!:2~"," 

0 0 0 0 

Summary of electricity charges 

3113. BTU/KWH 

RIITE-LIMITIITION: 0.0000 

EXCE5S~KVIlR-CHG: 0.0000 

MIN-MON-RIITCHF.TS 

MINIMUM VIRTUAL TOTAL 

CHARGE RATE CHARGE 
(S) IS/UNIT) (S) 

------- ------- -------
0 0.0626 233 

0 0.0627 199 

0 0.0629 208 

0 0.0634 210 

0 0.0637 229 

0 0.0640 278 

0 0.0638 315 

0 0.0.639 351 

0 0.0639 242 

0 0.0636 215 

0 0.0630 189 

0 0.0629 216 
la_lIe_ .... IIII=_=~"-

0.0634 2943 
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SlMPI,E STRUCTURF., CHICAGO f,XIIMPI.F. FOR OOF.-? BASTCS MIINUI\!, IJOr.-?,IF.-OO~, Thll M,lT?1 09:11:111991[,01. RUN 
RF:rORT- F:S-F: SUMMI\RY OF UTII.ITY-Rlln:: GIIS-RIITF. 

UTILTTY-RIITE: GIIS-Hlln: 

RATE-QUII LI FICI\TIONS 

MIN-ENERGY: 0.0 

MAX-ENERGY: 0.0 

MIN-DEMAND: 0.0 

MAX-DEMAND: 0.0 

QUALIFY-RATE: I\LL-MONTHS 
'JSE-MIN-QUII': NO 

METERED BILLING METERED 
ENERGY ENERGY DEMAND 

MONTH THERM THERM THERMS 
-------- -------- --------

JAN 382 382 4.5 

FEB 301 301 4.4 

HAR 199 199 4.2 

APR 55 55 2.9 

MAY 9 9 0.4 

JUN 0 0 0.0 

JUL 0 0 0.0 

AUG 0 0 0.0 

SEP 2 2 0.5 

OCT 24 24 2.4 

NOV 155 155 3.3 

DEC 286 286 4.2 
=='!III-::Im===- 3:===-::111:=== -===-=== 

TOTAL 1414 1414 4.5 

RF.SOIIRCF.: NIITURIIL-CIIS 
MFTF:RS: 1 2 3 1 5 

ALOCK-CHIIIlGES 

BILLING ENERGY DEMAND 
DEMAND CHARGE CHARGE 

THERMS (S) (S) 

-------- ------- -------
4.5 229 0 

4.4 181 0 

4.2 120 0 

2.9 33 0 

0.4 5 0 

0.0 0 0 

0.0 0 0 

0.0 0 0 

0.5 1 0 

2.4 15 0 

3.3 93 0 

4.2 111 0 

======= ====='!:!= 

848 0 

DEMIIND-WINDOW: IIOIJR 
r1T1.1,lNr.-0IlY: 31 

DF.MIIND-RIITCflETS 

ENERGY FIXED 
CST ADJ TAXES SURCHRG CHARGE 

(S) (S) (S) (S) 
------- ------- ------- -------

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 a 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

======= ======= ===-==== :====== 

0 0 0 0 

Summary of gas charges 

100000. IlTU/TIIF.HM 
RIITE-LIMITIITION: 0.0000 

MIN-MON-RIITCflETS 

MINIMUM VIRTUAL TOTAL 
CHARGE RATE CHARGE 

(S) (S/UNIT) (S) 

------- ------- -------

0 0.6000 229 

0 0.6000 181 

0 0.6000 120 

0 0.6000 33 

a 0.6000 5 

0 0.0000 0 

0 0.0000 0 

0 0.0000 0 

0 0.6000 

0 0.6000 15 

0 0.6000 93 

0 0.6000 111 
=aezar_'lC:I_ .... ara ___ 

0.6000 846 



Appendix C 

Basic Reports: Examples and Descriptions 

This Appendix shows examples of the verification and summary reports printed by the 
DOE-2 LOADS. SYSTEMS, PLANT and ECON011ICS sub-programs. A description of 
the contents of each summary report and selected verification reports is given. The 
cOJ'responding input for these reports can be found in the Sample Run Book (2.1£) for 
the building indicated in the first line of the report title. 

LV-A: 
L\;-D: 
LS-B: 
LS-C: 
LS-D: 
LS-K: 

SV-A: 
S5-A: 
SS-D: 
SS-H: 
S5-L: 
SS-~l: 

S S-:\': 
5S-0: 

PS-A: 
PS-B: 
PS-D: 
PS-G: 
BEPS: 

ES-D: 
ES-£: 

Table of Contents 

General Project and Building Input ............... . 
Det.ails of Exterior SUI'faces in the Project ..... . 
Space Peak Load Components ....................... . 
Building Peak Load Components .................. .. 
Building Monthly Loads Summary ................ . 
Space Input Fuels Summary .......................... . 

System Design Parameters ............................ .. 
System Monthly Loads Summary ................. .. 
Plant 1,,10nthly Loads Summary .................... .. 
System Monthly Loads Summary ................. .. 
Fan Electric Energy For <system> .............. . 
Fan Electric Energy for Plant ....................... .. 
Relative Humidity Scatter Plot ..................... .. 
Temperature Scatter Plot .............................. . 

Plant Energy Ut.ilization Summary ................ . 
i\1onthly Peak and Total Energy Use ............. . 
Plant Loads :Satisfied .................................... .. 
Electrical Load Scatter Plot ........................... . 
Building Eilergy Performance Summary ....... .. 

Energ~' Cost Summary ................................... . 
Summary of UTILITY-Ro\TE: U-Name ....... .. 

C.1 

C.2 
C.3 
C.5 
C.7 
C.9 
C.11 

C.13 
C.17 
C.19 
C.21 
C.23 
C.25 
C.27 
C.29 

C.31 
C.34 
C.36 
C.39 
C.4l 

C.43 
C.44 



REPORT LV-A 

GENERAL PROJECT AND BUILDING INPUT 

SIMPLE STRUCTURE RUN 3. CHICAGO DIVIDE INTO ZONES: ADO PLEHUlI DO£-2.1£-001 Thu Iov '15:1',02 1"3LDL RUN 3 
DESIGN· DAY SIZING OF VAV SYSTao! SHOW ALL REPORTS 
UFORT· LV-A GENERAL pROJEC'I' AND BUILDING INP!7'l' WDTHER FILE- ~RY CHICAGO 

PERlOO OF STUDY 

STAA'l'ING DATE ENDING DATE NUMBER OF DAYS 

3 AUG 1974 5 1.00 1974 3 
5 JAN 1974 7 JAA 1974 3 
, APR 1974 e APR 1974 3 
1 JAN 1974 31 OD: 1974 365 

SITE CIlARAC"l'ERIS"l'IC OATA 

BUILDING 
STAT ION LATI'l'tJDE LCNGITUDE ALTITUDE TINE AZDM'H 
IW!E (OEG) (OEG) (n) Wit (otx;) 

TRY CHICAGO 42.0 88.0 610. 6 CST 30.0 

C.2 



REPORT LV-D 
DET All.,S OF EXTERIOR SURFACES IN THE PROJECT 

S'INPLE S'l'RUt"l'URE RUN 3. CHICMlO DIVI DE I Il'1'O ZONES: ADD PL£NUII 1>OE-2.1E-OOl !'hu Hov 4 15:19102 1993LDL RON 3 
DESIGN-DAY SIZING or VAV SYST~ SHOW ALL REPORTS 
REPORT- VI- 0 DE'I'A ILS OF EXTERIOR SURFACES IN THE PROO'Et"!' WEATHER ,nos- TRY CHICAGO 

---.-._-_.------._-.--_._----_.------------------.---.---------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDIIEI! OF EX'!'ERIOR SURFACES 9 RBCT AIIGtl1.M , OTHER 0 
IO-VALUE INCLUDES OUTSIDE AIR rII~: WINIXlW INCLUDES FAAHE. IF DEFINED) 

- - - WIN DOW S - - - - - - - V ALL - - - - -v ALL • W I II DOW s-
SORFACE SPACE U-VALUE AREA U-VALUE AREA O-VALUE ARIA UIJroTH 

(BTU/HR-SQf'I'- r) ISQf'l'l (BTU/HII-SOFT-F) (SOFT) (BTU/HR-SOFT- F) ISOFT) 

KU.L-IPB PLENUM-l 0.000 0.00 0.0&7 200.00 0.0&7 200.00 NORTH 

IACJC-l SPACE3-1 0.565 229.00 0.067 571.00 0.210 800.00 NORTH 

IIGHT-l SPACE2-1 0.467 100.00 0.0&7 300.00 0.167 400.00 EAST 

tW.L-1PR P" ... £I,'UIo! - 1 0.000 0.00 0.0&7 100.00 0.067 100.00 EAST 

WALL-1PF P"l.o~-l 0.000 0.00 0.067 200.00 0.067 - 200.00 sotl'I'H 

FRONT-I SPAC£l-l 0.587 244.00 0.067 556.00 0.226 100_00 SCX1I'H 

WALL-IPL PL~'l 0.000 0.00 0.067 100.00 0.067 100.00 WEST 

LEFT-I SPACE'-l 0.467 100.00 0.067 300.00 0.167 400.00 WEST 

TOP-1 PLEmM-l 0.000 0.00 0.1&8 5000.00 0.168 5000.00 ROOF 

n-l SPACEl-l 0.000 0.00 0.050 1056.00 0.050 1056.00 ONDERGRND 

F2-1 SP1o.CE2-1 0.000 0.00 0.050 (56.00 0.050 456.00 UNDERGRND 

F3-1 SPACE}-l 0.000 0.00 0.050 1056.00 0.050 1056.00 UNDERGRND 

F.-1 SPACE'-l 0.000 0.00 0.050 456.00 0.050 456.00 UNDERGRND 

FS-l SPACES-l 0.000 0.00 0.050 1976.00 0.050 1976.00 ONDERGRND 

C.3 



SIMPLE S'I'RUC'I't71<E RUN 3. CHICJ>.GO DIVIOE INI'D ZONts: ADD PL£NtJM 00£-2. IE-DOl Thu Nov 4 15:19:02 1993LDL RON 3 
OtslGH-OAY SIZ,ING DF VAV SYS'l'El'! SHOW ALL REPORTS 
REPORT- LV-O Ot"!'AILS OF EX'I'ERIOR SURF.J.CES IN THE PROJ!C'I' MU.TKER rn.E- J'ltY CHICAGO 
----------------------.-----------------------------.---------------------------------------------------------ICON'I'INUEO)--------

AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE o-VALUE WINDOW tfALL WINIX*+WALL 
O-VALUE/wlNOOWS O-VALUE/WALLS WALLS +WDIOOWS AREA AREA AREA 
(BTU/HR-SQf"I'-F) IBTU/HR-SQf"I'-F') IBTU/HR-SQFT-F) ISOFT) (SOFT) (SOFT) 

alITH 0.565 0.067 0.111 229.00 771.00 1000.00 

lAS'!' 0.467 0.067 0.147 100.00 400.00 500.00 

JIDO'l'H 0.587 0.067 0.194 2".00 75'.00 1000.00 

WIST 0.467 0.067 0.147 100.00 400.00 500.00 

.:lOr 0.000 0.168 0.168 0.00 5000.00 5000.00 

ALL WALLS O.SH 0.067 0.174 673_ 00 2327.00 3000.00 

WALLS. ROOFS 0.544 0.136 0.170 673.00 7327.00 1000.00 

OND£RGRNO 0.000 0.050 0.050 0.00 ·5000.00 5000.00 

BOILOING 0.544 0.101 0.124 673.00 12327.00 13000.00 
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REPORT LS-B 
SPACE PEAK LOAD COMPONENTS 

This report gives a breakdown of cooling a.nd heating peak loads, according to the source of the 
load, for each space. A "load" here is defined as the amount of heat that must be added or 
removed from the space air per hour to maintain a COn8tont air tempera.ture equal to the TEM
PERA TURE keyword value in SPACE-CONDITIONS. These loads a.re modified in the SYS
TEMS program to account for time-varying air temperatures. 

1. WALL CONDUCTION 
is the load due to conduction through exterior walls (TILT > 45°). 

2. ROOF CONDUCTION 
is the load due to conduction through'roofsections (exterior walls with mT < 45°). 

3. \\1NDOW GLASS+FRM COND 
is the load due to UAAT heat gain through all the exterior windows (glass plus frames) 
pius solar energy absorbed by the glass and frames and conducted into the space. 

4. WINDOW GLASS SOLAR 
is the load caused by direct and diffuse solar radiation transmitted by the window glass 
into the space. Note that all sensible loads are calculated as delayed in time ws·th weighting 
factors so that it is possible to have load contributions from 'WINDOW GLASS SOLAR at 
night. 

5. DOOR CO~1)UCTION 
is the load due to conduction through external doors in the space. 

6. I]'\TER!"AL SURFACE COi\1D 
is the load due to conduction through IJ\'TERIOR-WALLs such as partitions and drop ceil
ings. These loads will be zero in this report if you choose the same LOADS calculation 
temperature for all spaces. 

7. U!\1)ERGROUJ\1) SURF C01\1) 
is the load due to conduction through basement floors and walls or slabs on grade. 

S. The next five entries are the loads due to 

occupants 
(resulting from user-supplied entries for keywords PEOPLE-SCHEDULE, 
KUMBER-OF-PEOPLE, AREA-PERSON, and PEOPLE-HEAT-GAIN), 

e/.ectric lighting 
(keywords LIGHTING-SCHEDULE, LIGHTING-TYPE, LIGHTING-W jSQFT, 
TASK-LT-WjSQFT, etc.), 

e qu iprn en t 
(keywords EQUIP-SCHEDULE, EQUIPMENT-WjSQFT, etc.), 

process 
(keywords SOURCE-SCHEDULE, SOURCE-TYPE, SOURCE-BTUjHR, etc.), and 

infiltration of outside air 
(keywords INF-SCHEDULE, INF-METHOD, AIR-CHANGESjHR; etc.). 

9. The ReY" number in the upper right hand corner refers to the number of the pass through 
the LOADS program. For example, if you were doing parametric runs as part of the same 
job, successi\'e passes through LOADS would be recorded as RUN 1, RUN 2, RUN 3, etc. 
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SIMPLE S"l'RUC'TURE R!.11\ 3. CH1CAGO DIVIDE IN'TO UlNES: ADO PLENUM . OOE-2.1E-001 Thu Nov • 15:19:02 1993LDL RUN 3 
DtSIGtl-PAY SlZlt¥.; OF VA\, SYS'!Do!. SHOW ALL REPORTS 
IEPORT- l.S-B SPACE PD.K LOAD ~PONEN'TS SPACEl-1 WE,t,THER F'n.E- TRY CHICAGO 

SPACE SPACEl-l 

Ml.1L1l PLIER 1_0 FlDOR MOLTI PLIER 1.0 

TIME 

DRY-BULB TDIP 
WE'T-BULB TDIP 

WALL CONDUCTION 
ROOF CONDUCTlON 
W1N~ GLASS.~ CON~ 

W1N~ GLASS SOl.AR 
0001' CONDUCTION 
IN'TERNA!. SURFACE COND 
t7NP~G~OUND SURF COND 
OC'CUPAN:'S TO SPACE 
L1GH'I' TO SPACE 
tQU1P1!O>":' TO SP"CE 
PROCESS TO SP"CE 
I NF'lI..T Rl.7 I ON 

TOTAl 

TOTAl LOMl 

'roT 11:., LO~ I ARf..t, 

1056 SO" f8 JC2 
8448 CO" 239 I() 

COOLI~ LOAD 
taa:c&:&c:=: cltccltce •• t 

II)V • ) I'M JAIl 12 lAM 

'OF' 16C -7' -22C 
49F' 9C -7' -22C 

SENSIBLE ~Tmr SENSIBLE 
( KB'l'U/H) (KW (KBTU/H) ( KW I (KBTO/HI (101 .. _ .. _ .... -.. 

1.700 0.498 
0.000 0.000 
1.936 0.567 

22.696 6.650 
0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 

-0.950 -0.278 
2.335 0.684 
3.598 1.0S4 
2.538 0.744 
0.000 0.000 

-0.136 -0.040 -- ........ _ .. 
33.718 9.879 

35.151 KBTU/H 

33. 29BTU/H. SQn' 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1.433 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

1.433 

10.U9 

104.981 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.420 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

0.'20 

leW 

Ii I 1(2 

-2.726 
0.000 

-9.'" 
0.775 
0.000 
0.000 

-1.584 
0.120 
0.U4 
0.188 
0.000 

-1.689 

-1'.429 

-14.'29 KBTU/H 

13.6"BTU/H.SOFT 

.......................•••••..•..•.....•.••.••••••.•••••••••••.. 

• NOTE 11 THE "80VE WADS £)(CLUDE Otn'SID£ VDn'I~T10N "IR 
LOADS 

21 TIMES GIVDI IN ST.\No.\RD TIME FOIl THE LC>CATlON 
IN CONSlDERATION 

..........................................................•..... 

e.6 

-0_799 
0.000 

-2_'23 
0.227 
0.00'0 
0.000 

-0.46. 
0.035 
0.136 
0.055 
0.000 

-0.U5 

-4.228 

-4.228 KW 

43.093 Ii I K2 



REPORT LS-C 
BUILDING PEAK LOAD COMPONENTS 

Th is rE.'port is similar in format to LS-B. The major difference is that LS-C is generated at the 
"building level", i.e., the space loads are summed each bour to give the building coincident load 
and the peak values of this load are shown here. 

UFloor area" in this report is that of conditioned spaces only (ZONE-TYPE=CONDITIONED); 
it excludes plenums and other unconditioned spaces (ZONE-TYPE=PLENUM or UNCONDle 
TIOl\"ED). "Volume" is that of conditioned spaces and plenums; it ucludes ZONE-TYPE = 
UNCO!\'DITI01\1£D. 

The building coincident peak load does not include plenums (ZONE-TYPE=PLENUM) or other 
unconditioned spaces (ZOl\TE--TYPE=UNCONDITIONED). 

Although no infiltration is indicated for the peak cooling load in this example, the user should 
realize how DOE-2 treats infiltration loads. The sensible portion is treated as an instantaneous 
heat gain or loss. The latent portion is reported in WADS, but is passed to SYSTEMS as a . 
CFM with the calculated humidity ratio for each hour. The contribution of the latent heat 
(negativE.' or positive in relation to room humidity) is then calculated from a mass bala.nce of 
rnoistu re in the space, to determine the return air humidity ratio. In dry climates the 
infiltration may actually result in a decreased space latent load and thus a qecreased total SYSe 
TEMS load. The opposite is truE.' in humid climates where infiltration acts to increase the SYSe 
TEMS load. 

The heat gain or loss that occurs in plenums, including heat due to ligbts, is accounted for in 
the SYSTE:\1S simulation and causes a temperature change in the return air flowing through the 
plenum. Therefore, you should not specify plenums unless they are actually return air plenums. 
Unconditioned, non-returD-air spaces should be specified in the SPACE command with 
ZO:'\E-TYPE = tJNCOJ\TDITIONED. 
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SIMPLE S'l'RUC'Tt1P.E R:JI\ 3. CHICAGO DrvIDE Itn'O ZONES: .\DO PLENUM DOE-2.1E-001 Thu Nov • 15:19:02 1993LDL RUN 3 
DESIGN-DAY SH!N::; OF VA\, SYS'I'D-! SHOW ALL I<EPORTS 
REPOFl'- !.S-C B\;r:'DIN:; PEA¥. l.J:JAD COMPONDrl'S WEATHER FILE- TRY CHICAGO 

••• IUILDING ••• 

n.ooR AREA .5000 SOn' 465 SQM'I' 
VOLUME '50000 COn' 106 ~ 

COOLING W.\D HBATING LC».D 
c:=====:===:cc:a:cca& .cc==:z&ac=.&~c=-&Cc: 

'l'J)!£ AUG 19 'PM MIt 24 6AH 

DRY· BiJ'~E 'I'D-! P 90r 32C IF -llC 
an -BV"~B TOoIP 7lr 22C "F -ac 

SENS18LE U,TEm SENSIBLE 
(KB1ll/HI ( KW ) (KB'TO/H I ( KW ) (ItBI'U/III ( JeW I --_ .... _-- .. --.--. 

II.I\.LL CONDUC"rION 
ROOF CO";'U::7101> 
VIN!)()oO G!.J\SS. r~ CONt 
IIIN!)()oO G!.J\SS SOLAP. 
DOOI< CONPUcr ION 
IIn'£RNA:.. SU-I\FX'E COND 
UNDER~ROlJND SURF CON:J . 
DCCUPAN';S TO SPACE 
LIGHT TO SPACE 
£OUI~E:!>'" TO SPACE 
PRXESS '1'0 SPACE 
INFILTRJ,'l'lO~ 

TOTAL 

'l'OTAL LO~ 

'I'OTAL l.J:J~ AREA 

•. 297 1.259 0.000 0.000 -'.888 -2.01B 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
6.963 2.626 0.000 0.000 -22.096 -6.474 

29.977 B.783 0.000 0.000 1."2 0.584 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.OO~ 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

-1. 000 - O. 293 0.000 0.000 -7 • .,50 -2.271 
11. 607 3.401 6.776 1. 9BS 0.026 0.008 
17.920 5.251 0.000 0.000 1.079 0.31' 

e. e79 2.543 0.000 0.000 0.367 0.107 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0_000 -11.157 -3.269 

----.-_. 
80.443 23. S70 6.776 1.985 -44.428 

87.218 KBTll/H 2S.SSS leW -U.428 KaTO/II 

17. HBTU/H .SOM' SS.014 II ISQIIfr 8.886B'TU/H.SQM' 

...........................•.................•.••••.••.••••••••• 

• NO'l'£ 1 \ THE ABOVE LOADS f:){CLUDE OUTSIDE Vf)ITILATION AIR 
LOADS 

2) TIMES GIVEN IN STANDAI<D TIME FOR THE lllCA'rION 
IN CONSIDERATION 

• 

..................................•................•..•.•.•.••.. 

C.S 

-13.017 

-13.017 

28.023 

PI 

II ISQM'I' 



REPORT LS-D 
BUILDING MONTHLY LOADS SUMMARY 

This report gives a summary of monthly cooling, heating, a.nd electrical requirements plus 
.. nnual total energy requirements and maximum monthly peak loads. Unconditioned spa.ces 
(Z01\'E-TYPE = UNCONDITIONED or PLENUM) are not included in this report's monthly 
load. 

Once again, you should be aware that these loads are based on a constant temperature within 
each SPACE (that is, no setback, no floating, a.nd no other temperature variations within the 
SPACE). Additionally, these loads do Dot a.ccount ror conditioning of outside ventilation air. 
Later, in SYSTEMS, these items will be a.ccounted for. 

1. COOLING, HEATING, and ELEC 
are the th ree sections of this building level report. 

2. COOLING Ef\'ERGY 
(millions of Btu) is the monthly sensible cooling load ror all SPACEs in the building. 

3. MA ... \1~fUM COOLING LOAD 
(thousands of Btu/hr) is the peak sensible space cooling load. To the-left of this column 
are the day and hour of the peak cooling load a.1ong with the outside dry·bulb a.nd we~ 
bulb temperatures at the time of the peale. 

4. HEATING ENERGY 
(millions of Btu) is the monthly hea.ting load. 

5. MA .. 'XIMUM HEATING LOAD 
(thousands of Btu/hr) is the peak space heating load. To th-e left of this column are the 
day and bour of the peak beating load along with the outside dry-bulb and we~bulb tem
peratures at the time of the peak. 

6. ELECTRICAL E1\~RGY (kWh) 
is the monthly electrical consumption for lights, convenience outlets, a.nd non-HV AC equip
ment. 

7 . ~L\..\]\fUM ELEe LOAD (k W) 
is the monthly peak electrical consumption in a one-hour period for lights, convenience 
outlets, and miscellaneous equipment input as SOURCE. 

8. TOTAL 
is the annual total for the cooling load, heating loa.d, aDd electrical load of the building. 

9 . 1\ 1A_ "\ 
is the highest ~onthly peak cooling load, heating load, aDd electrical load. 
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SIlIPLE STRU~tJ?E RUN 3. CH1C",GO DIVIOE Itn'O 2.OIIts: .\DO PI..tNIJM DOE- 2 .1£-001 Thu Nov 4 15:19:02 1993LDL RUN 3 
DESIGli-O",Y S:::l He OF VAV SYS'l'Elo! SHOW AU. REPORTS 
IEPOR'!'- 1.5-D BUILDING MOh"'THLY WADS SU!t4ARY WD.TH£R Fn.E- TRY CHJCAGO 

------------------------------------------.-----.--.-------------------------------------------------------.---------------------

-.. - - - - - - COO L I II G - - - - - - - - - - - . - - H EAT I R G - ------- ---ELEC---

IWtDml IIAXDCtJ4 EUlC- IlAXIMtlM 
COOLING TIME DRY· 1It"I'- COOLING HEATING TINE DRY- WET- HEATING TRlCAL m.EI': 

ENtIlGY OF H-'X 8\JLB BULB WAD ENERGY OF IW( IOL8 IItlLB LO.\D DIERGY WAD 
I!DmI (MB'l'U) OY HR TD4P TDfP (1tB'rU/HR) (IGTUI DY HR TDCP TIXP IItl'l'U/HRI (IIIHI (ICW) 

JAR 4.7S164 25 16 4S.F 42.F 49.888 -11. SSO 12 8 -7.F -7.F -44.074 2821. 11. 500 

FEB 4.434t7 15 16 31.F 26.F 51.672 -10.628 4 6 7.F '.F -44.237 24S1- 11.500 

.,.R 6.38S96 5 17 57.F 46.F 51.477 -7.794 24 6 '.F 7.F -44.428 2709. 11.500 

APR 12. H9S2 26 IS 7S.F 6l.F 68.359 -2.422 8 6 32.F 29.F -21.366 2810. 11.500 

IlAY 15. t95a 20 IS 77 .F 66.F 68.505 -1.047 6 5 39.F 35.F -12.132 2821. 11.500 

.roN 19.14147 20 15 90.f' 77.F 75.856 -0.233 23 5 52.F ce.r -5.622 2585. 11. 500 

JUL 24.HS39 9 15 94.f' 74.r 80.255 ·0.006 63.r S4.F -0.240 2821- 11.500 

AUG 22.43433 19 17 90.f' 7loF 80.443 -0.009 5 55.F 54.r -2.692 2821. 11.500 

SEP 16.82664 26 16 62.f' 6l.F 77.270 -0.537 22 6 35.F 31.r -12.155 2585. 11.500 

OCT 13.10616 10 16 6e.' 53.F 71. 816 -1. 8S 3 21 6 30.r 29.r -17.395 2821. 11.500 

KJV 6.53109 e 15 6C.f' 49.F 66.382 -6.602 15 6 28.r 26.r -28.(97 2473. 11.500 

DEC 4.46"7 10 15 4loF 3S.F S2.291 -10.857 8 20 18.F 16.r -37.581 2709. 11.500 .-_ ....... -... ._---_ .. __ ... --------- ----------
T'O'I'AL 150.740 -53.566 32429. 

IIAX 80.443 -44.428 11.500 

C.l0 



REPORT LS-K 
SPACE INPUT FUELS SUMMARY 

This report gives monthly summaries of the fuel inputs required by each spa.ee for lighting, 
equipment, and processes. Following the reports for each space is a separate building level 
report that gives the sum of the input fuels for the building as a whole. 

Lighting, equipment, and process are the three major sections of this report, which is printed 
once for each space and once for the building as a whole. 

1. TASK LIGHTING 
(kilowatt bours) is the electricity used by the space for all task lighting. 

2. TOTAL LIGHTING 
(kilowatt hours) is the electricity used by the space for all lighting including task and over
head. 

3. GE!"ERAL EQUIPMENT 
(kilowatt hours) is the electricity used by the space for running all equipment (i.e., comput
ers, typewriters, etc.). For the building report, this includes building. equipment such as 
elevators which may not be included in any space. 

4. PROCESS ELECTRIC 
(kilowatt hours) is all electricity used to maintain any of the processes in the space. 

5. PROCESS GAS 
(millions of Btu) is all gas used to maintain any of the processes in the space. 

6. PROCESS HOT WA TER 
(millions of Btu) is the total hot water used in all processes in the space. 
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SIMPLE S'TRUC'l'l1P.E RUN 3. CHICAGO DIVID£ IIltO ZONES: ADD PLENUM ooE-2.1£-001 Thu Nov 4 15:19:02 1993LDL RON 3 
D£SlGII-D.l.Y SIZlNG or VAV SYS'!'Do! SHOW ALL REPORTS 
BEPORT- LS-K SPACE INPtn' FUELS S'~Y SPACEI-1 WEATHER FILE- TRY CHICAGO 

SPACE SPACEl-1 

- L 1 G H TIN G • . - - £ 0 0 I P MEN T - - - - - - - - - - PRO C E S S - - - - - - - • -

"!I'I'H 

FEB 

APR 

IlAY 

AUG 

StP 

TASK LIGHTING 
(KWH) 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

O.OQ 

0.00 

C.OO 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

-----------

0.00 

TOTAL LIGHTING GENERAL EQUIPMEIlt PROCESS ELECTRIC 
(KWH) (ICWII) (DfH) 

402.18 193.£7 0.00 

349.£7 167.88 0.00 

38£.57 185.58 0.00 

400.28 193.16 0.00 

402.18 193.&7 0.00 

369.07 176.99 0.00 

402.18 193.67 0.00 

402.18 193.67 0.00 

369.0i 176.99 0.00 

402.18 193.67 0.00 

3~3.47 168.90 0.00 

38t. 57 185.58 0.00 

--_ ... --_ ... - ---_ ...... _--- -- ... _------

4625 . .0 2223.36 0.00 
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PROCESS GAS 
UIBTl1) 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

------- ... _--

0.0000 

PROCESS HOT WATER 
(Mml) 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

_ .. _--------
0.0000 



REp·ORT SV-A 

SYSTEM DESIGN PARAMETERS 

This report echoes your input to the program as interpreted by the SYSTEMS design routines. 
See Section IVD of the Reference Manual (e.1A) and "System Sizing", p.3.130. for a discussion 
of SYSTEMS design calculations. The report is divided into two sections: System-Level Design 
Values and Zone-Level Design Values. 

Note: the quantities in this report have been adjusted for altitude even though DOE-2 requires 
that any CFMs you enter in SYSTEMS be a.t sea level. 

System-Level Design Values 

1. SYSTEM NAME 
is the u-name of the system. 

2. SYSTEM TYPE 
is the code-word identifying the type of system. See "Applicability of Commands and Key
words to System Types" in the BDL Summary (e.1E) for a list of allowed system types. 

3. ALTITUDE MULTIPLIER 
is the altitude adjustment factor for air flows; it multiplies air flows at sea level to get air 
Bows at the a.ctual altitude of the building. 

4. FLOOR AREA 
is the total Boor area of all zones served by the system that have ZONE-TYPE = CONDI
TIONED or UNCO~'DITIONED, or, for ZONE-TYPE = PLENUM, have non-zero occu
pancy. 

5. MAX PEOPLE 
is the maximum number of people in all of the zones served by the system that have 
ZOI\TE-TYPE = CONDITIONED or UNCONDITIONED, or, for ZONE-TYPE = PLE
NUM, that have nOD-zero occupancy. (The maximum number of people in a zone is 
determined by the NUMBER-OF -PEOPLE or AREA/PERSON keywords in the 
SP ACE-CONDITIONS command in LOADS; any variation in occupancy resulting from 
PEOPLE-SCHEDULE is ignored in calculating MAX PEOPLE.) 

6. SUPPLY FAN (CFM) 
is the calculated system design air Bow rate. It should be equal to the user-input 
SUPPLY-CFM multiplied by the value of ALTITUDE MULTIPLIER. If not user-specified, 
the value will be calculated from the peak loads. For a constant volume system or if 
SIZING-OPTION = NON-COINCIDENT, the number will be the sum of the design cfms 
for the zones on the system. If the system is a variable-air-volume system, 
SIZING-OPTION = COINCIDENT, a.nd this is the only system in the 
PUNT -ASSIGNMENT, the value is calculated from the building coincident pea.k load. 

7. ELEC (KW) 
is the electrical energy consumed by the centra.l system supply fan at design Bow. It will be 
calculated from the value in column 1 and the user input (or default) for SUPPLY -I(w or 
from the ratio of SUPPLY-STATIC and SUPPLY-EFF .. 
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8. DELTA-T (F) 
is the value of SUPPLY -DE LTA-T , the rise in temperature of the air caused by the supply 
fan. 

9. The next three entries, RETURN FAN (CFM), ELEC (K\V) , A!\'D DELTA-T (F) are the 
corresponding values for the return air fan. In the sample report these are all zero because 
no return fan has been specified. 

·10. OUTSIDE AIR RATIO 
is the ratio of outside air Row to supply air flow at design conditions for central systems. 
Its value is either the user input value of MIN-OUTSIDE-AIR or is calculated by SYS
TEMS from the ventilation or exhaust input at the zone level divided by the supply fan 
cfm in column 1. This is a design quantity a.nd so does not reHect values entered through 
the MIN-AIR-SCH keyword. For zonal systems, this value will be zero. 

When OUTSIDE AIR RATIO is determined (rom zone ventilation rates, it is the sum of 
the values under OUTSIDE AIR FLOW (in column 6 opposite the zone u-names) divided 
by the value under SUPPLY FAN. This outside air ratio is what the program will use as 
the minimum outside air ratio. It is assumed that the outside air is brought in at the main 
system fan and is distributed to the individual zones in proportion to the supply air to 
each zone. 

Note: The SYSTEMS design routine does not examine the values entered in schedules. 
Consequently, if you specify the outside air ratio through ~flN-AlR-SCH but want SYS
TEMS to size the equipment, you should also specify MIN-OUTSIDE-AIR. 

11. COOLING CAPACITY (KBTU/HR) 
is either the value you enter for the keyword COOLING-CAPACITY at the system level or 
is computed by SYSTEMS from the peak (sensible plus la.tent) cooling load. If the cfm 
chosen for the system is differen t from the user-specified value of RA TED-CFM, COOLING 
CAP ACITY may reflect It. correction for off-rated performance. 

12. SENSIBLE (SHR) 
is the sensible heat ratio, i.e., the fraction of the total cooling capacity that is sensible cool
ing capacity at the peak or design condition, adjusted for RATED-CFM. If you have not 
entered COOlr-SH-CAP at the system level for a central system, this value is calculated 
from a simulation of the conditions at peak loads, adjusted for RA TED-CFM. 

13. HEATING CAPACITY (KBTU /HR) 
is the maximum value for heating; it reflects either the user input or a calculation from 
peak loads. Like COOLING CAPACITY, this value will be zero for zonal systems, where 
the capacity is shown at the·zone level. . 

14. COOLING EIR and HEATING EIR (BTU/BTU) 
are the electric input ratios for cooling and heating, respectively. Values are taken from 
user input or are default values. Values may be modified if the supply cfm differs from the 
RATED-CFM. 
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Zone-Level Design Values 
The following quantities 15-21 apply to the base zone and have not been multiplied 'by the 
number of identical zones (as gIven by the product of MULTIPLIER and 
FLOOR-MULTIPLIER). 

15. SUPPLY FLOW 
is the calculated or user-specified supply cfrn for each zone. Only if you have specified a 
value for the ASSIGNED-CFM keyword in the ZONE-AIR command will the value here 
correspond to your input. The ZONE-AIR keywords AIR-CHANGESjHR and 
CFMjSQFT will be a..ccepted by SYSTEMS only' if they a.re consistent with the 'user
supplied HEATING-CAPACITY and COOL~NG-CAPACITY. and are equivalent to a cfm 
larger than that of the exhaust from or, the ventilation to the ZOne. The ALTITUDE MUL
TIPLIER will be applied. 

16. FAN (KW) 
is the total of the zone supply and exhaust fan electrical consumption at design conditions. 
This is zero in the example because there are no zone fans. 

17. MIt--.1MUM FLOW RATIO 
reflects the your input for fv11N-CFM-RATIO, unless that input is in conBict with exhaust 
or ventilation requirements. In the a.bsence of user input, SYSTEMS will calculate the 
minimum cfm ratio for VAV systems from the minimum dm needed to meet the the 
minimum ventilation requirements and the required heating, capacity. 

18. OUTSIDE AIR FLOW 
reflects the user-specified outside air quantity entered at the zone level. If 
OUTSIDE-AlR-CFM is specified, its value is multiplied by the ALTITUDE MULTIPLIER 
and reported bere. Otherwise the reported value is the maximum of the cfm-equivalent 
values of OA-CHANGES and OA-CFMjPER, multiplied by ALTITUDE MULTIPLIER. 
For the actual amount of outside air delivered to the zone for central systems, see OUT
SIDE AIR RATIO above. 

19. COOLING CAPACITY (KBTU/HR), 
at the zone level, will be zero for central systems. For zonal systems it will either be the 
value you specify for COOLING-CAPACITY or it will be calculated by SYSTEMS to meet 
the peak loads at the rated conditions for HP, PTAC, TPFC, and FPFC systems or at any 
conditions for FPIU and TPIU systems. This is done similarly for HEATING CAPACITY 
for the above-mentioned systems and for UVT and UHT systems. 

20. SENSIBLE (SHR) 
is tbe sensible part of the cooling capa.city for zonal systems. 

21. EXTRACTION RATE (KBTUjHR) 
is the extraction rate (cooling) at design. conditions. This is not the value used in the simu
lation; that value is recalculated hourly and depends UpOD the loads, the conditions, the 
thermostat type, and the thermostatic throttling range. ADDITION RATE (heating) is 
treated similarly. ' 

22. MULTIPLIER 
is the user-specified number of identical zones (product of MULTIPLIER and 
FLOOR-MUI_ TIPLIER for the zone). 
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-sn4PW: S1RUC"TtJ'RE RUN 3. CH!CAOO DIVIDE nrc ZONES; ADOPLENUII DOE-2.1E-001 Thu Nov 4 15:19:02 1993SDL RUN 
DESIGN-DAY SUING OF VAV SYST.D! SHOll ALL REPORTS 
REPORT- iN-A SYSTDC DESIGN P~ERS SYST-l WEATHER FILE- TRY CHICAGO 
-.----~---------.------------------------------------- -----------------------------.--.--.---------._------------------._--------
SYSTDC SYSTDC ALTITUDe Fi.OOR AREA MJJt 

N.l.HB TYPE MULTIPLIER (SQFT ) PEOPLB 

SYST-l V/WS 1.020 5000.0 52. 

SUPPLY RE'l'tJRIf Ot1l'SID! COOL I III HEATING COOLING HEATING 
FAN £LEe O£LTA-T FAN ELII: DELTA-T AIR CAPACITY SENSIBLE CAPACITY EIR EIR 

(Cfl( ) (101) (F') (cnc ) (101) IF) RATIO (KB1'U/HI) (SHI) (!(BTU/HR) (BTU/STU) (BTU/BTU) 

6354. 7.311 3.6 O. 0.000 0.0 0.167 195.944 0.770 -44.161 0.00 0.37 

SUPPLY CCIIAOST NINtNDN oarSIDI COOLIIIl EX'I'RACT ION HEATING ADDITION 
zeN! FUIW FUM FAN fUlW AIl FLCII CAPACITY SENSIBLE RATE CAPACITY RATE 
IW(! (cnc ) (Cf1( ) (101) RATIO (enc ) UtaTU/HI) (SHI) I!(BTU/HI) (KBTU/HR) (KeTU/HR) MULTIPLIER 

SPACES-l 1454. O. 0.000 0.300 401. 0.00 0.00 25.13 -91.09 -75.39 1.0 

SPACEl-l 1909. O. 0.000 0.300 224. 0.00 0.00 32.99 -119.59 -98.9B 1.0 

SPAC£2-1 887. O. 0.000 0.300 102. 0.00 0.00 IS.33 -55.58 -46 .00 1.0 

SPACEl-l 1268. O. 0.000 0.300 224. 0.00 0.00 21.92 -79.4S -65.75 1.0 

SPACE4-1 835. O. 0.000 0.300 102. 0.00 0.00 14.42 -52.28 -43.26 1.0 

PLDruH-l O. O. 0.000 0.000 o. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.0 
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REPORT SS-A 
SYSTEM MONTHLY LOADS SUMMARY 

This report is always printed by the program for each HV AC system modeled. It shows 
monthly cooling, heating, and electrical loads. The loads shown are the sum of zone-level loads 
and central air-handling-unit loads. (Zone-level loads are shown separately in Report 
55-G.). This report is for compa.rison of monthly cooling a.nd beating needs for the HVAC sys
tem. OX cooling loads are reported here (for PSZ, PMZS, PVAVS, PTAC, PVVT, RESVVT 
and RE5Y5 systems) but are not passed to the PLANT program. 

1. The title of the report shows the user name of the HY AC system being summarized 
(5YST-l). 

2. COOLING, HEATING, and ELEC are the three sections of this system-level report. 

3. COOLING ENERGY 
(millions of Btu) is the monthly sum of energy (sensible a.nd latent) extracted by the HVAC 
system during the operation hours of the system and passed as a load to PLANT. 

4. MAXI1vfUM COOLING LOAD 
(thousands of Btu/hr) includes sensible and latent space cooling loads, ventilation air, and 
fan heat. The peak' cooling load shown here is often the start-up load after the system has 
been shut down overnight. Notice, however, that when the system size is inadequate to 
meet the start-up load there is no indication of this problem on the report. You should first 
inspect the PLANT program BEPS report, which shows the "Percent of Hours Any 5ystem 
Zone Outside of Throttling Range", for a macro view, and Report SS-O or SS-F for a zonal 
report of where "Loads not met" conditions prevail. 

To the left of the MAXIMUM COOLING LOAD column are the day and hour of the peak 
cooling load along with the .outside dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures at the time of the 
peak. 

5. HEA TING E~"ERGY 
(millions of Btu) is the monthly sum of hea.t delivered by the secondary HV AC system dur
ing the operation hours of the system and passed as a load to PLANT. 

6. MA..XIMlJM HEATING LOAD 
(thousa.nds of Btu/hr) includes space heating loads, ventilation, and humidification. Again, 
the peak heating load is often due to start-up conditions after the system has been shut 
down overnigh t. To the left of this column are the day and hour of the peak heating load 
along with the outside dry-bulb and wet-bulb tempera.tures at the time of the peak. 

7. ELECTRICAL ENERGY (kWh) 
is the monthly electrical consumpti9n for lights, convenience outlets, supply and return 
fans, and energy consumed by packaged HV AC units. The electrical consumption by the 
pumps is reported in the PLANT program. 

8. MA)JMUM ELEC LOAD (kW) 
is the monthly peak electrical consumption in a one-hour period for lights, convenience 
outlets, energy consumed by packaged HV AC units, and fans for the zones served by the 
HVAC system. 
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SINPLE .S'TROC'l'tJ'RE: RO"tI 3. CHICAOO DIVIDE 1Il'1'0 ZONES; ADO PLENUM 00£-2.1E-001 Thu Nov 4 15:19:02 1993S0L RUN 1. 
OESIGN-D"Y SrZII«; OF VAV SYSTac SHOW ALL REPORTS 
REPORT- SS-A SYSTDC MON'l'KLY WADS SlJMK.UY FOil SYST-1 wtATHER FILE- TRY CHICAGO 

.. _---------.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- ............ - - - COO LIN G - - - ... ... ... ... ... - - ... - ...... - - H EAT I N G - - ... ... ... ... ... ... ---ELEC---

!W(OOI( MAXDroM £LEC- MAXIHtJI 
COOLING TIMB DRY- Im'- COOLING HEATIIIC TIM! OIlY- Im'- H£l..TING TIlICAL ELPJ:: 

ENEIlCY OF' MAX Bt1L8 BULl WAD ElIEIlCY OF MAX lULl lOLl WAD &NERGY LOAD 
~IfTH (MBTO) DY HIl TacP TacP (KBTO/HR) (ICIITO) DY Hil TEIIP TDCP (KB'I'O/HR) (KWH) (KIf) 

JM 0.00000 0.000 -32.540 7 8 -1.F -1.F -441.109 3078. 12.721 

FEB 0.00000 0.000 -25.221 4 8 7.F '.F -419.194 2665. 12.701 

MAR 0.00000 0.000 ~15.190 25 • 14.' 12.r -377 .563 2904. 12.371 

APR 1. 52664 29 18 69.F 65.F 68 .111 -3.705 8 8 30.F 27.F -246.024 2992. 13.298 

MAY 5.10064 21 14 85.' 75.' 132.661 -0.420 9 9 43.r 39.F -40.320 1085. a.424 

JtIN U.55954 20 Hi 90.F 77.F 178.041 0.000 0.000 10S4. 15.339 

.rot. 28.78266 Hi 92.F 74.F 214.902 0.000 0.000 3779. 18 .122 

AUG 23.67940 19 16 90.F 7loF 183.011 0.000 0.000 3545. 17.242 

SEP 9.23581 11 16 86.F 72.r 138.083 -0.227 23, 8 36.F 34.F -99.031 2932. 15.S10 

OCT 2.26933 ( 17 78.F 61.F 49.778 -2.190 :n 8 10.r 29.r -258.277 2994. 12.617 

..,V 0.35773 16 72.r 59.F 54.561 -12.995 25 8 27.r 25.r -325."3 26U. 13 .017 

DEC 0.00000 0.000 -25.768 26 8 IS.F 15.F -393.064 2940. 12.345 
--------- --- ------- .. -------- ----------

TOTAL 85.512 -118.258 36610. 

MAX 214.902 -441.109 18.322 
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REPORT SS-D 
PLANT MONTEL Y LOADS SUMMARY 
Multiple central plants that serve the building's HVAC systems can be simulated. The 
PLANT-ASSIGNMENT command assigns HVAC systems to central plants. The name of the 
plant is reported in the title line. In this example, no u-name was specified, and so a default 
name (DEFAULT-PLANT) is printed. The cooling, heating, and electrical energy rE.'quired by 
the systems and zones served by the plant are reported monthly along with the peak cooling, 
heating, and electrical loads for the combined systems, and the time of occurrence. Note that 
these peak loads may result from startup after the building has been shut down overnight. 
Cooling done in SYSTEMS by OX units is not included here in cooling loads but in electrical 
loa.ds. 

1. COOLING ENERGY 
(millions of Btu) is the sensible and latent monthly cooling required by the HVAC systems 
from the centra.l plant specified in the PLANT-ASSIGNMENT command. For water loop 
heat pump systems the value reported here is the heat rejected to the plant's cooling tower. 

2. TIME OF MAX 
gives the day and hour that the maximum cooling load occurs. 

3. DRY-BULB TEMP and \VET-BULB TEMP 
are the outside dry-bulb wet-bulb temperatures during the peak cooling load. 

4. MA.."'(JMUM COOLING LOAD 
(thousands of Btu/hr) gives the peak cooling load for each month and for the year. 

S. HEATING ENERGY 
(millions of Btu) is the total monthly heating required by the HV AC systems from the 
specified central plant. For water loop heat pump systems the value reported here is the 
supplementary heat from the plant's hot water boiler. 

6. TIME OF MAX 
shows the day and hour of maximum heating load. 

7. DRY -BULB TE1-IP and WET -BULB TEMP 
are the outside dry-bulb wet-bulb temperatures during the peak heating load. 

8. MAXIMUM HEATING LOAD 
(thousands of Btu/hr) gives the peak heating load for each month and for the year. 

9. ELECTRICAL ENERGY 
(kWh) is the monthly electrical requirement for lights and convenience outlets for the build
ing zones served by the plant. In addition, the electrical energy contains the fan energy 
requiremen t for the HV AC systems and electric energy for cooling and heating in packaged 
units. It does not include the electrical energy associated with pumps, cooling towers and 
chillers. These are reported in the PLANT program. 

10. M-\..XIMUM ELEC LOAD 
(kW) gives the monthly peak electrical consumption in a. one-hour period for the items in 9 
(ELECTRICAL ENERGY). 

11. Bottom of Report 
At the bottom of SS-D are shown the integra.ted cooling loads for the peak day for both 
the design day run (if any) and the annual run. These numbers are used by PLANT to 
size cold storage systems. 
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SIMPLE S7RUC":'\tR£ RUN 3. CHICAOO DrvlDE Iifl'O 2ONES: ~O PLEJIUM 00£-2.1£-001 Thu Nov 4 15:19:02 199'3S0L 110\11 1 
DESIGN-DAY S!Z!M:: Of YAY SYS'l'~ SHOW ALL REPORTS 
REPORT- ss- 0 PLAN'!' 1«Jtm!L Y LOAllS StMrutY fOR DEfAULT-PLAIn' WEATHER FrLE- TRY CHICAGO 
~-.--------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

- - - - - - - - COO 1. I N G - - - - - - - - ............ - - M £ A TIN G - - ----_ .. - - - E LEe - - -

MAXDClIC MAXDClIC £LEe- MAXOOIC 
COOLING TOO! ORY- WET- COOLING HtATING TIM! DRY- WET- HEATING TRICAL £LEI: 

ENERGY Of MAX BULB BULB LO~ EHER:lY Of MAX lULl lULl LO~ ENERGY LO~ 
IC>NTH (MB'I'U) DY HR T~P TDCP (KBTU/HIII UCilTOI DY Mil TDCP TDCP (KBTO/HRI (10011 (ICWI 

J1,B 0.00000 0.000 -12.540 7 • -l.F -1.F -4'1.109 1078. 12.721 

FEB 0.00000 0.000 -25.221 4 • 7.F '.F -'19.1" 26&5. 12.701 

lIAR 0.00000 0.000 -15.190 25 • 14." 12.F -177.561 2904. 12.171 

APR 1.52664 29 18 n.F 65." 68.111 -1.705 • 8 30.' 27." -2".024 2992. 13.29' 

llAY 5.10064 21 14 85.F 75.F 132.6U -0.420 9 9 43.F 19.F -40.320 3085. 14.424 

.roN 14.559S( 20 16 90.F 77 .F 178.041 0.000 0.000 1054. 15.339 

J't1L 28.78266 8 16 92.F 74.F 214.902 0.000 0.000 1779. 18.322 

AUG 23.67940 19 16 90.F 71.F 181.011 0.000 0.000 3545. 17 .242 

SEP 9.23581 11 16 86.F 72.F 138.083 -0.227 23. 8 36.' 14.F -99.033 2932. 15.530 

OCT 2.26933 4 17 78.F 61 .• F 49.778 -2.190 21 8 30.F 29 ... -258.277 2994. 12.617 

I«lV 0.35773 16 72.F 59.F 54.561 -12.995 25 8 27." 25.F -325.673 26 ... 13.017 

DEC 0.00000 0.000 -25.768 26 8 lS.F 15 ... -39-3.064 2940. 12.345 
--------- -------- ... - --------- -_ ...... __ .... _-

TOTAL 85.512 -118.258 36610. 

MAX 214.902 -441.109 18 .322 

MAX:MUM DAILY IIfl'EGRATEO COOLING LOAD (DES DAY ) 2274.994 (KaTOI 
MAXIMUM DAILY I~£GRATEO COOLI":; LOAD (WI'H FILE) 2147.572 (KBTUI 
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REPORT SS-H 
SYSTEM MONTffi..,Y LOADS SUMMARY 

This report gives monthly values of electrical' energy for fans, gas/oil energy for heating and 
cooling, and electrical energy for heating and cooling for an HV AC system. The name of the 
system (SYST -1) is shown in the title. 

1. FAN ELEC 
shows the total and maximum hourly electrical consumption of the supply, return, exhaust, 
and zonal fans. 

2. FUEL HEAT 
shows the total oil and gas consumption by packaged systems for heating, in Btu
equivalents. This will be zero unless you have made at least one of the heat sources FUR
NACE. 

3. FUEL COOL 
shows the total oil and gas consumption by packaged systems for cooling, In Btu
equivalents. 

4. ELEC HEAT 
shows the electrical consumption for heating. This will include electric baseboards and 
reheat coils as well as the electrical load attributable to the heating cycle of a heat pump. 

5, ELEC COOL 
shows the electrical consumption and hourly maxima for cooling. 
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SIMPLE STRUC":'\iFE ~1Jl/ 3. CH!CAGO OrvIDE Itfl'O ZONES: ADD PLtNUM ooE-2.1E-001 Thu Nov 4 15:19:02 1993SDL RUN 1 
DESIGN-DAY SIZING OF VAV SYSTEM SHOW ALL REPORTS 
REPORT- S5-H SYSTEM MOfon'HLY !..DADS S~Y FOR SYST-l WEATHER FILE- TRY CHicACO 

- -F A N E L E C- - - - -F U B L H B A T- - - -F U E L COO L- - -E L E C H E A T- - -E L E.C COO L-

!QJ(IMUC KAXIIMC KAXlMUN KAXt1m4 KAXlMUN 
FAN FAN GAS OIL GAS OIL GAS OIL GAS OIL ELECTRIC ELECTRIC ELEC'I'RIC ELEC"I'RIC 

ENERGY LOAD ENEltCiY . LOAD ENERGY LOAD ENERGY LOAD ENERGY LOAD 
MJlfrH (KWH) (ICWI (HIl'M7) (KBTU/HRI (NBTU) (KBTO/HR) (KWH) (KWI "GIHI (I()fl 

JM 256. 3.984 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 o. 0.000 O. 0.000 

FEB 215. 3. 878· 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O. 0.000 O. 0.000 

MAR 195. 3. 320 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O. 0.000 O. 0.000 

APR 182. 2.198 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O. 0.000 O. 0.000 

MAY 263. 2.955 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O. 0.000 O. 0.000 

.ruN 469. 4.156 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 o. 0.000 o. 0.000 

Jt!L '58. 7.304 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O. 0.000 O. 0.000 

ADC 724. 5.987 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O. 0.000 O. 0.000 

SEP 346. 4.123 0.000' 0.000 0.000 0.000 O. 0.000 O • 0.000 

OCT 173. 1. 794 . 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O. 0.000 O. 0.000 

!k)V . 171. 3.021 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O. 0.000 O. 0.000 

DEC 231. 3.543 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 o. 0.000 O. 0.000 
._-------- --- ... ------ ----------- -----------

_ ... co ________ 

----_ ... _---- ---------- ------ .. -_ ... _ .... _-_ ... _-- --------_ ... 
• TOTAL 4181. 0.000 0.000 o. O . 

MAX 7.304 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
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REPORT SS-L 
FAN ELECTRIC ENERGY FOR <system> 

This report gives a breakdown of monthly elect.ric energy for fans (central and zone-level) a.nd 
fan part load operation for an HV AC system. 

The energy quantities on the left-band side of tbe report are given for heating hours only, cool
ing hours only, simultaneous heating and cooling hours, a.nd Boating bours. 

1. FAN ELECTRIC ENERGY DURING HEATING 
gives the total electric energy used by the fans in a.ll hours when only heating is required. 

2. FAN ELECTRIC ENERGY DURING COOLING 
gives the total electric energy used by the fans in a.ll hours when only cooling is required. 

3. FAN ELECTRIC ET\'ERGY DURING HEATING-COOLING 
gives the total electric energy used by the fans in all hours when both heating and cooling 
are required. 

4. FAN ELECTRIC EI\TERGY DURING FLOATING 
gives the total electric energy used by the fans when neither heating nor cooling is provided. 

The right-hand side of the report shows the part-load operation of the fans. The number of 
operating hours within each percentage part load band (~lO%, ~20% , etc.) is given as well as 
the total hours of operation. If the fan operates during an hour, its part load in percent is 
determined as lOO*(total ftow)/(design SUPPLY-CFM). 
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SIMPt.£ S'l'IiOC'l':JRE RUN 3. CH!CAGO DIVID£ 1'"0 ZOH&S: ADD PLENUM 00£-2.1£-001 Thu Nov 4 15:19:02 1993SOt. RUN 
OESIGN-O,l,Y SIZING OF VAV SYS'!'Do! SHOW ALL. REPORTS 
REPORT- SS- t. F,lJ/ £:LE::1'RIC DlERGY SYSf-l WEATHER FILE- TRY CHICAGO 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

F1\Il £LEe F,lJ/ ELEX: F1\Il £LEe F1\Il E:LEC .... ---_ ..... Nwlber of houri within each PART LOAD range --------- TOTAL 
OUR I loKi DURING DORING DURING 00 10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100 RUN 
HEATING COOt.ING HEAT' coot. F'IJ:lATING 10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100 + HOURS 

IKlII'I'H (KWH) (KWH) {KWH I (10110 
-_ .. -... _---- ... ----------- ----------- ._.------.. - ---- ----

.ru. 256.361 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 286 10 4 4 1 0 0 0 305 

FEB 214.658 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 239 10 3 1 1 0 0 0 256 

~R 188.89.2 0.000 0.000 S.833 0 0 0 242 3 2 0 0 0 0 248 

APR 77.282 59.311 0.000 45.241 0 0 0 216 11 2 0 0 0 0 0 229 

~Y 29.165 172.787 0.000 £1.428 . 0 0 0 144 45 27 4 0 0 0 0 220 

..ltIN 0.000 465 .. 212 0.000 3.377 0 0 0 23 " 80 51 4 0 0 0 207 

JtlL 0.000 957.790 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 9 35 72 66_ 29 28 241 

AUG 0.000 723.851 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 9 24 62 91 40 12 0 0 238 

SEP 9.505 303.856 0.000 32.739 0 0 0 88 4S 37 32 3 0 0 0 205 

OCT 63.882 77 .672 0.729 ) 1. 766 0 0 0 224 0 0 0 0 0 0 225 

IrJV 148.524 13 .215 0.000 8.918 0 0 0 200 5 2 2 0 0 0 0 209 

DEC 230.728 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 259 11 0 i 0 0 0 0 276 
.. _--- ..... _-_ .. ---- ........ --_ ... ----------. -------_ ..... -

ANNUAl. 1216.994 27i3.703 0.729 189.301 0 0 0 1931 223 253 267 115 41 28 2859 
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REPORT SS-M 
FAN ELECTRIC ENERGY FOR PLANT 

This report gives a breakdown of fan electric energy for each month passed to PLANT. :The 
quantities are given for heating hours only, cooling hours only, simultaneous heating a.nd cooling 
hours, and floating hours. The quantities are calculated by summing the individual spa.ee quanti
ties. 

1. FAN ELECTRIC ENERGY DURING HEATING 
gives the total electric energy used by the fans in aU hours when only heating is required. 

2. FAN ELECTRIC ENERGY DURING COOUNG 
gives the total electric energy used by the fans in all hours when only cooling is required. 

3. FAN ELECTRIC ENERGY DURING HEATING-COOLING 
gives the total electric energy used by the fans in aU hours when both heating and cooling 
are required. 

4. FAN ELECTRIC ENERGY DURING FLOATING 
gives the total electric energy used by the fans when neither heating nor cooling is provided. 
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SIMPLE S1R;)C":'UR£ RUN 3. CHICAGO DIVIDE IIlI'O ZONES: ADD PLENON 
DESIGN-DAY SnING OF VAV SY~D4 SHOW ALL REPORTS 
REPORT- SS-M FAA ELtrTRIC DlERGY FOR ~ OEFADLT-I'I-'!n' 

"AN 
FEB 

MR 

APR 

MY 

.roN 

Jt1L 

AUG 

SEP 

OCT 

IIJV 

DEC 

ANNUAL 

FAN ELErI'RIC 
Dl£RGY OURING 

HEATING 
(KWH) 

256.361 

2H.658 

188.892 

77 .282 

29.165 

0.000 

0.000 

0.000 

9.505 

63.882 

148.524 

230.728 
............. _------

1218.994 

FAll ELECTRIC FAN ELECTRIC 
DlERGY OURING DlERGY DORING 

COOLING HEATING-COOLING 
(KWH) (1t'oIH) 

0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 

S9.311 0.000 

172.787 0.000 

465.212 0.000 

957.790 0.000 

723.851 0.000 

303.856 0.000 

77.672 0.729 

13.215 0.000 

0.000 0.000 
---- ... _-"'----- ---- ----- -.. _---

2773.703 0.729 

FAIl ELlCTRIC 
DlERGY DORING 

FLOATING 
(DIll) 

0.000 

0.000 

5.ln 

4S.2U 

51.U8 

3.377 

0.000 

0.000 

32.739 

31.766 

8.918 

0.000 
-------_ .. _---

189.301 
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WEATHER FILE- TRY CHICAGO 



.. 

REPORT SS-N 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY SCATTER PLOT 

In this scatter plot, the ordinate, appea.ring in the left column, shows relative humidity bins. 
The abscissa, shown at the top, gives hours of the day. Entered in each cell of the plot is the 
number of hours during the RUN-PERIOD for which the rela.tive humidity of the system return 
air was in the particular relative humidity bin for this particular hour of the day. Only hours 
for w'hich tbe fans are on are counted in this plot. 

The column at the far right is the sum of the entries in each row. It shows the frequency of 
relative humidity values for the RUN-PERlOD. (Because the relative humidity counts a.re made 
only for hours when the fans are on, summing the totals column will not sum to the number of 
hours in the run.) 

Note: If fans are on due to NIGHT-CYCLE-CTRL, the hours will not be counted in the plot. 
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SIMPLE S1R'J~UP.£ RUN 3. CHICAGO DIVID£ Itrl'O ZONES: AOO PLENUM 00£-2.1£-001 Thu Nov 4 15:19:02 1993SOL RUN 
!)£SIGN-DAY SIZING OF YAY SYS"I'E)! SHOW ALL REPORTS 
REPORT- SS-Ii RE:l.ATIVE HUMIDITY SCATTER PlDT roR SYST-1 WEATHER FILE- TRY CHICAGO 
.. _------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.--------.----------------.---------------------

TOTAL HOURS "1 R£L.ATIVE HIICIDm LEVEL MD TIME OF' Dl\Y 

HOUR lAM 2 3 4 5 , 7 I 9 10 11 12 IP11 2 1 4 5 , 7 • , 10 11 12 T'CIrAL --- --- --- -.- -.. - --- ---
SO-lOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

70-S0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 

60-70 0 ° ° 0 0 0 0 6 5 5 5 4 4 2 2 1 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 42 

50-60 ° ° 0 ° 0 ° 0 45 58 57 53 32 33 29 2. 34 35 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 40S 

40-50 0 ° ° 0 0 0 0 42 43 45 U 60 n " " 59 61 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 556 

)0-40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 &2 51 57 49 31 48 52 55 51 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 526 

0-30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 S3 .. 96 107 116 ID3 103 100 101 83 0 0 0 0 D 983 

==& :=1: ==c cae cce === === c:. cc_ ace ••• aea c.e _== ••• cee cca cite aca ca •••• ca. ..... 
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REPORT SS-O 
TEMPERATURE SCATTER PLOT 

In this scatter plot, the ordinate, a.ppearing in the left column, shows temperature bins. The 
abscissa, shown a.t the top, gives hours of the da.y. Entered in each cell of the plot is the 
num ber of hours during the RUN-PERIOD for which the zone &.ir temperature was in the pa.r
ticular bin for this particular hour of the day. Only hours for which the fa.ns a.re on a.re counted 
in this plot. 

The column at the far right is the sum of the entries in ea.ch row. It shows the frequency of 
temperature values for the RUN-PERIOD. (Because the temperature counts a.re only made for 
hours when the fans are on, summing the totals column will not sum to the number of hours in 
the run.) 

Note: If fans are on due to I'HGHT-CYCLE-CTRL, the hours will not be counted in the plot. 
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SIMPLE S'l'RUC"l'LTRE RUN 3. CHICAGO DIVIDE Itn'O toNES: ADD PL£HUN DOE-2.1£-001 Thu Nov C 15:19:02 19 93Sm. RUN 1 
DESICN·n"Y SIZING 0, V)"V SYS'I'DI SHOW ALL REPORTS 
REPORT- SS-C TDlPERXl'URE SCA'M'ER PLOT SYST-l FOR SPACEl-1 WEATHER FILE- TRY CHICAGO 
----------------------------------------------------------.----------------------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL HOURS AT TDIPERATURE lZVEL AND TIME OF DAY 

HOUR lAI! 2 4 5 , 7 8 9 10 11 12 IPIC 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 TOTAL 
--- .. -- --- --- --- -- .. --- ---

Aa:>VE 85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

80- 85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

75-80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 88 90 " 100 10' ·119 132 141 144 139 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 1170 

70-75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 38 1'2 15' 152 145 132 119 110 107 112 110 0 0 0 0 0 0 1343 

'5-70 0 0 ° 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 

60-65 0 ° 0 0 0 ° 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ° 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8ELOi 60 0 ° .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

=== === === =:: === === ::= === === a=: === === === c=s as: === &c: === ==z sec === c=: ca: c:: c=:: 
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REPORT PS-A 
PLANT ENERGY UTILIZATION SUMMARY 

PS-A gives site and source energy use in MBtu(106 Btu) for thermal quantities and 
MWh(106Wh) for electrical quantities. 

In DOE-2.1E, PS-A was modified so that electrical consumption is displayed in units of MWb; 
the second line showing electrical consumption for each month has been eliminated. Numbers 
shown in this report may be different than shown in earlier program releases. Previously, energy 
consumed in SYSTEMS for electrical and fuel usage for heating and cooling did not appear 
under the heating and cooling categories, only in the total categories; this bas been corrected. 
Also, the figures for total site and source energy were incorrect wben a cogeneration plant is a 
net exporter of electricity; this has been corrected. 

I. MOI"\TH 

2. TOTAL HEAT LOAD 
Total heating energy = load from SYSTEMS + load from PLAJ\'T (absorption chillers + 
steam turbines + heat dissipated from storage tanks + domestic hot water + beat stored in 
tan ks bu t not used) + circulation loop losses. The values here are identical to those in the 
HEATING E1\T£RGY column of the SYSTEMS SS-D report except that the heat energy 
delivered t.o an absorption chiller, steam turbine, domestic hot water, and circulation losses 
is included. Also included is the heat input to a storage tank from a boiler. 

3. TOTAL COOLING LOAD 
This is the total of the values shown in the SS-D report plus tank and. circulation loop 
losses; it represents the cooling energy needed each month. 

4. TOTAL ELECTR LOAD 
This is the total electrical energy consumed by lights, equipment, and system fans plus the 
additional energy consumed by chiller motors, pumps, cooling towers, a.nd any other electri
cal site use including energy entered into the program under BUILDING-RESOURCE. 

5. RECVRED ENERGY 
These values are recovered heat used to reduce heating loads. This is waste heat from tur
bines. diesels, and double-bundle chillers, and solar energy delivered to the load via 
HEAT-RECOVER)'. 

6. WASTED RECVRABL El\'ERGY 
The values in this column represent the heat that could have been recovered, had there been 
a need for it. 

7. FUEL I!\"PL~T COOLING 
The fuel used to drive engine chillers and gas fired absorption chiller/heaters, and regenera
tion fuel for desiccant cooling systems. 
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8. ELEC II\~UT COOLING 
The electric energy used to drive chillers and to supply power for peripheral cooling equip
ment, such as circulation pumps, cooling towers, and cold storage tanks. 

9. FUEL INPUT HEATING 
This colu mn reports the fuel used for heating by boilers, furnaces, and hot water heaters. 

10. ELEC II\TPUT HEATING 
The electrical energy used in association with supplying beating, including the electrical con
sumption by draft fans, circulation pumps, electric boilers, and hot water storage pumps. 

11. FUEL I~~UT ELEC 
The fuel used by diesel and gas turbine generators. 

12. TOTAL FUEL 11\TPUT 
The sum of fossil fuels use. 

13. TOT A.L SITE ENERGY 
The sum of purchased fossil fuel, electricity, chilled water and steam. 

14. TOTAL SOURCE ENERGY 
The energy ust>d at the source. For each RESOURCE, the energy consumption at the site is 
divided by the corresponding SOURCE-SITE-EFF to arrive at the energy' consumed and 
transmitted by the generating station; the results are summed. 
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SINPLE S1ROcr~£ Rut; 3. CHICAGO DIVIDE 1""0 UlIIE:S: ADD PLENtII 00£-2.1£-001 Thu Nov 4 15:19,02 1993PDL RON 
DESIGN-DAY SIZIN~ Of VAV SYSTEM SHOW AU. R£PORTS 
lEPORt- PS-A PW"T DlER(;Y t1TIL!%.ATlotI smtWlY WEATH£R FILE- TRY CHICAGO 

-.--.. -.-~-------------.---------------------------------------------.-----------------------------------_&-----------.----------

SIT £ IIERGY • SOURCE 
• 

2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 • U 
• 

TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 'fAS"I'£O FIl£L ELI!C F'DEL £LEI: FaEL TOTAL TOTAL • TOTAL 
HEAT COOl-ING ELEC'I'R RC'VRED RCVRABL INM 111M IIJPII'J' JIIPII'J' JIIPU'f FaEL SITB • SOURCE 
LOAD 1A\D LOAD DiERGY !2iERGY COOLING COOLlW(; HFATIIIG HEATING ELI!C'T JIIPt7I' INIItGY • 1!NERGY 

II>NT'H (KB'!'U) (MB'I:U) (MWH) (NBTU) (HBTOI INBrU) (NIIH) (JGm11 ( ..... 1 (NBTOI UCBTO) UIBTUI • (ICBTU) ------- . • 
JAN 33.5 0.0 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 51.6 0.1 0.0 51.6 ".t • 91.7 

• 
FEB 26.0 0.0 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 / 0.0 40_2 0.7 0.0 40.2 51.5 • ".3 

• 
KAA lS.9 0.0 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 0.5 0.0 25.0 36.5 • n.6 

• 
APR 4.0 1.8 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 6.4 0.1 0.0 6.4 11.0 • 41.4 

• 
IlAY 0.5 5.6 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.9 14.0 • 40.4 

JON 0.0 15.4 4.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.1 • 50.5 
• 

J'OL 0.0 29.8 7.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 23.9 • 71.6 

AUG 0.0 2(.7 6.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.7 • 6S.0 
• 

SEP 0.3 9.9 4.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.4 14.8 • 0.4 

OC"T 2.5 2.7 3.S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 3.9 0.1 0.0 3.9 15.9 • 40.0 
• 

1I0V 13.6 0.4 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 21. 3 0.4 0.0 21.3 31.9 • 53.0 
• 

DEC 26.6 0.0 3.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 41.5 0.7 0.0 41.5 53.9 • 78.9 
• 

=====:= =====-:: :;:=:::. ==:::1:== c:==_== cC&==== c=~=a:= ===:==c aaaac •• acc=c-c'C sccaa&~ • K~~S"= 
TOTAL 122.B 90.S 50.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.7 191.1 3.4 0.0 191.1 363.9 • 709.7 
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REPORT PS-B 
MONTHLY PEAK AND TOTAL ENERGY USE 

This report shows the monthly total consumption and peak hourly consumption (demand) of up 
to five of the following purchased fuels: 

ELECTRI CITY 
CHI LLED-\\7 A TER 
STEAM 
NA TURAL-GAS 

LPG 

FUEL-OIL 
DIESEL-OIL 
COAL 
METHANOL 
OTHER-FUEL 

Usage is displayed in the actual units of consumption (kWh, therms, etc.). 

The final section of the report gives, for each "fuel", the total energy use for the run period 
(O;"'"E YEAR USE), and, below this, the pea.k hourly energy use (PEAK) for the run period. 
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SIMPLE STRUC'l'tJF.t RUN 3. CHIC~GO DIVIDE IN'l'O ZONES; ADD PLENOM PO£-2.1E-OOI Thu Nov 4 15:19.02 1'931'01.. RON 
D£S1~-DAY SIZING Or VAV SYSTD! SHOW ALL REPOIt'I'S 
UPORT- P$-B MOh"l'KLY t1tILITY AIID roE:!.. USE Stl*ARY WEATHER Fn.E- TRY CHICAGO 

EloEt"I'RICITY NATURAL-G.\S 
Mt'I'tR-1 ICf.'I'£II-1 

IDr'I'H ITU/ONIT: 3413./JtWII 10OOOO.ITHERMS 
---------------- ----------------JAIl 

IllERCY CONSUM PT I ON (UNITS/NO) 3918.1 515.5 
~K DEMANC (~ITS/HR OR DAY) 16.2 5.6 

PF.'J( DAY/HR 7/ 9 7/ 8 
rEI 

IIIERCY CONSUMPTION (UNITS/NO) 3333.6 401.5 
Pr.\K DSW/D (UNI"TS/HR OR DAY) 16.1 5.3 

PF.'J( DAY/HR 41 9 "8 
lIAR 

IKtRGY CONSUMPTION (UNITS/NO) 3377.5 250.2 
~K DEMAN~ (ONrTS/HR OR DAY) 15.8 4.9 

PF.'J( DAY/HR 251 9 25/ 8 
APR 

ENERGY CONSOI! P'l' I ON (UNITS/NO) 3417.1 U.8 
PtAK DEMAND (~ITS/HR OR DAY) 22.2 3.4 

PF.'J( DAY/HR 29/15 1/ 8 
KAY 

ENERGY CONSU!4P'l'ION (UNITS/MO) 3857.1 8.8 
PEAK DEMAND (UNITS/HR OR DAY) 28.4 0.7 

PF.'J( DAY/HR 21/14 
" 9 JON 

IKtRGY CONSU!4P'l'ION (UNITS/MO) 4933.9 0.0 
PtAI< DEMANP (trnrTS/HR OR DAY) 33.8 0.0 

P&lJ( DAY/HR 20116 01 0 
.nn. 

ENERGY CONSU!4?'!ION (UNITS/HO) 6989.9 0.0 
PEAK ODlAND (~rTS/HR OR DAY) 39.2 0.0 

ptAI< DAY IHP. ails 01 0 
AOO 

ENERGY CONSU!4PT!O~ (UNITS/MO) 6351.4 0.0 
PtAK DDVoND (~ITS/HR OR DAY) 36.0 0.0 

PF.'J( DAY/HR 19116 01 0 
SEP 

ENERGY CONSU!4P'l'ION (UNT'l'S/HO) 4196.0 4.4 
PtAK DfWo.ND (ONITS/HR OJ< DAY) 30.7 1.7 

PF.'J( DAy/HR 11/15 231 a 
OCT 

ENERGY CONSU!4P'l'ION (UNITS/MO) 3519.4 39.2 
ptAK DfWo.ND (ONITS/HR OJ< DAY) 19.8 3.6 

ptAI< DAYlHR 31/15 211 a 
IIOV 

ENERGY CONS\JIo! Fe I Ot; (UNITS/H:l) 3098.8 212.8 
PFAK DD'..lJ;D (trn:':'S/HF OF. DAY) 21.1 4.3 

PEAK DAY IHF- 1115 251 8 
DEC 

ENERGY CONS".l)o!Fej Ot; (UNT'l'S/H::) 3651.2 414.6 
PFAK DD9.ND (trn:r'1'S/HR OF. DAY) 15.8 5.1 

PEAK OAY/HR 9/11 261 8 
---------------- ---------------. 

TOTAL 
ENERGY CONS\JIo!?710~ (UN::rS!YR) 50644 .1 1910.8 
PFAK OfWo.Nr. (trn:1S/HF. OF. DAY) 39.2 5.6 
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REPORT PS-D 
PLANT LOADS SATISFIED 

This report flags those situations where the plant is not able to meet the loads imposed by both 
systems and other plant equipment. This is of special importa.nce when equipment is intention
ally undersized to impro,re part load performance or to reduce costs. 

MBTU SUPPLIED 
is the output energy from ea.ch piece of equipment. 

peT OF TOTAL LOAD 
is the following ratio (in percent): MBTU SUPPLIED divided by TOTAL LOAD ON PLANT. 
This will be 100% only if all of the load is satisfied. 

"'Then a hot or cold storage tank is included, additiona.l entries are given at the bottom of the 
first page which describe the contribution to the heating and cooling demands ma.de by the 
storage tank(s). 

TOTAL LOAD ON PLANT 
for beating (cooling) is the sum of the demand from SYSTEMS, the consumption by PLANT, 
the loss from the storage tank and the heat (cold) remaining in the storage tank at the end of 
the run. The last, of course, is still recoverable and is reported as RESIDUAL (not shown in this 
example; see the PS-D report for the aI-story Office Building, Run 2 in the Sample Run Book 
(£.1£)). 

In the second part of this report, "SUMMARY OF LOADS MET", TOTAL OVERLOAD is that 
portion of a load that requires equipment to operate a.bove its Dominal rated capacity. PEAK 
OVERLOAD is the largest hourly overload. 
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SIMPLE S':'RucrURr RUN j. CHIO.GO 
DESIGli-DAY S!Zl~ OF VAV SY~D4 
lEfORT- PS-O PLAh"l' l"O.lJ)S SATISFIED 

DIVIDE Iin'O ZONES: ADO PLENUM 
SHOW AU. REPORTS 

HEATING LOADS 

HW- !IO ILER 

LOAD SATISFIED 
TOTAL laD 011 PLM'I' 

COOLING LOADS 

HEIU4- REX: -CtlLR 

LOAD SATISFIED 
TOTAL laO 011 PLM'I' 

EUrTRICAL LOADS 

E:l.Et"I'RI CITY 

LOAD SATISFIED 
TOTAL LOAD ON pL.lJIT 

ItB'I'O SUPPLI EO 

122.8 
cccc:c:c:ccacCC'& 

122.8 
122.8 

11m SUPPLIED 

90.5 
a2&CEaCcac ••• 

90.5 
90.S 

KWH SUPPLI ED 

50644.1 
:z::c:==c:===cc:= 

50644.1 
50642.9 
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DOE-2.1E-OOI fhu Nov '15.19:02 1993POL RUN 

WEATHER Fn.E- TRY CHICAGO 

Pt'T Of' TOTAL LOAD 

100.0 

IDO.O 

Pt'T OF TOTAL LOAD 

100.0 

100.0 

Pt'T OF TOTAL LOAD 

100.0 

100.0 



SIMPLE: S"I'~UC':'tJRE ~UN 3. CHICAGO DIVIDE 1'"0 7.OIIES: ADD PLENUM' 00£-2.1£-001 Thu Nov 4 15.19.02 1993PDL RIIN. 1 
DESIGli-DAY SIZING OF VAV SYST04 SHOW ALL REPORTS 
IEPORT- PS-D PLM"T I..OADS SA1'JSfIED NtATHER FILE- TRY CHICAGO 

------------------------.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ICOHTINOED)--------

StIIICA RY OF 1.1».0$ 11ft 

'J'O'I'AL lDAD 'J'O'I'AL PEAK IIOORS 
TYPE OF WAD U)}J) SATISFIED oo.iElIu».o OYERI.(W) OVERlA\I)EO 

(NBTtl) (NBTU) (Il8'I'O ) (MlTU) 
_ .... _------------ .. -- --- .. _.- .. -.. -.. _----- .. - -- .... --_ .. _- .------_ .. - ---_ ........ _-
HEATlt«; LOADS 122.8 122.8 0_000 0.000 0 
COOLIN:; LOADS 90.5 '0.5 0.000 0.000 0 
ELE::"TRI CAL WADS 172.8 172.8 0.000 0.000 ° 
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REPORT PS-G 
ELECTRlCAL LOAD SCATTER PLOT 

In this scatter plot the ordinate, shown in the left-most column, is the electrical demand divided 
into 13 bins which range from zero to just above the peak electrical demand. The abscissa 
shown at the top is the hour of the day. Entered in each cell of the plot is the number of days 
during the year for which the electrical demand was less than the ordinate shown but larger 
than the next lower ordinate at that hour of the day. 

The right-most column is the sum of the entries in each row and shows the frequency of the 
electrical demand throughout the run period. 

The bottom row shows the distribution of electrica.l demand for each bour of the avera.ge da.y. 
The number here is the electrical consumption for the run period for a particular hour of the day 
divided by the total electrical consumption for all hours of the dall for run period. 

The chart at the bottom is a breakdown of the peak electrical demand into tbe contributing 
components. The SYSTEMS LOAD includes the lighting and equipment electrical loads from 
LOADS as well as that from system fans. 
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SIJIPLE S"I'RU:TlJRE RtJI/ 3. CHlCAOO DIVIDE INTO ZONES: ADD PloENUM DO£-2.1£-001 Thu Nov 4 15:19:02 1993PDL RON 
DESIGN-DAY SlZINC or VAV SYST&. SHOW ALL REPORTS 
IEPOR'!'- PS-G ELtc'r"IC.a.l. LOAD SCA'M'ER PLOT WEATHER Fn.E- TRY CHICAGO 

D 

£ 

TO'I'AL ItOlJRS AT HOORLY DDWfD AND TDCE OF ~Y 

HOUR 1AH 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 IPM 2 3 4 5 , 7 8 , 10 11 12 TOTAL 

40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 2 1 3 , 5 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 

340000000002 4 2 6 8 , , 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 

31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 5 7 13 23 24 14 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 111 

28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 11 14 20 15 26 26 27 28 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 206 

2S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 13 23 33 30 30 22 16 14 22 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 227 

II K 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 23 21 11 10 17 12 , 8 11 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 134 

A W 

N 

D 

PERCE1'
TOTJJ... 

DDoIAND 

18 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 3 19 13 32 17 14 14 14 15 11 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 161 

H 0 0 o 0 0 0 8 146 15l 136 138 " 110 128 111 62 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 1154 

12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 37 26 15 26 67 46 21 38 92 93 0 0 0 0 0 0 470 

9 0 0 0 0 0 o 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u 

9 14 10 13 11 15 104 4 5 4 3 4 5 4 4 260 5 6 8 8 8 523 

356 3SE 3S, 3SS 352 35. 350 196 108 109 108 108 109 110 109 108 109 109 105 360 359 357 357 357 5652 

:== === 

0.4 C.4 0.4 0.4 C .• 0.4 O.S 2.5 8.1 B.4 B.8 B.8 B.3 8.9 9.5 9.3 8.8 8.7 3.1 1.6 0.' 0.4 0.40.4 

PEAK El.ErTRICAL LOAD BREAKDOWN 

SOURCE 

SYSTE)!S WAD 
ClRCULATION PUMPS 
HERM-REr-CHLR 

18.322 
0.711 

20.155 

TOTAL 39.188 
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REPORT BEPS 
BUTI..DING ENERGY PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 

This report makes it possible to quickly review annual building energy use according to energy 
type (ELECTRICITY, NATURAL-GAS, etc.) and category of use (AREA, LIGHTS, SPACE, 
HEAT, etc.). The energy types shown are those that you have specified with the 
ENERGY-RESOURCE comma:nd in PLANT (see "Energy Meters in PLANT", p.4.3). The 
cat,egories of use (also called energy end uses) are defined under "Metering and Reporting of 
Energy End Uses" in the section "Energy End Uses and Meters" p.3.4. 
Only categories of use with non-zero consumption are shown. 

TOTAL SITE ENERGY 
is the overall energy use at the building site (or all energy types a.nd ca.tegories of use. 

TOTAL SOURCE ENERGY 
is the energy use at point of production; it is obtained by dividing site energy use by the user
specified SOURCE-SITE-EFF value in the ENERGY-RESOURCE command. 

Site and source energy are given per unit of net area (the sum of the Boor areas of conditioned 
zones) and per unit of gross area (the value of GROSS-AREA in the 
BUILDING-LOCATION command in LOADS, which defaults to net area). 

It should be pointed out that this report is not designed to work when there is a steam turbine 
among the specified plant equipment items. The numbers reported when a steam turbine is 
present will not be reliable. 

When a hot storage tank is present, a note is printed on the BEPS report stating that the hot 
water storage tank can get energy from many sources. Any time there is residual energy in the 
storage tanks, the totals in the BEPS report will not agree with those in report PS-B, because 
the BEPS report includes only the energy used for the above categories, whereas PS-B includes 
the energy that is left in the tanks as well. 
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SIMPLE S1RUCTiJRE Rtnl 3, CHICAGO ' DrvInE Ilfl'O toNES: .\DD PLENUM OO£-2.IE-001 Th~ Nov 4 15:19:02 1993PDL RUN 
DESIGN-DAY SIZING OF VA'" SYS'l'~ SHOW ALL REPORTS 
REPORT- BEPS BUILDI NG ENERGY PERFORM.l>Jf:E SUMIWIY 

ENERGY TYPE: ELECTRICITY IlATURAL-GAS 
UNITS: MBTU 

CATeGORY OF OSE 
_ .. -------------

ARU. LIGIM'S 74.7 0.0 

MISC BQUIPMT 35.9 0.0 

SPACE HFAT 9.0 191.1 

SPACE COOL 27.9 0.0 

HEAT REJErT 5.7 0.0 

PUMPS .. MISC 5.3 0.0 

VEN'!' F1.NS 14.3 0.0 
---_ ..... ---- --" .. _------

TOTAL 172.8 191.1 

TOTA:... SITE ENERGY 
TOT AL SOURCE ENERGY 

363.93 MBTU 
709.67 MBTO 

72.8 KBTU/SQM"-YR GROSS-AREA 
141. 9 KBTU/SQM"-YR GROSS-AREA 

PERCENT OF HOlJRS ANY SYSTEM ZONE oorSI DE OF THROM'LING RANGE = 1. 7 
PERCEN; OF HOlJRS ANY PLANT LOAD NOT SATISFIED 0.0 

NajE: Eh"ERGY IS APPORTIONED HOURLY TO ALL END-USE CATEXlORIES, 
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72.8 KBTO/SQM"-YR NET-AREA 
141.9 KBTU/SQFT-YR NET-AREA 



REPORT ES-D 
ENERGY COST StTh1MARY 

This report summarizes the yearly energy consumption and cost for all UTILITY-RATEs 
defined. 

1. UTILITY-RATE 
lists th e u- n arne of each UTILITY -RATE 

2. RESOURCE 
lists the RESOURCE 

3. METERS 
lists the meter numbers to which each UTILITY-RATE applies. 

4. METERED E!\'ERGY 
is the actual metered energy from PLANT, not adjusted for any minimum energy require
ments. 

5. TOTAL CHARGE 
is total yearly charge. 

6. VIRTUAL RATE 
is the total yearly charge divided by the metered energy. 

7. RA TE USED ALL YEAR 
if NO, the rate was not used for all 12 billing cycles, either because the rate did not qualify 
all months, the QUAL-SCH was not active all months, or the run period was less than 12 
months. 

8. ENERGY COST / GROSS BLDG AREA 
EI\TRGY COST/ 1\l£T BLDG AREA 
give the energy cost per unit area. Here, gross building area is the value of the keyword 
GROSS-AREA in the BUILDING-LOCATION command in LOADS. GROSS-AREA 
defaults to the Det building area, which is the sum of the floor areas of the conditioned 
zones. 

The program does a check to ensure that a.1l energy passed from PLANT is accounted for in one 
or more VTILI TY -RA TEs. If not, or if double coun ting of energy has occurred, a warning will 
be prin ted at the bottom of this report. 
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SIMPLE STRUCTURE RUN 3. CHICAGO 
DESIGN-DAY SIZING OF VAV SYSTEM 
REPORT - ES - D ENERGY COST SUMM1\.RY 

OTILITY- RATE RESOURCE -

ELIIC-TAAIIT ELErTRICITY 

Q$-RATE NATURAL-GAS 

DIVIDE Im'O ZONES; 1U>O PLENUM 
SHOW ALL REPORTS 

ooE-2.1E-001 Thu Nov 4 lS:19:02 1993EDL RUN 1 

METERED TOTAL VIRTUAL 
ENERGY CHARGE RATE RATE USED 

METERS OJIITS/YR ($) ($/mm) ALL YEAR? 
-------- .. -- ---------------.--- ---------- .. _-------- -- -------

1 2 J , S 50'" . KWH 3223. 0.0'36 YES 

1 2 3 4 S 1911. THERICS 11". 0.'000 YES 

c:===cs==a 

un. 

ENERGY COST/GROSS BLDG ARE.'.: 0.87 
ENERGY COST/NET BLDG ARE.'.: 0.87 
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REPORT ES-E 
SUM:MARY OF UTll..ITY-RATE: U-NAME 

This report summarizes the key costs for each UTILITY-RATE. The top of the report contains 
general information regarding the UTILITY-RATE as input by the user or defaulted. The 
remainder of the report summarizes costs by month. 

1. MONTH 
is the billing period ending with the BILLING-DAY; 

2. METERED Ef\T£RGY 
is the energy in the meters as passed by the PLANT program. 

3. BILLING ENERGY 
is the energy used for billing purposes. This amount may be greater than the metered 
energy if a minimum energy qualifier is used. This amount will be 0.0 if the 
UTILITY-RATE did not qualify for this month. 

4. METERED DEMAND 
is the maximum demand in the meters in this billing period as passed by the PLANT pro
gram. The value will be either the hourly or daily demand as specified by the 
DEl\i-\J\TJ)-WINDOW. 

5. BILLING DEMA1\TJ) 
is the demand used for billing purposes. This amount may be either greater or less than 
the metered demand depending on the minimum demand qualifier and/or ratchets. This 
value will be 0.0 if the UTILITY-RATE did not qualify for this month. 

6. E!\'ERGY CHARGE 
are all energy charges, including BLOCK-CHARGEs. 

i. DEMA.l\'D CHARGE 
are all demand charges, including BLOCK-CHARGEs. 

8. E!\,ERG'{ CST ADJ 
are the energy cost adjustment. 

9. TAXES 
are the sum of per unit and percentage taxes 

10. StJRCHARGES 
are the sum of per unit and percentage surcharges 

11. FLXED CHAR GE 
are the MONTH-CHGS defined by the user. 
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.. 

12. MI~IMUM CHARGE 
is the minimum monthly charge as determined by the MIN-MON-CHG or the 
1-.1JI\'-MO:'\-DEM-CHG. 

13. VIRTUAL RATE 
is the total charge divided by the metered energy. This ra.te should not exceed the 
RA TE-LI~lITA TION plus fixed charges. 

14. TOTAL CHARGE 
is the sum of all charges . 
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SIMPLE STROC"TUR£ RUN 3. CHICAGO DIVIDE INTO WNES: ~O PLENUM 00£-2.1£-001 Thu Nov 4 15:19:02 1993EDL RUN 1 
DESIGN-DAY SIZING OF VAV S'fS'l'D! SHOW ALL R£PORTS 
P.EPOR'I'- !:S-E SlJIoIM.I\RY OF lTTILI1Y-RATE: £LEe-TARIFF 

.~.--.-.----------------------------------------------------.--------------------------------------------------------------~------

urn.ITY-AATE: £LEe-TARIFF RESOURC£ : EL.I!rTRICITY OflCAND-WINDOII: HOUR ·3U3. IrO/KWH 
KE'I'£RS: 1 2 3 , 5 BILLING-MY: 31 AATE-LIKITATION: 0.0000 

POWER- FACTOR: 0.80 EXCESS-ItVAR-FAAC: 0.30 EXC!SS-XVAR-cHG : 0.0000 

~TE-oOALIFICATIONS BLOCK-CllARGES DEMAND- RA'l'CME."I'S KIN-MOIHtATCHE'I'S 

---------------------------.---- ------------------------------------ --------------.- ----------------
MIll-ENERGY: 0.0 
MU-ENERGY: 0.0 
MIN-DDWro: 0.0 
MU-OEW.ND: 0.0 

OtIALlf"l'-RAT£: ALL-MONTHS 
USE-MIN-QUAL: NO 

NETEREn BILLING ME:rERED BILLING EIIERGY 004MD DlERGY FIXED MlNIIIIIC VIRTUAL TOJ'AL 
ENERGY ENERGY DD4AND DDCAND CHARGE OWtGE CST ADJ TAXES SORCHRG CI'.ARGE CHARGE IIAT! CHARGE 

IDNTH JCWH JCWH KW KW (S) (S) (S) (S) ($) (S) (S) (S/OMIT) (S) 

JAN 3918 3918 1£.2 16.2 245 0 0 ° 0 0 0 0.0624 2(5 

FEB 3334 3334 1£.1 16.1 208 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0625 208 

MAR 3378 3378 15.8 15.8 212 0 0 0 0 0 0.0629 212 

APR 3417 3417 22.2 22.2 218 0 0 0 0 0 0.0637 218 

NAY 3857 3857 28.4 28.4 247 0 0 0 0 0 0.0641 247 

JON 4934 493~ 33.8 33.8 318 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0.064.( 318 

JOL 6990 6990 39.2 39.2 448 0 0 0 0 0 0.0641 ,(48 

A~ 6351 6351 36.0 36.0 408 0 0 0 0 0 0.0642 408 

S£P 4196 4196 30. '/ 30.7 270 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0643 270 

OCT 3519 3519 19.8 19.8 225 0 0 0 0 0.0639 22S 

NOV 3099 3099 21. 1 21.1 196 0 0 ° 0 0 0 0.0'31 196 

DEI: 3651 3651 15.8 1S.8 229 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0626 229 
=====:::. -------- ======:. :::=:=: ===:=== ======= ======= 

TOTAL 50644 506~4 39.2 3223 0 0 0 0 0.0'36 3223 
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Appendix D 

DOE-2 Materials Library 
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Thermal Properties of Building Materials Thermal Properties of Insulating Materials 
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1. Thermal Properties of Building Materials 

Thermal Pronerties 

DOE-2 Specific 
Code-word Description Thickness Conductivity Density Heat Resistance 

Feet 
Hr.Ft2-or/ Btu.Ft/ Lbi Btu/ 

Hr_Ft2.oF Ft Lb-'T Btu 

Acoustic Tile 

ACOI 3/8 inch 0.0313 0.0330 18.0 0.32 0.95 
A(:O:2 1/'2 inch 0.0417 0.0330 18.0 0.32 l.26 
AC03 3/4 inch 0.0625 0.0330 18.0 0.32 1.89 

ASOI Aluminum or Steel Siding 0.0050 26.000 480.0 010 

Asbestos-Cement 

ABO] 1/8 Inch Board 0.0]04 0.3450 120.0 0.2 0.03 
ABO::? ] .·'4 inch H;,ard 00:208 0.34.50 120.0 0.2 0.06 
ABO:3 Shmgl~ 0.21 
ABO-l 1 i 4 Inch Lapped Siding 0.21 

AYO] Asbestos-Vinyl Tile 0.3 0.05 

Asphalt 
ARO] Rc,,~fing Rdl 70.0 0.35 0.15 
ARO::! Shmgle and Siding 70.0 0.35 0.44 
AR03 Tilt' 0.30 0.05 

Brick 
BI~O] 4 inch Common 0.3333 0.4167 120.0 0.20 080 
BKO:? 8 mch Cc·mmon 0.6667 0.4167 120.0 0.20 1.60 
m:m 1:2 mch Common 1.0000 0.4167 120.0 0.20 2.40 
BKO-l 3 mch Face 0.2500 0.7576 130.0 0.22 0.33 
BKOS -I mch Fate 0.3333 0.7576 1300 0.22 0.44 

Building Paper 
BPO) Permeable Felt 0.06 
BPO:? :2·LaYer Seal 0.12 
BP03 PI~tJC' Film Seal 0.01 

BROl Built-up Roofing 3/8 lI1(h 0.0313 0.0939 70.0 0.35 0.33 

Carpet 
CPOl \\-}t.r. Fibrous Pad 0.34 2.08 
CPO:? \\-Ith Rubber Pad 0.34 1.23 
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1. Thermal Properties of Building Materials - Continued 

Thermal Prooertie8 

DO£-2 Specific 
Code-word Description Thickness Conductivity Density Heat Resi8tance 

Feet 
Hr_Ft2_~/ Btu-Ft/ Lb, Btu/ 

Hr-Ft2_~ Ft Lb-~ Btu 

Cement 

0101 \ 1 inch Mortar 0.0833 OA167 116.0 0.2 0.20 
CMO~ 175 inch Mortar 01458 0.4167 116.0 0.2 0.35 
CM03 1 inch Plaster with 00833 04167 116.0 0.2 0.20 

Sand Aggregate 

Clay Tile. Hollow 

('TO 1 3 inch 1 CelJ 0.2500 0.31:25 70.0 0.2 0.80 
(T02 4 inch 1 Cell 03333 0.2999 70.0 0.2 1.11 
CT03 6 inch :2 CeJJ~ 05000 0.3300 700 0.2 1.52 
CTO-l 8 mch 2 Cell~ 06667 0.3600 70.0 0.2 1.85 
CTO.:, 10 Inch :2 Cell~ 0.8333 0.3749 70.0 0.2 2.22 
CT06 12 Inch 3 Cells 1.0000 0.4000 70.0 0.2 2.50 

Clay Tile, Paver 
CTIl 3/8 wch 0.0313 10416 1200 0.2 003 

Concrete Hea\'y Weight 
Dned Aggregate. 140lbs 

CC01 1 25 inch 0.1042 0.7576 140.0 02 0.14 
('CO2 2 Inch 0.1667 0.7576 140.0 0.2 0.22 
('C03 4 Inch 0.3333 0.7576 140.0 0.2 0.44 
CCO-l 6 inch 0.5000 0.7576 140.0 0.2 0.66 
ceo:, 81l1ch 0.6667 0.7576 140.0 0.2 0.88 
('C06 10 Inch 0.8333 0.7576 1400 0.2 1.10 
CCO; 12 inch 1.0000 0.7576 140.0 0.2 132 

Concrete Hea\'y \"'eight 
l;ndmd Aggrega te, 140 Ibs 

CC'11 3/4 men 0.0625 1.0417 140.0 0.2 0.06 
C('I:2 1 3.8 Inch 0.1146 10417 140.0 0.2 0.11 
C('13 3 1;'4 Inch 0.2708 1.0417 1400 0.2 0.26 
CCl-l 4 inch 0.3333 10417 1400 0.2 032 
CCl.5 6 mch 0.5000 10417 1400 0.2 0.48 
C('16 8 inch 0.6667 1.0417 140.0 0.2 0.64 

Concrete. Light Weight, 80 Ib 

CC21 3/4 we·h 0.06:25 02083 SOO 0.2 0.30 
('('22 1 25 Inch 0.1042 0,2083 SO.O 02 0.50 
('(,23 :2 inch 0.1667 02083 SO.O 0.2 0.80 
('(,2-1 4 mch 03333 0.2083 SOO 0.2 1.60 
C('25 6 inch 0.5000 0.2083 SOO 0.2 2.40 
('(,26 8 mch 06667 0.2083 SO.O 0.2 3.20 
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1. Thermal Properties of Building Materials -- Continued 

Thermal Prooerties 

DOE-2 Specific 
Code-word Description Thickness Conductivity Density Heat Resistance 

Feet 
Hr_Ft2_ or-/ Btu-Ft/ Lbi Btu/ 

H .... Ft2.or- Ft Lb-or- Btu 

Concrete, Llght.Weight. 30 lb. 

CC31 3/4 inch 0.0625 0.0751 30.0 0.2 0.83 
eC3::? 1.25 inch 0.1042 0.0751 30.0 0.2 1.39 
CC33 2 inch 0.1667 0.0751 30.0 0.2 2.22 
CC34 4 inch 0.3333 0.0751 30.0 0.2 4.44 
eC3S 6 meh 0.5000 0.0751 , 30.0 0.2 6.66 
CC36 8 inch 0.6667 0.0751 30.0 0.2 8.88 

Concrete Block, 
4 inch Heavy Weight 

CBOI Holle.w 0.3333 0.4694 1010 0.2 0.71 
CBO::! Cc.ncrete Filled 0.3333 0.7575 140.0 0.2 0.44 
CB03 PerlIte Filled 0.3333 0.3001 103.0 0.2 1.11 
CB04 PartIally F illed Con('rete~ 0.3333 0.5844 114.0 0.2 0.57 
CB05 Concrete and Perlitetf 0.3333 0.4772 115.0 0.2 0.70 

Concrete Block, 
6 Inch Heavy Weight 

CB06 Holle.\\" 0.5000 0.5555 85.0 0.2 0.90 
CB07 Concrete Filled 0.5000 0.7575 140.0 0.2 0.66 
CBOS Perlite Filled 0.5000 0.2222 88.0 0.2 2.25 
CB09 PartIally Filled Concretet 0.5000 0.6119 104.0 0.2 0.82 
CBlO Ce.ncrete and PerIJte+~ 0.5000 0.4238 1040 0.2 1.18 

Concrete Block. 
8 Ine-h Heavy Weight 

CBll Hollow 0.6667 0.6060 69.0 0.2 1.10 
CBl::! Cc.ne-rete Filled 0.6667 0.7575 140.0 0.2 0.88 
CB13 Perlite Filled 0.6667 0.2272 70.0 0.2 2.93 
CB14 Partiall~' Filled Cone-retet 0.6667 0.6746 93.0 0.2 0.99 
CBl~ Concrete and Perlite+~ 0.6667 0.4160 93.0 0.2 1.60 

Concrete Block. 
L! me-h Heavy Weight 

(,B16 H:,lk.,,· 1.0000 0.7813 76.0 0.2 1.28 
CB17 Cc,ncrete Filled 1.0000 0.7575 140.0 0.2 1.32 
CBI8 P3rtl,!lI~' Filled Concrete~ 1.0000 . 0.7773 98.0 0.2 1.29 

Concrete Block 
4 !Dch !--1edlUm WeIght 

CB::!] He.llow 0.333.3 0.3003 76.0 0.2 1.11 
(,B2::! Cc,nc-rete Filled 0.3333 0.4456 115.0 0.2 0.75 
CB23 Perlite Filled 0.3333 0.1512 78.0 0.2 2.20 
CB::4 Partially Filled Cc.nrret.et 0.3333 0.3306 89.0 0.2 1.01 
CB2·:' Cc,ncrete and Perlite+t 0.3333 0.2493 90.0 0.2 1.34 

, One filled :.r.d r.inforc.d <aneTH. core evory 24 inches or waJllength. 
.. One filled ~Dd reinforr.d conerel·e cort e\'fry 24 ioche> or walllengtb witb the remainiog cores filled wilh Perli~ insulation . 
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1. Thermal Properties of Building Materials -- Continued 

Thermal ProDerties 

DOE-2 Specific 
Code-word Description Thickneu Conductivity Density Heat Resistance 

Feet 
Hr.Ft2•oF/ Btu.Ft/ Lbi Btu/ 

Hr.Ft2.~ Ft Lb.oF Btu 

Concrete Block, 
6 mch Medium 'Weight 

CB~6 Hollow 0.5000 0.3571 65.0 0.2 1.40 
CB::?7 Concrete Filled 0.5000 0.4443 1190 0.2 1.13 
CB::?8 Perlite Filled 0.5000 0.1166 670 0.2 4.29 
CB~9 Partially Filled Concretet 0.5000 0.3686 83.0 0.2 1.36 
CB30 Concrete and Perlitett 0.5000 0.2259 84.0 0.2 2.21 

Concrete Block, 
8 mch ~1edlUm Weight ; 

CBS] Hol],:,w 0.6667 0.3876 53.0 0.2 1.72 
CB3::! Concret.e Filled 0.6667 0.4957 123.0 0.2 134 
CB:3:3 Perilte Filled 0.6667 0.1141 56.0 0.2 5.84 
CB3.; Partially Filled Concretet 0.6667 0.4348 76.0 0.2 1.53 
CB3:i Cconcret.E' and Perlit.e~t 0.6557 0.2413 770 0.2 2.75 

Concrete Block, 
]::? inch :!'.ledlUm Weight 

CR36 Hollow ]0000 0.4959 580 0.2 2.02 
CR37 ConcTet.e Filled 1.0000 0.4814 121.0 0.2 2.08 
CB3S Partiall~' Filled Concret.e+ 1.0000 0.4919 79.0 0.2 203 

Concrete Block, 
4 inch Light Weight 

CB4] Hollow 0.3333 02222 65.0 0.2 1.50 
CB4::? Cc,ncrete Filled 0.3333 03695 104.0 0.2 0.90 
CB·J,3 Perilt.e Filled 0.3333 0.1271 67.0 0.2 262 
CB·H Partlall~' Filled Concretet 0.3333 02808 78.0 0.2 1.19 
CB-IS Con(;ret.e and Perlit.etT 0.3333 0.2079 79.0 0.2 1.60 

Concrete Block 
6 incb Light Weighl 

CB46 Hollow 05000 0.2777 55.0 0.2 1.80 
CBr Concrete Filled 05000 0.3819 110.0 0.2 1.31 
CB-I8 Perlite Filled 05000 0.0985 57.0 0.2 5.08 
CB.,t9 Partlall)' Filled C-:,nc'rete~ 05000 0.3189 730 0.2 1.57 
CR:,O C(,ncrete and Perllte·~ 05000 0.1929 74.0 0.2 2.59 

Concrete Block. 
8 Inch Light Weight 

CB:'1 Holle,\\, 0.6667 0.3333 450 0.2 2.00 
CB:':! Concret.e Filled 0.6667 0.4359 115.0 0.2 1.53 
CB53 PerinE' Filled 0.6667 0.0963 48.0 0.2 6.92 
CBS-I Partlall)' Filled Cc>ntret-e~ 0.6667 0.3846 680 0.2 1.73 
CBS:' (:.:.ncrete and Perhte7~ 0.6667 0.2095 69.0 0.2 3.18 

; On. fin,d .nd rtinforrod oon~rtI. core ever,' 24 incbes of wall leng\b. 

-- On< filJ.d .r,d reinforo<d ron~rele core t"ery 2~ iDch~ of wall leng\h "'itb tbe rem:liniDg cores filled witb Perlite insulation. 
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1. Thermal Properties of Building Materials -- Continued 

Thermal Prooerties 

DO£-2 Specific 
Code-word Description Thickness Conductivity Density Heat Resistance 

Feet 
Hr-Ft2_~/ Btu-Ft/ Lb£ Btu/ 

Hr.Ft2_~ Ft Lb-~ Btu 

Concrete Block, 
12 in(;h Light. Weight 

CB56 Hollow 1.0000 0.4405 49.0 0.2 2.27 
CB5i Concrete Filled 1.0000 0.4194 113.0 0.2 2.38 
CB58 Partially Filled Concretef 1.0000 0.4274 70.0 0.2 234 

Gypsum or Plaster Board 

GPOI 1/2 inch 0.0417 0.0926 SO.O 0.2 0.45 
GPO!:! 5/8 inch 0.0521 0.0926 SO.O 0.2 0.56 
GP03 • 3/4 inch 0.0625 0.0926 SOO 0.2 0.67 

Gypsum Plaster 

GP04 3/4 inch Light \Veight Aggregate 0.0625 0.1330 450 0.2 047 
GPOS 1 inch Light Weight Aggregat.e 00833 0.1330 45.0 0.2 063 
GP06 3.'4 Inch Sand Aggregate 00625 0.4736 105.0 0.2 013 
GP07 1 Inch Sand Aggregate 0.0833 0.4736 105.0 02 0.18 

Hard Board. 3/4 inch 

HBOI !\1f'dlum Density Siding 00625 0.0544 400 0.28 U5 
HBO:! Medium Delisity Others 0.0625 0.0608 SO.O 0.31 1.03 
HB03 HigIJ Density Standard Tempered 00625 0.0683 55.0 033 0.92 
HB04 High Density Service Tempered 00625 0.0833 630 033 075 

LTG! Linoleum Tile 030 005 

Particle Board 

PBO! Low Density 3,'4 Inch 0.0625 0.0450 75.0 0.31 1.39 
PBO:! .\ledlum Density .3/4 Inch 00625 0.7833 75.0 0.31 0.08 
PB03 High Density 3/4 inch 0.0625 0.9833 75.0 031 0.06 
PBO-l t~ndtrla~'ment 5/8 inch 0.0521 0.1796 75.0 0.29 0.29 

Ont fi!ltd :1fJd rt'inror~ed ('Oflcrett core every 2-4 inches of ",&)I Itnglh. 
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1. Thermal Properties of Building Materials -- Continued 

Thermal Prooerties 

DOE-2 Specific 
Code-word Description Thickness Conductivity Density Heat Resistance 

Feet 
Hr-Ft2.oF/ Btu.Ft/ Lb~ Btu/ 

Hr-Ft2.oF Ft Lb-~ Btu 

Plywood 

PWOI 1/4 mch 00209 0.0667 34.0 0.29 0.31 
PWO:2 3/8 mch 0.0313 0.0667 34.0 0.29 0.47 
PW03 1/2 inch 0.0417 0.0667 34.0 0.29 0.63 
PW04 5/8 inch 0.0521 0.0667 34.0 0.29 0.78 
PW05 3/4 mch 0.0625 0.0667 34.0 0.29 0.94 
P\\'06 1 inch 0.0833 0.0667 34.0 0.29 1.25 

Roof Gravel or Slag 

RCOI 1'2 mch 0.0417 0.8340 55.0 0.4 0.05 
RCO:! I' inch 0.0833 0.8340 55.0 0.4 0.10 

RTOI Rubber Tile 0.05 

SLOI Slate 1/2 inch 0.0417 0.8340 100.0 0.35 0.05 

STOI Stone I inch 0.0833 10416 1400 0.2 0.08 

seol Stucco, 1 Inch 0.0833 OA167 166.0 0.2 0.20 

TZOI Terra.zzo, 1 Inch 0.0833 10416 140.0 0.2 0.08 

Wood, Soft 
\\'DOI 3/4 inch 0.0625 0.0667 320 0.33 0.94 
WDO::? I 5 inch 0.1250 0.0667 32.0 0.33 1.87 
WD03 2.5 mch 0.2083 0.0667 320 0.33 3.12 
\\'004 35 inch 0.2917 0.0667 32.0 0.33 4.37 
WDO:, 4 meh 0.3333 0.0667 32.0 0.33 5.00 

( 

Wood Hard 
\\'DII 3,'4 meh 0.0625 0.0916 450 0.30 0.68 
\\'012 I meh 0.0833 0.0916 450 0.30 0.91 

',,"ood. ShIngle 
WSOI For Wall 0.0583 0.0667 32.0 0.30 0.87 
WS02 For Re .. :·f 0.0583 0.0667 32.0 0.30 0.94 
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2. Thermal Properties of Insulating Material~ 

Thermal Prooerties 

DOE-2 Specific 
Code-word Description Thickneaa Conductivity Density Heat Rellllt.ance 

Feet 
Hr-Ft2_'T/ Bt.u-Ft./ Lb£ Btu/ 

Hr_Ft.2_oF Ft Lb-'T Btu 

Mineral Wool/Fiber 
INO} Batt, R·7; 0.1882 0.0250 0.60 0.2 7.53 
1]\'02 Batt, R·ll 0.2957 0.0250 0.60 0.2 11.83 
1:;\'03 Batt, R·19 0.5108 0.0250 0.60 0.2 20.43 
INO-4 Batt, R·24 0.6959 0.0250 0.60 0.2 27.88 
1::'\'05 Batt, R·30 0.8055 0.0250 0.60 0.2 32.26 

IKII FiJI. 3.5 inch, R·ll 0.2917 0.0270 0.60 0.2 10.80 
INI:? Fill, 5.5 mch, R·19 0.4583 0.0270 0.63 0.2 15.97 

Cellulose 

1~13 Fill, 3.5 Inch, R·13 0.2917 0.0225 3.0 0.33 12.96 
1~1-1 Fill 5.5 inch. R·:20 0.4583 0.0225 3.0 0.33 20.37 

Preformed Mineral Board 

1~21 7.'8 mch. B·3 0.0729 0.0240 15.0 0.17 3.04 
1~:!::! 1 mch. R·35 0.0833 0.0240 15.0 0.17 3.47 
1);23 :! lllch R·69 0.1667 0.0240 15.0 0.17 6.95 
1::-'::!-1 3 inch, R· 10.3 0.2500 0.0240 15.0 0.17 10.42 

Polystyrene, Expanded 

1~31 1:'2 inch 0.0417 0.0200 1.8 0.29 2.08 
1~32 3/-4 inch 0.0625 00200 1.8 0.29 3.12 
11\'33 1 mch 0.0833 00"200 1.8 0.29 4.16 
11\':3-1 12.5 inch 0.1042 0.0200 1.8 0.29 5.21 
1::-':3:' :! inch 0.1657 0.0200 1.8 0.29 8.33 
1l\'3G 3 meh 0.2500 0.0200 1.8 0.29 12.50 
1::-':37 4 inch 0.3333 00200 1.8 0.29 16.66 

Polyurethane, Expanded 

I!'n 
, 

1/2 mch 0.0417 0.0133 1.5 03,8 3.14 
1::-':·L! 3,-1 mch 00625 0.0133 1.5 0.38 457 
1~~3 I inch 0.0833 00133 1.5 0.38 6.26 
ll\' -1-1 125 meh 0.1042 0.0133 1.5 038 7.83 
IN~:' '2 Inch 0.1667 00133 1.5 0.38 i2.53 
1l\'~6 3 llleh 0.2500 00133 1.5 0.38 18.80 
1!'~7 4 inch 0.3333 00133 1.5 0.38 25.06 

* 
~c>mtnal thickness IS :2 mches t.e, :2 3/4 inches. Resista.nce va.lue IS based on a thickness of 2.26 inches. 
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2. Thermal Properties of Insulating Materials -- continued 

Therma.l Properties 

DOE-2 Specific 
Oode-word Description Thickness' Oonductivity Density Heat Resistance 

Feet 
Hr_Ft2.Op/ Btu.Ft/ Lbt Btu/ 

Hr.Ft2.oF Ft Lb-Op Btu 

Urea Formaldehyde 

1~51 35 inch, R-19 0.2910 0.0200 0.7 0.3 14.55 
l!\"j2 05.5 inch, R-30 0.4580 00200 0.7 0.3 22,90 

Insulation Board 
Ir\' 61 Sheathing, 1/2 inch 0.0417 0.0316 18.0 0.31 1.32 
I!\" 62 Sheathing, 3/4 inch 0.0625 0.0316 18.0 0.31 1.98 
11'\'63 Shingle Backer, 3/8 inch 0.0313 0.0331 18.0 0.31 0.95 
IN5~ Nail Base Sheathing, 1/2 inch 0.0417 0.0366 25.0 0.31 1.14 

Roof Insulation, Preformed 
11'\71 1/2 Inch 0.0417 0.0300 16.0 0.2 1.39 
l~i2 I Inch 0.0833 0.0300 160 0.2 2.78 
11':73 1.5 Inch 0.1250 0.0300 16.0 0.2 417 
l:\i4 '2 Inch 0.1667 0.0300 16.0 0.2 5.56 
1\'75 '25 Inch 02083 0.0300 16.0 0.2 694 
1:\76 3 inch 0.2500 0.0300 16.0 02 833 

3_ Thermal Properties of Air Spaces 

Thermal Properties 

DOE-2 Specific 
Code-wor'd Description Thickness Oonductivity Density Heat Resistance 

Feet 
Hr-Ft2.oF/ Btu.Ft/ Lbt Btu/ 

Hr.Ft2.oF Ft Lb-°F Btu 

Air' Layer, 3.;4 Illch Clr le~ 

:lil1 Vertical \\"a]J~ 0.90 
AL12 Sk'pe 45° 0.84 
:\1,13 Hc,riz':'l1l 31 R,)·:,fs 0.82 

Air Layer 3 . 4 Inch te, 4 mche~ 

A.L21 \'erlical Walls 0.89 
-\1..-,.) Slc,pe 4·5° 0.87 
,-\1.::.3 H-:>ri wnt.a I Roofs 0.87 

Air Layer 4 Inches or more 

A1.31 Vertical "'ails 0.92 
A1.32 Sbpe 45° 0.89 
A.1.3.3 HNlwntal Rods 0.92 

l'ote A m,:ore extenslH list of data can be found in the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, Chap 23, 1985. 
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Appendix E 

List of Basic Commands and Keywords 

This list of commands and keywords applies to the DOE-2 Basics manual only. A complete 
list of all commands and keywords in DOE-2.1E is given in Appendix F of the Supplement 
(2.1£). and is updated once a year in the summer issue of the "User News". 
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Keyword is under 
• COMMAND or Keyword Abbrev . this Command Page Number(s) 

ABSORI-HIR PLANT-P~METERS 4.11,F.17 

ABSOR~-HIR PLANT -P ARAlvIETERS 4.1l,F.17 

ABSORG-HEA T -:\EFF PLANT-P~TERS 4.11,F.17 

ABSORG-HIR PLANT-P~TERS 4.U,F.17 

ABSORPTA_ '\'CE ABS CONSTRUCTION 2.1l,F.6 

AIR-CIL\:"\GES 'HR A-C SPACE-COI\TJ)ITIONS 2.22,F.7 
ZONE-Am 3.69,F.12 

ALTITt1)E ALT BUILDING-LOCATION 1.2,2.4,F.4 

AREA. A INTERIOR-WALL 2.32,F.8 
SPACE 2.24,F.8 
UNDERGROU1\TJ)-W ALL or -FLOOR 2.33,F.8 

AREAPERSO:'\ A/P SPACE-CONDITIONS 2.16,F.7 

ASSl G:,\ED-CF\l A-CF'?\·1 ZOl\TE-Affi 3.69,F.12 

AZl\fl'TH AZ BUILDING-LOCATION 1.2,2.5,FA 
EXTERIOR-WALL or ROOF 2.25,F.8 

BASEBOA..RD-CTRL B-C ZOl\TE-CONTROL 3.67,F.ll 

BASEBO.illD-R-\ TI:'\G B-R ZOI\T£ 3.71,F.12 
BASEBO.illD-SCH B-SCH SYSTEM-CONTROL 3.78,F.13 
BASEBOARD-SOCR CE BASEB-S SYSTEJ\1 3.91,F.14 
BILLl:'\G-DA YS B-D UTILITY -RATE 5A,F.19 

• BLOCK-CHARGE B-C 5.5,F.19 
BLOCK-C'H-\RGE B-C rTILITY-RA TE 5.4,F.19 
BLOCK-SCH B-C BLOCK-CHARGE 5.5,F.19 
BLOCI~I-DA. TA BI-D BLOCK-CHARGE 5.6,F.IO 
BLOCld-TYPE BI-T BLOCK-CHARGE 5.5,F.IO 
BLOCK2-D.-\. TA B2-D BLOCK-CHARGE 5.7,F.1O . 
BLOCK::?-n"PE B2-T BLOCK-Cfi>\RGE 5.6,F.I0 
BLOCJ~3-DA T..\ B3-D BLOCK-CHARGE 5.7,F.1O 
BLOCK3-Tl"PE B3-T BLOCK-CHARGE 5.7,F.1O 

• BUILDI!\:G-LOCATION B-L 1.2,2.4,F.4 

CCrR C-DESJG:'\-T -DROP PLA.NT -PARAMETERS 4.13,F.17 
('CIRC-HE-ill PLANT-PARAMETERS 4.13,F.17 
CCIRC'-LOS~ PLA.NT -P ARA.METERS 4.13,F.17 
CerR C-\ll:'\-PLR PLANT -P ARA.11ETERS 4.14,F.17 
ccrn ('-Pl-\IP-T) 'FE PLANT -PARAMETERS 4.14,F.17 
ccrn C' -SIZE-OPT PLANT-P~1ETERS 4.13,F.17 
CF\j·SQFT ZOl\TE-Affi 3.69,F.12 
CHILL-\\'TR- T PLA..~T -PARAMETERS 4.U,F.li 
CLEA.R~'ES.S-\l.. ~1BER c-::\ BUILDING-LOCATION 2.6,F.4 
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Keyword is under 
• COMl\1AND or Keyword AbbreY. this Command Page Number{s} 

CO}\U U CT -SCHED l"'LE C-SCH WI1\TDOW 2.28,F.9 

COT\UVCT - TMI:'\-SCH C-T-SCH WINDOW 2.28,F.9 

• CONSTRUCTION CONS 2.9,F.6 
CONSTRUCTIO;\f CONS DOOR 2.31,F.I0 

EXTERIOR-WALL or ROOF 2.25,F.8 
INTERIOR-WALL 2.32,F.8 
UNDERGROU1'.'O-WALL or -FLOOR 2.33,F.8 

COOLING-SCHEDtiLE C-SCH SYSTEM-CONTROL 3.75,F.13 
COOL-CONTROL C-C SYSTEM-CONTROL 3.76,F.13 
COOL-RESET -SCH C-R-SCH SYSTEM-CONTROL 3.76,F.13 
COOL-SET -SCH C-S-SCH SYSTEM-CONTROL 3.76,F.13 
COOL-TE?\1P-SCH C-T-SCH ZONE-CONTROL 3.67,F.ll 

• DA Y -RESET -SCH D-R-SCH 3.64,F.ll 

• DAY-SCHEDULE D-SCH 1.6,F.5,F.11 
DA'1 'LIGHT -SA \ l:'\GS D-S BUll..DING-LOCATION 2.4,F.4 
DBn,-COl\1)-T -REC PLANT -P ARA.METERS 4.12,F.li 
DE\i<\.. '\1)-CHGS D-CHG UTILITY-RATE 5.3,F.19 
DE\1A.:'\1)-1 D-l HEAT-RECOVERY 4.15,F.18 
DESIG!\-COOL-T D-G-T ZONE-CONTROL 3.6i,F.ll 

DESIG!\-HEA. T - T D-H-T ZONE-CONTROL 3.67,F.ll 
DH\\'-GAL ':\11:\ DHW-GPM PLANT-ASSIGNMENT 3.93,F.l4 
DH\\'-Hffi PLANT-PARAMETERS 4.13,F.17 
DH\\'-SCH PLANT-ASSIGNMENT 3.94,F.14 
DH\\'-Sl-:PPL y-T PLANT -ASSIGNl\1ENT 3.94,F.14 
DH\\'-Il\'LET-T-SCH PLA.NT -ASS I GJ\'l\1ENT 3.94,F.14 

.DOOR 2.31,F.lO 

ECO!\O-LThlIT - T E-L-T SYSTEM-CONTROL 3.78,F.13 
ELEC'-Il\'"PCT -RA. TIO E-I-R PART -LOAD-RA TIO 4.9,F.16 
El\'ER G)' -CH G E-CHG - UTILITY -RATE 5.3,F.19 
El\TR GY -CH G-SCH E-SCH UTILITY -RATE 5.3,F .19 

• ENERGY -RESOURCE E-R 4.16,F.18 
ENG-CH-COl\1)-T)'"PE PL~T-P~TERS 4.1l,F.17 
ENG-CI~-COP PLANT-PARAMETERS 4.ll,F.17 
EQliIPME!\T -J-.:\\' E-KW SPACE-CO]\i'DITIONS 2.19,F.7 
EQCIP\!E:-\T - W'SQFT E-W SPACE-COJ\TDITIONS 2.19,F.7 
EQUP-LA TE~T E-L SPACE-CONDITIONS 2.20,F.7 
EQnp-SCHEDll..,E E-SCH SPACE-CON'DITIONS 2.19,F.7 
EQl"IP -SE:\'SIBLE E-S SPACE-COl'\'DITIONS 2.20,F.7 
EXHAl'ST-CF!\1 E-CF\l ZO?\'E-AIR 3.70,F.12 
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Keyword is under 
• COM~1AND or I":e~'wOl'd Abbrev. this Command Page Number(s) 

EXH..-\l·ST -EFF E-E ZOl'\'E-AlR 3.70,F.12 

EXI-i-\.l.'ST -I":W E-KW ZO!\"'E-AlR 3.70,F.12 

EXH..-\CST -STA TIC E-S ZOI\.TE-AlR 3.70,F.12 

EXT -ELEC-KW E-E-K PLA...T\iT -ASSIGNMENT 3.93,F.14 

EXT -ELEC-SCH E-E-SCH PLWT-ASSIGNMENT 3.93,F.14 

EXT -Fl. "EL-BTC:HR E-F-BTV PLANT-ASSIGl\TMENT 3.93,F.14 

EXT -Fl:Elr-SCH E-FSCH PLANT -AS SI GN1'vfENT 3.93,F.14 

• EXTERIOR-WALL/-ROOF E-W/E-R 2.25,F.8 

FA!\-COT\TROL F-C SYSTEM-FANS 3.85,F.13 

FA:'\-SCHEDl.'LE F-SCH SYSTEM-FANS 3.85,F.13 

FLOOR-\ll1. TIP LIE R F-}.1 SPACE 2.24,F.8 

FLOOR-\\'EJGHT F-W' SPACE-CONDITIONS 2.23,F.7 

GLASS-CO~1)lTTAT\CE G-C GL.-\SS-TYPE 2.13.F.4 

• GLASS-TYPE G-T 2.13,F.4 

GLASS-n 'PE G-T W I!\1) OW 2.27,F.9 
G~1)-REFLEC'T:\);CE G-R EXTERIOR WALL or ROOF 2.25,F.8 
GROSS-AREA G-A BUILD lNG-LOCATION 2.6.FA 

GROl':\1)-T G-T BUll.DING-LOCATION 2.6,F.4 

HCIRC-DESJG:"-T-DROP PLWT -P AR.u.1ETERS 4.13,F.17 
HCme-HE·AD PLANT-PARAMETERS 4.13,F.17 
HeIRC-LOSS PL.WT -PARAMETERS 4.13,F.17 
HCm C-!\H:,\-PLR PLA.J~T -PARAMETERS 4.14,F.17 
HCIRC-Pl~!P-TYPE PLA.l\IT -P ARA1vIETERS 4.14,F.17 
HCIR ('-SlZE-OPT PLA.J~T-PAFULMETERS 4.14,F.17 

• HEAT-RECOVERY HEAT-R 4.15,F.18 
HEA TI:\G-CAPAClTY H-CAP SYSTEM 3.92,F.14 
HEATI:"(;-SCHEDl1..E H-SCH SYSTEM-CONTROL 3.74,F.13 
HE.-\. T -(,O:"TROL H-C SYSTEM-CONTROL 3.74,F.13 
HE.-\. T -RESET -SCH H-R-SCH S)'STEM-CONTR OL 3.75,F.13 
HEA T -SET -seE H-S-SCH SYSTEM-COi\TROL 3.75,F.13 
HE.-\. T -SET - T H-S-T SYSTEM-CONTROL 3.i4,F.13 
HE.-\. T -SOl-ReE HEAT-S SYSTEM 3.90,F.l4 
HEAT - TE\lP-SC'H H-T-SCH ZONE-CONTROL 3.67,F.ll 
HEIGHT H DOOR 2.31,F.1O 

EXTERIOR-WALL or ROOF 2.26,F.8 
\VI~1)OW 2.2i,F.9 

HER\ l-CE:"T -C'O~1)-TYPE PLANT -P ARA..'\1ETERS 4.12,F.li 
HER\I-REC-CO:\1)-TYPE PL-\J~T -PARAMETERS 4.12,F.li 
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Keyword is under 
• COMJ..1AND or Kerword Abbrev. this Command . Page Number(s) 

HOLIDAY HOl BUILDING-LOCATION 1.2,2.5.F.4 
HUMID IFIER -Tl 'FE H-TYPE SYSTEM 3.91,F.14 

H\\'-BOILER-HIR PLANT-P~TERS 4.13,F.17 

Il\'DliCED-AlR-ZONE l-A-Z ZONE 3.71,F.12 
I]\;T -CF:\ f . SQFT I-CFM SP ACFr-COl\1])ITIONS 2.23,F.7 

INT -METHOD I-M SP ACFr-CONDITIONS 2.22,F.7 

Il'-T -SCHEDl i.E I-SCH SP ACFr-CONDITIONS 2.23,F.7 

I:\'SIDE-FlD.'1-RES I-F-R LAYERS 2.7,F.6 

IN STALLED-:\"l ,:\fBER I-N PLANT -EQUIP?\1ENT 4.8,F.16 

I!"T -ELEC-I,:\\' I-E-K PLANT-ASSIGNMENT 3.93,F.14 

I~T -ELEC -SCH I-E-SCH PLANT -ASSIGNMENT 3.93,F.14 

E\T-Fl-EL-BTl'HR I-F-BTlT PLANT-ASSIGNMENT 3.93,F.14 

I:\"T-FlTL-SCH I-F-SCH PLANT -ASSI Gl\"MENT 3.93,F.14 

• INTERIOR-WALL I-W 2.32,F.8 

LATITll)[ L-\T BliILDING-LOCATION 1.2,2.4,F.4 

• LAYERS LA 2.7,F.B 

LAlERS LA CONSTRUCTION 2.9,F.6 

LEFT -FI:\"-A. L-F-A DOOR F.lO 
WIl\DOW 2.29,F.9 

LEFT-FI:\,,-B L-F-B DOOR F.lD 
WI!\1J) OW 2.29,F.9 

LEFT-FJ:\,,-D L-F-D DOOR F.lD 
WINDOW 2.29,F.9 

LEFT-FJ:\,,-H L-F-H DOOR F.lD 
WINDOW 2.29,F.9 

LIGHTI:'\C-K\\' L-K\\' SPACE-CONDITIONS 2.17,F.7 
LIGHTI:'\C-SCHEDlLE L-SCH SPACFr-COl\'DITIONS 2.17,F.7 
LIGHTI:'\G-TYPE L-T SPACE-COJ\1])ITIONS 2.1i,F.7 

LICHTI:,\C-\\' SQFT L-W SPACE-COJ\1])ITIONS 2.18,F.7 
LIGHT - TO-SP:\CE L-T-S SPACE-COJ\1])ITIONS 2.18,F.7 
LO:'\GITl-DE LON BUILDING-LOCATION 1.2,2.4,F.4 

:t-.HTERLU }'-1AT LAYERS 2.7,F.6 
J-.i-\.."\-CO:,\1)-RC\ TrY M-C-R SYSTEM 3.91,F.14 
MAX-Hl,\f1DITY MA...X-H SYSTEM-CONTROL 3.76,F.13 
M.-\""\-~OLAR-SCH M-S-SCH WINDOW 2.27,F.9 
},i-\..,,\-Sl-PPL Y-T M-\X-S-T SYSTEM-CONTROL 3.74,F.13 
!\fI:'\-AIR-SC'H M-A-SCH SYSTEM-AIR 3.81,F.13 
:\ll:'\-cn l-P"-\ TIO 1\l-C-R S'{STEM 3.91,F.14 

ZO!\"E 3.72,F.12 
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Keyword is under 
• COMMAND or Keyword Abbrev . this Command Page Number(s) 

MI:!'-CF~1-SCH M.,..C-SCH ZOl\TE 3.73.F.12 

MI:\"-CO);TI-AIR-T PLANT-P~1ETERS 4.11,F.17 

:MIN-Hl..Tt.lIDITY ~1lN-H SYSTEM-CONTROL 3.77,F.13 

1UN-MO!'\-CHGS M-M-CHG UTILITY -RATE 5A,F.19 

11IN-MO!,\-DEM-CHGS M-D-CHG UTILITY -RATE 5.4,F.19 
MI:!'-Ol'TSIDE-AIR M-O-A SYSTEM-AIR 3.8D,F.13 
ML1\'-SUPPL Y - T MIN-S-T SYSTEM-CONTROL 3.75,F.13 
MIl'\-TWR-WTR-T PLANT-PARAMETERS 4.12,F.17 
MO;\'TH-CHGS M-CHG UTll..ITY -RATE 5.2,F.19 
l\'ft.:'L TIP LIER M EXTERIOR-WALL or ROOF 2.25,F.8 

NATCRAi-\ 'EI\"T -AC N-V-A SYSTEM-AIR .·3.82,F.13 
NATURAi-\ "EI\"T -SCH N-V-SCH SYSTEM-AIR 3.82,F.13 
KEXT-TO N-T INTERIOR-WALL 2.32,F.8 
NIGHT -CYCLE-CTRL N-C-C SYSTE1'!-F ANS 3.87,F.13 
Nl1]\1BER-OF-PEOPLE N-O-P SPACE-CONDITIONS 2.16,F.i 

OA-CF?\1PER O-CFM/P ZONE-AIR 3.69,F.12 
OA-CH.-\.;,,\GES O-C ZOJ\"E-Affi 3.69,F.12 
OA-CO;\'TROL O-CTRL SYSTEM-AIR 3.81,F.13 
Ol'TSIDE-AIR-CF!\1 O-A-CFM ZO l\"E-AIR 3.69,F.12 
Ol'TSIDE-HI O-H DAY-RESET -SCHED 3.64,F.ll 
Ol'TSIDE-LO O-L DAY-RESET -SCHED 3.64,F.1l 
0\ TRHX'\G-A OH-A DOOR F.ID 

WINDOW 2.28,F.9 
0\ "ERI-L-\. '\G-.-\.; '\GLE OH-A1'\G DOOR F.ID 

WINDOW 2.28,F.9 
0\ TRI-L-\:'\G-B OH-B DOOR F.ID 

WINDOW 2.28,F.9 
0\ TR I-L -\:'\ G-D OH-D DOOR F.ID 

WINDOW 2.28,F.9 
OVERI-L-\:'\G-\\. OH-W DOOR F.ID 

WINDOW 2.28,F.9 

P.>\.;";""ES P GL<\SS-TYPE 2.13,FA 
• PART-LOAD-RATIO P-L-R 4.9,F.16 

PEOPLE-HEA T -GAlT\' P-H-G SP A~CONDITIONS 2.16,F.7 
PEOPLE-HG-L\ T P-H-L SPACE-CONDITIONS 2.17,F.7 
PEOPLE-H G-SE:,\S P-H-S SPACE-CONDITIONS 2.17,F.7 
PEOPLE-SCHED llLE P-SCH SPACE-CONDITIONS 2.16,F.7 

• PLANT-ASSIGNMENT P-A in Plant. 4.9.F.17 
• PLANT-ASSIGNMENT P-A in Systems 3.93.F.14 

r 
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Keyword is under 
• COMMAND or Kerword Abbrev. this Command Page Number(s) 

• PLANT-EQUIPMENT P-E 4.7,F.16 

• PLANT -P ARAMETERS P-P 4.11,F.17 

PREHE.-\ T -SOl'R CE PREHEAT SYSTEM 3.91,F.14 

PREHEAT-T P-T SYSTEM-CONTROL 3.78,F.13 

PROCESS-CH\\, -BTli/HR CHW-BTU PLANT-ASSIGNMENT 3.94,F.14 

PR OCESS-CHW -SCH PLANT-ASSIGNMENT 3.94,F.14 

PROCESS-HW-BTC /HR ffiV-BTU PL.c\J\fT -ASSIGNMENT 3.94,F.14 

PR OCESS-ffi \' -SCH ffiV-SCH PLANT-ASSIGNMENT 3.94,F.14 

RATE-Ll!\HTA TIOT\ R-LIM UTILITY -RATE 5.4,F.19 
RECO\'ERY-EFF REC-E SYSTEM-AIR 3.81,F.13 

REHE.-\ T -DEL TA-T R-D-T SYSTEM 3.91,F.14 
ZOI\E 3.72,F.12 

• RESET-SCHEDULE. R-SCH 3.64,F.ll 

RESOCRCE R EI\l£RGY -RESOURCE 4.16,F.18 
UTILITY-RATE S.2,F.19 

RES-I~T -COEF R-I-C SPACE-COl'l'DITIONS 2.22,F.7 
RETlTIl\-DELTA-T RET-D-T SYSTEM-FANS 3.87,F.13 
RETl'R:,\-I":\\' R-I\:W SYSTEM-FANS 3.87,F.13 
RIGHT -FI:'\-.-\ R-F-A DOOR F.10 

WINDOW 2.29,F.9 
RIGHT -FI:'\-B. R-F-B DOOR F.IO 

WINDOW 2.30,F.9 
RIGHT -FI:,\-D R-F-D DOOR F.IO 

WINDOW 2.30,F.9 
RIGHT -FI:,\-H R-F-H DOOR F.10 

WINDOW 2.30,F.9 
ROl;GH~TSS RO CONSTRUCTION 2.1l,F.6 

• RUN-PERIOD 2.3,F.4 

SC'J-l-FLAG FLAG BLOCJ(-CHARGE 5.S,F.19 
• SCHEDULE SCH 1.6,5.15, 

F.5,F.ll,F.19 
SETBACI": SETB DOOR 2.31,F.10 

WINDOW 2.27,F.9 
SHADI:\G-COEF S-C . GLASS-TYPE 2.13,F.4 
SHADI:\G-SCHEDl'LE S-SCH WINDOW 2.27,F.9 
SIZE PLANT-EQUIPMENT 4.7,F.16 
SIZI:\G-R.-\TIO S-R SYSTEM 3.91,F.14 
SOlTICE-BTl'/HR S-B SP ACE-C01';1)ITIONS 2.21,F.7 
SOtRCE-LATE!'T S-L SPACE-CONDITIONS 2.21,F.7 
SOl~CE-SCHEDl'LE S-SCH SPACE-CONDITIONS 2.21,F.7 
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• COM~ND 01' Keyword Abbrev. this Command Page Number(s) 

SOl."R CE-SE:'\SillLE S-S SPACE-CONDITIONS 2.21,F.7 
SOl"'R CE- SITE-EFF S-S-E ENERGY-RESOURCE 4.l6,F.18 
SOD"'R CE-T)"PE S-T SPACE-CONDITIONS 2.20,F.7 

• SPACE S 2.24,F.S 

• SPACE-CONDITIONS S-C 2.l5,F.7 
SPACE-CO~1)ITIO);"S S-C SPACE 2.24,F.8 
STh1-BOILER-illR PLANT-P~TERS 4.13,F.17 
SUPPLY-l S-1 HEAT-RECOVERY 4.15,F.lS 
SUPPL Y-CF?\l S-CFM SYSTEM-Am. 3.80,F.13 
Sl.JPPL Y-DELTA-T SUP-D-T SYSTEM-FANS 3.86.F.13 
Sl.'PPL Y-HI S-H DAY-RESET -SCHED 3.64,F.Il 
SUPPL Y-l(\\' S-lCW SYSTEM-F .A..NS 3.S6.F.13 
SUPPLY-LO S-L DA Y -RESET -SCHED 3.64,F.Il 

• SYSTEM SYST 3.S9,F.14 

• SYSTEM-AIR S-A 3.S0,F.13 
SYSTE\l-A.IR S-A SYSTEM 3.89,F.14 

• SYSTEM-CONTROL S-C 3.74.F.13 
SYSTE\l-CO?\TROL S-C SYSTEM 3.S9,F.14 

• SYSTEM-FANS S-FANS 3.S5,F.13 
SYSTE?,-J-F"'\':,\S S-F .. t....>';S SYSTEM 3.89,F.14 
SYSTE\ J-FU'-lD S-FLtT SYSTEM F.14 
SYSTE\J-:'\.-\...\1ES S-J'\ PLANT -ASSI GI\1}.1ENT 3.93,F.14 
SYSTE\!-TYPE S-TYPE SYSTEM 3.89,F.l4 

• SYSTEMS-REPORT S-R 3.95,F.15 

TASh- LlGHTI:'\G-I\:\\" T-L-KW SPACE-CONDITIONS 2.19,F.7 
TASl\-LlCHT-SCH T-L-SCH SPACE-CONDITIONS 2.18,F.7 
TASh-LT-\r SQFT T-L-W SPACE-CONDITIONS 2.19,F.7 
TE\lPEBATCRE T SP ACE-CONDITIONS 2.16,F.i 
TER\lI:'\.-\L-TYPE TER-TYPE ZO;\'E 3.71.F.12 
THER\lOSTAT - T)"PE T-TYPE ZONE-CONTROL 3.68,F.1l 
THICl\.~TSS TH LAYERS 2.8,F.6 
THR OTTLI:\C-R.-\.:'\GE T-R ZONE-CONTROL 3.68,F.II 
TILT EXTERIOR-WALL or ROOF 2.26,F.8 
TI\lE-ZO'-.T T-Z BUILDING-LOCATION 1.2,2.4,FA 
TOl"-SE..l.SO:\-Ll'-.l\:S TOU-LIr-..'I\: BLOCK-CHARGE 5.7,F.19 
T\\"R-CAP-CTRL PLANT-P~TERS 4.12,F.17 
T\\-R-DESIC,:'\- \\"ETBl1..B PL.A..NT-P~TERS 4.12,F.17 
T\rR-Pl "\lP-HE.ill PL~T-P~TERS 4.12,F.17 
T\\'R-SETPT -CTRL PLA .. J'\T -PARA .. \1ETERS 4.12,F.17 
T\\"R-SETPT - T PLANT-PARAMETERS 4.12,F.17 
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Keyword is under 
• COM:\1AND or Ke~'word Abbre\' . this Command Page Number(s) 

TYPE PART -LOAD-RA.. TIO F.16 
PlANT-EQUIPMENT 4.i,F.16 

• UNDERGROUND-FLOOR U-F 2.33,F.8 

• UNDERGROUND-WALL U-W 2.33,F.8 

• UTILITY-RATE 5.2,F.19 

V-VALeE V CONSTRUCTION 2.9,F.6 

VET\'T -TE~1P-SCH V-T-SCH SYSTEM-AIR 3.82,F.13 
VOLt.iME V SPACE 2.24,F.8 

• \VEEK-SCHEDULE W-SCH 1.6,F.5, 
F.11,F.19 

WIDTH W DOOR 2.31,F.1D 
EXTERIOR-WALL or ROOF 2.26,F.8 
WL~lJ)OW 2.27,F.9 

• WINDOW WI 2.2i,F.9 

• ZONE Z 3.71,F.12 
• ZONE-AIR Z-A 3.69,F.12 
ZO~'E-AlR Z-A ZOi'<'E 3.71,F.12 

• ZONE-CONTROL Z-C 3.67,F.ll 
ZO;-"'E-CO:,-\TROL Z-C ZO:NE 3.71,F.12 
ZO;-"'E-FA!\-CF:\1 Z-F-CFM ZONE 3.72,F.12 
ZO~'E-FA!\-I\\\' Z-F-KW Z01\1£ 3.72,F.12 
20:\T-FA!\-R.\ TIO Z-F-R Z01\1£ 3.72,F.12 

· ZOXE-F.\!\-T -SCH Z-F-SCH ZO~'E 3.72,F.12 
20:\T-HE.\ T -SOt~c£ Z-H-S SYSTEM 3.91,F.14 
20:\"£-!\.-\.\1£S Z-N SYSTEM 3.91,F.14 
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INTRODUCTION 

Th is Basic BDL Summary contains only a partial list of commands and keywords found in the 
DOE-2 Building Description Language (BDL). Information contained herein is considered 
appropriate for the beginning DOE-2 user. A complete list of all commands and keywords can 
be found in the BDL Summary (E.1E). A discussion of commands and keywords can be found in 
the Reference AJanual (2.1A.), and the Supplement (E.1E). 

CO~D(abbrev.,max allowed) [comments] 

• KEYWORD(abbrev.)(default;range and dimension) 

l{E'YWORD( abbrev.)( default;range and dimension) 

KEY\VORD(abbrev.)(default;range and diI?ension) 

About Commands and Keywords 

• indicates a required keyword 

Suggested Inpu ts To indicate their relative1impor-
t.ance, we have bold-faced cer-
tain keywords that are most 
commonly used. 

- In front of a command means 
that a u-name is mandatory 

(=) In front of a command means 
that a U-Dame is optional Oth-
erwise no u-name is permitted 

LIKE Unless otherwise noted, the 
LIKE keyword is permitted for 
each command. 

Default Values For easier reference, the default 
values of all keywords are 
bold- faced. Some keywords are 
shown with a long dash (-) as 
the default instead of a given 
value; in these cases, the user 
must define the value. 

Terminator A two-dot terminator, ( .. ), is 
required to end each input. Ira 
comment is to follow the termi-
nator, put a space between the 
terminator and the comment. 
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LOADS SUMMARY 

INPUT LOADS Required for Loads input 

TITLE( 5) LIl\'E- n *Up to 40 characters enclosed by asterisks* 
where n=1,2, .... 5 

!Note: In SYSTEMS. PLANT. and ECONOMICS, lines may be replaced, up to an DveraU total of 5. 

Also. any particular LI!\'E-n may be substituted for lines input in LOADS by using TITLE comma.nd 

followed by Ll"'E-n 'changed text", where n is tbe line to be changed.] 

ABO R T(ERRORS;ERR OR S ,WARNING S ,CAUTIONS) 

DIAGNOSTIC(LIST) takes up to six optional code-words 
WARNINGS:ERRORS,WARNINGS,CAUTIONS,DEFAULTS,COMl\1ENTS 
(default;options) is as follows: 
ECHO:ECHO,NO-ECHO 

RUN-PERIOD(l) Required for LOADS input 

BUILDING-LOCATION(B-L,l) 
LATITUDE(LAT)(*;-66.5 to 66.5°) 
LONGITUDE(LON)(*;-180.0 t·o 180.0°) 
ALTITUDE(ALT)(O.O:-lOOO.O to 20000.0 ft) 
TIME-ZONE(T-Z)(*:-12 to (all in.,te~ers) 
GROSS-AREA(G-A)(**;O.O to 10'W) 
AZIMUTH(AZ)(O.O;-360.0 to 360.0°) 
HOLIDA )'(HOL )(YES;YES,NO) 
DA 1 "LIGHT-SA VINGS(D-S)(YES;YES,NO) 
GROF:\T)-T(G-T)(·**;-lOO.O to 150.0'1') 
CLE.\R~\ESS-l\1..",!\fBER(C-T\)(*" ;0.5 to 1.2) 

:"ot~: HOL = YES - l'.S. Holidays assumed: HOL = NO - no holidays assumed] 

:"ote: D-S = YES - Daylight Savings correction: D-S = NO - no Daylight Savings correction] 

* Default i! tahn from the weat.her file 

•• D"fauitf to net ar~a. i.t.. the sum of areas of all conditioned SPA.CE·s . 

••• T"I:~; a list of tweln values: one 1,er month. Default is taken from the weather file. 

= GLASS-TYPE(G-T,32) 
PANES(P)(1:1 t.o 3) (all integers) 

* 

• SHADING-COEF(S-C)(-:O.O t.o 1.0) 
GL.-\SS-COI\:T)l1CTA .. 1\iCE( G-C)(* ;0.0 to 10.0 Btu/hr-ft2-<;:') 

s~(· pag~ ::?.l4 of this manual for GLASS-CO!'<1)VCTANCE defaults. 

iF or tn·ical values. 5e~ Chapter ::?7 of t.ht ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, 19S11.] 
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• 

DAY -SCHEDULE(D-SCH,300) 

(see example below) 

::-':ote: All 24 hours must be accounted for.i 

In its simplest form, the input for DAY-SCHEDULE takes the form: 

U-NAME = DAY-SCHEDULE (hours covered) (values for each hour) •• 

For example. for weekdays: 

LTG-1 = DAY-SCHEDULE (1,24) (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,.3,.6,.8,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) •• 

Optionally. this can be shortened by writing: 

LTG-1 = DAY-SCHEPULE (1,8)(0) (9,11) (.3,.6,.8) (12,18) (I) (19,24) (0) •• 

For week-ends and holidays: 

LTC~-2 = DAY-SCHEDULE (1,24){0) '0 

WEEK-SCHEDULE(W-SCH,200) 
(see example below) 

:~ot~: Cod~-'\\'ord for days of week and holidays is first three letl.ers of name. 

ALL - MOllds)' thru Sunday + Holidays: "'EH - weekends + Holidays; and \VD - weekda)'s) 
:!'\ote: !\Iust [,r'?oerve order of Monda:;, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday. Saturday, Sunday, Holiday) 

'!'\ot~: All dayo of week..;. Holiday must be accounted fori 

In it~ simplest form. the input for \\T:Eh:-SCHEDlTI.,E takes the form: 

V-NAME = 'WEEK-SCHEDULE (t) (V-NAME of DAY-SCHEDULE referenced) .. 

l-sing the pl'eyiollsly defined DAY-SCHEDULEs LTG-l and LTG-2, the example can be carried forward 
wilh: 

NOR!'.HL = WEEK-SCHEDULE (MON,FRI) LTG-l 
(SAT,HOL) LTG-2 .. 

VACATION = WEEK-SCHEDULE (ALL) LTG-2 .. 

Opt iOl1aJly. :\OR\L\.l can be shortened t.o: 

;\,OR\L-\L = WEEE-SCHEDULE (WD) LTG-l (WEH) LTG-2 .. 
where (\\"D I stands for week·days and (\\'EH) for week-ends and holidays. 

If Saturday is considered pan of the normal week. you must write 

I!\IO:-':.S.-\T! LTG-l (Sll~.HOLI LTG-~. 

SCHEDULE(SCH.IOO) :Kot.e: LIKE keyword not allowed] 
(see example below) 

'!'\ot~: Ever.\' dr.y of run period must b. account.ed fori 

Sot~: C'od,,""word for month is first three letters of month narnel 

S"t~: .-\ m:;.'"imum of 5:! THRl"s per command! 
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In its simplest form. the input for SCHEDULE takes the form: 

U-NAME =SCHEDULE(THRli t)(U-NAME of WEEK-SCHEDULE referenced) .. 
... c"l~ndar period covered 

To finalize the example: 

LIGHTS = SCHEDULE THRU JUN 10 NORM-U 
THRll SEP 5 VACATION 
THRl1 DEC 31 NORMAL •• 

AlternatiYely. explicit use of DAY-SCHEDllLE and WEEK-SCHEDULE can be bypassed by writing: 

LIGHTS = SCHEDULE THRll JUN 10 (WD){1,8)(O)(9,1l)(.3,.6,.8)(12,18){I)(19,24)(0)(WEH)(1,24)(0) 
THRV SEP 5 (ALL)(1,24)(0) 
THRll DEC 31 (WD) (1,8)(O)(9,1l)(.3,.6,.8)(12,18)(1)(19,24)(O){WEH)(I,24)(0) .. 

= LA YERS(LA,16) * 
• MATERIAl.(:MAT) ** 

THI Ch..;'\"ESS( TH) **. 
I:'\SlDE-FIL\1-RES(I-F-R)(0.68;0.0 to 40.0 hr-ft2-or/Btu) 

LlI-J:: keyword not allowed 

.. \' alue must l'e a list of either the u-names of MA TERlALs or code-words (rom the 
~1aterials Li~rar)': see Appendix D. Also. list the materials (a maximum of 9) 
from outside to inside: don't specify inside or outside air film as a material 

••• THICK)\;'ESS must Le specified if any thickness is different from those specified 
in ~1A TERL-\L commands or ~1at.eriaJs Library. Order of list must correspond to 
list following MA TERL"I.Ls 

= CONSTRDCTION(CO!':S,6-!) 
• LA YERS(L\') u-name or code-word 

01' 

• l~-\'.·\.lXE(l')(-:O.O to 20.0 Btu/hr-ft:?-~)* 
ABSORPTA..:'\;CE(ABS)(O.7;0.O to 1.0)** 
ROl'CH)'"ESS(RO)(3;1 to 6) (all int.egers)** 

For interior surface:. includes resistance of both air films; 
for eXHrior ,urf"':es. includt'S inside Rim resistance, but not outside film resistance. 

s·. I'&ge~ :l.1l·1::? for ."I.BSOHPTANCE and ROl1GHl'.'ESS ,·alues. 

!'ot used for interior walls. underground walls. or underground floors 
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.. 

, 
I = SP ACE-CONDITIONS(S-C,50) 

PEOPLE-SCHEDULE(P-SCH) u-name 
NUMBER-OF -PEOPLE(N-O-P)(O.O;O.O to 10000.0) 
AREA/PERSON(A/P)(lOO.O;O.O to 10000.Oft2)[Used only if J'I.,'UMBER-OF-PEOPLE not specified] 

PEOPLE-HEAT-GAIN(P-H-G)(0.0;350.0 to 2000.0 Btu/hr-pers)t 
or 
PEOPLE-HG-LAT(P-H-L)(O.O;O.O t.o 2000.0 Btu/hr-pers)t 
and 
PEOPLE-HG-SENS(P-H-S)(O.O;O.O to 2000.0 Btu/hr-pers)t 

LIGHTIN G-SCHEDULE(L-SCH) u-name 
"LIGHTING-TYPE(L-T)(SUS-FLUOR; Options a.re: SUS-FLUOR, 

REC-FLUOR-RV, REC-FLUOR-RSV, REO-FLU OR-:!\O'V , and INCAND.) 

LIGHTING-W /SQFT(L-W)(O.O;O.O to 10.0 W /ft2) [If both specified, contribution is added] 
or 
LlGHTI:'\G-K\\,(L-KW)(O.O;O.O to 200.0 kW)[ If both specified, contribution is added.] 

LIGHT-TO-SPACE(L-T-S)(*;O.O to 1.0) 
TASK-LIGHT-SCH(T-L-SCH) u-name 
TASK-LT-W /SQFT(T-L-W)(O.O;O.O to 10.0 \\'/ft2)[ If both specified, contribution is added.] 

01' 

TASK-LIGHTING-KW(T-L-KW)(O.O;O.O to 200.0 kW)[ If both specified, contribution is added.] 

EQUIP-SCHEDULE(E-SCH) u-name 
EQUIPMENT-W /SQFT{E-W){O.O;O.O t.o 100.0 W /ft2) [If both specified, contribution is added] 

or 
EQl.~IPMENT -KW{E-KW)(O.O;O.O to 200.0 kW)[ If both specified, contribution is added.] 

EQl'IP-SENSIBLE{E-S)(l.O;O.O to 1.0) 
EQnp-LATEl"T(E-L)(O.O;O.O t,o 1.0) 
SOlliCE-SCHEDl'LE(S-SCH) u-name 
SOURCE-TYPE{S-T)(GAS;GAS,ELECTRIC,HOT-WATER,PROCESS) 
SOl'RCE-BTl.'/HR(S-B)(O.O:-1000000.0 to 1000000.0 Btu/hr) 
SOURCE-SENSIBLE(S-S)(1.0;-1.0 to 1.0) 
SOCRCE-LATENT(S-L)(O.O;O.O to 1.0) 
TEMPERATURE(T)((70.0):0.0 to 120.0~) (list of 1) 

, ~ 

FLOOR-\\·EIGHT(F-W)(70.0;0.0 t,o 200.0 lb/ft"") 
INF -SCHEDULE(I-SCH) u-name ** 
INF -METHOD(I-:\l)(NONE;i"O]',,'E,CRACK,AlR-CH..<\.NGE,RESIDENTlAL,S-G) ** 
AIR-CHAI\'GES/HR(A-C)(O.O:O.O to 30,0) [ Ir Loth specified, contribution is added,] ** 

or 
I\T-CF\lSQFT(l-CF\1)(0.0:0,0 t,o 20.0 cfm/ft::!)[ If both specified, contribution is added,] ** 

nES-I~T -COEF(R-I-C)((0.252,O,0251,0.0084);0.0 to 20.0, mixed units) ** 

• s,,~ ,ilE: t~I.J~ l,~low. "Dtf'ault Table for LlGHTI~G-Tl'PEs" 

s~~ the t~Lle on th~ next page. "Default TaLle for I!'.'F-METHODs" 

• If no value i5 inf>ut. there is no contribution from people, If all are specified. the contribution is cumulative. 

Default Table for LIGHTING-TYPEs 
sus- REC- REC- REC-

KEY'\\'ORD FLUOR FLUOR-RV FLUOR-RSV INCAND FLUOR-NY 

LIGHT - TO-SP.-\CE 1.0 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.0 
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Default Table for INF -METHODs 

KEYWORD 
AIR-CHANGE 

CRACK 
RES 1-

NON"E With wind Without wind DENTLAJ. 
correction correction 

AIR-CHA .. "iGESiHR not used required not used not used not used 
I~T-CFM-SQFT not used not used required not used not used 
I~"F -SCHEDli'LE not used t t t t 
RES-Il\'F -COEF not used not used not used not used 

* 
J. If not specified, always on i If not specified, takes default value 

.. This keyword is input under the EXTERIOR-WALL, DOOR, and WINDOW commands. 
[Note: For I~'F -METHOD= RESIDENTIAL, wind and temperature dependence is given 
through the RES-Il\'F -COEF, keyword.] 

= SPACE(S.128) 
. ~ 

• AREA(A)(-:O.O- to 100000.0 ft-) 
• VOLUME(V)(-;O.O to 106 ft,3) 

FLOOR-MULTIPLIER(F-M)(1.0;l.0 to 200.0) 
SPACE-CONDITIONS(S-C) u-name§ 

§ :I.ny k"ywurd from lhi: suLcommand may be plac~d in the SPACE command, 

(= jEXTERIOR-W ALL(£-W) or ROOF(300) 
• HEIGHT(H)(-;O.O t,o 2000.0 ft) 
• WIDTH(\\,)(-;O.O to 2000.0 ft) 
• CONSTRUCTION(COl\:S) u-name 

AZIMUTH(AZ)(0.O:-360.0 to 360.0°) 
TILT(QO.O:O.O to 180.0°) [Tilt for ROOF must be input, otherwise it will default to 90~ 

r-.rrLTIPLIER(!\I)(l.O;O.O to 99.0) 
G\TI-REFLEC'TA .. NCE(G-R)(0.2:0.0 t.o 1.0) [See page 2.25 for typical values.j 

(=) INTERIOR-WALL(I-W.512) 
~ 

• AREA(.-\)(-:O,Q to 100000.0 ft-) 
• CONSTRUCTION(C'O!':S) u-name 

NEXT-TO(:\-T) u-name of adjacent SPACE 

(=) UNDERGROUND-W A].-L(V-W) or UNDERGROUND-FLOOR(U-F)(64) 
• AREA(A)(-:O,Q to 100000.0 ft-) 
• CONSTRUCTION(CONS) u-name 
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• 

(=) \VINDO\V(\\"1)(200) 
• HEIGHT(H)(-:O.O to 40.0 ft) 
• WIDTH(\\,)(-:O.O to 1000.0 ft) 
• GLASS-TYFE(G-T) u-name 

SETBACI":(SETB)(O.O;O.O to 10.0 ft) [llnused for interior windows] 

SH. illI~G-SCHEDlTLE(S-SCH) u-name 
U-\.X-SOLAR-SCH(1\1-S-SCH) u-name 
COl\1)CCT -SCHEDULE( C-SCH) u-name 
COI\1)UCT - TMIN-SCH( C-T -SCH) u-name 
0\ "ERH.<\';'\fG-A(OH-A)(O.O;no limits - ft.) [Unused for interior windows] 

OVERH.'\..."\G-B(OH-B)(O.O;no limits - ft) [Unused for interior windows] 

OYERH.-\..:"\G-W(OH-W)(O.O;O.O to no limits - ft) [Unused for interior windows]* 

and'" 
OVERI-iA .. 1\'G-D(OH-D)(O.O;O.O to no limits - ft) [Unused for interior windows] * 

0\ 'ERH.'\...l\,JG-Al"'GLE(OH-A..~G)(90.0;0.O to 180°) [Unused for interior windows] 

LEFT -FI:-\-A(L-F-A)(O.O;no limits - ft) [Unused for interior windows] 

LEFT-FI:-\-B(L-F-B)(O.O;no limits - ft) [Unused for interior windows] 

LEFT-FI:-\-H(L-F-H)(O.O;O.O to no limits - ft) [Unused for interior windows]* 

and* 
LEFT -FI:,\-D(L-F-D)(O.O;O.O to no limits - ft) [Unused for interior windows]* 

RIGHT-f'Il'\-A(R-F-A)(O.O;no limits - ft) [Unused for interior windows] 

RIGHT-Fl:"-B(R-F -B)(O.O;no limits - ft) [Unused for interior windows) 

RIGHT -f'I:"-H(R-F -H)(O.O:O.O to no limits - ft) [Unused for interior windows)* 

and· 
RIGHT-FJT'-D(R-F-D)(O.O:O.O to no limits - ft) [Unused for interior windows) * 

EithH both or neilber of thes~ should be s~ecified. If not specifed, shading calculation will not be done. 
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(=) DOOR(64) 
• HEIGHT(H)(-;O.O to 40.0 ft) 
• WIDTH(W)(-:O.O to 1000.0 ft) 
• CONSTRUCTlON(CONS) u-name of a quick-type (V-value) CONSTRUCTION 

SETBACK(SETB)(O.O;O.O to 10.0 ft) 
O\'ERHA ... l\JG-A(OH-A)(O.O;no limits - ft) 
OVERfV\.:1\;G-B(OH-B)(O.O;no limits - ft) 

O\'ERJiA..."\G-W(OH-W)(O.O;O.O to no limits - it)* 
and* 
O\'ERl-LWG-D(OH-D)(O.O;O.O to no limits - it)* 

OVERJi<\.l\JG-ANGLE(OH-ANG)(90.0jO.0 to 180°) 
LEFT-FIN-A(L-F-A)(O.O;no limits - ft) 
LEFT-FII'\-B(L-F-B)(O.O;no limits - ft) 

LEFT -FIN-H(L-F -H)(O.O;O.O to no limits - it)* 
and· 
LEFT-FIN-D(L-F-:-D)(O.O;O.O to no limits - it)* 

RIGHT -FI~-A(R-F -A)(O.O;no limits - it) 
RIGHT-FIN-B(R-F-B)(O.O;no limits - ft) 

RIGHT -FIN-H(R-F -H)(O.O;O.O to no limits - et)* 
and· 
RIGHT-FIN-D(R-F-D)(O.O:O.O to no limits - et)* 

• EilhH looth or neither of these should be s~,ecified, Ir nOL specified, shading calculation will not be done. 

LOADS-REPORT(L-R.I) 
\ "ER IF'] CA TION(Y)((-);LV-A,LY-B, ... ,LV-:M) 
SUMMARY(S)((LS-D);LS-A,LS-B, ... ,LS-L) 

END 
Requil'l:d at end of LOADS input and before FUNCTION command, if specified. 

CO~1PUTE LOADS 
Rt'Cjuirtd to do Loads simulation 
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SYSTEMS SUMMARY 

INPUT SYSTEMS Required for Systems input 

TITLE(5) 
See LOADS 

= DAY -SCHEDULE(D-SCH,300) 

See LOADS 

= \VEEK-SCHEDULE(W-SCH,200) 

See LOADS 

= SCHEDULE(SCHJOO) [Note:Lllill keyword not allowed] 
See LOADS 

= DA Y -RESET -SCH(D-R-SCH,300 minus the number of D-SCH's) 
• SUPPLY-HI(S-H)(-;O.O to 120.0~) or (-;0.0 to 1.0) 
• SUPPLY-LO(S-L)(-;O.O t.o 120.0'1=') or (-;0.0 to 1.0) 
• OUTSIDE-HI(O-H)(-;-20.0 to 120.0°F) 
• OUTSIDE-LO(O-L)(-;-20.0 to 120.0'T) 

= RESET -SCHEDULE(R-SCH ,100 minus the number of SCH's) 
See LOADS ~!'\ote:LlKE keyword not allowed] 

= ZONE-CONTROL(Z-C,50) 

• DESIGN-HEAT-T(D-H-T)(-;O.O t,o 80'T) * 
HEAT-TEMP-SCH(H-T-SCH) u-name ** 

• DESIGN-COOL-T(D-C-T)(-;O.O to 90Op) * 
COOL-TEMP':"'SCH(C-T-SCH) u-name ** 

. BASEBOARD-CTRL(B-C)(OUTDOOR-RESET;OUTDOOR-RESET, 
THERMOSTATIC) 

THER\10STAT-TYPE(T-TYPE)(PROPORTIONAL;PROPORTIONAL, 
REVERSE-ACTION. TWO-POSITION) 

THROTTLll\'G-RANGE(T-R)(· ... ;O.l to 10.0'1') 

n~yuir.d Dut not used in simulation of SLJ~! system. 

If omit.t.d. no heating or cooling. respectively. in zone . 

.... Default is ::?O if THERMOSTAT-TYPE = PROPORTIONAL or REVERSE-ACTION, 
0.5 if TWO-POSITIO!'\. 
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= ZONE-AIR(Z-A,50) 
ASSIG:,\"ED-CF~I(A-CF1\l)(-;O.O to 99999999.0 cfm) 
or 

" CFM/SQFT(-:O.O t.o 5.0 cfm/ft-) 
or 
AlR-C'H-\.;'"\!GES/HR(A-C/HR)(-;O.O to 10.0/hr) 

OUTSIDE-AIR-CFM(O-A-Cfl.1)(-;0.0 to 99999999.0 dm) 
or 
OA-CFM/PER(O-CFM/P)(-;O.O to 60.0 crm/person) 
or 
OA-CHANGES(O-C)(-;O.O to 10.0/hr) 

EXl-lA.UST-CFM(E-CFM)(-;O.O to 99999999.0 crro) 
EXHAUST-STATIC(E-S)(-;O.O to 10.0 in of WG) 
EXH~UST-EFF(E-E)(0.75;0.I to 1.0) 
EXHA.l'ST-K\\,(E-KW)(-;O.O to 0.01) 

= ZONE(Z.128) 
ZOl':E-COl':TROL(Z-C) u-nume § 
ZONE-AIR(Z-A) u-name § 
!\Jl):-CBI-R.-\ TIO(M-C-R)(-;O.O t.o 1.0) 
J\U:\-Cnl-SCH(J\l-C-SCH) u-name 
TER!'. lI):AL-T) "PE( TER-T'fPE)( SV A V ;SV A V ,SERIES-PIU ,P ARA.LLEL-PIU)* 
1:,\1)l:CED-A.IR-ZO~'E(I-A-Z) u-name of Z01\TE* 
REHEAT-DELTA-T(R-D-T)(-;O.O to 100.0)* 
BASEBOARD-RA TING(B-R)(O.0;-99999999.0 t.o 0.0) 

• ZONE-FAN-RATIO(Z-F-R)(U;O.O to 10.0) *** 
or 

• ZONE-FAN-CFM(Z-F-CFM)(U;O.O to 99999999.0 ft3
/ min) *** 

• ZONE-FAN-T-SCH(Z-F-SCH) u-name [Required if TERMINAL-TYPE =PARALLEL-PIU.I *** 
ZO:\T-FA.:'\-K\\,(Z-F -1\:W)(0.00033;0.0 to 0.01 kW /cfm) *** 

l::;~d or;].\" for PIl: system: I-A-Z requind if TERMINAL-TYPE ~ SVAV 

.. For s~rib PIl·. ZO:--'"E-F'A)\;-RATIO defaults to 1.0. However, defa.ulting is not 
"liow~J for l·.,rallti PIl': therefore, user must input. -RATIO or -CFM. 

This keyword appears under the ZONE-F'ANS command in the (unabridged) EDL Summarll (f.1E), 

§ AI;Y keyword from thtse subcommand, may be placed in the ZONE command 
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= SYSTEM-CONTROL(S-C.50) 

MAX-SUPPLY-T(MA.X-S-T)(-;50.0 to 200.0~) 
MIN-SUPPLY-T(MIN-S-T)(-;45.0 to 70.0~) 
COOL-CONTROL(C-C)(CONSTANT;CONSTANT,WAIDvIEST, 

RESET .SCHEDULED) 
ECONO-LIMIT-T(E-L-T)(-:45.0 to 80.0~) 
BASEBOARD-SCH(B-SCH) u-name 
HEA TING-SCHEDULE(H-SCH) u-name 
COOLING-SCHEDULE(C-SCH) u-narne 
HEAT-CONTROL(H-C)(CONSTANT;CONSTANT,COLDEST,RESET,SCHEDULED) 
HEAT-SET-T(H-S-T)(-;50.0 to 200.0OP) . 
HEAT-RESET-SCH(H-R-SCH) u-name of RESET-SCHEDULE 
HEA T -SET -SCH(H-S-SCH) u-name 
COOL-RESET-SCH(C-R-SCH) u-name of RESET-SCHEDULE 
COOL-SET -SCH( C-S-SCH) u-name 
1\i-\x-HlJ?\fIDITY(MA.X-H)(100.O;30.0 to 80.0%) 
MI!,\-HtTMIDIT'Y(1\lIN-H)(O.O;O.O to 70.0%) 
PREHEAT-T(p-T)(45.0;-50.0 t.o 70.00 F) 

= SYSTEM-AIR(S-A,50) 

OA-CONTROL(O-CTRLj(TEMP;TE1\1P,FIXED,ENTfHLPY) 
SLTPPL Y-CF1\l(S-CFM)(* ;10.0 to 9999999.0 cfm) [ • Calculated from ZONE-AIR input and zone loads.j 

:\l1:"-Ot;TSIDE-AlR(:!\!-O-A)(* ;0.0 t.o 1.0) [ • Calculated from ZONE-AIR input and zone loads.] 

\ !I:'(-.-\IR -SCH(!\1-A-SCH) u-name 
RECO\'ERY-EFF(REC-E)(O.O;O.2 to 0.8 Btu/Btu) 
!,\:\.TUR.-\I.-\'ENT-AC(N-V"':A)(-;O.O to 100.0 air changes/hr)** 
1\A Tt'R-\I.-VE!\T -SCH(~-V -SCH) u-name** 
\'E?,\T -TE1\1P-SCH(\,-T-SCH) u-name** 

•• l5~d only for SYSTEM-TYPE = RESYS. 

= SYSTEM-F ANS(S-F.~~S,50) 

F AN-SCHEDULE(F -SCH) u-name 
F AN-CONTROL(F -C)(-;CONSTANT -VOLUME,SPEED,INLET,DISCHARGE,CYCLING, 

. TWO-SPEED.FA~-EIR-FPLR) 

S1.'PPLY-DELTA-T(SLTP-D-T)(-;O.O to 30.0~) 
and 
5l 'PPL Y-1\\\'(5-1(\\' )(-:0.0 to 0.0 kW /cfm) 

RETl'R:\-DELTA-T(RET-D-T)(-;O.O to 30.0or) 
and 
RETURN-KW(R-l--:W)(-;O.O t.o om kW /efm) 

NIGHT-CYCLE-CTRL(N-C-C)(-;STAY-OFF,CYCLE-ON-ANY, 
CYCLE-ON-FIRST. ZONFr-F ANS-Ol\'L Y·) [·Used only for PIU systems] 
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= SYSTEM(SYST.I00) 

SYSTEM-CO NTROL(S-C)§ 
SYSTEM-AIR(S-A)§ 
SYSTEM-F ANS(S-F A..NS)§ 
SYSTEM-FLUID(S-FLU)§ 

• SYSTEM-TYPE(S-TYPE)(-) 
• ZONE-NAMES(Z-N) (list of zones in system,including plenum and unconditioned zones) 

HEAT-SOURCE(HEAT-S)(-jHOT-WATER,ELECTRIC 
F1.TRNA CE,OIL-FURNACE ,HEAT-PUMP) 

ZONE-HEAT-SOURCE(Z-H-S)(-jHOT-WATER,ELECTRIC 
FURNACE,OIL-FURNACE) 

PREHEAT-SOURCE(PREHEAT)(-jHOT-WATER,ELECTRIC 
FURNACE, OIL-FURNACE) 

BASEBOARD-SOURCE(BASEB-S)(-jHOT-WATER,ELECTRIC 
FURNACE,OIL-FURNACE) 

HlT\lIDIFIER-TYPE(H-TYPE)(-jHOT-WATER,ELECTRIC,FURNACE, 
OIL-FURNACE) 

SIZING-RATIO(S-R)(1.0;0.1 t.o 2.0) 
REHEAT-DELTA-T(R-D-T)(-jO.O to 100.0~)* 
MIN-CFM-RATIO(M-C-R)(-jO.O to 10.0)* 
HEATING-CAPACITY(H-CAP)(-;-99999999.0 to 0.0 Btu/hr)** 
!\L<\..~-COi'-1)-RCVRY(M-C-R)(-;O.O to 1.0)** 

Tbi; h,\'word ajJpear~ under the SYSTEl\f-TERMI~AL command 
in lh~ (unol.ridged) BDL Summary (2.1E). 

Thi; keyword ar.pears under the SYSTEM-EQUIPMENT command 
in the (unabridged) BDL Summary (e.IE). 

§ An,\' keyword from these subcommands may be placed in the ZOl'.'E command 

= PLA ... '\T -ASSIG!\'1\1ENT(P-A,4)t 
SYSTE\1-!\'A .. \fES(S-N) (list of system names in this plant) 
10:T -Ft.'EL-BTl.) jHR(I-F -BTU) (0.0;0.0 to 10,000,000 Btu/hr) 
IAT -FUEL-SCH(I-F -SCH) (u-name) 
EXT-FUEL-BTU/HR(E-F -BTU) (0.0;0.0 t.o 10,000,000 Btujhr) 
EXT-FFEL-SCH(E-F -SCH) (u-name) 
I!\,T-ELEC-I-:W(I-E-I-:) (0.0;0.0 to 1000 kW) 
I);T -ELEC-SCH(I -E-SCH) (u-name) 
EXT-ELEC-I-:W(E-E-K) (0.0;0.0 to 1000 kW) 
EXT -ELEC-SCH(E-E-SCH) = (u-name) 
DH\\'-GAL,!\-1L,\ (DHW-GP!\1)(0.0; 0.0 to 10,000 gal/min) _ 
DH\\'-SCH (u-name) 
DHW-SUPPLY-T (140.0; 70.0 to 200.0 F) 
DH\\'-l?\LET-T-SCH (u-name)[defaults to ground temperatures from weather file) 
PROCESS-H\\'-BTl1/HR(HW-BTU) (0.0;0.0 to 10,000,000 Btu/hr) 
PROCESS-H\\'-SCH(HW-SCH) (u-name) 
PROCESS-CH\\·-BTt.~/HR(CH\V-BTU) (0.0;0.0 to 10,000,000 Btu/hr) 
PROCESS-CH\\,-SCH (u-name) 

• If thi; l'Omm~nd j~ not us~d.lhe default PLANT-ASSIG!'.'MENT is all systems described in the input. 
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.. 
,. 

SYSTE?\.1S-REPORT(S-R,l) The total number of reports generated may not exceed 200. 

Sl0.L\L\RY(S)((SS-A);SS-A,SS-B, ... ,SS-O) 

END 
Required at end of Systems input 

CO~1PUTE SYSTEMS 
Required t.o do Syst.ems simulation 
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PLANT S~Y 

INPUT PLANT Required for Plant input 

TITLE(5) 
See LOADS 

= PLANT-EQUIPMENT(P-E,60) [Six PLANT-EQUIPMENT instructions 
are allowed for each equipment type, so that up to six different sizes may be specified for each 
type. Exceptions are cooling towers, and hot and cold water tanks. Only one of each of these 
may be specified.] 

• TYPE(-;7) 
SIZE(O.O:-lOOO.O to 100.0 lv1Btu/hr) 
INSTALLED-NUMBER(I-N)(l;1 to 10) (all integers) 

Note: For a cooling t.ower, INSTALLED-NlJMBER is the number of cells. 

SOle: At l~ast on~ PLA!'T-EQVIPMET'T command is required; TYPE must be the first keyword listedj 

• Allowed TYPE code-words are: 

ABSORG-CHLR 
ABSOR l-CHLR 
ABSOR2-CHLR 
(:OOLl~G-TWR 
DBC;\-CHLR 
DHI\'-HEATER 
ELEC-DHI\' -HEll. TER 

ELEC-HW-BOlLER 
ELEC-STM-BOlLER 
ENG-CIn..R 
HERM-CENT -CHLR 
HERM-REC-CHLR 
HW-BOlLER 
STM-BOILER 

P.-\.RT-LOAD-R.-\TIO(P-L-R.25) [One PART-LOAD-RATIO instruction may be used ror ea.ch equipment type.] 

• TYPE(-:*)!· Takes s"mt codt-words as TYPE in PLAl'.'T-EQUIPME1\T.] 

ELEC-I:''<Pl)T-RATIO(E-I-R)(tO.O to 10.0) * 

For 

~ Se~ Rfj£rfflcr Ala'lual 12.104). Chap.V, Table V.4 for derault values. 

DIESEL--GET'\ 

GTlT-I.B-GET'\ 

STl'RB-GE!\ 

ABSOHG-CHLR 

E!\G-CHLR 

se~ tho tal·lo b~low for rHistd default nlues. 

Revised Default Values for PART-LOAD-RATIO 

Plant-Equipment MIN MAX OPT 

DIESEL-GEN 0.15 1.1 0.95 
G TURB-GEl\' 0.30 1.1 1.0 
STl'RB-GEN 0.10 1.1 1.0 
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u-name = PLA'I\"T -ASSIG!'\1\1ENTLP-A,l) • 
::\ote: u-name must be the u-name of the PLA ... NT-ASSIG:t\lJ\1ENT in SYSTEMS; 
. if PL.\.:,\,T -ASSIGJ'.il'vfENT is defined in SYSTE:\·1S. then it must be defined in PLA .. Tl.JT also.l 

PLANT -P ARAMETERS(P-P, 1) 

Boilers: 
ST:\f-BOILER-HlR(1.3;0.0 to 3.0) 
HW-BOILER-HIR(1.25;0.0 to 3.0) 

Domestic Hot \Vater Heaters: 
DHW-HlR(1.39;0.0 to 3.0) 

Chillers: 
HERM-CENT-COND-TYPE(TOWER;TOWER,AIR) 
HERM-REC-COND-TYPE(TOWER;TOWER,AIR) 
ABSOR1-Hffi{1.6;O.0 to 3.0) 
ABSOR2-HIR{1.0;0.0 to 3.0) 
ABSORG-HIR(l.O: 0.0 to 3.0) 
ABSORG-HEAT-XEFF(0.8; 0.1 to 1.0) 
E!'\'G-CH-COP(1.4; 0.1 to 3.0) 
E:'\G-CH-C01\U-TYPE(TOWER;TOWER,AlR) 
DBUN-COND-T-REC{10S.0;80.0 to 120.0°F) 
MI:'\-CO:\U-AIR-T( 65.0;0.0 to 100.Oor) 
CHILL-\\·TR-T(44.0;32.0 to 80.0"1=') 

Towers: 
TWR-C.A.P-CTRL( ONE-SPEED-F AN;Ol\'E--SPEED-F AN, FLUID-BYPASS, 

TWO-SPEED-FAN VARl-\BLE-SPEED-FAN) 
TWR-SETPT-CTRL(FIXED;FIXED,WETBULB-RESET) 
TWR-SETPT-T(80.0; 32.0 to 100.OF) 
MI:\-T\\"R-WTR-T(65.0;32.0 to 100.0"1=') 
T\\·R-PUJ\fP-HEAD(60.0;0.0 to 100.0 ft) 
TWR-DESIGN-WETBULB(75.0;32.0 to 100.0"1=') 

Pumps: 
HCIRC-HEAD(60.0;0.0 to 100.0 ft) 
HCIRC-DESIG:\-T-DROP(30.0;0.0 to 100.0"1=') 
HCrnC-LOSS(O.Ol;O.OOOl to 1.0) 
CCIRC-HEAD{60.0:0.0 to 100.0 ft) 
CCIRC-DESIGN-T-DROP{lO.O;O.O to 20.0°F) 
CCIRC-LOSS{O.Ol:O.OOOl to 1.0) 
ccrn C-SIZE-OPT( SY STEM-PEAK :SYSTEM-PEAK,INST -PLANT-EQUIP) 
H crn C -SIZE-OPT(SYSTEM-PEAK ;SYSTEM-PEAJ{ ,INST -PLANT-EQUIP) 
CCIRC-PUMP-TYPE(FIXED-SPEED;FlXED-SPEED,v ARLAJ3LE-SPEED) 
HCIRC-PUMP-TYPE(FIXED-SPEED;FIXED-SPEED,v ARlABLE-SPEED) 
CCIRC-:--1!!'\-PLR(O.S;O.OOOl to 1.0) 
HCIRC-!\lI:\-PLR(O.S:O.OOOJ to 1.0) 

.. Th· opt ionE are: DIESEL-OIL.:-\:\ TFRA~GAs.rUEL-OlL,LPG,CO.I\L,METHANOL. 
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HEAT -RECOYERY(HEAT-R,l) 
SUPPL Y-I(S-l )(DBUN-CHLR) 
DE\l·\J\'D-l(D-I)(SPACE-HEAT) 

E!\"ER GY -RESO"l'R CE(E-R, 7) 
• RESOlJ"RCE(R)(-;ELECTRICITY,DIESEL-On..,NATURAL-GAS, FUEL-On.., 

STEAM,CHILLED-WATER,LPG,COAL,METHANOL) 
SOURCE-SITE-EFF(S-S-E)(t;O.O to 1.0) [t See Supplement (t.IE) for default values.] 

Default Values for ENERGY-RESOURCE 

RESOllRCE SOURCE-SITE-EFF 

CHILLED-WATER 1.5* 
CO.A.L 1.0 
DIESEL-OIL 1.0 
ELECTRICITY 0.333*** 
FliEL-OIL 1.0 
LPG 1.0 
}'1ETHAl\'OL 1.0 
NATFRAL-GAS 1.0 
STEA\1 0.60** 

* Efficient electrically-driven chillers in a central 
chilled-water plant. 

** Steam produced by heat-only boiler in a central 
st.eam generation plant. 

*** California Energy Commission conversion factor 
for electricity: 10,239 Btu/kWh. 

PLA:,\,T-REPORT(P-R.l) 
S1. '\f\L -illY! S)( (PS-A,PS-B,PS-D );PS-A,PS-B,PS-C,PS-D,PS-G,BEPS 

END 
Requirrd at end of Plant input 

C01\.1PUTE PLANT 
Rrquired 10 do Plant simulation 
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ECONOMICS SillvfMARY 

INPUT ECONOMICS 
Required for Economics input 

TITLE 
See LOADS 

WEEK-SCHEDULE(W-SCH,200) 
See LOADS 

= SCHEDULE(SCH,100) 
See LOADS 

= BLOCK-CHARGE{B-C)(30) 
BLOCI\:-SCH(B-SCH) (u-name) 
SCH-FLAG(FLAG)(l.O;key t.o hourly value used in a SCHEDULE) 
BLOCKI-TYPE(Bl-T)(ENERGY;El\'ERGY,KWH/KW,KWH/KW-LIMITSUM,DEMAND) 
BLOCKI-DATA(BI-D)(O.O;list, of up to 10 sets of block-size,cost/unit,limit) 
BLOCK2-T)'PE(B2-T)(ENERGY;E]\;'ERGY,KffiV/KW,KWH/KW-LIMITSUM,DEMA.1\TD) 
BLOCK2-DATA(B2-D)(0.O;lisl of up to 10 sets of block-size, cost/unit, limit) 
BLOCE3-T)'PE(B3-T)tENERGY; E!\'ERGY, KWH/h."W, KWH/KW-LThllTSUM, DE~""'TD) 
BLOCK3-DATA(B3-D)(O.O; list of up to 10 sets of block-size, cost/unit, limit) 
TOLT-SEASOT\'-LIl\XS(TOU-LI!'.TK)(accepts list of u-names of BLOCK-Cfi.\RGEs) 

= UTILITY-RATE(U-R)(15) 

• RESO URCE(R)( -;ELECTRICITY,DIESEL-OIL ,NATURAL-GAS ,FUEL-OIL, 
STEA\'l ,CHILLED-WATER,LPG ,COAL ,l\.1ETHANOL ,OTHER-FUEL , 
and for cogeneration ELEC-BUY /SELL,ELEC-l\'ET-SALE) 

!\10T\'TH-CHGS(M-CHG)(O.O;0.O to $100,OOO/month) list of 1 to 12 values. 
E:\"ERGY-CHG(E-CHG)(O.O;O.O to $lOO,OOO,OOO/unit) 
E!\'ERGY-CHG-SCH(E-SCH) (u-name) 
DE!\l<\l\TI-CHGS(D-CHG)(O.O;O.O to $lOO,OOO,OOO/univ-hr) list of 1 to 12 values 
BLOCI...::-CHARGE(B-C)(-;lisl of up to ten u-names of BLOCK-CHARGEs) 
MI]\-MON-CHGS(1\1-1\1-CHG)(O.O;0.0 to $1,OOO,OOO,OOO/month) list of 1 to 12 values 
]\1I~-!\1O~-DE!\1-CHGS(]\1-D-CHG)(O.O;O.O to $1 ,OOO/month) list of 1 to 12 values 
RATE-LI\llTA TIO:-';(R-LTh1)(O.O;O.O to $100,OOO,OOO/UI\TJT) 
LIKE (-:accepts u-name of another UTILITY-RATE) 
BILLr\G-DA'yS(B-D)(31 or last day or month;list of 12 days, one for each month; 1 to 31} 

EC'O~O!\nC'S-REPORT(E-R,I) 

\TRIFICATIO;,\(V)(-;EV-A,EV-B) (list) 
S1. ~f\io\RY(S)(ES-A;ES-A,ES-B,ES-C,ES-D,ES-E,ES-F ,ALL-SUMMARY) (list) 

15et AI'I'endix C of I.he the Supplement (R.lE) 

for a full dt5rrir'lion of all report.s.l 
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END 
Required at end of Economics input 

COMPUTE ECONOMICS 
Required for Economics simulation 

STOP 
t.'se only if want BDL and simulation to stop here 
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Geographical Data for the 50 Largest U.S. Cities 

State City Lat. Long. Time Zone 

Arizona 
Phoenix 33.45 112.07 7 
Tucson 32.13 110.58 7 

Fresno 36.43 119.47 8 
Long Beach 33.78 118.18 8 
Los Angeles 34.07 118.25 8 

California 
Oakland 37.82 122.27 8 
Sacramento 38.35 121.29 8 
San Diego 32.72 117.15 8 
San Francisco 37.78 122.42 8 
San Jose 37.33 121.88 8 

Colorado Denver 39.73 104.98 7 

Florida 
Jacksonville 30.33 81.65 5 
Miami 25.78 80.18 5 

Georgia Atlanta 33.75 84.38 5 

Hawaii Honolulu 21.32 157.87 10 

Illinois Chicago 41.88 87.63 6 

Indiana Indianapolis 39.77 86.15 5 

Louisiana New Orleans 29.97 90.07 6 

J\lar~'land Baltimore 39.28 76.62 5 

!vla.ssachuset ts Bost.ol1 42.37 71.07 5 

Michigan Detroit 42.33 83.00 5 

Minnesota Minneapolis 44.98 93.27 6 

Missouri 
Kansas City 39.10 94.58 6 
Saint Louis 38.62 90.20 6 

T"ebraska Omaha 41.28 96.02 6 

l\ew :tIft'xico Albuquerque 35.05 106.39 6 

Nt'w York 
Buffalo 42.88 78.88 5 
!'\ew York 40.72 74.00 5 

North Carolina Charlott,e 35.13 80.5 5 

Cincinnati 39.10 84.52 5 

Ohio 
Cleveland 41.50 81.70 5 
Coll1mbu~ 39.97 83.00 5 
Toledo 41.65 83.55 5 

Oklahoma Oklahoma City 35.50 97.50 6 
Tulsa 36.17 95.92 6 
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Oregon Portland 45.53 122.62 8 

P~nnsyl\"ania 
Philadelphia 39.95 75.17 5 
Pittsburgh 40.43 80.02 5 

Tennessee 
:Memphis 35.13 90.05 6 
Nashville 36.17 86.78 6 

Austin 30.16 97.44 6 
Dallas 32.78 96.82 6 

Texas 
El Paso 31.75 106.48 7 
Fort Worth 32.75 97.30 6 
Houston 29.77 95.37 6 
San Ant.onio 29.42 98.50 6 

Virginia Virginia Beach 36.5 75.58 5 

\\' ashington Seat.tIe 47.60 122.33 8 

\Visconsin Milwaukee 43.03 87.92 6 

D.C. \\' ashington 38.90 77.03 5 
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